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FOREWORD

This volume is part of the final report on research supported by a con-
tract witn the Employment and Training Administration of the U.S. Department
of Labor. The work was initiated in 1979 at the Institute for Research on
Poverty, University of Wisconsin, Madison. In July 1981, the project's prin-
cipal investigator took a position as associate director of the Research
Division at the National Center for Resedrcn in Vocational Education, The Ohio
State University, tnus brinyiny with him one component of this research ef-
fort, while another component was continued at the Institute fur Research on
Poverty under subcontract from the National Center.

This research would not have been possible witno% the cooperation and
assistance of 5,919 employers who so graciously responded to our telephone
interview. We greatly appreciate the time and the insiyhts that these very
busy men and women contributed to the study.

The project is also indebted to the many employers who assisted in the
design of the interview instrument. In this regard, special thanks are due to
Clifford Roe, Supervisor of Salaried Union Relations and EEO Administrator
(retired), Buffalo Divisions, Westinghouse Electric Corporation; and William
J. Dennis, Research Director, National Federation of Independent Business.

Wilson S. Johnson, President of the National Federation of Independent Busi-
ness was very supportive of the study, and graciously provided a letter of

introduction that we sent to all the employers seleCted for an interview.

Thanks are extended to Joe Meskey and Nancy Williamson for their capable
proyramming and data base preparation in the course of the project. The

manuscript was edited by Janet Kiplinyer and typed by Vera Mueller, JacOue
Masters, and Cathy Jones.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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PREFACE

The work contained in this volume is one of the products of DOL-funded
research to study the Labor Market Effects of,the Employment Opportunity Pilot
Projects. The Employment Opportunity Pilot Projects were a large scale demon-
stration of the Carter Administration's Welfare Reform Proposals. The program
was cancelled in the Spring of 191U but baseline data had already been col-
lected on over 5,919 employers. This volume reports on our analysis of this
data.

I began work on this project in 1979 while at the Institute for Research
on Poverty at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. In July 1981, I moved to
the National Center for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio State Uni-
versity, where I continued my involvement with this research, the prime con-
tractor of. which was Stanford Research Institute International. I would like
to thank Gene Smolensk y, Director of the Institute for Research on Poverty,
and Robert E. Taylor, Executive Director of the National Center for Research
in Vocational Education,,for their support and encouragement of this effort.

In addition, I would like to thank the staff at WESTAT, Inc. who were
responsible for desiyning the sampling frame and conducting the telephone sur-
vey. Steve Dietz, Diane Ward, Mike Shea, Carmen Vincent, Joe Waksbery, Adam
Chu, and Jack Oyus did an outstanding job in this portion of the project.
Their enthusiasm and professionalism were responsible for the hiyh response
rates obtained and the high quality of the data set that was generated.

A number of people at the 0.S. Department of Labor made important con-
tributions to this enterprise. In particular, I want to thank Jodie Allen,
Burt Barnow, Beverly Bachemin, Gary Burtless, Richard Hayes, Gillian Hunter,
Philip Moss, and Larry Orr.

I would also like to thank my col leayues at the Institute for Research on
Poverty, SRI. International, Purdue University, and the National Center for

Research in Vocational Education for their helpful comments and critiques of
early drafts of many of this report's chapters. I am especially indebted to
John Barron, William Dunkelbery, John Gardner, Peter Gottschalk, Mike Keeley,
Stan Masters, Mark Meitzen, Mark Montgomery, Jeanette Schrier, Grace Schubert,
Stanley Stephenson, Richard Toikkd, and Arlene Waksbery.

Finally, I want to thank my wife, Marcie, and my two sons Michael and

Matthew for putting up with the disruptions of their lives that this volume
necessitated.

John HilIman Bishop
August 1982
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The persistence of high unemployment rates amongst minorities and youth
in the face of tight labor markets for skilled workers and accelerating wage/
price inflation has led economists and politicians to search for new ways to
stimulate employment and training opportunities for inexperienced and disad-
vantaged workers.

Programs have been established'to induce the private sector to create
additional jobs and to provide training for unskilled and inexperienced work-
ers. In 1980 four such programs were in operation: the Targeted Jobs Tax
Credit (TJTC), the WIN tax credit, CETA's On-the-Job Training (OJT) contracts,
and WIN-0J1 contracts. Since 1979 the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit has provided,
to employers outside the personal service sector, a tax credit for hiring cer-
tain categories of workers. In 1980 these included: high school students in
cooperative education. programs, economically disadvantaged youth (ages eigh-
teen to twenty-four), veterans, ex-convicts, Supplementary Security Income and
general assistance recipients, and the handicapped. At the end of 1981 non-
disadvantaged cooperative education students were dropped from eligibility for
TJTC. The credit amounts to 50 percent of the first $6,000 of wages per em-
ployee for the first year of employment and 25 percent of such wages for the
second year of employment.

The other programs have been in existence in one form or another since
the early 197Us. Employers hiriny recipients of Aid to Families with Depen-
dent Children (AFDC) may now receive a 1WIN tax credit of 50 percent of the
first year's wayes and 25 percent of the second year's. During the summer of
1961, the WIN tax credit was merged into TJTC. CETA-OJT is a program whereby
local prime sponsors contract with private employers to hire and train workers
referred by CLTA. The contract generally specifies that one-half of the wages
paid during the first six months be reimbursed by CETA. The WIN-OJT program
is very siHlar to CETA-OJT.

'---i-F1-11rder to learn more about employer utilization of these subsidies and
thoir .impacts on employers, the U.S. Department of Labor contracted with
WESTAr, Inc., of Rockville, Maryland, to conduct a thirty-minute telephone
survey with each of more than 5,300 employers. This monograph makes use of
data from interviews with 4,832 establishments with one or more employees in
December 1979. The respondents are a stratified random sample of establish-
ments that pay unemployment insurance taxes from thirty separate locations
around the country.

This volume presents the results of an analysis of this data set. The

first five chapters examine participation in and tne effects of the employment
and training subsidies that are currently in operation. Chapter 1 introduces
the reader to the subsidy programs and the data set and tabulates how partici-
pation in each subsidy program varies with industry and the size of the estab-
lishment. Chapter 2 examines which employers are familiar witn the programs

xi



and attempts to understand why most employers are unaware of the existence of
these subsidy programs. Chapter 3 explores the reasons why so few of the em-
ployers that are familiar with a program participate in them by studying what
determines whether a firm participates in the program, Chapter 4 examines the
impact of these proyrams on employment levels of the firms that participate in
them. Chapter 5 reviews all the relevant research on employment and training
subsidies and makes recommendations for changes in the design of the programs.

The second part of the volume analyzes the context in which employment
and training subsidies operate: the hiring, training, and wage-setting
cies of the firm. The determinants of the employer's investment in selecting
a new employee--the number of applicants interviewed and the total number of
hours spent recruiting and interviewing for a position--are analyzed in
chapter 6. Rates of quitting and dismissals are studied in chapter 7. The
amount of training that is provided to new workers the productivity growth
that results is examined in chapter 8. The determinants of wage growth are
analyzed in chapter 9.

The first three chapters of the volume focus on the determinants of em-
ployer participation in these programs. Firms that are ignorant of the
existence of a program cannot participate in it, .so a separate analysis was
conducted of "familiarity" with the programs and participation given famil-
iarity. A theoretical model of a knowledgeable firm's decision to participate
in a targeted employment and training subsidy was developed. Firms -were
assumed to participate if the benefit of participating (the dollars of subsidy
received) exceeds the costs. Learning about the program and establishing
channels for identifying and recruiting eligible workers are an Important part
of the costs of participating. These costs are unrelated to the number of
workers subsidized so costs of participation do not rise proportionally with
the number of workers for whom one receives subsidy. The benefits of partici-
pating are more likely to exceed the costs at firms (a) that have many open-
ings that eliyible workers might fill, (b) that have low costs of identifying,
certifying,. and eMploying eligible workers, and (c) that receive large subsi-
dies for each eligible workers. When the net benefits of participation are
high the incentive\to invest in intormation is greatest so determinants of
participation given ',knowledge are likely to also be the determinants of know-
ledge. The other important determinant of familiarity is liXely to be the
costs of learning abOut the program.

The effectiveneSs of employment subsidies in creating jobs is severely
hampered by simple ignorance of the programs. Only 17 percent of all employ-
ers were familiar with TJTC, and only 23 percent were familiar with. WIN.
Slightly more than half of the firms in the EUPP Survey were familiar with the
CEFA -UJT programs, and slightly less than half were familiar with the New Jobs
Tax Credit. Familiarity with these programs was found to be positively asso-
ciated with two measures of the likely benefit of participating- -size of the
establishment and proportion of the work force in white-collar occupations- -

two indicators of d low cost of learning about the program--membership in
local business organization, previous receipt of other subsidies--and an indi-
cator of outreach by local program administrators--the proportion of all

employers in the site who learned of WIN or CETA from a government representa-
tive.

xi i
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Knowledge of CETA-OJT is greatest in rural sites with a high 1978 unemployment
rate and high proportion of minorities. This reflects the funding formula of
the CETA proyram and the tendency of rural administrators of CETA to focus
their dollars on OJT because classroom training is costly and inefficient
where distances are yreat and labor markets are thin.

In our view, the primary explanation for yeographic variation in famili-
arity with these programs is variation in local prOMotioaal efforts (only some
of which were measured by our outreach variable). From this we derive the
hopeful conclusion that while iynorance was, in 1980, the major barrier to use
of these programs, effective promotional efforts nave and can overcome this
barrier.

Only a few of the employers that are familiar with these programs parti-
cipate in them. Thirteen percent of those familiar with TJTC participated in
it. Three percent ;of those familiar with the WIN and CETA-OJT proyrams parti-
ci pate in them. The employers that do participate tend to bathe ones with
many unskilled job openings. Participation was positively related to estab-
lishment size, the proportion of the work force in unskilled jobs, and the
rate of yrowth of employment. Firms that can, without great difficulty, fire
employees who do not perform well are ,more able to take risks when hiring.
They are considerably more likely to participate than firMs that cannot fire
employees easily. Firms that use one subsidy program are more likely to use
other subsidy proyrams.

Outreach by program administrators was found to have a significant impact
on both knowledge and participation. Employers that have been contacted per-
sonally by a government representative about the program are considerably more
likely to participate.

Some states have been very successful in marketing TJTC. At the time of
our interview, Georgia, South Carolina, and Alaska had .pdrticipation Jates
that were ten times those of California. The willingnes.s of firms to parti-
cipate in these programs does not vary appreciably from state to state; what
does vary are the policies and commitment of the local administrators of the
program. It is the lack of the local employment services' commitment to pro-
motiny the TJTC program in most parts of the country that is responsible for
the low participation. One Oregon employer found his local employment service
office ignorant of TJTC and uncooperative. He claimed they were not even set
up to certify the eligible workers that he found and hired; he had to go down
to the office to teach the staff there how to certify someone.

The other major finding is that the nonpecuniary cost of participating is
significant and largely fixed in nature. In our data this results in large
firms witn many unskilled jobs being more likely to participate. Once a firm
has learned how the proyram works and has developed channels for recruiting
eligible workers, the costs of hiriny additional eligible workers fall. The

result is that while most firms do riot participate, some of those that do par-
ticipate. hire larye numbers of eligible workers. There is, for instance, a

janitorial service company in an eastern city that is alone responsible for 1
percent of the entire nation's WIN tax credit claims in the 1978-1979 period.



Hiring of subsidy-eligible workers is hiyhly concentrated in a few firms.

Even though less than 1 percent of all workers are subsidized, the typical

subsidized worker is working at an establishment at which 14.6 percent of the

firm's employees are subsidized. If participation in these programs is to

increase, it is important to keep the marginal costs of hiring and certifyiny

additional workers low and,' if possible, to make them lower. It may be that

the most efficienll way to reduce the structural unemployment of welfare reciL

pients and disadvantaged youth is to encourage what seems to be a tendency for

certain employers to specialize in hiring and training this disadvantaged

population.

Chapter 4 of the volume examines one of the many possible indicators of

the impact of these subsidy programs on the economy--their impact on the em-

ployment levels of participating firms. It was found that when employers were

asked what finpaet these programs had upon their employment levels, 25 percent

of our respondents reported that they haU increased employment. The size of

the reported employment increase was roughly one-fifth of the total number of

subsidized workers hired,. (includiny those hired by firms that reported no in-

crease ill employment).

The econometric estimates of the impact of these subsidy programs are

even more favorable. About three-quarters of all private wage and salary em-

ployment is in establishments with twenty or more employees. Only a slightly

smaller proportion (70 percent) of all subsidized employees work in establish-

ments that have more than twenty employees. In these establishments our pre-

ferred two-staye least squares (2SLS) model .obtains point estimates of the

impact of hiring subsidized workers that imply that extra subsidized employees

produce an approximately one-for-one increase in the establishment's total
employment. The ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates of the same model also

imply a large impact: the change in employment per subsidized worker was .64

for establishments with twenty-one to one hundred employees and .235 for

establishments of greater than one hundred employees.

These OLS and 2SLS results are our best point estimates of the impact of

the subsidy programs on the employment levels of the subsidized firms. If

anything, they are biased down because they cover only the final five-and-a-

half months of 1979. The analysiS of 1980 employment growth suggests that
there was no tendency for these 1979 gains to be lost in 1980. The problem

with these results, however, is that the confidence intervals (especially

tnose that use two-staye least squares) of these point estimates are very

wide. In the 2SLS models the hypothesis that there is no subsidy program

impact cannot be rejected. In the OLS models we may reject the hypothesis of

no impact only for the twenty-one to one hundred employee establishments. As

a result we cannot draw conclusions from this analysis with any great confi-

dence. Unless the true impacts had been unreasonably large, our data set with

its small number bf participating firms could not have produced an estimate of

subsidy impacts on the employment that were significantly different from zero.

All we can se;; is that the subsidy prograffls seemed to be having a significant

impact on the employment of participating establishments with more than twenty

employees in 979, but that these results could have been a statistical fluke.

xi v
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Another reason for treating these tindinys with caution is their partial
equilibrium nature. TheYdo_not tell us much about the general equilibrium
effects of these proyrams. On the one hand, firms compete with each other_in
product and labor markets, so expansion by one may induce another firm to con-

tract. This causes general equilibrium effects to be smaller than the partial

equilibriLn effects we estimated. On the other hand, if the disadvantaged
worker who is hired because of the subsidy would otherwise not have been able
to yet a job (beta :se of the minimum wage or some other imperfection in the
market) and if t!-ft less disadvantaged worker who is displaced does find

another job because he/she is pert of a labor market in which wage rates ad-

just up and down to ?quilibrate demand and supply, total employment in all

firms may expand even if participatiny firms do not increase their employment.

Chapter 5 reviews the lessons that can be learned from U.S. experience
with employment and trdininy subsidies. There is a dramatic contrast between
the take-up rates of subsidy schemes targeted on particular people--TJTC, WIN,
and CETA-OJT--and schemes that offer aid for yeneral expansions in employment
like NJTC. In its second year of operation more than 1.1 million firms, more
than 30 percent of all the nation's employers, and more than half of the eli-
gible firms received a New Jobs Tax Credit. In contrast, less than 20 percent
of'the private employers that hire WIN eligibles obtain certification of their
eliyibility and less than 10 percent of the employers that hire TJTC eligibles
obtain certifications.

Studies of tne impacts of these proyrams were also reviewed. NJTC's im-

pact on employment has been examined in three studies and all have concluded

it had a significant impact. One study tound it reduced prices as well.

There is a possibility, however, that the employment and output expansion in-
duced by WIC caused an acceleration in the rate of wage increases even while
price increases were slowing down.

Very little is known about the impact ut the targeted programs. The pre-

vious cnapter presents evidence that a large share of the subsidized employees
in establishments with yreater than twenty employees were net additions to the
company's employment rolls. The large confidence intervals on the estimates,

however, make this evidence inconclusive. The targeted programs were designed

to influence hiring decisions. It has been charged, however, that since more
than half of the certifications in the TJTC program were obtained long after
the hiring date, only a few of these decisions were influenced by the availa-

bility of the proyrams.

The major drawback of the targeted programs is their low take-up rate.
Take-up is low because -of ignorance of the programs' existence and provisions,
the stigma attached to being members of most of the target groups, and the
complicated eligibility rules and the consequent necessity of government cer-
tification of worker eligibility (rather than employer certification with

audit).

Our review of past experience suggests that a subsidy of private sector
employment will reach a scale and cost-efficiency sufficient to make a real

dent in structural unemployment, only it--
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1. employers are able to simply certify their own eligibility,

2. tne behavioral response desired of employers is obvious and simple
for them to implement,

3. all or almost all employers are eligible (otherwise the result is a

redistribution of who employs whom),

4. a target group is selected that is in excess supply and/or has high

elasticities of labor supply (note: if targeting is imperfect it is

better to include too many than to include too few in the target

group),

5. the target group is defined by a nonstigmatizing criteria that is

visible to the enployer (a characteristic of the job such as the wage
rate is better than characteristics of the worker),

6. it is marginal- -paid for increases in employment above a threshold

like NJTC.

A simple scheme that meets all of these requirements would include--

o a tax credit of $1.00 per hour for every hour the firm's 1982 total

hours worked by all employees including salaried management exceed

this same number for 1981, subject to a limitation if wage rates in-

crease more than 6 percent;

o increases in 1983 .total hours worked over the higher of 1982 or 1981
nuurs worked would also receive a $1.00 an hour subsidy subject to a

takeloack it tne wage rate has increased more than 11 percent above

1981

This tax credit scheme transmits a very simple message to employers:

o Increase hours, worked.

o Slow down wage increases.

Focus the employment expansion on your lower wage, lower skill

employees.

o Marginal costs of extra output have decreased by as much as 25 percent
so cut prices and increase output.

The reduction of the subsidy if the average wage increase exceeds the

threshold is an important targeting device. Because, if the firm nas ex-

ceeded the wage standard and the subsidy reduction rate is 20 perCent, hiring

an extra employee in a job that pays $5.00 per hour less than the firm average
gives the firm a tax credit of $2.00 rather than $1.00 an hour.
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The final four chapters of the book examine the context in which subsidy
programs must operate. In chapter 6 we investigated the role of employer
search as an c.xplandtion for differences in hiring cost across.employers. The

expected total cost of hiring employees is the product of three separate com-
ponents--the cost of interviewing one applicant, the expected number of appli-
cants interviewed before making an offer, and the expected number of offers
neede., to fill one position. A theory was developed that viewed each of these
'illiponts as choice variables. The empirical analysis focused on the deter-
minants of the number of applicants interviewed per acceptable applicant. A
major findiny is that positions involviny a greater amount of specific train-
ing, particularly that traininy provided by personnel and supervisory staff,
are ones for which the employer is;inore careful about who is hired. The

number of applicants interviewed per acceptable applicant and total staff time
spent recruiting, screening, and hiriny for the position are higher for jobs
that require a great deal of training. Employer search is more extensive and
hiring costs are greater at large firms, at firms with a large flow of appli-
cants, for positions that require high levels of education, and for profes-
sional and clerical positions.

Cnapter 1 is an empirical analysis of the determinants of permanent job
separations for recently hired, low skilled workers. The theoretic model

that provides a yuide for the development of testable hypotheses is a job-

matchiny model in which firms and workers search for a suitable employment
match under conditions of imperfect information. In general, the hypotheses
derived from this model are concerned with how the probability of separation
is affected by the costs of separation, the quality of the employment match,
and the availability of alternative -7-itches.

Tne continuous time RATE model 2veloped by sociologist Nancy Tuma was
used to model permanent job separations. RATE is a maximum likelihood proce-
dure that uses duration data to estimate the conditional probability of leav-
iny a particular state yiven the length of time spent in that state. The

study found that the probability of a worker quit is inversely related to the
size of the establishment, the extent of tirm unionization, the amount of
prehire screeniny done by the firm, wages, and the worker's age. The results
of the discharge equation were rather poor, as only a few of the coefficients
were statistically significant.

The findiny that unionism reduces quits lends support to the Freeman

"exit-voice" hypothesis which states that, in addition to the monetary gains
provided by unionism, the union grievance machinery provides workers with 'a
"voice" option of resolving problems in the workplace as an alternative to the
"exit" option of resolving problems by qdittiny. This study finds that the
probability of a worker quittiny in a hiyhly unionized firm is 30 to 38 per-
cent lower than the probability of d worker quittiny in a nonunion firm. '

Other notable results from the quit equation include the effects on the
probability of quitting' of (1) the amount of prehire,screeniny done by !the
firm, (2) the top wage of tne lob slot the worker was hired in, and (3)/ the

aye of the worker at the time of hire. First, the number of hours spent by
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the firm screening potential workers before hiring someone negatively influ-
ences the probability of quitting. Consistent with the job matching frame-
work, this result implies that firms which hire workers on the basis of better
information will be able to form better matches and, hence, lower voluntary
turnover. Second, the higher the top wage the worker can expect, the lower
the probability of quitting. This result simply implies that workers will be

less willing to quit higher paying jobs. Third, it is found that older work-
ers are less likely to quit. This is the case because older workers have a
shorter working lite in which to capture the returns than do younger workers
and because younger workers are more likely than older workers to be engaged
in job shopping in an effort to discover what labor market talents they
possess.

The restriction of the sample to recently hired, low skilled workers
means that inferences cannot be drawn from this study for the entire popula-
tion of workers. However, in the terminology of the segmented labor market
literature, tnis concentrd1tion on low skilled workers allows analysis in this
study of some of the differences between jobs and workers in the primary and
secondary labdr markets. The primary labor market is characterized by inter-
nal job ladders--i.e., a sequence of jobs with the same employer in which the
skills for a job on one rung of the ladder are developed at jobs on lower
rungs of theladder--and recently hired, low, and semiskilled workers will be
found on the lower rungs of these ladders, which are often referred to a ports
of entry to the internal labor market. In essence, the firm is creating its
own supply of .skilled labor via the job ladder, and therefore, an incentive
exists to encourage stable, relatively permanent employment relationships in
order to ensure a predictable supply of skilled workers. Conversely, employ-

ment in the secondary labor market is characterized by jobs that require

little skill 'for satisfactory performance. Furthermore, these jobs tend to be

"dead-end" jobs in that they are not ports of entry to an internal labor mar-
ket. Therefore, little incentive exists for the secondary employer to encour-
age stable employment relationships, and hence, greater worker turnover is

tolerated. For example, firm size and percent of firm's employees who are
crdftworkers can be interpreted as proxies for internal job ladder develop-
ment since larger firms are more likely to offer training and advancement
opportunities to workers, thereby developing many of these skilled workers
internally. Thus, the negative relationship found between these variables and
the probability of quitting tends to support the view that employment is more
stable in the primary labor market.

Chdpter 8 undertakes a comprehensive analysis of job turnover, and train-
ing and productivity growth of newly hired, unskilled and semiskilled workers.
The theoretical perspective that is applied to this analysis merges Becker's
theory of on-the-job training (OJT) with Jovanovic's job matching theory. A

unique element of the data set we analyzed is its measurement of the employ-
er's opinion of the productivity of a recently hired worker at two separate
points in time--two weeks after being hired and six or more months after being
hired (which was the time of the survey interview). The average productivity
score of the workers who were still working at the firm six or more months
after being hired was 42 percent higher than the average score of employees
with only two weeks of tenure. Average scores -ise (a) because traininy
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increases tnu productivity of new employees (botn those who stay and those who
leave) by 29 percent and (b) the individuals that stay with the firm are more
productive than those who leave. This tendency for the stayers to be more
productive than leavers and hence for the average productivity of the employ-
ees that remain to rise with tenure independent of training is strongest in
small nonunion establishments. These findings provide strong support for both
the OJT and Jovanovic's sorting explanation of wage and productivity growth.

Separate probit models were estimated predicting voluntary and involun-
tary turnover. It was found that the determinants of voluntary turnover were
very different from the determinants of involuntary turnover. Being female
and having more years of schooling increased the likelihood of quitting but
decreased the likelihood of separating involuntarily. Hiyher relative wage
rates, significant amounts of training, and high proportions of the work force
in craft occupations were associated with significantly lower quit rates but
slightly higher rates of involuntary separation. Unionized firms had consid-
erably lower, quit and dismissal rates but considerably higher layoff rates.
Eighteen of the twenty-three coefficients estimated had opposite signs in the
two equations.

lata un ,training investments were obtained by asking how many hours were
spent in the `first month of 's employment orienting and traininy
him/her (a) V\personnel and supervisory staff and (b) by coworkers who were
not part of management. In the first month, management spent an average of
2U.8 hours training the new employee and coworkers spent 14.4 hours. The

total value of time management staff and coworkers spent training a unskilled
or semiskilled employee in the first month was equivalent to at least one-
third the first month's wages. Workers with previous useful work experience
needed and yut less traininy. New employees with a great deal of formal

traininy need less training but seemed to yet more because they were being
taught more and higher level skills. Males received more traininy from

management than women. Tne yredtest amount of traininy was offered by large
establishments with high proportions of work force in white-collar or craft
occupations. Unionization had no effect on traininy time investments.

The examination of the determinants of productivity growth yielded some
very important findings. We would.conclude that investments in traininy time
have large statistically significant positive impacts upon the change of the
productivity index over time. Under the assumption that the productivity
index is a proportional transformation of the true relative productivity, the
rates of return to these investments were calculated and found to be quite
high. The yearly rates of return were estimated at 54 percent for training by
management and 40 percent for traininy by coworkers. When initial productiv-
ity and training investments are controlled for in a structural model of the
learning process, education, previous useful experience, and being female were
associated with somewhat higher rates of productivity yrowth. These results
suggest tnat the rate at which d new job is learned is greatest for women, for
more educated workers, and for workers with significant amounts of previous
useful job experience. Being younger is riot associated with being a faster
learner. The only characteristic of the employer that had a statistically
significant effect on the rate of learning was establishment size.

xi x
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Accurdiny to Becker's theory of UJT, workers induce employers to offer

costly, on-the-job training by being willing to accept a lower wage when the

job offers training in general skills. The minimum wage law prevents wage

rates of jobs offering general training from falling low enough to finance the

employee's share of training costs. This induces some firms to avoid hiring

inexperienced workers and other firms to redesign jobs so that the skills

learned (if any) are not useful to other employers. Consequently, a number of

economists have hypothesized that the minimum wage discourages on-the-job

training of young and inexperienced workers. If this hypothesis is correct

there should be a curvilinear relationship between the nominal wage and

training. investments when the qualifications of the worker are held con-

stant. Training investments should be low, both in high wage jobs and in

minimum wage jobs. Tests of this hypothesis in the models of training

investments and productivity growth found considerable support for the

hypothesized negative impact of the minimum wage.

The tinal issue to be addressed in our review of chapter 8 is whetner and

how the subsidized workers were different from unsubsidized workers. Only a

tew of the workers were known to be eligible for a TJTC or WIN tax credit, and

the resulting sample. was too small to produce significant coefficient's, on

dummies for these programs. The special sample of CETA-OJT workers made pOs-

sible a reasonable estimate of how these workers were different. The program

is targeted on the disadvantaged, and as one might anticipate, their quit

rates were higher. Furthermore, their rate of productivity improvement was
lower than that of other workers who started at the same level and received

the same amount of training. They received considerably more training,,how-

ever, and this, plus the fact that they started out behind other workers,
meant that their rate of productivity growth was equal to or better than that

of unsubsidized workers.

Chapter 9 analyzes tree determinants of wage growth and compares wage

growth to productivity growth. The most interesting finding is the observa-

tion that rates of wage increase are considerably below rates of growth of

productivity net of training cost. The starting wage (adjusted for inflation)

is typically about 89 percent of individual's current wage. Productivity in

the first month, however, is 71 percent of the current productivity of the

workers that have remained. The costs of the training investments make pro-

ductivity net of training costs in the first month less than 40 percent of

current productivity. This result is consistent with standard OJT and job

matching theory only if almost all training is specific and employers pay

almost all the costs of specific training. While the second of these proposi-

tions is plausible; the first one is ndt. If \drie rejects the specific UJT

explanation, one is turced into an implicit contract explanation of the

discrepancy. It is possible that in return for employer financing of part of

the costs of yeneral traininy, new employees proOse to stay for awhile?

Models of wage growth were estimated that contained measures of produc-

tivity in the second week and .changes in productivity. Wage rates were found

to respond to the individual's relative productivity in small establishments

but not in large establishnents. The elasticity of this response is low,

however,.under .15. -he weakness of the tendency of wage rates to reflect
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individual productivity has a number of causes: errors in measurement, the

high costs. of measuring productivity, random year-to-year variations in true
productivity, and the fact that variations in productivity not visible to

other firms need riot be fully compensated.

Education, experience, aye, and being male all have positive statis-

tically significant effects on both the level of the starting wage and the
rate at which it yrows in the first year or so of employment. The positive
effects of age and maleness on wage growth contrast sharply with their lack of

impact on productivity yrowth. Firm characteristics that have a statistically
significant positive impact on waye growth are size, proportion of wnite-

collar workers, and proportion of craftworkers. The rate of growth of

employment in the local labor market and level of the local manufacturing wage
also had positive and significant effects on both the level and _the rate of

yrowth of wage rates. Participation in a subsidy program had rio impact on

either the wage level or its rate of yrowtn.
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CHAPTER 1

AN INTRODUCTION TO TARGETED EMPLOYMENT
SUBSIDIES AND TRAINING

John H. Bishop

The persistence of high unemplOyment rates amongst minorities and youth
in tne face of tight labor markets for skilled workers and accelerating wage/
price inflation has led economists and politicians to search for new ways to
stimulate employment and training opportunities for inexperienced and dis-
advantaged workers. One approach has been to create jobs for this group in
the public sector. This has not been an effective strategy, however, for (1)
although the federal government pays the full cost of each job, the net
addition to state and Local employment has been only a fraction of the number
of subsidized jobs and costs per job generated are high (Johnson and Tomola
1977, Borus and Hamermesh 1918, Bassi and Fechter 1979, Wiseman, 1976), and
(2) promotion opportunities in the public sector are limited and jobs must
eventually be found for subsidized workers in the private sector. The skills
learned in these public sector jobs are often not transferable to private
sector jobs.

These difficulties have led to programs whose objectives are to induce
the private sector to create additional jobs and to provide training for
unskilled and inexperienced workers. At the time of the survey, four such
programs were in operation: the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC), the WIN tax
credit, CETA's On-the-Job Training (OJT), contracts and WIN-OJT contracts.
Since 1979 the Targeted Job Tax Credit has provided, to employers outside the
personal service sector, a tax credit for hiring certain categories of work-
ers. At the time of the survey these included: high school students in

cooperative education programs, economically disadvantaged youth (ages eigh-
teen to twenty-four), veterans, ex-convicts, Supplementary Security Income and
general assistance recipients, and the handicapped. At the end of 1981 non-
disadvantaged cooperative education students were drop* from eligibility for
TJTC. The credit amounts to 50 percent of the first $6,000 of wayes per
employee for the first year of employment and 25 percent-of such wages for the
second year of employment.

The other programs have been in existence in one form or another since
the early 1970s. Employers hiriny recipients of Aid to Families with Depen-
dent Children (AFDC) may now receive a WIN tax credit of 50 percent of the
first year's wages and 25 percent of the second year's. During the summer of
1981, the WIN tax credit was merged into TJTC. CETA-OJT is a program whereby
local prime sponsors contract with private employers to hire and train workers
referred by CETA. The contract generally specifies that one-half of the wages
paid during the first six months be reimbursed by CETA. The WIN-OJT program
is very similar to CETA-OJT.

In order to learn more about employer utilization of these subsidies and
their impacts on employers, the U.S. Department of Labor contracted with
WESTAT, Inc., of Rockville, Maryland, to conduct a thirty-minute telephone
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survey with each of more than 5,300 employers. This monograph makes use of

data from interviews with 4,832 establishments with one or more employees in

December 1979. The respondents are a stratified random sample of establish-
ments that pay unemployment 'insurance taxes from thirty separate locations

around the country. The probability that particular establishments in these
areas would be sampled ranyed between .006 and 1.0 depended on establishment

size'and location. This chapter presents tabulations that are weighted to
produce estimates of population characteristics for all of our sites combined.

The metnodology and sampling frame of tne EOPP/TJTC employer survey are des-

cribed in Appendix A.

The chapter is divided into six parts. The first four parts discuss the

determinants of a firm's utilization of the three employment subsidy programs

we are examining: TJTC, WIN Tax Credits, and CETA-OJT. Separate subsections

treat (1.1) knowledge of the programs, (1.2) hiring of eligible workers by

those familiar with the program, (1.3) the number of subsidized workers per

participating firm, and (1.4) examines overall utilization rates. Section 1.5

examines the retention of subsidized new hires. The final section, 1.6, com-

pares the characteristics of subsidized and unsubsidized new hires.

1.1 Knowledge of Employment Subsidy Programs

Ignorance of the existence or nature of employment and subsidy prOgrams

is a very significant barrier to employer participation. At the time of our

interviews in spring 1980, only 33 percent of the employment opportunities

represented by respondents to our survey were in firms that reported being

"familiar" with TJTC. Other government programs were hardly better known: 48

percent of companies (weighted by size) reported being familiar with WIN and

70 percent reported general familiarity with CETA.

because they have full-time personnel managers, are more likely to be

hiring new workers, and are more likely to be approached by government agen-

cies, large establishments can be expected to be more familiar with govern-

ment programs such as TJTC, WIN, and CETA than the owner-managers of small

firms. The data in table 1.1 confirm this expectation. At establishments

with 200 or more employees, over half of our respondents were familiar with

TJTC; over two-thirds were familiar with WIN, and nearly 90 percent were

familiar with CETA-OJT. At establishments with fewer than five employees,

only 16 percent of the managers were familiar with TJTC, only 24 percent were

familiar with WIN, and 49 percent were familiar with CETA-OJT. The data also

confirm the expectation that firms that list job openings with the employment

service serving their area were more likely to be familiar with government

employment programs: 25 percent of firms with fewer than five employees that

listed job openings at the employment service in the preceding year reported

beiny familiar with TJTC; 32 percent, with WIN; and 56 percent, with CETA.

Among firms that did not list with the employment service, the figures were

15, 24, and'49 percent, respectively.

To some extent, TJTC's low salience resulted from its newness. Of those

familiar with TJTC, 43 percent had first heard of it after September 1979; 29

2
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TABLE 1.1

EMPLOYER FAMILIARITY WITH SELECTED GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS, BY SIZE OF ESTABLISHMENT

SPRING 1980

Program

TJTC

% Firms Familiar with Programs Who Had % Total % Estab-

1-4 5-19 20-49 50-199 200-500 500+ Employment Ilshments

empi. empi. empl. empi. empi. empl. in Sample In Sample

All employers 16 14 24 34 57 47 33

List at Employ. Serv. 25 13 27 39 55 45 40

WIN

All employer!, 24 28 41 45 69 71 48

List at Employ. Serv. 32 34 51 57 72 81 54

CETA

All employers 49 54 64 69 84 91 70

List at Employ. Serv. 56 62 71 73 85 94 80

NJTC

All employers 39 47 50 62 74 56 56

List at Employ. Serv. 56 49 55 67 73 60 62

17

22

29

40

53

63

45

54

Census Survey

1-9 10-49 50-249 250-499 500+

empl. empl. empi. empi. empl.

NJTC 31 44 53 78 89 34

SOURCE: EOPP/TJTC Employer Survey

NOTE: These answers are in response to the question "Are you familiar with ?"

The Census Survey of February 1978 used the question, "Did your company know about the New Jobs

Tax Credit before you received this survey form?" Columns 1-7 weight establishment character-

istics by employment in that establishment. Column 8 is an unweighted count of establishment

characteristics.

percent of those familiar with WIN and 15 percent of those familiar with CETA
had also first heard of the programs after September 1979. Familiarity with
all these programs, especially TJTC, is rising so it can be hoped that time
and aggressive promotion will make employers more aware of the program.

Nevertheless, the low level of familiarity with TJTC sixteen months after
passage of the enabling legislation suggests that in many areas of the country
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the program was poorly implemented. The contrast with the New Jobs Tax Credit

is instructive. In contrast to the extensive advertising campaign for TJTC,

no efforts were made to advertise NJTC. Yet a Census Bureau survey done eight

months after NJTC was passed found that 31 percent of employers with fewer

tnan ten employees, and 89 percent with more than 500 employees, knew of the

program)

1.2 Hiring of Eligible Workers by Employers
Familiar with the Subsidy Programs

Only a small proportion of firms that are familiar with employment

subsidy programs actually participate in them. Only 13 percent of the firms

(representing 23 percent of the employment) familiar with TJTC had hired a

worker throuyh that program, and 3 percent of the. firms (representing 9 per-

cent of employment) familiar with WIN had hired through the WIN program in

1979. Six percent of the employers (representing 17 percent of employment)

reported themselves as being familiar with CETA-OJT had hired a worker re-

ferred by CEIA in 1979. Only 3 percent of the employers familiar with CETA-

OJT (representing 7 percent of employment) actually received subsidies for

participating in the CETA-OJT program.

An examination of table 1.2 reveals that there is a strong association

between size of an establishment and the likelihood, given familiarity, that

it will utilize one of the subsidy programs. Establishments with 200 to 500

employees had a 22 percent likelihood of hiring a TJTC-eligible worker if

management was familiar with the program. Only 6 percent of the small firms

(one to four employees) that were familiar with TJTC were utilizing it. The

comparable contrast between large and small firms was 14 percent versus 2

percent for WIN and 9 percent versus 2 percent for CETA-OJT. Small establish-

ments were less likely to participate primarily because they were hiring fewer

new workers. When we limit the sample to establishments that were familiar

with a program and that we know hired at least one new worker in 1978 to 1979,

the small establishment's probability of hiring a subsidized worker rises to

12 percent for TJTC, 3 percent for WIN, and 4 per' ent for CETA-OJT.

Another important determinant of an employer's utilization of the subsidy

schemes is willingness to accept referrals from the local employment service.

Only 17 percent of the small establishments with a recent new hire had listed

a job with the employment service the previous year. Those small establish-

ments that did list with the employment service, however, were six times as

likely to hire a WIN-eligible worker and four times as likely to contract for

a CETA -OJT worker. This is not surprising when one realizes that the employ-

ment service is often the CETA subcontractor that arranges CETA-OJT contracts

and is the primary mechanism for placing WIN- and TJTC -eligible job seekers.

Note that the effect of listing with the employment service was much smaller

for TJTC utilization--an increase of 100 percent rather than 400 percent.

This is perhaps because the employment service generally receives incentive

payments for arranging CETA-OJT contracts and for placing WIN referrals, but

not for promoting TJTC vouchering or certification.
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TABLE 1.2

PARTICIPATION IN EMPLOYMENT SUBSIDY PROGRAMS IN 1979, AMONG FIRMS FAMILIAR WITH THEM

% Firms Familiar with Programs Who Had % Total

Employment

in Pop.

% Estab-

lishinents

In Pop.Program

1-4

empl.

5-19

empl.

20-49

empl.

50-199

empl.

200-500

empl.

500+

empl.

TJTC8

All employers 6 6 33 23 22 25 23 13

List at Emp. Service 6 7 14 23 27 26 24 14

Emp. that hired recentlyb 12 7 36 24 21 25 24 18

WINa

All employers 2 2 4 9 11 12 9 3

List at Env. Service 12 5 5 13 12 12 11 7

Emp. that hired recently 3 2 4 9 11 12 9 3

CETA-OJTc

All employers 2 2 3 5 9 16 7 3

List at Emp. Service 4 2 3 7 10 18 11 5

Emp. that hired recently 4 3 3 5 9 16 8 4

All CETA referralsd 4 4 13 9 17 38 17 4

SOURCE: EOPP/TJTC Employer Survey

NOTE: Columns 1-7 are tabulations in which establishments were weighted by their employment.

aParticipation Is defined as hiring a worker "through the TJTC program" or "the WIN program."

(NAs and don't knows are interpreted as nonparticipant.)

bFirms that have "hired recently" are those firms that had new hires in the fourth quarter of

1979 or hired at least one unskilled or semiskilled employee since January 1976.

cParticIpation is defined as receiving "a subsidy fix- any employee hired through CETA."

dNote that many workers referred by CETA do not carry an OJT subsidy with them.

1.3 The Number of Subsidized Workers per Firm

The tirst wave of the EUPP /TJTC Employer Survey did not obtain data on
the number of subsidized workers by each separate program. In most cases,
however, particular firms were using only one program. Those using TJTC only
reported receiving a tax credit for an average of 3.12 employees or for 3 per-
cent of their employees. Those using WIN only received a tax credit for an
average of 3.3 workers or for 4 percent of their employees. CETA-OJT contrac-
tors in 1979 got subsidies for an average of 1.91 employees or for 7.0 percent
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of their employees. Firms that combined TJTC with other programs were typi-

cally larger, and obtained subsidies for a total of 12.7 employees on average

or for 5.3 percent of their employees.

The most important determ1nant of the total number of subsidized employ-

ees at a particular estab1i2ament is, of course, its size (see table 1.3).

The smallest establishmentf- typically received a subsidy or tax credit for

only one or two workers. Large establishments (over 50U employees) averaged

over thirty-five subsidized employes. In proportion to their size, however,

the smallest establishments received the largest benefits. The ratio of

subsidized workers to June 1979 onployment was 62 percent for subsidized

establishments with one to four employees and 3.4 percent for establishments

with more than 200 employees. For all programs and all participating firms
combined, the ratio of subsidized workers to total employment was approxi-

mately05.

lABLE 1.3

NUMBER OF SUBSIDIZED WORKERS PER SUBSIDIZED FIRM

Number of subsidized workers

Ratio of subsidized to July 1, 1979

total employment

Subsidized Firms with

1-4 5-19 20-49 50-199 200-500 500+ Full

empi. empl. empl. empl empl. emp L sample

1.7 1.5 2.5 4.4 10.2 40.3 3.8

62% 17% 8.2% 4.9% 3.3% 3.5% 5.0%

SOURCE: EOPP/OJT Employer Survey based on the sampled firms that received a subsidy in 1979.

1.4 Overall Utilization Rates

Only a tiny proportion of the nation's 3.5 million employers receive
targeted wage subsidies. Between 1972 and 1975, an average of only 7,100 tax

returns claimed WIN tax credits each year. In the three-year period from 1977

to 1979, an average of only 15,000 tax returns or 0.4 percent of all employers

claimed WIN tax credits. Our sample produced a very similar estimate of 0.4-
0.5 percent WIN participation over the same three-year period.2 For 1979 a

rough estimate of the proportion of firms using these tax credit programs is

0.45 percent for WIN, 0.75 percent for TJTC, and 1.4 percent for CETA-OJT. A

comparison of the 1979 and 1977 utilization 'rates for WIN and CETA-OJT

suyyests that some proyress is being made in expanding utilization of these

programs.

The probability of receipt of a wage subsidy rises dramatically with the

employer's size (see table 1.4). Among the smallest establishments, 0.5 per-
cent were receiving TJTC tax credits and 0.4 percent WIN credits. Of the
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establishments with more than 500 employees,-11 percent were receiving TJTC

and 8.9 percent WIN tax credits. The rise in the probability of participation
in CETA -OJT is only slightly less dramatic: from 1.1 percent for smallest

employers to 14.6 percent for the largest.

TABLE 1.4

RECEIPT OF TARGETED EMPLOYMENT

BY ESTABLISHMENT SIZE

SUBSIDIES

% Firms Receiving Subsidies, by No. of Employees Proportion of

Empl. In Estab.

Proportion

of Estab.1-4 5-19 20-49 50-199 200-500 500+

TJTC 0.53% 0.46 1.3 4.0 5:8 10.9 4.2 0. 75%

WIN (1979) 0.41% 0.18 0.9 2.4 3.2 8.7 2.9 0.45%

WIN (1977) 0.29% 0.25 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 1.6 0.37%

CETA-OJT (1979) 1.08% 1.2 1.7 3.4 7.9 14.6 5.3 1.5%

CETA-OJT (1977) 0.37% 0.60 0.8 0.7 6.0 0.0 1.2 0.51%

Number of Subsidized Employees

Average number of

subsidized employees .046 0.07 0.18 0.56 2.02 9.66 .15

Ratio subsidized/

June 1979 total

employees 1.23% 0.31 0.25 0.39 0.42 0.86 0.49%

Ratio subsidized/

total new hires 1.47% 0.48 0.44 0.64 0.89 2.45 0.87%

The number of subsidized employees also rises with the size of the

establishment. Row 6 of table 1.4 combines the effects of the probability of

participation in 1979 with the amount of s'4'sidy received. Not surprisingly,

employers with fewer than five employees averaged only .041 subsidized emp-

ployee per establishment; employers with more than 500 employees averaged 9.9

subsidii.ed employees--214 times as many. Relative to employment, however, the

number of subsidized employees declin-d with establishment size. The large

establishments in our sample typically had 400 times as many employees, how-

ever, so relative to their size, they benefited less from the programs than

,small firms. In row 7 of table 1.4 we present our estimate of the ratio of

subsidized to total employment. Because our sample of participating firms is

so small, these estimates are quite sensitive to the manner in which the

observations are weighted. en sampling weiyhts are used to estimate ratios

for the entire study area, the highest ratio, 1.23 percent, is for establish-

ments with zero to four emplores and th next highest ratio, 0.86 percent, is

for the very largest establi ents. When observations are not weighted, the
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highest ratio, 1.3 percent, is for establishments with twenty to forty-nine
employees and the lowest ratio, 0.3 percent, is for large establishments.

Turnover is considerably smaller in large establishments than in small

establishments. Relative to their size, large establishments hire fewer

workers and therefore have fewer opportunities to hire a subsidized worker.

Row 8 of table 1.4 presents the ratio of subsidized new hires to total new

hires. In weighted data there seems to be a tendency for this ratio to rise

as the establishment grows from 10 to more than 500 employees. In unweighted

data there is no systematic tendency for this ratio to rise or fall with firm

size.

In the areas studied the ratio of subsidized employees to total employed

was .005 in 1979. If our sampled areas are typical, this implies that the
three programs combined subsidized between 300,000 and 400,000 private sector,

new hires. For the WIN tax credit and the CETA program, data are available
only by fiscal year. In FY 1979, 42,713 people we'r'e certified for a WIN tax

credit, and 156,000 persons participated in CETA-OJT programs under Titles IIB

and IIC. In calendar year 1979, 22,480 WIN-OJT contracts were written and

108,730 TJTC eligibles certified. Thus, the 330,000 total calculated from

program data quite closely correspo.As to the estimate received from our

sample of firms. The average stock of subsidized employees during 1979 would

be considerably smaller because CETA-OJT subsidies typically last only six

months and the TJTC program was expanding as the year progressed.

The proportion of eligible workers who receive subsidy from these pro-

grams is quite small. The best estimate is that the number of TJTC eligibles

who obtained new jobs in the first nine months of 1980, when 197,000 were

certified, is at least ten times the number of TJTC certifications issued.3

The statistics for WIN and JOBS, the predecessor of CETA-OJT, are comparable.

Hammermesh (1978) reports that in the JOBS program, contractual arrangements

were made for only one-third 'of the eligible JOBS enrollees who were hired.

In fiscal 1979, only 14.4 perant of the non7PSE job placements facilitated by

the WIN programs resulted in a certification of the employer's eligibility for

the WIN tax credit. Although some of the people eligible for WIN and TJTC tax

credits obtained unsubsidized public or nonprofit jobs that were not eligible

for a tax credit, and some firms that knew themselves to be eligible chose not

to apply, the primary reason that certifications were not requested was

employer ignorance: some WIN offices do not inform employers that hire WIN

enrollees that they have become eligible for a tax credit.

1.5 The Retention of Subsidized New Hires

The number of subsidized workers newly hired in 1979 that were still

working at the firm when the interview was conducted between four and sixteen

months later was remarkably high: 46 percent for TJTC, 42 percent for WIN,

and 50 percent for CETA-OJT. If we assume the subsidized new hires were hired
evenly throughout the year, the implied average monthly separation rates are

roughly 7.5 percent for TJTC, 8,3 percent for WIN, and 6.7 percent for CETA.

The percentage of all new hires during the fourth quarter of 1979 that were

8
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still with the firm four to seven months later was 5U.5 percent. The implied

average monthly separation rate, approximately 11.7 percent, is considerably

hiyher tnan the separation rate of subsidized new hires. Those workers eligi-

ble for subsidies typically have hiyher propensities to quit or be fired, so

either the receipt of a subsidy reduces the separation rate or there is a

selection process that results in the firm being more likely to file for a

subsidy for workers who remain with the firm awhile. For the WIN tax credit,

such a selection process may arise from a provision that limits eligibility to

employees who remain with a firm for at least thirty days. CETA-OJT contracts

often contain a promise "to retain all on-the-job training employees upon com-

pletion of their training" (so states the standard OJT contract for Mobile,

Alabama). Even where monitoring and enforcement of this provision are spotty,

the language tends to screen out employers who are not offering long-term jobs

and may also create a sense of moral obligation to retain OJT-subsidized work-

ers. A selection process that produces a high retention rate of subsidized

employees also will result if firms choose not to apply when the subsidy is

small or if firms do not learn an i 'idual is eligible until many months

after he or she has started work.

Opponents of wage subsidies for hiH:ly the disadvantaged sometimes argue

that they only create "dead-end" jobs and therefore do not benefit the subsi-

dized workers. While the second proposition is in no way implied by the first

(even a bad job may be preferred by those who find unemployment demoralizing

and who may well be able to use the job as a stepping stone to something

better), it would, nevertheless, be interesting to see whether the first

proposition is true. Those who believe it cite "high" rates of turnover in

the firms that use the program as evidence. Our survey demonstrates, however,

that the rates of turnover are no higher in firms using wage subsidies than in

the other firms in our sample. (It also demonstrates that subsidized workers

have lower rates of turnover than other workers, but this, however, could be a

result of firms not discovering worker eligibility until long after hirinj

them.)

The aggregate quarterly separation rates for the fourth quarter of 1979

were 11.7 percent for the full sample and 10.7 percent for firms that used one

of the subsidy programs. In both samples, a little more than 50 percent of

new hires in the fourth quarter were still at the firm at the time of the

interview, despite the fact that firms with high turnover are hiring more

frequently and thus are more likely to hire an eligible worker, and despite

the fact that, relative to their employment, small establishments, which

traditionally have nigher rates of turnover, are heavier users of the schemes

than large establishments (see table 1.4).

Another way to explore this issue is to examine the variation in industry

specific ratios of subsidized to total employment (see row 1 of table 1.5).

The industries with the lowest usage of the wage subsidy schemes are finance

and eating and drinking establishments. Eating and drinking .establishments

are archetypal residents of the secondary labor market. Restaurants and bars

pay hourly wages that are considerably lower than the minimum because tips

provide much of their staff's compensation. Tips are not eligible for subsidy

so these firms have only minimal incentives to participate, and utilization

9
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TABLE 1.5

RECEIPT OF WAGE SUBSIDIES AND RETENTION OF SUBSIDIZED NEW HIRES, BY INDUSTRY

(IN PERCENTAGES)

Const.

Mining,

Manuf.

6 UtII.

Whole

saling Retail

Eating 6

Drinking: Finance

Personal

d Repair

Services

Prof.

Serv.

Full

Sample

No. of

Firms

Ratio of subsidized/

total employment 3.25 0.57 0.61 0.48 0.12 0.37 0.32 0.64 0.49

Ratio of subsidized/

total new hires 2.0 1.9 0.7 0.1 1.1 .4 1.5 0.87

Retention ratios

New hires at all firmsa 36 56 62 49 39 74 52 66 50.5 4412

All new hires at firms

using subsidyb 32 59 62 41 54 76 54 56 53.7 273

Workers subsidized by

TJTCb 9 43 60 52 71 69 55 71 46 76

W1Nb 50 35 17 45 68 27 34 85 42 75

CETA-OJT 25 54 50 46 89 24 33 65 50 75

SOURCE: EOPP/TJTC Employer Survey

aNew hires during the fourth quarter of 1979, still with the firm at the time of the interview, between March and May 1980.

b
Subsidized new hires duriqg 1979,. still with the firm at the time of the interview. Sample limited to firms that had first

heard of the program prior to September 1979. Firms that participated in more than one program appear In more than one row.

Firms that hired large numbers of subsidized workers have a heavy weight because ratios are based on aggregates.



rates are very low (0.1 percent of employment). The heavy users of the wage
subsidy schemes are mining, manufacturing, and utilities (0.67 percent),
wholesaling (0.61 percent), and professional services (0.64 percent). There
seems to be no association, within industries, between high turnover rates an
use of subsidy programs. By comparing rows 3 and 4 Of table 1.5, we can see
that, in general, the firms that participate in subsidy programs seem to have
retention ratios similar to those of other firms in the industry. The only
exception is eating and drinking places, where the subsidy recipients seem to
have higher than average retention ratios.

1.6 Characteristics of Subsidized and
Unsubsidized New Hires

The purpose of targeted employment subsidy programs is to induce firms
(1) to hire disadvantaged workers for jobs that would otherwise be filled by
better qualified workers and (2) to provide the extra training these workers
require so that they may eventually reach the productivity standard of the
other workers in the firm. In this subsection we analyze a preliminary
tabulation of the characteristics of the most recently hired subsidized and
nonsubsidized workers, to determine whether the subsidy schemes are, as

intended, benefiting workers with poorer than average qualifications, and

whether additional training has been provided them.

The first four rows of table 1.6 present characteristics of the most
recently hired person. As anticipated, subsidized new hires are generally
younger, have less schooling, and have half as much useful experience as

unsubsidized new hires. A comparison of the first and sixth columns of the
table reveals that unsubsidized new hires at firms that use subsidy programs
are no different from unsubsidized new hires at firms that do not use these
programs. Thus, the difference between the qualifications of subsidized and
unsubsidized new hires is not a consequence of employers who have less demand-
ing requirements using the programs more intensively. The difference results
from subsidized firms lowering the qualifications required of subsidized new
hires and/or assigning them to the least demanding of their job openings.
This latter interpretation is supported by the fact that in the study, sub-
sidized new hires typically started at a lower wage rate (8 percent lower).
Opportunities for increases in wage rates were similar: for both types of
workers the top wage rate in that job averaged 30 percent more than the
starting wage. Unsubsidized workers seem to do better, however. Firms that
received a subsidy had retained 77 percent of their unsubsidized new hires and
had given wage increases of 10 percent over and above improvements in scale
wage rates. Only 50 percent of the subsidized new hires were still working at
the firm; they had experienced an average wage increase of 3 percent over and
above improvements in the scale wage. This comparison does not, however,
control for the length of time the worker has been with the firm, so firm
conclusions must wait until more complete models are estimated.

The hiring process for subsidized workers seems to be distinctly differ-
ent troin the hiring process of the typical unsubsidized new worker. Firms
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TABLE 1.6

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MOST RECENT SUBSIDIZED AND UNSUBSIDIZED NEWLY HIRED WORKER

Worker and Job Characteristics

All

Nonsubsidized

Workers

Subsidized

Worker

Workers In Firms

Hiring Both

TJTC WIN CETA Subsidized Unsubsidized

Number of Cases

Characteristics of the new hire

% Male 49 44 35 64 52 46

Useful experience (months) 44.7 23.3 17.2 20.7 20.6 47.6

Age (years) 27.2 23.6 26.6 24.2 24.2 26.8

Schooling indexa 4.15 3.6 3.5 3.8 3.7 4.2

The hiring decision

Days vacancy openb 38 67 . 33 8 26 43

Number interviewedc 4.5 4.4 4.0 4.7 4.1 5.4

Number referred by ES, etc.= .5 1.4 1.4 2.3 1.8 1.0

Staff time selecting new hire (hours)c 6.1 5.6 5.2 7.0 5.7 11.3

% Turning down Job offer 20 4 9 12 7 11

Characteristics of the job

Starting wage rate ($) 4.15 3.55 4.22 3.84 3.87 4.21

Top wage rate ($) 5.43 4.27 4.98 5.23 5.05 5.45

Current wage of those still with firm ($) 4.58 3.62 4.19 4.01 3.98 4.65

Experience with the worker

$ Still at firm 70 75 53 38 50 77

Training time by other employees (hours) 13 15 15 19 18 ' 13

Training time of personnel & supervisors (hours) 19 14 12 23 20 18

Productivity index (second week)d 56 48 48 46 44 54

Productivity index (most recent)d 71 69 63 62 61 71

aSoinooling Index Is coded: some high school = 3; high, school graduate = 4; some college = 5; and college graduate = 7.

bBased on the question "How long was it between the time you started to recruit for the job and the time started
work?" The 28 percent of firms that said they did not recruit were coded zero, and the 2.5 percenT that sard-fhey are always
looking were coded 996 dlys.

cFor firms that did recruit.

dlndex runs from zero to 100.



that have hired a subsidized worker are distinctly more likely to be evalua-
ting referrals from government agencies even when a nonsubsidized worker is
hired. And for openings that end up being Filled by a subsidized new hire,
the use of government referrals is even greater (1.8 interviews of government
referrals compared to only 1 for the typical nonsubsidized new hire). Never-
theless, less than half of the subsidized workers who were hired were referred
by a government agency. This was true even for CETA-OJT hires. This suggests
that either some firms go to CETA after the fact to certify as eligible for
OJT subsidy a worker they have already hired or that when they have arranged
an OJT contract most firms keep their options open (by evaluating walk-ins as
well as CETA referrals) in case the workers referred by CETA turn out to be
unacceptable. Unfortunately, we did not ask whether the person hired was a

referral from a government agency, so we cannot distinguish between these two
possibilities.

Firms that use subsidy programs seem to invest more in the hiring deci-
sion. When they hire an unsubsidized worker, they interview an average of 5.4
job seekers and they invest 11.3 hours of staff time in the decision, compared
to interviews with 4.5 job seekers and 6.1 hours spent for firms not using
subsidy programs. When they hire a subsidized worker, however, they invest
only 5.7 hours of staff time in the decision, and they interview an average of
only 4.1 applicants. Later research will attempt to determine whether this
differential reflects the types of jobs the subsidized new hires are being
placed in, or whether it is an impact of subsidy availability or the screening
service provided by the government agencies referriny workers.

The final difference between subsidized and unsubsidized new hires is
their productivity. As anticipated, subsidized new hires are less .productive
than unsubsidized new hires. The difference is not very great, however: 19
percent in the second week of employment and 14 percent at the time of inter-
view. Since, however, the subsidy is equal to 50 percent of the wage costs
and probably 40 percent of total compensation, the employer is more than
compensated for the reduced productivity of the subsidized workers. The,time
spent by other employees and staff orienting and training the new employee
during his/her first month on the job seems to be slightly higher for subsi-
dized workers. The program that seems to result in the greatest investment of
staff time in training the new hire is CETA-OJT. Both the total number of
hours--forty-two hours for CETA-OJT versus twenty-nine hours for TJTC and
thirty-one hours for nonsubsidized workers--and differences between the
different programs seem quite small, however.
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NOTES

1. The finding that only 30 percent of small employers knew about NJTC was
interpreted by some at the time as evidence that NJTC was not effective in

expanding employment. This judgment was certainly premature, however, for the
NFIB surveys were indicating that over the six-month period, January to July
1978, the percentage that knew about NJTC rose by 15 percentage points, and
program data now indicate that in its second and final year more than 28 per-
cent of all employers in the nation received a NJTC credit. Even if most
mall employers had remained in ignorance, larger firms that account for most
of the nation's jobs, were from the beginning much more aware of the credit.
While 34 percent of all employers were aware of NJTC in February 1978, the
employers that did know about the credit were responsible for roughly 60 per-
cent of all private sector jobs.

2. The closeness of the survey's estimate of the WIN participation rate and
total numbers of subsidized employers to program data suggests that the non-
random selection of geographic areas for study did not significantly bias our
sample of employers.

3. There are 7-9 million newly hired workers every month and 55 percent of
these are under age 25 (Cohen and Schwartz, 1979). Certainly at least 10 per-

cent of the age group is eligible, so the average monthly certification rate
of 22,000 from October 1, 1979 to September 30, 1980 implies a participation
rate of 6 percent or less.
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APPENDIX 1A

A Brief Description of the First Wave
of the Employer Survey

WESTAT, Inc. of Rockville, MOryland was the survey contractor. They ob-
tained completed interviews with /5,859 employers. Of these, about 486 were
with private employers who had a CETA-OJT contract during 1978 or 1979, 33
with taxi companies a ,340 with employers selected randomly from ES202 or
DMI lists. Interview. ranged from less than twenty minutes for firms with
very few employees to two hours or more for firms with multiple establishments
and several hundred enployees. A screener and a main questionnaire were used
for all interviews. If tre employer requested more information on the survey,
a questionnaire explanation and work sheet were mailed to the employer. Tne
interview was then conducted over the telephone after receipt of the materi-
als. For large and medium sized firms, there were normally two or three res-
pondents per firm. Small firms generally had one respondent.

Table 1.1 lists the sites and response rates obtained in each site.

Overall, refusal rates were very low for this type of study. However, the
sites located in Ohio and Louisiana stand out as exceptions to the rule. The
refusal rates for these sites range from 2 percent to over 11 percent above
the average for all sites. Also, the number of max-call cases is somewhat

higher in these sites. We suspect that some of these cases may have been
"avoidance" cases--cases in which the respondent had no intention of comple-
tiny the interview out telt that if she/he put the interview off long enough,
the interviewer would stop calling and she/he would not be forced to actually
refuse.

Sample Design of the Employer Survey

The probability sample. The primary sample frames for the Employers
Survey consisted of lists of business units that, in compliance with the
requirements of State Unemployment Insurance laws, file quarterly reports on
employment with state employment security agencies--the ES202. lists. These
reports were expected to provide a virtual census of the workers of private
nonagricultural employers, and are the benchmark upon which National Income

Account estimates of employment and compensation are based. Since the law
requires that newly formed businesses file for an employer identification
number before the end of the quarter in which they hire their first employee,
the lists were expected to be quite up-to-date. The ES2U2 listings of employ-
ers contain the 4-diyit SIC code and a count of the number of employees in the
first quarter of 1979 for each reporting unit.

State laws regarding the confidentiality of the ES2U2 list in Kentucky,
Alabama, and Ohio necessitated using alternative sampling frames in these

states--the Dun and Bradstreet Market I6;:htifier Files (DMI). While not beiny
quite as comprehensive nur as up-to-date as the ES202 list, the DMI does pro-
vide the information necessary to replicate tine sample selection procedures
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TABLE 1.7

RNumber Completion2 Refusal3 Response4

Site 1 Completes Rate Rate Rate

Alabama

Mobile 358 58.7 21.1 75.4

Birmingham 220 56.8 20.0 73.3

Pensacola, FL 142 52.8 19.8 75.5

Kentucky

Pike 232 59.2 11.1 86.6

Buchanan/Dickenson, VA 121 56.3 9.0 89.0

Harlan 103 61.3 7.2 86.5

Louisiana

Baton Rougb 337 48.1 26.7 67.8
Beaumnt/Por' Arthur, TX 178 49.2 21.6 72.3

Lake Charlei/Lafayette 157 55.9 20.3 75.8

Missouri- -
Central Missouri 279 58.7 13.3 83.5

Southeast Missouri 150 59.8 9.6 87.7

Northwest Missouri 132 66.3 10.8 88.0

Ohio

Columbus 420 52.9 25.1 69.4

Toledo 205 55.7 25.2 70.7

Cincinnati 235 49.3 26.1 67.3

Texas

Corpus Christi 343 52.4 20.2 73.8

San Antonio 227 51.8 19.8 73.0

New Orleans, LA 176 39.7 29.6 63.1

Washington

Southwest Washington 294 54.8 1.20 82.8

Skagit/Watcom 155 63.5 12.4 83.8

Olympia Peninsula 114 49.1 23.5 73.1

Colorado5

Weld 112 36.0 1.8 97.4

Alamosa 58 37.9 -- 100.0

:01 Logan/E1 Paso 60 36.1 6.2 93.7

Wisconsin5

Marathon 142 45.9 4.0 95.9

Outagamle 61 31.8 4.7 95.3

Winnebago 57 33.1 8.1 91.9

TOTALS 5,068 51.7 18.5 76.5

)Under heading, site listed first is Pilot; site listed second is Household Control; site
listed third Is Employer Control.

2Completion Rate = (# of Completes + # Partial Completes) Total # of Fin3lizations.

3Refusai Rate = 0 of Refusals (# of Complete + # of Partial Completes + # of Refusals).

4Response Rate = (# of Completes + # of Partial Completes) -:- (0 of Completes + # of Partial
Completes 4 i of RefuSals + (Max-Calls x 67%)).

5For budgetary reasons these regions were eliminated from the sample midway through the
interviewing period.
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based on employment and SIC code planned for the ES202 frame and, there tore,
tills the yaps in our LS2U2 listinys quite well.

The industrial universe which the Employers Survey reproc-,
all nonagricultural for-profit employers that have unempIT,

accounts. Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries (SIC Code 00J) wu're o.:L.luded
because of the poor coverage of these industries in the ES202 tiles. Also,
excluded were government and yovernment enterprises (SIC Codes 43, 90-To
non-profit organizations (SIC Codes 821, 822, 823, 84, and 86).
ment and non-profit organizations are not limited to the above SIC codes, an
initial screening determined whether the organization contacted was non-profit
or governmental, and the interview was terminated if it was. The ES202 and
DMI lists of employers were also checked against other employer listsmember-
ship lists of the local Chamber of Commerce, lists of local manufacturers--and
with the local CETA prime sponsor to insure that no really large local employ-
ers were inadvertently left out of the sample frame.

The supplementary sample of employers with CETA OJT contracts. Only a

tiny proportion of the employers in a labor market negotiate and sign OJT
contracts with CETA. Consequently, a random sample of 6,000 employers was
expected to yield only about 200 employers that had OJT contracts with CETA.
An analysis of employers' decisions requires many more observations than that.
Therefore, a supplementary sample of approximately 490 employers that had CETA
OJT contracts in 1978 or 1979 was drawn to provide additional observations on
this class of employers. The program records of the CETA prime sponsors in
pilot and control sites was the source of the list of OJT contractors from
which this sample was drawn.

Geographic coverage of the employer survey. The employer survey was
conducted in twenty-eight sites dispersed around the nation. Ten of the sites
were selected because the DePartment of Labor was running a major social
experiment, the Employment Opportunity Pilot Projects (EOPP), in these labor
markets. Eighteen other locations were selected to form a control group for
planned studies of the impact of EOPP. Both rural and urban, Northern and
Southern employers are represented. While the sites were not randomly selec-
ted, the local economies that were included seem to be representative of the
nation. They range from an Appalachian coal community to a Pacific Northwest
logging area from a Midwestern industrial center, Columbus, to Corpus Christi,
a center of the oil and petrochemical industries. Table 1.8 lists the coun-
ties that were included in each site and total private non-agricultural em-

ployment of each site.

Selection of the sample. Stratified random samples of UI tax filing
units 'were drawn, from the ES202 lists. Where the ES202 lists were unavailable
(i.e., Kentucky, Alabama, and Ohio), stratified-randoin samples of establish-
ments were drawn from the Dun and Bradstreet Market Identifier File. The

sampling procedure for selecting the employers involved the following steps:

1. A sampling measure of size was assigned to each employer in the

frame based upon the estimated number of low-wage workers. These
measures of size, Zj were computed from the formula:
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TABLE 1.8

GEOGRAPHIC COVLRAGE OF EMPLOYER SURVEY

Site
Pilot/
Control

`Total Private
Employment
In Site Counties

Alabama

Mobile P 115,738 Baldwin, Escambia, Mobile Co.

Birmingham C 271,202 Jefferson, Shelby, Walker Co.

Pensacola C 77,684 Escambia, Okaloosi), Santa Rosa Co.

Colorado

Weld County P 25,207 Weld County

Alamosa County C 20,000 Alamosa County

Logan, El Peso County C 37,348 Logan, El Paso Co.

Kentucky

Pike County P 15,645 Pike County

Buchanan, Dickenson Co. C 14,861 Buchanan, Dickenson Co.

Harlan County C 8,382 Harlan County

Louisiana

Baton Rouge 104,299 East Baton Rouge Parish

Beaumont-Port Arthur C 114,064 Hardin, Jefferson, Orange Co.

Lake Charles C 87,457 Calcasieu Parish, Lafayette Parish

Missouri

P 30,067 Carroll, Chariton, Johnson, Lafayette,
Pettis, Saline Co.

Central Missouri

Southeast Missouri C 38,165 Bolinger, Cape Girardeau, iron, Perry,
St. Francois, Ste. Genevieve Co.

Northwest Missouri C 39,847 Buchanan, Caldwell, Clinton, Davless,
Grundy, Livingston Co.

Ohio

Columbus P 303,325 Franklin County

Cincinnati P 402,091 Hamilton County

Toledo C 171,451 Lucas County

Dayton C 250,000 Montgomery County

Texas

P 103,532 Aransas, Bee, Brooks, Duval, Jim Wells,
Kenedy, Kleberg, Live Oak, McMullen,
Nueces, San Patricio Co.

Corpus Christi

San Antonio C 288,855 Bexar, Canal, DeWitt, Gonzalez,
Guadalupe, Karnes, Victoria, Wilson Co.

New Orleans C 211,892 Orleans Parish

Washington

43,216 Cowlitz, Grays Harbor, Pacific,
Wahklakum Co.

Southwest Washington

Skagit, Whatcom County C 36,959 Skagit, Whatcom Co.

Olympia Peninsula C 20,453 Jefferson, Lewis, Mason, Skamania Co.

Wisconsin

Marathon County P 30,978 Marathon County

Outagamie County C 43,113 Outagamie County

Winnebago County C 45,313 Winnebago Ctoury-..\
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Zi = Ewi (1 + blip! umentj )] 0.8

wi is an estimate of the proportion of "low-waye"
employees in the "i"th industry based upon tabulations of the
197U Census Public Use Tapes for the ten initially defined pilot
sites. In order to assure enough observations for a study of
the impact of EUPP on out-contracting to low-wage employers, the
Li for four .industries were tripled (SIC 7349, 7362, 7393,
5963).

2. Multi-unit employers within the same site that had the same

identification (account) number, were consolidated into a single
record which was then assigned the measure of size.

3. The certainty class, employers for which Pri>1, was determined
in accordance with the assumption that the dropout rate in this
class would be approximately one-half. (The errors of this
assumption will have little effect. They will shift only a few
employers, which in any case would have large probabilit-fts of
selection, into or out of the certainty class.)

4. The noncertainty sample was selected by arranging the balance
of the rame in order of size, assigniny all employers that

report zero employment to a single stratum, dividing the
remaining employers in the array into six strata each having
about the same aggregate size, and choosing, with equal proba-
bility, about four times the desired number of completed inter-
views. The order of the selected establishments has then ran-
domized across all strata.

In conducting the canvass, the selected employers which were out
of business or which were inaccessible because of bad addresses,
were deleted by an advance screening operation. iInterviews were
then attempted for all the rthnaininy certainty employers. For
the noncertainty sample, however, interviews were attempted for
the first nh employers in the randomly sorted list where nh
is the desired number of completed interviews for the site.

5. Since the listed in ES2U2 were not expected to always
correspond to single-location establishments, all selected
units were asked whether they operated at more than one location
within the target area. Those which did, were requested to
submit a single report covering all their locations in the site,
if feasible. However, where only separate reports would be
obtained, a subsample of establishments was selected and the
sampling weights adjusted accordingly to reflect the correct
probabilities of selection.
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CHAPTER 2

FIRM FAMILIA'FY WITH EMPLOYMENT SUBSIDIES
Johii shop and Mark Montgomery

2.1 Introductiw;

It was shown in the last chapter that the effectiveness of employment

subsidies in creating jobs is severely hampered by simple ignorance of the

^rograms. Only 17 percent of all employers were familiar with TJTC,. and 'only

23 percent were familiar with WIN. Slightly wore than half of the firms in

the EOPP Survey were familiar with the CETA-OJT programs, and slightly less

than half were familiar with the New Jobs Tax Credit. Firms that are unfa-

miliar with a program are prevented from responding to its incentives. There-

fore, the success o a program depends as much upon employer familiarity with

it as it does on their behavior, given that knowledge.

2.2 Determinants of Familiarity with Subsidy Programs

Knowledge of the existence of employment subsidy programs is not dis-

tributed randomly across firms. A firm's likelihood of being aware of a

given subsidy program 011 depend upon its characteristics and on the charac-

terist'cs of the community in which it is located.

Size is likely to be the single most important predictor of an employ-

er's familiality with subsidy programs. The potential payoff to knowledge

about subsidy programs is likely to be greater for a large organization, so

the top executive either spends more time learning about such programs or

assigns the job to specialized personnel such as the controller, accountant,

or personnel officer. In their study of the NJTC, Perloff and Wachter found

size to be the only significant variable in the equation estimating the

likelihooa of familiarity with the program (Perloff and Wachter, 1980). If

eligible job applicants know about the program and advertise their eligibil-

ity when they contact ;Notential employers, large employers will be more likely

to encounter such wor''ers and thus become informed about the program. Most of

the agencies responsible for administering these programs, however, are not

encouraging eligible job seekers to look for jobs on their own by telling pro-

spective employers about their eligibility for a subsidy. In the TJTC case,

most enployment service offices are not even informing the eligibles that come

to them asking for job search assistance of the program's existence. Conse-

quently, only 1.3 percent of employers in the sample first heard of WIN from a

job applicant, and only 3.5 percent first heard of CETA-OJT from a job appli-

cant. As hypothesized, however, large employers are more likely to hear of the

program from a-job applicant than small employers. For employers with over 200

employees, job applicants are the initial source of information about CETA 7.3

percent of the time and about WIN 3.2 percent of the time. For firms with
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fewer than 20 employees only 2.2 percent had heard of CETA-OJT from a job
applicant, and only .75 percent had heard of WIN from that source.

One would also expect the agencies responsible for administering these
programs to concentrate their promotional efforts on larger establishments.
Since large establishments are more likely to be hiring, there is a greater
likelihood of beiny able to place a client through a personal contact with a
large employer. Here again our hypothesis was borne out by the data. Of the
employers with more than-200 eMployees-, 39 percenthad been personally
tacted about CETA, and 32 percent had been personally contacted about WIN. Of

the firms with fewer than twenty employees, only 14 percent had been person-
ally contacted about CETA, and 5.5 percent had been contacted about WIN.

For many jurisdictions, the employment service is responsible for admin-
istering all three of the programs: TJTC, WIN, and CETA-OJT. Therefore, we
expect that firms that regularly list their job openings at the employment
service office are more likely to be told of the program by ES staff.

We expect growing firms to be more aware of these programs for three
reasons. They are more likely to initiate a contact with the ES office.
Secondly, they are more likely to come into contact with a job seeker who
knows about and makes the firm aware of the program. Finally, the payoff to
participating in recruitment subsidy programs and therefore the payoff to in-
vesting in knowledge about such programs is greater for the growing firm.

It is important to test for the effect of growth on knowledge for in

cf t:er 4 we will be examining the impact of participation in these subsidy
programs on the firm's growth rate. If we can 'reject the hypothesis that
knowledge is caused by the firm's growth rate, we will be able to get unbi-
ased estimates of the impact of participation on employment by using know-
ledge as an instrument for participation.

The most important geographic determinant of rates of familiarity is

likely to be the enthusiasm and effectiveness of the local employment ser-
vice office's promotion of the proyram. A study of TJTC implementation in
five states (Pritchard 1980) shows that choice of promotional techniques is

largely the province of the state and locality, and will vary with the firm's
location. The thinness and dispersion f.Jf rural labor markets make employer-
provided training more effective than clasJroom training in rural areas. CETA
administrators in rural areas have reacted to this fact by concentrating their
dollars and marketing efforts on the CETA-OJT program so we anticipate that
rural employers will be more familiar with the program. For the other pro-
grams, TJTC, WIN, and NJTC, we have no prior hypothesis regarding the siyn of
the relationship between familiarity and labor market size. For the targeted
programs, we expect that local promotional efforts and, therefore, the know-
ledyeability of local employers will be positively related to the number of
eligible individuals.
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2.3 Results

Table 2.1 presents the definitions, means, and standard deviations of
the variables used in the analysis. Table 2.2 presents the results of the
estimation of probit models of the likelihood of familiarity with TJTC, WIN,
CETA -OJT, and NJTC. Estimation was conducted on a sample of 4,528 firms that
answered all of the relevant questions. (See Appendix B to chapter 3 for

details of probit methodology.) The overall (unweiyhted) familiarity_rates
.20---for TJTC :31- for -WIN, .60 for CETAL.OJT, and .48 for NJTC.

In a prubit model, the derivative of the probability of the event in

_question (in our case, familiarity) with respect to an independent variable is
equal to the coefficient of that variable multiplied by the derivative of
F(X8), the standard normal distribution function evaluated at XB. In order to
interpret the coefficients in the probit equations, we can use the approxima-

tion ot F'(X'8), evaluated at the "overall familiarity rate, as a multiplier.5

This will give us a rough idea of the magnitude of the effects of changes in
the value of independent variables upon the likelihood of familiarity. The

multiplier fur calculating the effect of a variable on the probability of
familiarity with each program is presented at the bottom of table 2.2.

2.3.1 The Effect of Employer Characteristics

As hypothesized, the single most powerful determinant of familiarity with
these programs was the size of the establishnent. The effect of size on the
probability of familiarity can be determined by calculating the product of the
probability multipliers, the coefficient on employment, and the hypothesized
change in the log of employment. Employers with ten times as many employees

nave a .12 higher probability of being familiar with TJTC [.12 = .28 .188

2.3]. The, effect of this size differential on the probability of famil-
iarity is .15 for WIN, .12 for CETA -UJT, and .13 for NJTC.

Employers who belong to local business organizations are significantly
more likely to be "familiar" with these proyrans. The effect of such member-
ship on the probability of familiarity is .05 for TJTC, .075 for WIN, .074 for
CETA-OJT, and .10 for NJTC. These effects reflect the greater connectedness
of these employers to sources of information about subsidy programs. Truly

comprehensive lists of local employers are not easy to obtain, so the member-
ship lists of these organizations are convenient targets for outreach efforts.
In some communities the administrators of subsidy programs give speeches about
the program at meetings of local employer organizations or contract with them
to promote the program.

Unionization had no large or consistent effect on the firms familiarity
with subsidy programs. [tie proportion of the establishment's work force that
is blue collar (i.e., craftworkers, operatives, laborers, and service workers)
has a consistently significant negative effect on the firm's likelihood of fa-
miliarity. When combined with the industry dummies, the negative coefficient
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TABLE 2.1

DEFINI TIEN OF VARIABLES USED IN PROBIT MODELS OF CHAPTER 2 AND 3

Standard

Name Mean Devlotion Definition

Employer Characteristics

Employment Growth 1979 .014 .29 The difference between total hours worked In December 1979 and In July 1979 divided by total hours

worked In July.

Proportion Part-Time .132 .245 The ratio of hours worked by part-time workers to total hours worked.

Proportion Low Skill .638 .309 The proportion of total hours worked by operatives, laborers, service, sales, clerical, and office

workers.
. .

Unionized Establishment .144 .352 Takes the value of 1 If more than 50 percent of the establishment's work force Is covered by celiac-

tire bargaining agreements.

Proportion Blue Collar .534 .366 The proportion of total hours worked by craft workers, service workers, laborers, and operatives

during the reference pay period.

Log Establishment Size 2.59 1.61 The natural log of number of full-thee equEvelont employees at the establishment In July 1979.

Size Greater Than 250 .045 .708 Takes the value 1 If stabi isle-went held core than 250 full-time equivalent employees In December 1979.

Keepership leAusiness Organization .488 .494 Takes the value of 1 If the employer Is a member of a local business organization; 0 otherwise.

Firing Flexibility .269 .444 Takes the value of 1 if during the last quarter of 1979 the establishment laid off, fired, or

"Induced to quit" a worker who would have been retained had he or she been "doing a better job";

0 otherwise.

40 Hours Full-Time

Reliable Unskilled Workers

. 687 .463 Takes the value of 1 If the average hours worked by full-time workers are greater than 37 and less

then 43 hours; 0 otherwise.

. 494 .50 Takes the value 1 if the respondent reports It Is "very" or "somewhat. difficult to obtain "reliable

Unavailable unskilled workers at ceJsonable wages"; 0 otherwise.

Labor Market Characteristics

Unemployment Rate 1979 6.29 1.53 AA average of March 1979 unemployment rates (weighted by employment) of the counties In the site.

From American Statistical index; Employment and Unemployment Statistics by CETA area.

Unemployment Bate 1978 6.09 1.43 A total- employment-weighted average of unemployment rates of the counties at the site (or relevant

94541 In June 1968.

Proportion in Poverty .144 .070 A population-weighted average of the proportion of families below the poverty line In the counties

et sits In 1969. From the 1970 Census of Population.

Log Labor Merket Size 11.23 1.35 The natural log of the number of workers In the labor market at the site In 1979. From the Ameri-

can StatistHel Index; CETA Area Employment and Unemployment Statistics 1979.

Change in Industry Employment at. . 12.4 .40 The proportional change In employment at the 3-digit Industry level from March 1977 to March 1978

the Site 1977-78 for The'county at the site having the largest overall employment. (At the majority of sites one

county had'eore than 50 percent of total employment.) In cases where confidentiality prevented

reporting of'the 3-digit value, the 2 -digit value was unavailable, the value for the Industry cate-

gory (e.g., Manufacturing) was used. From County Business Patterns 1977, 1978.

Change In I-digit Industry

Employment at Site

.003 .056 Take, the value of Industry employment Change ff that verfable is based on Industrial category.

Regional Dummies The mean of Northwest (Washington State) Is .078, Midwest (Missouri) is .144, west (Colorado) Is

.038, Southeast is .344, end Southwest (Texas) Is .099.

Outreach Variables and Previous Usage

Learned of WIN from a Government

Representative

Proportion Learned of WIN from

.066 .248 Takes the value I if the establishment learned of WIN fro, a government representative.

.06 .023 The proportion of the other establishments at the site who learned a-out WIN Iron a government

Government Representative representat ive.

Learned of CETA -017 from Government .130 .336 Takes time value of 1 If steblisheents learned of CETA (roe a government representative.

Representative

Proportion Learned of CE /A-DJ/ .117 .032 The proportion of otner establishments at the site who leerne) about CETA -OJT from a govenment repro-

from Government Representative *imitative.

Received NJTC

Responded to NJTC but Did Not

Receive

.138 .345 Takes the value 1 If respondent reports the flme received an NJ1C credit; 0 Otherwise.

.012 .106 Takes the value I if respondent reports the firm increased employment in response to NJTC but did

not receive a credit; 0 otherwise.

Received WIN 1977-78 .025 .157 Takes the value I
if the establishment received a WIN tax Credit In 1977 or 1978; 0 otherwise.

Received CETA-OJT 1977-78 .030 .171 Takes the value 1 If the establishment reCelved a CETA-OJT contract In 1977 Cr 1978; 0 otherwise.

Industry Dummies Moons ere .076 for Const:tion. .428 for Wholesale Retail, .355 for Finance and Services, end .038

for TrenSportlitiCn and unication. The excluded Industry Is Mining and Manufacturing.
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TABLE 2.2

FAMILIARITY WITH TJTC, WIN, CETA, AND NJTC

(Probit Models)

TJTC WIN CETA NJTC

Employer-Characteristics

Employee Growth Rate 1979

Change In Industry

Employment 1977-78

Dummy: 2-Digit Sic Industry

Dummy: industrial Category

Log Establishment Size

Unionized

Proportion Blue Collar

Membership Business Org.

Market Characteristics.

.06 ( 1.22)

. 19 (11.60)

- .06 ( .90)

.20 ( 3.29)

. 17 ( 3.72)

. 18 ( 2.58) .08 ( 1.11)

.10 ( 1.78) .01 ( 1.42) .04 ( .69)

-.42 ( 2.20) .04 ( .39) .03 ( .32)

-.68 ( 1.23) .03 ( .05) -.03 ( .05)

. 19*(12.74) .16 (10.63) .15 (11.00)

. 04 : .70) .06 ( .89) -.02 ( .31)

-.15 ( 2.56) -.19 ( 3.25) -.19 ( 3.48)

. 21 ( 4.94) .19 ( 4.52) .26 ( 6.56)

Unemployment Rate 1978 .02 ( 1.03) .04 ( 2.26) .00 ( .10)

Unemployment Rate 1979 - .03 ( 1.24) -.03 ( 1.17) .01 ( .43)

Proportion Minority - .30 ( .89) .13 ( .42) 2.02 ( 6.72) .33 ( 1.21)

Proportion In Poverty .44 ( .53) .19 ( .30) .14 ( .22) -.96 ( 1.70)

Log Labor Market Size .07 ( 1.83) -.07 ( 2.00) -.20 ( 5.62) -.08 ( 2.79)

Northwest - .27 ( 2.09) -.07 ( .61) -.03 ( .23) -.02 ( .25)

Midwest - .18 ( 1.73) -.14 ( 1.40) -.31 ( 3.13) .06 ( .74)

Southeast .08 ( .59) -.21 ( 1.71) -.66 ( 5.41) -.04 ( .36)

Southwest .32 ( 2.24) -.36 ( 2.75) -.53 ( 4.29) -.09 ( .96)

West .08 ( .50) -.13 ( .97) -.37 ( 2.82) .07 ( .64)

Pest Experience and Outreach

Received NJTC

Prop. In Site Who Learned of

WIN from Government Rep.

. 70 (12.13) .40 ( 7.00) .27 ( 4.39)

3.1 ( 2.95) 2.4 ( 2.01) 2.93 ( 3.18)

Industry Dummies

Construction - .21 ( 3.82) -.34 ( 3.54) -.16 ( 1.70) .07 ( .73)

Transportation & Communication - .09 ( .69) -.16 ( 1.39) -.21 ( 1.80) -.10 ( .88)

Finance and Services - .07 ( .86) -.10 ( 1.37) .14 ( 1.89) -.09 ( 1.31)

Wholesale and Retail Trade - .26 ( 3.53) -.15 ( 1.39) 0.17 ( 2.43) -.14 ( 2.17)

Constant -2.13 ( 3.82) -.16 ( .30) 1.44 ( 2.57) .68 ( 1.72)

2 x In Likelihood 456.24 457.79 440.49 270.08

Proportion Familiar .20 .31 .57 .48

Multiplio, for Probability .28 .35 .39 .40

Sample Size 4528 4528 4252 4528

Asymptotic t statistics are In parentheses.
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on percent-blue collar implies that construction, transportation, and communi-
cation firms are especially ignorant of these programs. Employers in the

finance and services industries seem to have no special familiarity with the
tax credit programs but have a particularly high level of familiarity with

CETA-OJT.

TWo measures of the growth rate of employment--an establishment yrowth
rate between July and December 1979 and the local industry growth-rate between
1977 and 1978--are included in the model. All but one of these coefficients
are positive as hypothesized, but only the two coefficients in the WIN know-
ledge model are statistically significant at the 10 percent level.

2.3.2 The Effect of Labor Market Characteristics

There is yreat geographic variability in employer familiarity with CETA-
OJT. As hypothesized, familiarity with the program was greatest in rural

labor markets. Familiarity was also significantly hiyher in rural Washington
state and Ohio, in labor markets with nigh proportions of minorities, and a

hiyh unemployment rate.

There was less geographic variability in familiarity with the employment
tax credit programs. Rural and small city labor markets were significantly
more likely to be familiar with WIN and NJTC but less likely to be familiar
with TJTC.

Employers in Washington state and Texas were significantly more familiar
with TJTC. The employers in Texas were significantly less familiar with WIN.
Other geographic variables--the proportion in poverty, trie proportion minor-

ity, and the unemployment rate--were not significantly 4:1-3ted to familiarity

with these employment tax credit programs.

2.3.3 The Effect of Outreach and Past Experience

Efforts by local government representatives to promote these programs
have a significant impact on employer knowledge of them. Roughly 6 percent of
our sample first heard of WIN fran a government representative. Would a dou-
bling of these contacts produce an equivalent increase in knowledge or would
some of the firms contacted have learned of the program another way? The

coefficient on the outreach variable indicates that most of these contacts
result in almost equivalent increases in knowledge. They imply that a .06

increase in proportion of those contacted about WIN increases the proportion
familiar by .05. .

Past receipt of one employment subsidy increases a firm's propensity to
know about other employment subsidy programs. Having received an NJTC in 1977
or 1978 increases the proportion of firms that know about TJTC by .20, the
proportion familiar with WIN by .14, and the proportion familiar with CETA-OJT
by .10.
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2. Summary and Policy Implications

This examination of the determinants of knowledge about subsidy programs

has found considerable support for the theoretical perspective that was ad-

vanced at tne beyinniny of the chapter. The finn that is most likely to be

familiar with employment suosidy programS is a large, growing, manufacturing

firm that has a predominanUy white-collar work force and that is a member of

a local business oryanizatio6. Outreach by local administrators of the pro -

yrarn had an important finpac( or employer familiarity Knowledge of CETA-OJT

is greatest in rural sites with hiyh 1978 unemployment rate and those with a

high minority population.

In our view, the primary explanation for geographic variation in famil-

iarity with these programs :s variation in local promotional efforts (only

some of which were measured by our outreach variable). From this we derive

the hopeful conclusion that while iynorance was, in 1980, the major barrier to

use of these programs, effective promotional efforts have and can overcome

this barrier.

Our finding that pa,', hsers of one of these subsidies are more likely to

be familiar with other pr_wams can be given two interpretatiohs. One inter-

pretation is that the a:ssociation reflects the effects of an unmeasured

propensity to participate hi employment subsidy programs. The other interpre-

tation yives the association a causal intepretation: participation in 3e

program lowers the costs of learning about other programs. If the second in-

terpretation is correct, knowledye and participation will grow with time, and

the iynorance barrier will eventually be overcome.
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CHAPTER 3

PARTICIPATION IN EMPLOYMENT SUBSIDY PROGRAMS
John H. Bishop and Mark Montgomery

3.1 Introduction

This chapter examines wnat determines whether a firm that is "familiar"
with a particular employment subsidy program ,chooses to "participate" in tne
program by niring at least one eligible worker. It begins with a theoretical
discussion of how we would expect various characteristics of the firm to ef-
fect its decision to participate in targeted recruitment subsidies such as
TJTC, WIN, and CETA-OJT, and in general employment subsidies such as NJTC.
(These expectations are largely based on a general theoretical model of firm
participation in marginal employment subsidies tnat is presented in Appendix
A.) Next we present the empirical model used to study the determinants of
participation in a program. The last section of this chapter presents the
results of the empirical analysis of participation and draws conclusions.

3.2 Determinants of Firm Participation in Employment Subsidies

Employment subsidy programs attempt to induce firms to increase hiring of
particular types of workers by reducing the. wage costs of additional workers
of that type. A subsidy of, say, 50 percent of the wage of newly hired eli-
gible workers is not equivalent, however, to a 50 percent reduction in the
market wage rate of these. workers. First, when the program offers a recruit-
ment subsidy such as WIN, TJTC, and CETA or a marginal subsidy such as NJTC, a
payment is made only for workers who are newly hired (recruitment) or hired
after some threshold employment level has been crossed (marginal). No payment
is made for workers already employed by the firm. Second, a firm receives the
subsidy only if it applies for the subsidy and verifies the eligibility of new
workers for subsidization. Even a firm that is aware of the existence of such
a program may not have all the necessary information about which job appli-
cants are eligible and which are not. The cost of obtaining this information;
of getting the necessary government certifications, and then of applying for
the subsidy may deter some firms from participating in the program.

Some of the costs associated with hiring subsidized workers are fixed,
while others depend on the, number of workers hired through the program. The
fixed costs involve such factorS as learning enough about the program to make
use of it, making arrangements for the referral of eligible workers, estab-
lishing a system to identify these workers in the applicant pool, negotiating
an OJT contract with CETA, and the risk that participation will entail closer
government scrutiny of hiring practices and tax records. The variable (or
"incremental") costs of hiring subsidized workers include the cost of search-
ing for eligible workers, of determining the eligibility of applicants, of
obtaining certification of eligible workers, and the risk of hiring workers
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whu may have lower productivity than other applicants. These variable costs
are primarily associated with the hiring of workers through a targeted subsidy
program such as TJTC, WIN, or CETA. A general scheme that subsidizes all
types of workers, such as the New Jobs Tax C edit, should involve few incre-
mental costs since it is unnecessary to certi worker eligibility.

3.2.1 Impact of Firm Characteristics

The firm's decision to participate in one of hese programs will depend
on a comparison of the perceived benefits and costs of participation. These

benefits and costs depend upon the firm's characteris ics, the nature of the
local labor market, and the policies of the local age Fies that are adminis-

tering the program.

The benefits of participation--tie tax credit or su sidy received--are
proportional to the number of eliyible worker:. the firm Wres and certifies
and the amount of subsidy per eligible worker. The costs of participation are

in large measure fixed. Those that do vary with the number of subsidized
workers do not rise with the amount of subsidy. Consequently, the net bene-
fits of participation are greatest, and therefore the probability of partici-
pating is greatest, at firms (a) that have many openings that eligible workers
might fill, (b) that receive large subsidies for each eligible worker, and
(c) that have low costs of identifying, certifying, and employing eligible
workers. The simple model sketched in the previous paragraphs (formally pre-
sented in Appendix A) implies that the following characteristics of the firm
will, ceteris paribus, be associated with higher probabilities of participa-
tion in a targeted or marginal subsidy program.

1. Total employment.

2. Growth rate of employment.

3. The proportiOn of the work force in low skill jobs.

4. The turnover of existing unskilled workers. (For the targeted re-
cruitment subsidy programs--TJTC, WIN, CETA-OJT--the more rapid the
turnover the- more openings are available for new subsidized work,
ers.)

5. The elasticity of demand for eligible labor: the elasticity of

demand for the subsidized factor should have a positive effect on
participation especially in a nontaryeted marginal subsidy such as

NJTC. This variable will be related to a number of more easily
observable characteristics of the firm such as those listed next.

(See appendix for more explanation.)

i. Elasticity of demand for the firm's product.
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ii. Elasticity of substitution between low skilled labor and other
factors: programs targeted to low skill workers will encourage
such substitution.

iii. High shares of total costs going to unskilled labor.

Obviously, a firm that has no openings in the job classificatiois for
which subsidy-eliyible workers might qualify will not participate. The more
openings a firm has of the type that eligible workers might fill, the more
likely it is to choose to participate. Even when fixed costs of participation
are MO, the benefits of participating will outweigh the costs if the number
of eligible new hires is sufficiently large.

6. The probability than the firm has a tax liability. This proposition
does not apply to OJT.

7. Flexibility in terminating unwanted employees. The purpose of these
programs is to induce firms to hire workers they would not normally
be willing to hire. Most employers feel that hiring a subsidy-
eligible worker means they are taking a greater risk that things will
not work out. If the finn can easily correct its mistake by firing
the worker, the cost of a mistake is minimized. In another chapter
of this report we report our finding that rates of discharge for
cause are considerably smaller in unionized firms. Thus, we antici-
pate that nonunion firms that have a low firing threshold will be
more likely to participate.

8. Difficulty in finding reliable unskilled workers. When, for one rq.a-
son or another (i.e., low wage rates, unattractive working condi-
tions, or a tight labor market), a firm is unable to hire and retain
the experienced workers it would prefer, it becomes more willing to
hire someone without experience and to provide the training itself or
to adjust its hiring standards downward. Thus, when unemployment
rates are low and/or the firm reports having difficulty finding reli-
able unskilled workers, it is more likely to participate in targeted
programs such as TJTC, WIN, and CETA-OJT. Tight labor markets have
a different impact on participation in a nontargeted marginal subsidy
such as NJTC. Holding the growth in demand for the firms' product
constant, a tight labor market makes it harder to recruit the employ-
ees necessary to expand in response to the subsidy thus decreasing
the firm's probability of participating in NJTC.

9. The proportion of the local ork force that is eligible for a sub-
sidy. If many local workers a e eligible the number of eligible job
seekers coming to the door will increase and the costs of searching
for eligibles will fall.

10. The proportion of workers that are full time. The cost of identify-
ing and certifying an eligible worker is unrelated to the hours
worked or wage of that worker. GET-A-OJT contracts typically pay a
flat 50 percent of total wages in the first six months, so the
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benefit rises in proportion to hours worked per week and the hourly
wage rate-. TJTC and WIN tax credits are 50 percent of wayes paid
in the first year up to $6,000. Firms that employ part-time workers
at or near the minimum wage would not be receiving the full subsidy ,
so we anticipate that their participation rates in CETA-OJT, TJTC,

and WIN would be lower than would otherwise be expected. For margi-

nal employment tax credits such as NJTC with a cap of $4,200 on sub-
sidizable earnings, we hypothesize that the effect would operate in
the opposite direction: tirins that use many part-time workers would
be-mOre -likely to participate than firms that traditionally do not
use part-time employees.

11. The wage paid to eligible workers. In the three targeted programs
examined, the subsidy rises with the wage rate. Thus, holding the
firms' hiring standards constant, the incentive to participate rises
with the wage rate. Restaurants and bars that pay considerably below
the minimum wage because tips provide most of their staff's compen-
sation would have only minimal incentives to participate. For non_

targeted marginal subsidies such as the NJTC with a $4,200 cap on
subsidizable earnings, low wage rates increase the incentive to par-
ticipate,

3.2.2 The Impact of Local Marketing Efforts

We also expect the policies of the local agencies adMinistering the pro-
gram to be very important determinants of the participation rate. This is

especially true in the CETA-UJT program where (a)-local prime sponsors control
the allocation of CETA trdininy funds between classroom training and OJT and,

therefore, the scale of program in the community, and (b) staff has discretion
over which firms are approached about participating in the program and which

,firms are presumed to offer sufficient training to warrant receiving a sub-

sidy. Because of the hiyh costs.of commuting to a central location for class-
room training and the inability of rural labor markets to absorb large numbers
of classroom training graduates, the agencies administering CETA funds in

rural areas ,have chosen to emphasize OJT contracts rather tnan classroom
training. Some CETA prime sponsors seem to have a policy of limiting the num-
ber of OJT contracts they will sign with any one employer. Where this is the

practice, the largest firms have a reduced incentive to participate. Thus,

the positive relationship between size and participation that we have predic-
ted for the other tax credit programs may not hold for CETA.

Administration -of the_TJTC is_primarily in the hands of the local employ-
--At service offices. In some communities, employment service staff members
have marketed TJTC by telephoning local employers and offering to come to
their plants to help identify and then certify the TJTC eligibles that were
working there, In other communities, employers who seek referrals of eligible
workers or more information about the program get no help at all (in Wiscon_

sin, for instance, when the federal contribution to administrative costs ran
out in October 1979, certifications dropped to almost zero in the final three
months of the year). Firms cannot participate in a program if they do not
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know who to contact locally about application and certification. Consequent-
ly, we expect that participation as well as familiarity will be greater in

communities in which there has been extensive promotion by the local employ-
ment service. Similarly, the cooperative relationship between the .local
employment service office and the firms will have a bearing upon the likeli-
hoOd of participation. Firms that have regular and frequent contact with the
employment service people are more likely to yet referrals of eligible appli-
cants.

3.3 Predicting Participation of Firms that
Are Familiar with tne Program

We saw in chapter 1 that ignorance of the existence of employment sub-
sidies is the primary reason that firms do not participate in these programs.
Only about half of all firms were aware of NJTC and CETA programs, while only
29 percent were familiar with WIN and 17 percent with TJTC. Any empirical
analysis of the determinants of firm participation needs to separate the issue
of what determines which firms are familiar with the program from the question
of what determines participation among the knowledgeable firms. To see this,
suppose we let Hi = 1 represent the event that the ith firm hires workers
through the program and Hi = U be the event that it does not. Let Ki = 1

be the condition that the firm is aware of the existence of the program and
Ki = U that it is not. Firms that are unaware of the program are certainly
unable to participate. That is, we must assume tnat

(1) Prop (Hi = 111<.; = 0) = 0

The probability that a ranoomly selected firm Wil; participate in the program
is equal to the product of ``,the probability of participation given knowledge
and the probability of knowledge of the program.

(2) Pi = Prob (Hi = 111<i = 1) * Prob (Ki = 1)

If one's purpose is to draw general conclusions about the potential of wage
subsidies from data on early experience with the program, it is necessary to
treat these probabilities separately. With the passage of time,.more and more
firms will become familiar with the program, and the Prob (Ki = 1) will
start approachiny one.

To obtain estimates of the probability of participation conditional upon
program familiarity we can simply estimate multivariate probit models of par-
ticipation (see Appendix B) on a sample of firms from which those unfamiliar
with the program are excluded. However, this censorship of the sample may
produce a biased estimate of B, the vector of probit coefficients. (A more
detailed explanation of the sample-selection problem is presented in Appendix
B.) Relatively simple methods for testing and correcting for sample selec-
tion bias in the linear regression framework are well documented in the econo-
metric literature (see, e.g., Heckman 1976;. This is not the case, however,
in the probit framework. Within the scope of this study we are at best able
to use d combination of devices to give us an indication of the existence and
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severity of any selection bias that might occur. A full description of our

indicators of selection bias is given in Appendix B.

3.4 Empirical Results

This part presents the results of our multivariate probit models of par-
ticipation in TJTC, WIN, CETA-OJT, and NJTC by firms familiar with the program
of interest,

The base sample used in this analysis is drawn from the subsample of the
EUPP data, which contained 5,279 for-profit firms having some positive amount
Of employment in December of 1979. The estimation sample contained 4,528
firms that had at least one employee in December 1979 and that answered all of
the pertinent questions.' Supplementary sources provided some of the data
about characteristics of the site. All variables used in this analysis per-
tain to the time of the interview unless otherwise specified. (Definitions

and descriptive statistics for these variables are presented in table 2.1 u4
the previous chapter.)

Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 present estimates of the probit coeffici-
ents for 1979 participation in TJTC, WIN, CETA-OJT, and NJTC respectively, for

those firms that were familiar with the program of interest. For the targeted

programs, firms were asked if they had (a) "hired any workers through" each
program and (b) "received a tax credit" for any worker hired through that pro -

yrani. Because rapid turnover of workers, especially low skilled workers,
could cause some firms to lose subsidized workers before a subsidy could be
,applied for, the first question (did you hire?) was used as the dependent

variable for the TJTC and WIN equations. For the CETA programs, firms were
asked if they hired workers though CETA programs other than CETA-OJT.2

Therefore, the "received CETA" question provided the dependent variable for
the CETA equations. For NJTC, firms were asked (a) whether they had received
a. NJTC credit and (b) whether NJTC influenced the establishment to increase
total employment. For NJTC, the received question was used as the dependent

variable. By these measures the participation rates in the estiv.:: on sample

were .15 for TJTC, .066 for WIN, and .077 for CETA. Since our resrindent was

the official responsible for hiring, that person could be expected to know
whether the, firm had hired through or received a subsidy from one of the

targeted programs. Where this respondent was the owner of the firm, that

individual would also know whether the firm received a NJTC. Personnel

officers of larger firms and managers of branch plants are not, however,
yenerally aware of whether their firms obtained a NJTC. Consequently, the

reader should oe cautious in interpreting the .NJTC participation results.

The first column of each table contains the probit estimates of the ef-

fects of firm characteristics upon 1979 participation in the program from a
model that excludes measures of past participation in the same or similar pro-
grams. The second column of the tables contains the estimates for a model

that includes past usage of employment subsidy programs. The final column

presents results from a model in which some potentially endogenous variables
are instrumente O. The t statistics are in parenthesis to the right of the

1
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TABLE 3.1

PARTICIPATION IN THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDITS BY

EMPLOYERS THAT WERE FAMILIAR WITH IT

(Probit Models)

Instrumental

Model 1 Model 2 Variable

Model

Firm Characteristics

Employee Growth Rate 1978-79 .22 (1.03) .15 ( .73) 3.06 (1.64)

Proportion Low Skill .34 (1.46) .34 (1.42) 1:68 (2.31)

Proportion Pal., lime .08 ( .28) .04 ( .12) -2.37 (1.51)

Log Establishment Size .15 (3.35) .17 (3.52) .18 (2.07)

Proportion Union - .17 (1.02) - .23 (1.34) - .33 (1.79)

Firing Flexibility .40 (3.12) .39 (2.94) .36 (2.30)

40 Hours Full Time .12 ( .90) .15 (1.12) - .07 ( .36)

Reliable Unskilled Workers Not Available .04 ( .32) .04 ( .35) .00 ( .02)

Market Characteristics

Unemployment Rate .06 (1.00) .08 (1.27) .07 (1.04)

Proportion Minority - .54 ( .63) - .94 (1.06) - .67 ( .74)

Proportion in Poverty -1.37 ( .82) -1.08 ( .63) -2.18 (1.16)

Log Labor Market Size - .03 ( .32) .03 ( .34) - .03 ( .29)

Northwest - .84 (2.46) - .73 (2.12) - .74 (2.01)

Midwest .06 ( .26) .02 ( .09) - .07 ( .29)

Southwest .00 ( .00) .15 ( .46) .11 ( .31)

West - .21 ( .51) - .24 ( .56) .25 ( .56)

Southeast - .03 ( .10) .05 ( .18) - .13 ( .39)

Outreach Variables

Learned of WIN from Government Rep. .45 (3.32) .34 (2.38) .35 (2.46)

Member Business Organization .02 ( .13) .01 ( .08) .00 ( .03)

Received WIN 1977 or 1978 1.06 (4.40) 1.01 (4.11)

Received NJTC .29 (2.34) .29 (2.24)

Responded to NCTC but Didn't Receive 1.06 (3.41) .92 (2.92)

Industry Dummies

Construction - .34 (1.04) - .34 (1.00) .09 ( .22)

Wnolesale Retail .25 (1.43) .22 (1.24) .26 (1.31)

Finance and Services .32 (1.87) .35 (1.97) .43 (2.27)

Transportation and Communication - .38 ( .96) - .24 ( .60) - .38 ( .94)

2 x Ln Likelihood 91.0 -317.0 -314.9

NOTE: Fifteen percent of the 901 employrs familiar with TJTC participated. At the
mean participation rate, the multiplier calculating changes In probability is .23

and.for calculating % changes in par-"'Icipel:ion, it is 1.53. Asymptotic t statistics
are in parenthesis.
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TABLE 3.2

PARTICIPATION IN WIN TAX CREDIT OR OJT PROGRAM IN 1979 BY

EMPLOYERS THAT WERE FAMILIAR WITH

(Probit Models)

IT

Instrumental

Model 1 Model 2 Variable

Model

Firm Characteristics

Employee Growth Rate 1978-79 .01 ( .03) .03 ( .13) .33 ( .19)

Proportion Low Skill .97 (3.70) 1.02 (3.60) 1.03 ( 1.40)

Proportion Part Time - .30 ( .93) - .25 f .73) - .32 ( .21)

Log Establishment Size .11 (2.40) .11 (2.33) .09 ( 1.10)

Proportion Union .03 ( .15) .03 ( .15) .02 ( .09)

Firing Flexibility .50 (3.82) .51 (3.65) .50 ( 3.10)

40 Hours Full Time .25 (1.71) .31 (2.00) .31 ( 1.4'6)

Reliable Unskilled Workers Not Available .07 ( .60) - .04 ( .33) - .02 ( .19)

Market Characteristics

Unemployment Rate - .16 (2.31) - .12 (1.60) - .13 ( 1.72)

Proportion Minority .11 ( .10) - .01 ( .01) - .15 ( .14)

Proportion in Poverty -1.52 ( .86) - .59 ( .31) - .62 ( .32)

Log Labor Market Size - X20 (2.14) - .17 (1.74) - .15 ( 1.49)

I.,erthwest
- .01 ( .04) .02 ( .07) .00 ( .01)

Midwest .21 ( .89) .16 ( .65) .13 ( .52)

Southwest -1.05 (2.85) - .90 (2.35) - .93 ( 2.39)

West - .95 (2.10) - .67 (1.45) - v.64 ( 1.40)

Southeast - .14 ( .38) .24 ( .63) - .22 (- .56)

Outreach Variables

Learned of WIN from Government Rep. .41 (3.30) .34 (2.60) .38 ( 2.92)

Memhor Business Organization .11 ( .93) - .15 (1.13) - .13 ( 1.01)

Received WIN 1977 or 1978 1.30 (7.30) 1.24 ( 7.04)

Received NJTC
.22 (1.58) .21 ( 1.46)

Responded to NCTC but Didn't Receive - .15 ( .27) - .10 ( .19)

Industry Dummies

Construction .23 ( .61) - .26 ( .66) - .41 ( .94)

Wholesale Retail .05 ( .26) .05 ( .?3) - .02 ( .07)

Finance and Services .20 (1.10) .19 ( .95) .14 ( .69)

Transportation and Communication - .52 0.11) - .61 (1.10) - .64 ( 1.17)

2 x Ln Likelihood 114.4 255.0 260.3

NOTE: Out of 1,405 employers familiar with WIN, 6,,6 Riert'ait participated. At the mean

participation rate, the multiplier for calculating angel in probability is .135 and

for calculating % changes in participation, it is 2.05. Asymptotic t statistics are in

parenthesis.
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TABLE 3.3

PARTICIPATION IN THE CETA-OJT PROGRAM IN 1979 BY

EMPLOYERS THAT WERE FAMILIAR WITH IT

(Probit Models)

Model 1 Model 2

Instrumental

Variable

Model

Firm Characteristics

Employee Growth Rate 1978-79

Proportion Low Skill

Proportion Part Time

Log Establishment Size

Proportion Union

Firing Flexibility

40 Fours Full Time

Re fable Unskilled Workers Not Available

.23 ( 1.23) .19 ( .93) .78 ( .46)

. 23 ( 1.09) .27 (1.22) .44 ( .68)

- .33 (-1.16) - .36 (1.17) -1.29 ( .92)

. 10 ( 2.38) .09 (1.93) - .07 ( .83)

- .20 ( 1.33) - .18 (1.09) - .18 (1.07)

.37 ( 3.18) .36 (2.88) .40 (2.72)

. 17 ( 1.36) .17 (1.25) 1.05 ( .26)

. 24 ( 2.20) .20 (1.74) .20 (1.67)

Market Characteristics

Unemployment Rate - (- .90) - .06 ( .98) .07 (1.08)

Proportion Minority .32 ( .38) .35 ( .40) .41 ( .41)

Proportion In Poverty -2.92 ( 1.83) -2.90 (1.70) -3.26 (1.78)

Log Labor Market Size - .12 (-1.54) - .14 (1.61) - .16 (1.77)

Northwest - .26 (- .95) - .31 (1.10) - .29 ( .97)

Midwest .25 ( 1.09) .24 (1.02) .21 ( .87)

Southwest .10 ( .34) - .03 ( .08) - .05 ( .14)

West - .16 (- .46) - .20 ( .54) - .23 ( .64)

Southeast .04 ( .12) .06 ( .19) .03 ( .09)

Outreach Variables

Learned of CETA-OJT from Government Rep.

Member Business Organization

Received CETA-OJT 1977 or 1978

Received NJTC

Resporded to NCTC but Didn't Receive

Industry Dummies

Construction

Wholesale Retail

Finance and Services

Transportation and Comlunication

.53 ( 5.96) .53 (4.74) .54 (4.80)

- .07 (- .70) - .10 ( .85) - .10 ( .83)

1.17 (8.31) 1.13 (7.68)

.18 (1.40) .18 (1.36)

.30 ( .77) .25 ( .64)

- .02 (- .10) .05 ( .19) .12 ( .37)

- .16 (-1.00) - .15 ( .90) - .09 ( .50)

- .22 (-1.37) - .18 (1.06) - .13 ( .70)

- .34 (-1.00) - .17 ( .48) - .19 ( .53)

2 x Ln Likelihood 115.3 311.0 312.2

NOTE: Out of 2,886 employers familiar with CETA-OJT, 7.5 percent p,v-ticIPated. At the
mean participation rate, the multiplier for calculating changes In probability is .145
and for calculating % changes in participation, it is 1.89. Asymptotic t statistics are
in parentheses.
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TABLE 3.4

PARTICIPATION IN NJTC FIRMS FAMILIAR WITH THE PROGRAM

(Problt Models)

3

1

Received

2

Received

Employment

in Response to'

Firm Characteristics

.03

- .05

- .02

( .37)

( .39)

( .03)

.03

- .05

.10

( .33)

( .38)

( .13)

- .05

- .05

- .16

( .40)

( .16)

( .15)

Change In Industry Employment

Dummy: 2 Digit Sic Code

Dummy: Industrial Category

Log Establishment Size .02 i .99) .08 (3.04) - .01 ( .19)

Size Greater than 250 - .82 (5.12) - .30 (1.30)

Proportioned Unionized - .19 (2.12) - .17 (1.86) - .41 (2.86)

Proportion Blue Collar - .03 ( .55) - .07 ( .72) - .08 ( .64)

Proportion Part Time .21 (1.53) .27 (1.98) .32 (1.66)

40 Hours Full-time .04 ( .64) .03 ( .47) .09 (1.00)

Firing Flexibility .06 ( .90) .07 ( .99) .29 (2.99)

Market Characteristics

Unemployment Rate .05 (2.27) .05 (2.31) .( (

Log Labor Market Size .01 ( .19) .005 ( .15) - .001

Northwest .32 (2.46) .33 (2.49) .30

Midwest .08 ( .79) .10 (1.08) .14 (1.05)

Southwest .08 ( .60) .10 ( .77) - .15 ( .70)

West .15 ( .96) .17 (1.07) - .10 ( .40)

Southeast .08 ( .60) - .07 ( .86 - .15 ( .12)

Industry Dummies

Construction .40 (3.21) .34 (2.72) .C4 ( .21)

Who;esale and Retail Trade .C2 ( .21) - .06 ( .59) - .09 ( .65)

Finance and Services .09 ( .91) .03 ( .33) - .26 (1.84)

Transportation and Communication - .04 ( .25) - .12 ( .67) - .30 (1.05)

Membership Business Organization - .03 ( .55) - .03 ( .56) .08 ( .94)

Learned from WIN from Government Rep. .05 ( .48) .06 ( .67) .15 (1.17)

Constant -1.14 (2.7fl - 1.19 (2.82) - 1.64 (2.68)

-2 x In Likelihood 39.86 68.12 42.17

Proportion Responsing .29 .29 .07

Probability Multiplier .31 .31 .13

NOTE: The sample size is 2,191. Asymptotic t statistics are In parentheses.



coefficient. The impact ut a variable on the probability of participation
conditional un knowledge can be obtained by multiplying the coefficient by the
multipliers (.23 for TJTC) that are yiven in the note at the bottom of the
table.3 Percentaye changes in participation can be obtained by multiplying
the coefficient by the percentaye change multiplier (1.53 for TJTC) given in
the note. Tire use of the coefficients and multipliers can be illustrated by
calculatiny the predicted impact of learniny about WIN from a government re-
presentative on TJTC participation. Multiplying .45 by .23 provides us with an
estimate of approximately .10 for the change in probability of participation.
The percentaye increase in the participation is 69 percent.

(T5 .45 = 1.53 - .45 = .69)

3.4.1 Firm Characteristics

Let us beyin by examining the effects of firm characteristics. As expec-
ted, size has a siynificant positive effect upon participation in TJTC and WIN
programs. In model 1, a firm that is ten times the size of anotner is approx-
imately S3 percent [(ln 10) (1.53)(.15) - (2.3) (1.53) (.15) = .53] more
likely to participate in TJTC, 54 percent [(ln 10) ( 2.05) (.11) = .54] more
likely to participate in the WIN program, and 43 percent more likely to parti-

i cipate in CETA-OJT. For NJTC, size has a positive and significant effect only
when a dummy is included for very larye establishments. A dummy for size
yreater than 250 has a strony negative effect in the NJTC model. In large es-
tablishments the owners or tax accountants who might have been aware of their
firm's receipt of a NJTC were not respondents to our survey. The personnel
officers who were our respondents seemed in many cases, to have reported (in-
correctly) thatthe firm did not receive a tax credit.

One firm characteristic that has a consistently positive effect for the
taryeted programs is the dummy for flexibility in firing workers. This vari-
dblQ cakes tne value 1 if duriny the fourth quarter of 1979 the firm laid off,
fire1, or induced to quit a worker dho would have been retained had job per-
form:oce oeen better. This result supports our hypothesis that firms that
find it more difficult to terminate an unwanted employee are more willing to
nire subsidized workers.4

In chapter 8 of the monograph, a strong, negative relationship is demcn-
strated between unionization and the proportion of workers that are fired. We
have hypothesized that firms that find it costly to fire workers are
reluctant to participate in targeted subsidy programs, so we would expe;:t

unionized firms to have lower participation rates. For TJTC, CETA-OJT, and
NJTC, the unionization.coefticients were negative, as predicted. The coeffi-
cients were statistically significant in the NJTC models and the TJTC instru-
mental variable model. Our hypothesis that firms that have a difficult time
findiny reliab;e unskilled workers would be more willing participants in 'r_ar-
geted subsidy proyrans is burn out only for CETA -UJT programs.
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In chapter 1 we saw that manufacturiny firms had higher than average

probabilities of participating in a targeted subsidy program and that retail

firms have a lower than average probability of participating. An examination

of the industry dummies reveals that these associations were due to charac-

teristics (such as size) that are associated with the industry. When these

characteristics were controlled for, only a few industries were shown to have
significantly different participation rates: finance and services had a

significantly greater probability of participating in TJTC, and construction
finns had a significantly greater probability of participating in NJTC.

For the targeted programs, we have reason to suspect that the proportion
of the firms' work force in low skill occupations, the proportion in part-time
employment, and the yrowth rate of employment may be affected by participa-
tion. fo eliminate simultaneous-equation bias, these variables were replaced

by instrumental variables. The instrumental variables were obtained by

reyressing the potentially endogenous variables on a set of instruments that
included all of the exogenous variables in the participation equations, the
relevant change in employment at the national three-digit SIC level in 1979,

the proportion of low skil I workers who were in blue-collar occupations,
group of industry dummies developed to capture seasonality in employment, and

a dummy for the eating and drinking establishments industry. Although this
procedure will generate consistent estimates of the parameters in the probit

models, the resulting asymptotic t statistics will only be approximate (see

Nelson and Olson 1979, Amemiya 1979).

In the instrumental variables models, the effect of the proportion of
workers in part-time employment is consistent with the hypotheses that were

specified in section 3.2. Firms with large part-time work forces are less
.1:ely to participate in taryeted enployment subsidies but are more likely to

F xticipate in NJTC. This result suggests that the cost of certifying subsi-
dized workers under the targeted proyrams represents a significant deterrent

to participation for firms that hire mainly part-time workers. When these

costs are negligible (as they would be for a general program such as NJTC),

the fact that the subsidy is tied to FUTA wages makes participation more
attractive for firms hiring part-time workers.

The hypothesis that firms with a high proportion of low skill jobs would

be more likely to participate is also supported. All of the estimated coeffi-

cients are positive. They are significant in the instrumental variable model
for TJTC and in the noninstrumental variable models for WIN. There is very

little support for the hypothesis that growth of employment tends to increase
a firm's probability of participation. In the instrumental variable models

the coefficient in the WIN equation is negative. Only in the TJTC model does

it gain significance at the 5 percent level on a one tail test.

3.4.2 Outreach by Program Administrators

Our results indicate that personal contacts with employers are a very

effective method of promoting these proyramS. Not only does it inform the

employer of tne program's existence, but it also greatly increases the
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probability that a knowledgeable firm will participate. The coefficients on
the dummies for "first having learned of WIN from a government representative"
imply trldt such firms are twice as likely to participate in WIN compared to
other knowledgeable firms and that they nave a 69 percent higher probability
of participating in TJTC. For CETA-OJT, such a co' we than doubles the
chances of participation. From the equations for tio !ted programs, it is
clear that the effect of past experience with ompIciya:!nt. subsidies has a very
siynificant impact upon participation. Firms that received a New Jobs Tax

Credit were 43 percent more likely to participate in WIN and TJTC. Firms that
had received a WIN credit in 1977 or 1978 were 150 percent more likely to par-
ticipate in TJTC and 25U percent more likely to participate in WIN in 1979.

For CETA, a NJTC credit increased the probability of participation by 34 per-
cent, and a previous CETA credit increased it by 221 percent.

One surprising result in the equations for the targeted programs is the
strong positive effect of the dummy for having increased employment in res-

ponse to NJTC even though no NJTC credit was received. It was hypothesized
that this experience would frustrate the employer and reduce the likelihood of
participating in later programs. Alternatively, it might be that the variable
is picking up the effect of some unobservable factor which strongly influences
willingness to respond to these programs. To test this sugyestion, the vari-
able was included in an equation predicting participation in WIN in 1977,
before such "frustration" could have occurred. It the dummy tended to proxy
for some unobservable, it should have had a strong positive effect in that
equation. The coefficient was negative and insignificant, however. Conse-
quently, we tend to feel that our original hypothesis should be completely
reversed. An unsuccessful attempt to benefit from a subsidy seems to wet the
appetite to try again.

3.4.3 Testing for Sample Selection Bias

It was stated in 3.3 that estimation of probit models conditional upon
familiarity with the program in question might result in sample selection
bias. Two alternative indicators of this bias were examined to gauge the
severity of the problem (full explanations of these procedures are provided in
Appendix B).

One "test" for selection bias enters into the participation equation a

characteristic of the firm that influences the likelihood of familiarity with
the program in question out that is believed not to influence the conditional
likelihood of participation. If there is a sample selection problem, this
Variable will not have the zero coefficient tnat is hypothesized for it.

Consequently, a rejection of the hypothesis that this variable is zero, is

evidence of a sample selection problem.

'he- significance of the business-organization variable in each ut the
familiarity equations in the previous chapter makes it a useful variaoie in
this reyard. Membership in a business organization was demonstrated tu in-
crease the likelihood of knowledge of subsidy programs. These oryaniz:,tioo!.

would presumably try to inform their members about government pruxs
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might be profitable for the firms. On the other hand, there is little reason

to expect that they would attempt to influence a firm's decision whether or

not to take advantage of such opportunities. Therefore, the fact of member-

ship should have little or no effect on the conditional probability of parti-

cipation. This makes the business organization variable a useful one for

making the selection bias "test" outlined previously. Although the sign of

this variable is negative for three of the four programs (an indication of

selection bias), the variable is in no case significant. The WIN and CETA
models give the strongest, thouyh still modest, suggestion of bias.

An alternative method of gauging the severity of any selection problems

is to estimate the difference in predicted probabilities between a censored

and a noncensored sample. As shown in equation (2) the overall probability of
participation is equal to the product of the conditional probability of parti-
cipation and the probability of familiarity. For those firms that were know-

ledgeable, we can estimate the predicted overall probability (from the com-
plete sample), the conditional probability (from the censored sample), and the

probability of familiarity. If there is little or no selection bias, the

predicted overall probability should be close to the product of the probabil-

ities of conditional participation and familiarity. As a method of examining

the severity of selection problems, we took the estimated conditional proba-

bility (from the instrumental variables models) and subtracted from it the
ratio of the overall probability to. the probability of familiarity. Since the

ratio of the latter probabilities yields a consistent estimate of the true
conditional probability, this difference can be viewed as a kind of "error" in

calculating the conditional probability (see Appendix 8). In this way, mean

"percent errors" (the "error" divided by the conditional probability) were

calculated for the familiar firms for each of the four programs. For the NJTC

equation, the mean percentage difference (percentage of conditional participa-

tion) was less than 2 percent. For TJTC and CETA, the estimates were 9 per-

cent and 8 percent respectively. The WIN equation demonstrated the most
severe.problems with a mean percent error of 33 percent. We conclude from

this that though some selection bias problems may trouble these results, only

in the case of the WIN program are these problems even moderately severe.

3.4.4 Correlation between Predicted
Familiarity and Predicted Participation

The probit estimates of the likelihood of familiarity in chapter 2 can

be combined with our estimates of the likelihood of participation-given-

familiarity to provide useful information about the additional participation

that is likely to be generated by an additional unit of promotional activity

for each of these programs. By estimating both the probability that a ;dridom-

ly selected firm will know about a program, yiven a vector of characteristics

XK, and that it will participate once informed, yiven characteristics XH,

one can predict whether the returns to informiny firms about the subsidy are

increasing or decreasiny in terms of participation. We can then calculate

the correlation between these predicted values PH and PK. If the correla-

tion is negative, then the firms that were more likely (than average) to be
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familiar Kith the program were less likely to participate. Thus, a promo-

tional effurt that doubled the number of knowledgeable firms would be expected
to more than double the number of firms participating. (For a more detailed
explanation see Appendix B.) A positive correlation implies that the effort
would less than double the number of participants. In this way, we can deter-
mine whether returns to informing firms about the program are increasing or
decreasing in terms of participation rates among knowledgeable firms.

Ccrrelation between predicted probabilities Of familiarity with each pro-
gram and conditional participation in each program (using the instrumental

variable mo6els from the targeted programs) were calculated for all firms in

the estimation sample. These estimates are reported as follows.

rTJTC = .205
rWIN = .4U6

rCETA = .207
rNJTC = .099

Given the normality assumptions behind the estimation of the probit

model, the statistic 1/2 lnL(1 +rj)/(1-rj)] will be normally distributed

with mean 1/2 lq(l+ri)/(1-rj)j and variance 1/(n-3); where n is the

sample size (4,528) and rj is the true correlation for the jth program.

(The sample is not entirely rdidom however, a fact that may bias these esti-
mates. Also, in yeneral, sample correlations are not unbiased estimates of
true correlations.) The hypothesis that each of these correlations are zero
was tested and rejected at the .01 level in every case.

These results indicate that a firm with higher-than-average probability
of familiarity with one of these programs has a higher-than-averaye proba-
bility of participation once informed. The implication of this is that were
the government to embark upon a promotional campaign that doubled the number
of firms familiar with one of these programs, the number of firms participa-
tiny would increase but would not double. Diminishing returns to expanding
familiarity is yreatest for the WIN program and smallest for the NJTC program.
The firms that are most likely to participate already know about the programs,
so efforts to increase usage by increasing familiarity inevitably face dimin-
ishing returns.

3.4.5 Policy Implications

This examination of the pattern of familiarity with and participation in
enployment/trainihy subsidies yields a number of insights into the barriers
that have kept participation in the targeted employment subsidy programs at a
relatively low level. The single most important barrier is lack of knowledge
of the existence and the rules of the programs.

Efforts by program administrators to overcome this ignorance by personal
contact with employers are shown to have a significant impact on whether a
firm is familiar with and participates in targeted employment subsidy pro-
yrains. Some states have been very successful in marketing TJTC. At the time
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of our interview, Georgia, South Carolina; and Alaska had participation rates
that were ten times those of California. The willingness of firms to parti-
cipate in these proymns does nut vary appreciably from state to state; what
does vary are the policies and commitment of the local administrators of the
program. It is the lack of the local employment services commitment to pro -
rooting the TJTC program in most parts of the country that is responsible for
the low' participation. One Oregon employer found nis local employment service

office /ignorant of TJTC and uncooperative. He claimed they were not even set
up to certify the eligible workers that he found and hired; he had to go down

to the/office to teach the staff there how to certify someone.

The other major finding is that:the nonpecuniary cost of participating is
significant and largely fixed in nature. In our data this results in large
firms with many unskilled jobs being more likely to participate. Once a firm

has learned how the program works and has developed channels for recruiting
eligible workers, the costs of hiring additional eligible workers fall. The

result is that while most firms do not participate some of those that do par-
ticipate hire large numbers of eligible workers. There is, for instance, a

janitorial service company in an eastern city that is alone responsible for 1
percent of the entire nation's WIN tax credit claims in the 1978-1979 period.
Hiring of subsidy eligible workers is highly concentrated in a few firms.

Even though less than-1 percent of all workers are subsidized, the typical

subsidized worker is working at an establishment at which 14.6 percent of the
firm's employees are subsidized.

It is important to keep the marginal costs of hiring and certifying
additional workers low and, if possible, to make them lower. One approach to

lowering the costs would be for local employment service offices to offer to
screen all job seekers who come through its doors for eligibility if some
large local employers will give them standing job orders to fill. It may be

that the most efficient way to reduce the structural unemployment of welfare

recipients and disadvantaged youth is to encourage what seems to be a tendency
for certain employers to specialize in hiring and training this disadvantaged
population.

The outreach efforts of local program administrators also need to take
into account the greater reluctance of firms that are unionized and offer job

security to participate jn these programs. There is a trade-off between the

quality of jobs a firm offers and its likelihood of responding favorably to a

recruitment etfort for targeted employment subsidy programs.
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NOTES

I. It is possible that exclusion of the firms that did not answer all of the
necessary questions could cause same selection bias. There is no simple way
to eliminate this problem, however.

2. Many of our respondents seem to have misunderstood the question about
hiring through CETA-OJT and repurted the hiring of any CETA referral instead.

3. The calculated multiplier is itself an approximation of F1(XB) generated
from a table of standard normal probabilities.

4. It is also possible, however, that this variable is picking up Ahe effects
of rapid turnover. Rapid turnover should increase the likelihood of partici-
pation in a recruitment subsidy. Also note, however, that the variable was
positive and significant in the employment - increase model for NJTC (equation
3, table 3.4). The NJTC prOgram was not a recruitment subsidy and in any
case, turnover is not likely to effect actual increases in employment in res-
ponse to a subsidy. We conclude, therefore, that that firms that have diffi-
culty getting rid of newly hired workers that do not work out seem to be less
willing to participate in the targeted programs.
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APPENDIX 3A

A Theoretical Model of the Decisions of a Firm Whether to
Participate fn a Marginal Employment-Subsidy Program

Under the usual assumptions about the behavior of a profit-maximizing
firm we expect that if the production function allows for substitution be-
tween labor and other inputs, a fall in the wage rate, ceteris paribus, will
always result in an increase in labor hiring. Employment-subsidy programs
attempt to induce firms to hire more workers by reducing wage costs. A mar-

ginal subsidy of, say, 10 percent of wage costs is not equivalent to a 10

percent fall in the market wage, however, since only workers hired beyond
some base employment level, set by the program's administrators, are subsi-

dized. Furthermore, marginal subsidy programs require that the firm verify
the eliylbility of all subsidized workers. The process of applying for the
subsidy and certifying eligibility imposes costs upon the firm. Thus a firm

may elect not to respond to the offer of a subsidy in return for an increase

in its labor force.

This appendix develops a simple theoretical model of the decision of a
profit-maximizing firm whether or not to hjr,s. an] workers through a marginal

employment-subsidy program. The model is first used to examine a subsidy of

the most yeneral type, wherein the government pays a fixed percentage of the
wages of any workers hired beyond some employment threshold. It is then

shown how the conclusions of the analysis change when the subsidy is offered
as a flat payment on all workers, and/or when VIP program is targeted to

specific types of labor. Finally, a discussion 'ome of the limitations of

the theoretical model is presented.

A. Participation in a Ueneral Fixed-Percentaye Subsidy

Consider the problem of a firm attempting to maximize profits from the
sale of one product in a competitive output market. The firm produces its

product with a set of factors purchased in competitive input markets.
Labor, 1, is one of the factors of production and is substitutable for the
other factors. Because the input and output markets are competitive the
firm treats all prices as exogenous. Its profit function Tr(P, W) is de-

fined over the ge rate, W, and a vector of all other prices, P. The value

of the" profit function at (P, W) represents the firm's profit if it opti-

mizes over all inputs and output at those prices.

Suppose that the government offers to subsidize the hiring of any em-
ployees hired beyond the base employment threshold 1. That is, if the firm

agrees to hire more than T workers, the government will pay a fixed per-

centaye, S, of tne wages of the (1-1) additional workers. Thus, the total

subsidy payment to the firm, T, is defineu as

(1) T - maximum LU, SW(1-7)]
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Suppose further that the government sets I as a proportion of the firm's

previous employment lo. Let T be set such that T = Klo, where K is a

positive constant.1

There is no reason to expect that participation in a subsidy program is

costless. Not only must the firm bear the administrative costs of applying
for the subsidy and verifying the eligibility of the workers, but the firm
may fear that participation will entail closer government scrutiny of hiring

practices or tax records. (See Farkas et al.) .lous participation may in-

volve both explicit and implicit costs. Suppose we represent these costs by

C and assume that they are a linear function of the number of subsidized

workers. That is

(2) C = a + b(1-T)

where a, b > 0 and b < SW.

When the cost of participation is linear in labor hirea, the first or-
der condiion for a maxfinum of profit with respect to labor is the same for

the participating firm whether the subsidy is marginal or on all units of

labor. Titus we can use the profit function evaluated at a wage-OT-(1-S) W +

b, after subtracting off participation costs and the subsidy of the first

workers, c.) express profits, Trs, when the firm participates.

(3) ITS - Tr(13,(1-S)W + b) - SWT -. a + 0-2

Given the conditions assumed, the firm will elect to participate in the sub-

sidy program if it is profitable to do so, that is, it will participate if

(4) 7(P,(1-S)W + b) - sa + bT > ff(P,W)

For finite values of a and ere will always exist some value of S

which satisfies inequality (4). In plactice it is reasonable to assume that
there are values of S less than unity which will do so, i.e., the government
can yet the firm to participate with some subsidy rate less than 100 percent

of the wage of the marginal worker. Assuming that (P,W) is continuous in W,

there exists some critical subsidy rate, call it 5, at which the firm is

indifferent between participation and nonparticipation. At S, inequality

(4) becomes

(5) 7(), + b) - SWT - a + bT - Tr(p,w)

At any subsidy rate larger than S the firm will participate and at any sub-

sidy rate smaller than j, it will not.3 We can rewrite equation (5) as

(b) 1T(P,(1-.S)W + b) - 7(p,w) = SWT + a - bT

To derive an implicit S in terms of some characteristics of the firm we
can expand the left hand side of (6) into a Taylor Series.4

co

(7) anTr(P,W) (13-14_)n = SWT + a - bT
n=1 awn n!
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From the properties of remainder terms in Taylor Series, we can find some W,

where (1-s)W < w < W, such that

(8) DIT(P,W) .
37(1),W) (b:SW)2

(b - SW) SW1 + a - bi

3W2 2

This formulation is convenient because it allows us to use the derivative
properties of the profit function (see, e.g., Varian, p. 31) to convert the

left hand side of (8) into a more easily interpretable form. These

properties allow us to restate (8) as

(9)
6w b)2

lw (Sw -b) Dv 2 = (SW - b)l + a

where lw is the level of labor input which the firm would select at W and
li,sj is the level it wol,ld select at w. Dividing through by (SW - b)lw

yields
b 1 a

(10) 1 - 2 ( lw + (§W - b)lw

were
D1

The n is an approximation of the elasticity of labor demand at W.5 It can

be shown that under common assumptions about the nature of the production

function n is bounded below by the elasticity of labor demand at W and above
by the elasticity at (1 -S)W. If the elasticity is relatively constant over

the range W, (1-)W then n is a relatively good approximation of n, the

elasticity at W. We will hereinafter make this assumption and replace n by

a simple n.6

Equation (10) can be made more intuitively useful by making some as-
sumptions about lw, the level of labor which would be hired if no subsidy
were offered. We have previously defined 10 to be the labor hired in the

period prior to the offering of the subsidy. Suppose we let g be the peri-

odic growth rate in the firm's labor demand in the absence of the subsidy.

Then

lw = (1 + 9)10

Substituting this expression into equation (10) produces

(11)
2 (-

w) 1+9 (SW-b)lw

Equation (11) represents an implicit function of the critical subsidy
rate, S, in terms of the elasticity of labor demand, the (autonomous) growth
rate of labor demand, the fixed and incremental costs of obtaining a subsi-
dy, the wage rate, tne numuer of workers the firm would normally employ (if
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no subsidy were offered), and the minimum proportionate increase over

previous employment which is necessary to qualify for the subsidy. This

critical subsidy equation 9:s/es us a mear,. of seeing now these factors

affect the firm's participation decision. ar any given subsidy rate, S,

uttered by the government, the firm participates if S > S and refuses to

participate if S < S. We can predict the directions of the effects of the

above characteristics upon the likelihood ot participation by observing

their impact upon the quantity (S - S). This is accomplished by taking an

implicit partial derivative of s in equation (11) with respect to the vari-

able of interest, and signing the resultant expression. This is done below

for each variable individually.

i) Labor hired at W (the "Size" of the firm): Differentiating (11)

with respect to yields

(12) D§ -a -n aw

w 2 2 2

(SW-b) 1 w (SW-b) lll,

< 0

Holding other characteristics constant, the larger the firm is in terms of

the size of its normal labor force, the smaller is the minimum subsidy rate

required to induce participation. Thus the larger the firm is the more

likely it is, ceteris paribus, to participate in this type of maryinal

subsidy prnyran. Tt can be seen from (12) that it is the existence of fixed
3S

costs of obtaining this Albsidy that causes this effect (a=0 => -51w =0).

There is another reason why these programs may favor larger firms, however.

!,;e have implicitly treated the cost parameters a and h (-3.7 if they were

constant across firms. It is possible however that larger firms enjoy eco-

nomics of scale in personnel manayenent. This would imply that a and b are

decreasing functions of lw since large firms can more efficiently process
tne application and certification materials. It straightforward to show

chat if b is a decreasing function of lw the sign ot is negative

even if a = 0, In tne presence of fixed participation costs, and/or

economies of scale in processing certification materials, participation in

marginal subsidy programs is inherently more attractive to larger firms.

ii) Growth rate: Equation (11) can be used to show firms which

are experiencing more rapid autonomous growth are, ceteris rihus, more

likely to participate.
7-

(13) 3 S -K -n aW

Y (1-1-A2 7' 2 + ( 2 I < 0
,

w

This is an intuitively clear notion since firms which are rapidly growing

are more likely to qualify for the subsidy even before they consciously
respond to the incentive of lower wage Lusts. That is, for such firms, IN

is more likely to exceed the threshold. For any given K, lf g exceeds K-1,

then lw is greater than T and all m)rkees hired in response to the program

are subsidized. If y is less tnan a portion of any increase in labor



hiring yenerated by the proyram will be unsubsidized. Thus, for example, if
K equals 1.02 (like the threshold for the New Jobs Tax Credit) and the firm
has a zero yrowth rate, the first 2 percent increase in employment in res-
ponse to the subsidy offer will cost the firm the full wage. Such a condi-
tion would reduce the likelihood of a response to the program.

iii) The waye paid for unit of labor: Differentiatiny (11) with res-
pect to W yields

(14) ,D§

=

aS -n aW

2W
2

(S-b)
2
lw

[
(SW-b)

2
lw

< 0

Equation (14) implies that as long as there are fixed and/or incremental
costs associated with hiring workers through the subsidy program, high-wage
firms will be more likely to participate, ceteris paribus. If the yovern-
ment pays a fixed percentage of the wage cost of the additional workers,
than as W rises, the fixed cosl, represents a smaller portion of the total
subsidy payment given the number of workers hired. Also, the effective per-
centage subsidy, when there are incremental costs, is S - b/W. As W rises,
the effective subsidy rate increases. It 'will be shown in the next section
that the effect of the wage rate is sensitive to whether the 'subsidy is a

fixed percentage of the wage or a flat payment of all workers.

iv) Elasticity of labor demand: Finns which have more elastic demands
for labor input, ceteris paribus, are more likely to respond to an employ-
ment subsidy.

(15) g
n = 2 2 >

-n aw

(SW-b) 1W_

In our context the elasticity of labor demand should be viewed not so much
as a characteristic of the fine but as the interaction of various charac-
teristic liven the prices faciny the firm in its input and outpJL mar-
kets, t ,:sticity of labor demand is determined by the firm's prok:uction
function. kithough the production relations cannot be observed directly, the
elasticity can be expected to correspond to some observable characteristics
of tne firm. Below ,;'e conidered thre suJI characteristics of the firm
which we expect on a priori ,jr,s to be related to the elasticity of labor
demand and thus the TiVeTihood. of participation.

e.) Type of industry: One reasonable prediction is Ulat the wage elas-
ticity 4aries across types of industries, i;:e production technologies
cercAinly differ widely between, say, manufacuurny and service industries.
It is difficult to form expectations nowever about which is greater. Empi-

rical studies of elasticities of labor demand rely almost exclusively upon
data for either manufacturing industries or all private-nonfarm employment
(ee Hammermesh 1975 and Hammermesh and Grant 1979). We cannot predict with

deg'ae of confidence, therefore, which types of industries are more
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or less likely to participate in employment- subsidy programs. It is expec-

ted, However, that variation among industry types will occur.

b: Distribution of the workforce among types of workers: It is rea-

sonable co expect that the distrioution of the firm's labor force among

types of workers will have a significant effect upon the war elasticity of

labor hiring. Studies of short-run elasticities of labor demand which cal-

culate values for( both blue and white collar workers are not in agreement

about which is tHe higher value, although they all seem to produce signifi-

cantly larger elasticities for one than for the other (see Hammermesh and

Grant 1979). Thus, firms that differ in th' proportion of white vs. blue

c lar employment may differ in the likelihood of participation of subsidy

programs, but the direction of the difference is unclear.

cAudies of elasticities for different aye categories of workers by

Anderson (1977) and Grant (1979) report values for the fourteen to twenty-

four aye cateyories which are more than twice as high (in absolute value) as

for older workers. Firms with high proportions of very yonny workers would

be expected to have a higher overall wage elasticity, it is quite possible

that some of this difference is attributable to variations in skill levels

between younger ard older workers. We might, therefore, expect that firms

with nigher proportions of young and/or unskilled workers would, ceteris

paribus, be more likely to participate in marginal s:lbsidy programs.

Summarizing briefly, the theoretical model predicts that the likelihood

of participation in a "fixed-percentage", non - targeted marginal employment

subsidy will vary direct+) with the size of the firm (in terms of its labor

force), the autonomous growth rate of labor demand, the wage paid per unit

of labor, and the elasticity of labor demand. It was argued that the elas-

ticity of labor demand would be related to factors such as unionization,

distribution of labor force among occupation and skill classes, and type of

industry. The degree of unionization was expected to vary inversely with

the likelihood of participation. The proportion of workers in lower skill

classes was expected to be positively related to participation, and the

variation across industry types was considered uncertain.

B. Extension of the Model to Alternative Proyram Designs

The theoretical model presented in part A related to a subsidy which

paid a fixed percentage of the wages of any subsidized worker brought into

the fi rin. The subsidy was offered on all type of workers. In fact, all

labor was implicitly considered homoyen Though this serves as a usef,,

benchmark in evaluating employment suo,dies, in practice these progr!.

vary a great deal in design. As stated earlier, many subsidies, like toL

WIN and TJTC programs, are targeted to particular categories or workers.

Some programs offer a Hat payment on subsidized workers, such as the French

Incentive Bonus for Job Creation and the British Small Firms Employment

Subsidy. Even tne NJTC, FDIC, and WIN programs, which pay fixed percent-

ages of wages below the FUT/A wage base, becoiu flat-payment subsidies above

the level of wages covered enter FUrA. (For more information on all of
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these programs, refer back to chapter 1.) Fo! these reasons, it i] impor-
tant to consider how sensitive the conclusion! io Part A are to dis-

tinctions between fixed-percentage and flat-rate subsidies. Under

i) the distinction between targeted and non-targeted subsidies is drawn,

i) Flat-payment subsidies. Suppose the government offers a payment
a fixed 7017:7 value for any subsidized workers hired. We can restructure
equation (10) to represent a critiical subsidy payment rather than a criti-
cal subsidy rate. the term "S" is now used to signify a dollar value and is

implicitly defined as follows.

(16) n (§-b) K a

1 - 2 W 1+y
(S -))1W

Following the method used in section I we can differentiate S with
respect to the growth rate, the size of the firm, the elasticity of labor
demand and the wage paid to workers. On.: in case of the wage do we observe

a reversal in the direction of the effect when the subsidy payment becomes
flat.

(17) DS -n -n

514 = pw , 2
2W (S-b) 1w

> 0

The effects of the other variables have tree same sign as in the case of a

fixed percentage subsidy. The reversal of the effect of the wage rate upon
the likelihood of participation, when a subsidy is a flat payment as opposed
to a fixed proportion of the wage, is intuitively quite reasonable. Given

incremental costs b and payment S, the effective subsidy rate, (S-b)/W,

falls with W. High wages imply lower percentage reductions in wage costs
for any given payment.

ii) Targeted vs. general subsidies. The theoretical model presented

in part A re.ates to a margina su si y on all types of workers. The sub-
subsidy paid by the government reduced the wage, W, paid to the implicitly
homogeneous input labor. To apply the model to a targeted wage subsidy we
could simply define a set of wages W, W = (W1, W2....), and let the sub-
sidy pertain only to Wi, the wage paid to the it'ir type of labor. It is

straight forward to show that the only adjustment to our conclusions is that
the variables y, n, W and lw in equation (11) are now the growth in de-

demand, wage elasticity, wage, and pre-subsidy level of hiring, respective-

ly, of taryeted labor. As it is structured, lodzi can be applied to a
marginal subsidy on any factor of production. There are important differ-
ences between targeted and non-targeted proyraffls, ho,0::ver, which the model

does not cdpture.

because targeted subsidies apply only to specific groups of workers,
employers must verify the eliyibility of each candidate on an individual

basis. This raises the incremental cost of hiri.ny subsidized workers (b in
our model) very substantially. Also, because targeted workers are generally
in population minorities tne cost of "searching" for an eligible worker is



much hiyher under a targe: r1 program. Finally, the very fact that a worker

is eliyible for a spE.,i J-isidly may stigmatize his or her in the eyes of a

prospective employer. risK associated with hiring these work-

ers-can be considered didition to the incremental cost of participation.

The arguments presented above sugjest that a primary distinction be-

tween targeted and nontaryeted subsidies can be subsumed in the cost para-

mter b. Targeted proyrams have siynificant incremental costs while general
proyrams do not. Increases in these incremental costs reduce the likelihood

of participation. From (11)

(18) D§'

= W > U

Tne theoretical model assumed implicitly that b was constant' across all

types of firms (though it was admitted that laryer firms night be more ef-

ficient in personal matters and thus have lower incremental costs). When a

subsidy is targeted, however, these costs migid: be influenced by various
characteristics of the firm and its location.

Laryer firms not only have larger personal staffs, they also have

laryer applicant pools. This implies that larger firms will encounter

targeted workers more frequently tan smaller firms; a fact which should

reduce the cost of "searching" for targeted applicants.? Furthermore,

large firms will presumably have greater experience in dealing with all

types of workers including those .in targeted population groups This

greater experience should tend to reduce the perceived ri::7 of hiring

eliyible workers. The expected positive effect of size upon participation
should, for these reasons, be even greater in the case of a targeted wage
subsidy.

Certain characteristics of the firm's location should also influence
the incremental hiring costs. Because targeted workers generally fall into

small subsets of the population, the relative density of these groups in the

local populace should affect the cost of funding eligible workers and thus
the likelihood of participation. This factor might also affect the experi-

ence the firm has in dealing with taryeted workers and thus the perceived
risk of firing them. Also, the responsibility for assessiny the eligibility

candidates is usually that of the local Job Service office. Sometimes
their offices make a point of evaluating all of their worker clients for
eligibility. A firm operating a locality which enjoys.a program enthusi-
astic Job Service office will bt:: more likely to encounter applicants who are
already. certified (and can so inforfli a prospective employer). Firms in such

sareas nwAd experience lower cests of participdticA. Finally, we should

note that the size of the unemployed labor pool should, ceteris paribus,
help determine the difficulty the firm has in yetZ.iny additional workers.

the local unemployment rate should, therefore, have d positive impact upon
participation.

iii) Limitations of the theoretical model. Any attempt to relate the

,Ae(21-tical results described above to employment subsidies as they would
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affect the behavior of actual firms needs to take account of two limitations

of the model presented above. First, it should be remembered that labor in
this model was implicitly treated as though it were infinitely divisible.
In fact, even when hiring only a part-time worker, the firm pays the same

certification costs as for a full-time worker. For very small firms, an

added full-time worker may represent a substantial rate of growtn. Thus

very small firms may be less likely to participate in these programs because

they are likely to buy labor services in relatively small quantities.

A second limitation of this model is its assumption that the firm oper-
ates in competitive labor markets. The wage rate facing the firm for any

type of labor is fixed. Not all firms face horizontal supply curves of la-

bor. A monopsonist in a labor market would be less likely to participate in
an employment subsidy program since additional hirings would require that

the firm pay higher wages. It should also be noted, however, that the exis-
tence of a flat labor supply is consistant with a situation which requires

employment subsidy. If wages were free to adjust completely we would pre-

sumably witness full employment. This limitation, therefore, is a rela-

tively minor one.

Finally, it should be noted that this model assumed a threshold employ-

ment level which the firm needed to satisfy before subsidization began.

Programs such as TJTC, WIN and CETA are actually recruitment subsidies.

They pay the firm a subsidy (tax credit) on any newly-hired workers. If a

recruitment subsidy somehow prevents a firm from replacing workers already
hired with new subsidized workers, then the recruitment subsidy is a special

case of marginal subsidy; one for which K = 1. In practice, this is very

difficult to accomplish. Also, firms experience genuine turnover of employ-

ees, especially low-skill employees. Thus, new workers are hired regularly

without necessarily implyiny an increase in labor hired. The difference

between a true marginal subsidy and a recruitment subsidy is, therefore, an

important distinction which this model fails to account for.
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NOTES TO APPENDIX 3A

I. This is a standard technique for updating the subsidy threshold. The

New Jobs Tax Credit, for example, subsidized that part of the firm's wage

bill which was in excess of 102 percent of the previous year's wage bill.

2. The first order condition for a maximum of profit with respect to labor

for the firm hiring more than T units of labor is the same whether the sub-

sidy is marginal or on all labor. Tnerefore, all input levels are the same,

ceteris paribus, and we need only subtract out the subsidy not paid to the

first l units of labor from the value of the profit function evaluated at

the subsidized wage. If there are costs associated with participation, we

evaluate the profit function at the effective subsidized wage ((1-S)W+b) and

subtract off the fixed cost. This formulation can only be used, however, if

we assume that the cost -of-;anticipation function is linear in labor. That

is, we must assume that d/C ()

3. This follows from the thet W < 0 if labor hiring is greater than

zero.

4. In nis study of worker participatio:: in the ',-?tittle and Denver Income

Maintenance Experiments, Ashenl'elter (1980) urea similar technique in-

volving the individual's expenditure function. The idea of employing the

profit function in a model of firm participation in employment subsidies

occured to me after reading Ashenfelter's paper.

5. It shouiJ De noted that if we follow the common practice of throwing out

of the Taylor series terms of order higher than 2, we get exactly the

elasticity of labor demand at W.

6. It can be shown that if we make some reasonable assumptions about the

production function n will lie between the values of the elasticity at W and

at (1-§)W. What we need to assume is that f"'(1)>O,V1>0. The common

assertion that the marginal product of labor approaches zero asympototically

dS I grows without bound requires this same condition on f'''. 'Thus our

claim is not far removed from standard production theory.

The assumption about the relative constancy of the elasticity of labor

demand is also not unusual in production theory. The restricted Cobb-

Douglas function i.s a common explole of an insolastic technology. (See,

e.g., Varian, p.21).

7. Upon close examination this argument can be seen to rely upon the indi-

visibility of labor. Suppose 10 percent of unemployed laborers are tar-

geted, and therefore 10 percent of all jc.b applicants are targeted. A firm

which gets ten applications per week will receive an average of one applica-

tion per week from a targeted worker. A firm with one applicant per week

will not have 10 percent of its applicant pool fall into the targeted cate-

gory each week, however. The one worker it sees will either be targeted or

not. It may wait weeks before a targeted worker a[.pIleS.
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APPENDIX 3Li

Econometric Methodology and Related Issues

7.0,, appendix discusses the econometric issues relevant to the estimation

of the :iniirical models. Section 3.8.1 describes the multivariate probit mod-

el. Section 3.8.2 discusses sample-selection-bias and section 3.8.3 discusses
the correlation between predicted familiarity and predicted conditional par-

ticipation.

3.8.1 The Probit Model

This section derives the empirical specification of our models of famili-
arity with and participation in employment subsidy programs. The multivariate
probit model provides a useful framework for determining which factors contri-

bute to the likelihood of one outcome in an event with two possible outcomes.

Suppose we wish to predict whether a particular firm (the ith firm) will

participate in a given employment subsidy program, given a vector of the
firm's characteristics Xi, Xi = (Xii, Xi2 XiK) The firm is

assumed to participate in a specific subsidy program if the net benefits of

doing so are Positive. Suppose further that the net benefits NBi are a

linear combination of the characteristics Xi and an error term. That is

(1) NBi = 6 f

Where 3 is a vector of constants and ci has mean U and variance 02. If

the number of variables contained in Xi is sufficiently large then NB will
be approximately normally distributed (by the Central Limit Theorem for Sums

of Random Variables.)

The firm participates in the program when net benefits are greater than
zero. Thus the probability of participation, pH, is such that

(2) PH = Prob(N8 > U) = Prob(X:8 + E > 0)
1 1 1

The error term ci will be normally distributed (given Xi) and

straightforward to show that

(3) Prob(X'B c > 0) = Prob(c. > - ?CB) = F(X53*)

is

where B* is the vector B normalized by 02: and F(.) is the cumulative

normal distribution function:

XiB* 1
(4) F(Xib*) .

I
i; exp(-V2/2) dv
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Thus, we can define PH to be such that

(5) PH = F(61 *)
1

An estimate of the vector 8* (referred to hereinafter as simply B) in
(5) can be obtained by the maximum-likelihood technique using a sample of
individual tirms for each of which we have information about the vector Xi
and whether or not the firm participated in the program in question.1

This is accomplished by choosing a B to maximize the log of the likeli-
hood function:

(6) L = Elnl:(Xi8) + Fln(1-F(XiBi))

icR icRo

Where RI and NU are sets containing the observations with, respectively,

0.1ancip1:1=0
1 1

We can use this estimate, call if B, to predict the impact of a change in
one of the X variables upon the probability of participation.

aPH
1

DXij
= F$ (XiB)*Bj, where Xij is a component of X.

3.8.2 'Sample-Selection Problems in Estimating the Likelihood
o Participation onditiona Upon Familiarity

Suppose it is our intention to examine how various characteristics of the
firm and its location Will influence the likelihood that it will participate
in a subsidy program ebout which it has been informed. (Which is what we do
in ch apter 3.)

It is possible to estimate the probability PH, conditional on familiar-
ity and characteristics Y,H, that a firm will choose to hire a subsidized
worker, and the probability conditional on XI.f, that it is aware of the
program in question using a multivariate probit approach described above.

(7) 0 = F(XHIBH) + ch
1

(8) PK . F(XKIBK) + ck
i '

Where all notation is as in 3.B.1.
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Suppose we define Ki=1 to be the event that the ith firm is familiar

with the program and Ki=0 be the event that it is not; and let Hi=1 be the

event that it participates and Hi=0 be the event that it does not. Our

stated intention in chapter 3 is to estimate the probability of participation

given familiarity with the program in question. Rather than estimate equation

(7), we want to estimate

(9) PH = Prob F(0 BHIKi = 1) ci

1 1

We can estimate BH in (9) by using a probit model on a sample which

only includes firms which were familiar with the program in question (those

for which K = 1). Since only firms which are familiar with the program are

part of the sample which estimates (9), the probability of participation is

estimated on a censored sample. This raises the possibility that sample-

selection-bias problems will emerge if th...!oe are unobservable factors which
jointly influence both knowledge of and participation in employment subsidy

programs.

To see this, suppose that there exist unobservable factors which influ-

ence both pH and PK. Because they are unobservable, their effects will be

contined to the error term, implying that 1 and cK have a nonzero covari-

ance. For simplicity let's assume that the covariance is positive; that is,

that firm's which have an unmeasured tendency to be more aware of programs

like these are also more likely to partiCpate in them given their level of

knowledge.

(10) Cov (eK, > 0

The estimate of BH, call it BH, is produced usiny only firms which know

about the program. Firms with positive values of q are more likely to know

and therefore more likely to be included in the sample which estimates BH.

For any tirm randomly drawn from that sample therefore, E ( KKK = 1) > 0.

But eK and 0.1 are positively correlated. This implies that
1 1

(11) E(0.10 > 0) > 0

H
The expected value of ci is nonzero for firms in the hiring sample, and

therefore, the estimate 0 is biased. This bias will persist even in very

large samples.

lo test for the existence of such unobservable influences, we need to

discover a component of XK which is a significant determinant of knowledge,
K

, Out can be expected to have no influence on participation given know-

ledge, P4. this variable can be included in the equation which estimates-

P
H

, and it it appears to have a significant ettect we have strong reason to

be susOcious of the existence of some latent variables.
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fo see this, suppose that there exists some unobservable Li which
positively influences both pH and pK, and some Yi, a component of XK,
which affects knowledye but has no impact on hiriny. For illustration, sup-
pose Yi affects knowledge posiTively. A firm with a low value of Yi

should be less likely to appear in the hiring sample. The presence of such a
firm in that sample in spite of a low Yi indicates the existence of some
latent variable which makes knowTedge more likely. But this variable also
positively influences the hiring decision. The combination of a low value of
Y and appearance in the participation sample is more likely, therefore, to be
associated with a high value of pH. Thus, Y will have a significant nega-
tive coefficient in equation (9) despite the fact that it should have little
or no influence on pH. A result that would calm our fears about latent
influences and the attendant selection bias, would be a coefficient of y in

equation (9) which had a value very close to zero (relative to the other co-
efficients) and had d very small t statistic. If either of these conditions
failed, the test for selection bias in the participation equation would be
regarded as inconclusive.2

The procedure described above does not constitute a "test" for selection
bias as we normally conceive of statistical tests. Indeed, simple procedures
for testing selection bids in the probit framework have yet to be developed.
It is. useful, therefore, to have an alternative indicator of the presence of
selection bias in this type of model. A second approach to this problem is
described below.

From elementary probability theory, we can see that, yiven a vector or
firm characteristics Xi, the probability that the ith firm will partici-
pate in a given proyram is such that

(12) Prob (Hi=11Xi) = Prob (Hi=1:1<i=1,Xi)*Prob(Ki=11Xi)

Suppose we let the vector Xi contain both and 011; that is, all vari-
ables affecting either knowledye or participation-given-knowledge. We can

then estimate a reduced form probability of participation, conditional on X,

for all firms. (That is, we can estimate the left hand-side of (12). The
predicted, 4, from this estimation gives a consistent estimate of the pro-
bability that a randomly selected finn will participate in the proyram. If we
also estimate the probability of knowledye, for all firms, we can use

equation (12) to ,yive a consistent estimate of the conditional probability of
participation, PCH . Fran (13) we can see that

(13) 1)(:ff =
/

PK
1

An alternative estimator of pH , and one which will reveal structural
relationships between p" and X for participating firms, is that predicted
'CH which results from a probit model of Prob (lAi=111(=1,Xi). That is,Pi
we can produce another estimate of Nei, call it AH , from predicting par-
ticipation for those firms, and only those firms, which were familiar with
the program. (This is the model of interest to us in this chapter.) If
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s,:l,!ction bias is a serious problem in the, estimation of Prob(Hi=1iK=1,Xi)
then we should observe substantial differences between the alternative

estimates pCH and pCH' for those firms familiar with tne program (NCH'

does not exist for the unfamiliar firms).

-
,To make an alternate "test" for selection bias, estimates of pi, piK ,

andJCHI were made for eacn program. _ The ratio of 11 to was compared

to pGH for each familiar firm. This allowed us to calculate a mean "per-
cent error" in the estimate of the conditional probability.3

3.13.3 Predictiny t;le keturns to Promotional Effort:
The Correlation Between Predicted Familiarity and

Predicted Participation

Because many firms are slow toAiscover the existence of employment sub-
sidies, the takeup and therefore the impact of a subsidy in the early periods
of its implementation depends upon the effectiveness of the efforts to inform
employers of its existence. Because these efforts are costly, it is useful to

have informatio. about the additional participation which is likely to be gen-
erated by additional promotional activity. By estimating both the probability

that a randomly selected firm will know about a program, given a vector of
characteristics XY, and will participate once informed, one can predict

whether the returns to informing firms about the subsidy are increasing or
decreasing in terms of participation.

To see this note that if we can predict PH and for any firm if

yiven XT and 4,, we can estimate the covariance between these predicted

values PH and respectively, over a sample of firms (or, normalizing by

their variances, the correlation of pH and pk). The covariance of predic-

ted values PH and pK is the expected value of the product of their devia-
tions from their respective means PI and -FK.

(14) Cov (pH, pK) = EL(PH.21151-1)
(PKJFK)]

A positive covariance implies that when pK is above its mean, pH is expec-

ted to be above its mean and vice versa. That is

(15) Coy (PK,O) > 0 => EE(i;H_PH)
i

TA) > 0] > -0

Thus, a positive covariance suggests that firms which were more likely than
average to know about the program were more likely than average to partici-
pate. Firms with high PK will be concentrated among the knowledgable group.
But high PK implies high PH. The firms in the unknowledgeable group will
have lower PK and PH. Thus a promotional effort which doubles the number
of participatiny firms shcuid less-than-double the number of participant

firms. This implies that tlie returns promotion of the program are falling
in terms of participation rat:",. A negative covariance (correlation) would
imply that returns are increasing.
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APPENDIX 3b

1. If we let di of the ith lirm participated and di=0 if it did not

the relevant likelihood function for the sample of firms is:

1

L = 7 F(X B)11[1-F(X
i=1 i

Maximizing the log of this function with respect to B gives asymptotic

efficient estimates of B.

2. I am indebted to Gary Chamberlain for suggesting this procedure.

3. This procedure resulted from a discussion with Chris Flinn whom I wish to

thank.
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CHAPTER 4

THE IMPACT OF TARGETED EMPMENT
SL3SIDIES UN THE FIRM'S TOTAL :"..07MENT

John H. Bishop and Mark Moni?ry

In this chapter we examine the effect of targeted employment subsidies--
TJIC, WI! and CETA-0J1--on the level of employment r_ir firms that use the
subsidy programs, The pri.aary purpose of targeted employment subsidies is

to change who is hired, not to increase the participating firm's total employ-
ment. Nevertheless, theory predicts that targeted subsidies tend to increase
employment for two reasons. First, they lower the marginal costs of certain
types of labor--ta,: credit eligible workers. The incentive to expand employ-
ment is the greatest whe the wages of tilese types of workers are a major
share of total cost;, or Lne firm is able to easily substitute these workers
for capital or purchasd inputs. The second effect of targeted employment
subsidies on employment comes through their effect 'on ,cash flow. These sub-
sidies increase the firm's cash flow, so small firms whose expansion has been
constrained by lack of working capital may find that the increase inprOfits
generated by the tax credit releases this constraint and allows the firm to
expand.

Two types of evidence of employment impacts are examined. Section 4.2
reports the responses that were received from employers when they were asked
whether they expanded enployment because of the programs. Econometric esti-
mates of the impact of the subsidy programs on participating firms' employ-
ment growth are presented in section 4.3 and 4.4. First, however, the reader
must be warned against overinterpreting the results of the analysis to fol-
low.

4.1 A Warning Against the Fallacy of Composition

Before beginning, it is important to warn the reader against the tempta-
tion of adding together the measured program impacts from participating firms
and treating that number as the measure of the impact of the program on the
economy's employment level. The general equilibrium effects of such a program
cannot be calculated in so simple a manner. Finding that the subsidy has
caused participating firms to expand is neither a necessary nor sufficient
condition for concluding that the program is successfully stimulating total
employment in the economy. It is' not a sufficient condition because firms
compete in both product and labor markets so an expansion by c:a. firm mad

. cause a contraction by another. Firms also buy products and services ''-om one
another so an expansion by one firm may also generate extra emplcent at
other firms by increasing demand for their products or services. We suspect
the first of these effects outweighs the second. Ft is not a necessary con-
dition because targeted employment subsidies do not have to increase the em-
ployment of participating firms to increase total employment in the economy,.
Their primary purpose is to induce employers (a) to hire workers with less
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skill and experiece tnan they would without the incentive and (u) to provide
the more intensive training these new Hires require. Even if the firm does
not. increase its employment, total employment in all firms may expand if the
disadvantayed worker who is hired because of the subsidy would not have been
able to yet a job without its help (because of the minimum wage or some other
imperfection in the market) and the less disadvantaged worker no is displaced
does find another job because he/she is part of a labor market in which wage
rates adjust op down to equilibrate demand and supply (Johnson 1951).

With the..se caveats understood we will now turn to the evidence. We will

first discuss the employer responses to a direct question about whether they
increased employment because of the subsidies. Ne aKsu nave data on actual
employment growth rates for dilferent time periods: July through December
1979 and December 1979 until toe interview date. Since nu -leasures of subsidy

usage are available for 1990 specification of the models varies with the
time period of the dependent variable.

4.2 Increases in Employment Reported to be Subsidy Induced

the EOPP/TJIC Survey asked employers reporting that they hired subsidized
employees, "Did participation in the program we just talked about influence
this establishment to expand total employment*. by more than might otherwise
have been done?" If they responded "yes," they were then asked, "Approximate-

ly how many additional employees were. hired that wouldn't have been hired

otherwise?" In this section we analyze the responses to these two questions.

Before undertaking this analysis, however, we want to caution the reader
aTainSt taking the answers to these questions too literally. We anticipate

tnat the responses to these questions will be biased toward zero or no effect.
There are a number of reasons for this expectation. Many survey respondents
were not owners of the firms and thus were riot tnE people who decided whether

total employment was to contract or expand. Despite this, the question elic-
ited only one don't know. We suspect that to many respondents, "no" meant
"no, not to my knowledge." Secondly, even when the respondent was the owner,

tnat individual may riot have realized the influence a subsidy program was

naviny on decisions. Tax credits and pdymenN for CETA-OJT contracts increase
d firm's cash flc., Tt is not hard to see how improved casn flow could cause a
firm to expdnd with,J.L the owner 7,-!alizing how much of that improvement i s due

to a wage subsidy scheme. When budgeting for a bid on a construction con-
tract, d firm might take anticipated tax credits into account and thus be more
likely to win the contract. Nevertheless, respondents would quite rightly
respind to our question by saying, "no, we expanded emplOym ent because we won
tne contract."

is for reasons such as tnis that economists always prefer to judge the
impactof a policy by making inferences from ol_-.;ervation 0 behavior rather
tHdri by asking decision makers why they did what they did. The classic exam-
ple of how misleading answers to why questions can be is the surveys conducted
about business investment decisions. Almost all respondents reported that

interest ras are never' decisive (White 1956). Despite that, econometric
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worK on investment conl.istently obtains statistically significant coefficients

on the interest rate or cost of capital variables containing it.

With these caveats understood, we can now examine our data on subsidy-
induced increases in enployment. A total of 313 firms received subsidies from

one of the three proyrdms. Eighty-three firm ,-esponded that they were infln-

Hiced to expand total employment. f
three did not know how many extra

workers were hired, and four said n workers were hired. Thus, seventy-

nine establishments, 25 percent cp receiving subsidy, reported an in-

,..redse in. employment due to the sub More relevant is the ratio of the

total increase in employment to tne total nunbers subsidized, which is 2U.2
percent.

Should 20.2 percent be considered gratifyingly large or disappuintinyly
,mall? Comparisons with other surveys and other questions may help tne reader
make this judyement. In the classic Oxford Economist's Research Group Survey
about investment decisions, for instance, only 25 percent of the firms said
the cost of capital was d tactor in investment decisions (White 1966). In a

1949 Mcljraw-Hill survey of large firms, only 1 percent said that a one-third

dcred:,e in the cost of equity capital would induce them to expand capital

investments. Note that a findiny that the increase in employment induced by a
subsid ot 20 percent of the total number of subsidized workers is a much
stronger result tnan a findiny that 20 percent of the firms were "influenced"
by d SUOSidy Or that 2U percent did increase employment somewhat. Considering

all of tne above, it is the author's opinion that 20.2 percent is remarkably
hiyh.

In table 4.1 we examine how the net employment ratio varies with the

characteristics of the firm. The ratio was 37 percent when the firm received
only the WIN tax credit, 16 percent for CETA-OJT alone, and 22 percent for

recipients of TJTC alone. Firms that combined WIN with CETA had a net employ-
ment ratio of 13 percent, and firms that combined TJTC with one other scheme
had a ratio of 18 percent. Firms that used all three subsidy schemes simulta-

neously had a net employment ratio of 26 percent. These firms were also the

heaviest users of subsidy schemes, enployiny an average of 22.6 subsidized

workers or 5 percent of their total employment.

Table 4.1 also allows us to examine the relationship between establish-

ment size, industry, and the net employment ratio. Care must be taken in

interpretingthis raw data, ft:, one large user ut subsidy proyrarns can domi-

nate d particular ratio. This is less of a problem for small establishments
and for iriustries dominated by small firms. The data seem to indicate thai

small establishments dnd industries, s,,Ich as wholesaling, professional ser-

vices, and retailiny other tndn restarants that are predominantly s:dall

firms, ndve the highest net employment ratio.

4.3 July to December 1979 Employment Change

This section contains the results ot regression experim, relating em-

ployment growth between July and December 1979 to the level u

(i5

combined usage



TAiiLF 4.1

RATIO OF K:PORTED INDUCED INCLASE IN EMPLOYMENT TO SUBSIDIZED EMPLOYMENT

Subsidy Program Employees In Establishment industry

TJTC only 22% 1-4 44% Construction

WIN only 37 5-19 31 Lnw Wage Manufacturing 11

CETA-OJT 16 20-49 7 Mining, Transportation,

Utilities, and High Wage

Manufacturing 10

WIN & CETA-OJT 50-199 19 Wholesale 56

TJTC & one other 18 2N7500 31 Retlil 28

All three 26 500+ 4 Eat.ing and Drinking 15

Finance 11

Personal, Business, and

Repair Services 18

Professional Services 25

Full Sample 20.2% Full Sample 20.2% Full Sample 20.2%

of L;ETA, WIN, and TJTC in 1979, and to the Change in level of usage from 1978

to 1979. We would have preferred, of course, co study employment change over

the twelve-month period from December 1978 to December 1919. The necessary

retrospective question was not asked, however. The change was normalized by

tree average of the employment levels at the endpoints (and converted to a per-

cent). Division by the average level of employment has the advantage of con-

straining the proportionate change to between plus and minus two, a useful

restriction when dealing with very small firms.

The impacts of two aspects of ti rm usage of the programs upon enpl oyment

growth were considered. The change in employment was related respectively to

the percentdye of subsidized employees in the firm's labor force (again, a

percentage of the average of the endpoints) and to the change in that perc,:nt-

dne from 1978 to 1979.

Theory tells us that the level of a subsidy influences the equiliocium

level of a firm's .employment. This implies that our dependent variable- -

change in employment-at a firm--should respond to changes in the number of

subsidized workers available to and hired by the firm. Measuring this change

in subsidized hiring was nut easy, however, for the level of subsidized an-

ployment was asked for only the most recent year cf participation. The proce-

dure for measuring change in tne face of this difficulty is described in

Appendix B.
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the empirical analysis of the employment imuact was conuucted on a sample
of firms, which were divided into size classes. There were several reasons

for tills. First, the earlier results indicated that smaller firms were less
likely to be aware of a yiven subsidy program and less likely to participate
when tney were aware. The lack of awareness on the part of small firms sug-
yests that the impact of the program on small firms is of particular interest,
Because Such a relatively high proportion of these firms did not know atou
the proyrdms, a large potential employnent impact in this segment of the busi-
ness community coul6 be lying dormant.

A second reason for dividing the sainvle into size classes is the expected
reldtionsnip between the standard error from the regression and the size of
tne firer. The variance of the percentage change in employment should be

greater for small, particularly, very small, firms. It is unlikely that thi:,
relationship is smoothly related to firm size, however. Preliminar:,' regres-

sions using the entire sample of firms yielded only weak evidence of a rela-

tionship between the variance of the error and a variety of transformations of
size.

Tables 4.2, and 4.3 present preliminary results of regressions of employ-
ment growth between July and December 1979 on a vector of firm characteris-
tics, including the variables for the level and the change in the number of
subsidized new hires. The overall sample was that subset of the firms id the

survey which answered all of the relevant questions. The firms were then

segregated into size classes as indicated. Definitions of the variables used
are provided in Appendix B. Because the growth of employment is expected to
affect the hiriny of subsidized workers, however, it is necessary to eliminate
the endogeneity of the usage variables by estimating the model using Lwo sta:,3e
least squares.

fable 4.2 presents preliminary results Lidi compare ULS and 2S1.. impau.

coefficients for three different models. Model 1 specifies the July-Decembc
chanye in employment as responding to the level of subsidized employment

1979. Model 2 specifies it to be a function of our estimate of the growt0 of
subsidized hiring in the firm 1979 over 19/8.; Model 3 enters both variac.!es
into the equation. Models 2 and 3 are our preferred models. Since the ,epen-
dent variable (change in employment) and the subsidy variable are norwilzed
by the same variable (the average of July and December employment), tf.e co-

efficients reported in tab-e 4.2 can be interpreteu as estimates of the net
employment ratio--the ratio 01 induced cnanye in employment to trial subsi-

dized employment. These coefficients are downward- biased estimates of this

ratio, however. :he key subsidy variable is year-to-year yrowtn of subsidy
usage, 19/9 minus 1978. tne dependent variable is change in employment over a
5.3 momn period at the end of 1979. Part of the response to the year-to-year
growth of the subsidy programs might already have taken place by July 1, 1979,
and therefore would not be counted in our impact estimates. In the UL:) equa-

tions, error's in measurement of the change in subsidized worker variable are a
further source of downward bias in our estimates.

Wi tn these caveats in mind, let us examine the results. Fifteen of the

sixteen coefficients on change in subsidized e,;,ployment dre positive. Ten of
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TABLE 4.2

IMPACTS OF SUBSIDY PROCAMS ON

JULY-DECEMEER CHANGES IN

Esio'ishment

PLOYMENT

Size

21-100 10C-,

Ordinary Least Square Models

Model\l--% Subsidized -.05 (1.09) .03 (.26) 31* M.69) .27 ( .?d)

Model 2-1=-Change % Subsidized .01 ( .33) .02 (.21) .64"(2.33) .24 ( .D4)

Model 3--1% Subsidized -.82 (1.54) .03 (.15) .03 ( .10) .24 ( .10)

Change % Subsidized .05 (1.13) .01 (.03) .67 (1.61) -.01 ( .01)i

Two Stage Least Square Models

Model 1 - -% Subsidized -.13 ( .79) .16 (.51) .91 (1.21) .23 ( .19)

Model 2 -- Change % Subsidized .20 (1.34) .05 (.58) 1.34 ( .61) .81 ( .36)

Model 3 - -% Subslq,zed -.10 ( .65) .18 (.56) .85 (1.09) -.58 ( .24)

Change 1-Subsidized .19 (1.27) .14 (.23) .76 ( .33) 1.74 ( .39)

Number of Establishments 1.545 . 1578 __ 1220 472

t statistics are in parentheses.

* significant at .05 level on one tail test.

** significant -IF .025 level on one tall test.

the sixteen coefficients on 1979 levels of subsidized employment are pnsitive.'

Only two coefficients, however, are statistical_ly signific-ant at Lhe :ercent

level or better on a one tail test. The estimated coefficients suggest chat

establishments with fewer than twenty employees are less responsive than

larger establishment. In the preferred (#2) 2SLS model, the impact coeffici-

ent is .2 for establishments with five or fewer employees and .048 for those

witn six to twenty employees. The contrast with the larger companies is dra-

matic where impact coefficients are 1.34 for establishments with twenty to one

hundred employees and .81 where employment is greater than one hundred. Un-

fortunately, the 2SLS results are rather imprecise, particularly for larger

establishments. In the small establisoments, we may reject the hypothesis

that the net employment ratio is one or greater, but we cannot reject the

hypothesis that it is zero or negative. For the larger estab'ishments,

neither of these hypotheses can be rejected.



TABLE 4.3

2SLS REGRESSIONS PREDICTING PERCENT CHAWE IN EMPLOYMENT AS A FUNCTION OF CHANGE IN SUBSIDY

Employees

1-53 6-20 21-100 103+

Change t Subsidized

Log Establishment Size

Unionized Establishments

Ind. Emp. Growth Rate 1979

Log Labor Market Size

Unemployment Rate 1979

.274 (1.11) .048 ( .08) 1.34 ( .61) .811 ( .36)

- .004 ( .27) -.913 ( .46) 2.87 (1.63) - 1.567 ( .91)

( .20) -4.10 (1.18) .05 ( .02) 6.70 (1.87)

.(..u,6 ( .98) .008 ( .12) - .031 ( .53) .033 ( .31)

.003 ( .04) -.407 ( .21) 1.24 ( .56) 7.759 (2.25)

- .041 (1.20) -.129 ( .14) - 1.23 (1.22) .733 ( .46)

Industry Variables

Construction - .387 (2.46) - 7.399 (2.07) -12.7 (3.40) .617 ( .11)

Finance Services - .100 ( .79) 5.13 (1.73) .228 ( .08) 4.880 (1.36)

Nholesale, Retail .118 ( .95) 4.54 (1.65) 2.41 ( .88) 5.426 (1.49)

Transportation, Communication -2.32 (1.18) 9.76 (2.11) 5.0 (1.12) - 2.129 ( .37)

Motor Vehicle Sales .121 ( .51) .178 ( .03) - 7.6 (1.90)

Hotels - .847 (3.72) -14.68 (2.33) -14.5 (2.68) 9.168 (..04)

Amusement .880 (2.57) 2.67 ( .41) -11.07 (1.49)

011, Gas Production 1.347 (2.57) .05 ( .00) - 3.13 ( .37) 9.341 ( .83)

Lumber - .431 (2.61) 11.21 (3.07) - 4.15 ( .92) -11.060 .,.45)

Location Variables

Gulf .101 ( .87) 3.03 (1.02) - .09 ( .03) 12.97 (2.80)

San Antonio .187 (1.12) 9.63 (2.51) - 2,3 ( .58) - .220 ( .04)

Washington .220 ( .90) 3.43 ( .51) 7.1 ( .92) 10.567 ( .88)

Appalachia .382 (1.50) .39 ( .05) 7.04 ( .87) 26.2:1 (

Colorado .047 ( .19) .545 ( .08) - 1.79 ( .24) - .546

Wis esin .112 ( .53) - 6.64 (1.16) 5.47 ( .86) 22.79 (

Missouri .004 ( .02) 5.75 ( .76) - 1.02 ( .12) 21.173 ti

Birmingham .093 ( .58) 7.61 (1.91) .90 ( .24) - 2.183 ( .

Y .007 .60 .21 .80

R2 .038 .0,. .039 .078

Ot, 1.01 29.3 21.2 26.02

aThe 1-5 employee fl-m models predict the absolute change In employment.

4.4 Employment Change in 1980

In this subsection we examine the impact of knowledye and previous use of
taryeted employment subsidies on employment change between the December 1979
reference date dna the date of the interview. Most of the interviews were
completed in April or May of 1988 No data were ceHecteC .n whether the firm
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hired subsidy-eligible workers in 1980 or how many such workers they hired

An 1980: Consequently, the Models to be estimated address difirent issues

than those examined in the previous section. The issues to be addressed are

(a) what is the impact of knowledge of the existence of these programs on

employment growth and (b) what ia the impact of 1979 usage of these subsidy

programs on the growth of employment.

Controlling on the previous use of these programs, we would expect fa-

miliarity with the programs to tend to increase the establishment's growth.

The impact of Previous use of these programs is captured by entering four

separate variables into the model: used TJTC in 1979, used WIN in 1979, used

CETA-UJT in 1979, and total subsidized employment in 1979. Certainly the 1979

users of the subsidies are' more likely than other firms to use subsidies again

in 1980. Since employment growth is the dependent variable, the important

iss.e is whether they are likely to increase their level of usage still fur-

ther. The principle of regression toward the mean predicts that they will

become smaller users over time and that, therefore, the impact of previous use

variables should be negative. There are, however, special circumstances that

may operate in the opposite direction. Tax credit eligible employees hired in

1979 who remained with the finn in 1980 made their employer eligible for a

larger tax credit. The IJ- program began in the summer of 1979 and was grow-

ing throughout the period. It may be that the 1979 users of TJTC were des-

tined to become even bigger users in 1980.

The coefficients on the relevant variables are presented in table 4.4.

The hypothesis that the inclusion of the eight variables describing the sub-

sidy programs did not cntribute to explanatory power of the regression was

tested using an F test. This hypothesis was rejected for establishments with

five or fewer employees and for establishments with six to twenty employees.

The small sample of large (100+ employees) establishments makes the results

for this group unreliable so we will focus on the results for the other em-

ployers. The number of subsidized employees in 1979 had a consistently nega-

tive (two of three significantly so) impar on the 1980 rate of employment

growth.

The coefficients on the dummy for 1979 usage of TJTC were positive, and

two of them were significant. in the stratum for establishments with six to

twenty employees, .the coefficients on 1979 WIN and CETA usage dummies were

positive and statistically significant. In the other strata these coeffici-

ents were close to zero. These results suggest that the t.L.ms that were the

big users of the programs in 19/9 became smaller users in 1980, and therefore,

contracted in size. They also suggest that the token participants of 1979

tended to become bigger users in 1980 and, therefore, grew more rapidly than

firms that were and remained unaware of tne program. the majority of the

coefficients for the owledge dummies are positive as predicted but none are

significant.

Toward the bottom of table 4.4 we present summary calculations of the

impact of previous use and knowledje of tnese programs on employment growth

during the first six months of 1980. The percent of 1979 employment that was

subsidized is given in row 1. Row 2 presents the summed impact of the four
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TABLE 4.4

IMPACT OF 1979 TARGETED SUBSIDY U",..=. AND KNOWLEDGE ON

PERCENT EYPLOYMENT GROWTH AFTER DECEMBER 1979

Establishment Size

1-5 6-20 21-100 100+

Pr.v'ous Use Variable

.84

- .21

- .06

( .22)

( .40)

( .29)

18.70

32.00

9.30

(2.28)

(3.03)

(1.89)

10.00

- 1.00

.50

(1.54)

( .16)

( .13)

.50 ( .10)

- 4.60 ( .72)

.10 ( .02)

Used TJTC In 1979

Used WIN In 1979

Used CETA in 1979

Total Subsidized Employment In 1979 - .13 (1.20) - .63 (3.27) - .39 (1.78) .39 ( .57)

Knowledge Variables

Knew of TJTC In Sept. 1979 .20 '1.64) - 3.80 (1.24) .7() ( .26) .50 ( .18)

Learned of TJTC after Sept. 1979 - .18 (1.47) - .40 ( .13) 2.00 (1.00) - 4.40 (1.52)

Knew of WIN In Se,2t. 1379 .C, ( .30) 2.00 ( .91) .20 (0.90) 2.55 (1.00)

Learned of WIN after cept, 1979 .08 ( .08) - 1.31 ( .48) 2.90 (1.04) - 3.40 ( .97)

F for Inclusion of Subsidy

f-'7cgram Variables 1.91 2.27 .85 .86

- Squared .10 .13 .10 .17

Standard Error of the Regressions 1.06 30.0 27.9 22.8

Number of Observations 1343 1578 122 472

1. Percent of Total 1979 Employment

Subsidlzed (Mean In Sample) 3.32% 1.30% .68% .45%

2. 1980 Impact of Previous Use ,38;, .14% .08t .049%

3. 1980 Impact of Knowledge .514 - .10% .6A% .045%

4. Total 1980 Impact .14% .04% .',6% .004%

5, Ratio of 1980 Induced Growth to

.uhsidized Employment in 1979 .04 .03 .82 .01

t ratios aro In parenthesis to me -: right of the coefficient.
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previous use variables on 1980 yrowth. Row 3 presents the summed impact of

the four knowledge variables and row 4 the impact of both previous use and

knowledge toyether.

They are obtained by multiplyiny the means of each variable by its co-

efficient and adding. For example, because some firms had obtained subsidies

in 1979, the average yrowth rate of all of the firms with one to five employ-

ees in our sample was .38 of a percentage point lower than it would otherwise

have been. (In other words, because of regressio to the mean, some of the

firms that expanded in 1979 because of the subsidy contracted in 1980.) We

also calculate that because the firms that knew about the subsidy programs

seen to have grown more rapidly as a result, the average growth rate of all

finns in this class was .51 of a percentage point hiyher. The net impact of

both together s a small, .14 of a percentage point, increase in average

employment. An impression of how small is obtained by compariny these esti-

mates of percentaye chanyes in employment because of previous use and know-

ledge to the level of subsidy in 1979, 3.32 percent (see row 1). The ratio is

.U4. The ratio of subsidy induced 1980 employment yrowth to 1979 subsidy

receipt is also close to zero for the companies with six to twenty employees

and over one hundred employees. The most notable thing about these estimates

is not their small size but the fact tney are not negative. They imply that

any gains in employment induced by 1979 participation in subsidy programs were

maintained during the first five months of 1980.

The net impact of previous use and knowledge together is of significant

size only in the twenty-one to one hundred employee company stratum. The

knowledge coefficients are positive as hypothesized. The coefficients imply

that learning about TJTC after September 1979 increased summec 1980 employment

by 2 percent and learniny about WIN after September increased summer 1980

employment by 2.9 percent. These effects outweigh negative effect of previous

use. For companies with twenty-one to one hundred employees the combined

impact of previous use and knowledge seems to have been to increase employment

in the sample by roughly .5 percent.

4.5 Sum Lary

This chapter has examined the availnle evidence on the impact of the

taryeted private sector employment subsidy programs, TJTC, WIN, and CETA-OJT,

on the total employment of participating firms. We found that when employers

were asked what finpact thesr proyrams had upon their enployment levels, 25

perCent of our respondents reported that they had increased employment. The

size of the reported anployment increase was roughly one-fiftn of the number

of subsidized workers hired.

The econometric estimates of the impact of these subsidy programs are

even more favorable. About three quarters of all private wage and salary em-

ployment is in establishments with twenty or more employees. Only a slightly

smaller proportion (70 percent) of all subsidized employees work in establish-

ments that.have more than twenty employees. In these establishments our pre-

ferred model 2 (the 2SLS change in percent subsidized model) obtains point
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estimates ot the finpact of hiring subsidized workers that haply that extra
subsidized employees produce an approximately one for one increase ir the es-
tablishment's total employment. The ordinary least squares estimates of the
same model also imply a large impact: the change in employment per subsidized
worker was .64 for establishments with twenty-one to one hundred employees and
.235 for establishments ot greater than one hundred employees.

These ULS and 2SLS resul ire our best point estimates of the impact of
the subsidy programs on the doyment levels of the subsidized firms. We

have aryued that if anythin; / are biased down because they cover only the
final five and a half months 19/9. The analysis of 1980 employment growth
suggests that there was no tenoency for these 1979 gains to be lost in 1980.
The problem with these results, however, is that the confidence intervals,
(especially those that use two stage least squares) of these point estimates
are very wide. In the 2SLS models the hypothesis of no subsidy program impact
cannot be rejected. In the OLS models we may reject the hypothesis of no im-
pact only for the twenty-one to one hundred emploiee establishments. As a

result we cannot draw conclusions from this analysis with any great confi-
dence. Unless the true Impacts had been unreasonably large, there was no way
our data set with its .:.,111 number of participating firms could have produced
an estimate of subsidy impacts on the employment that was significantly dif-
ferent from zero. All we can say is that the suL dy programs seemed to be
having a significant impact on the employment of participating establishments
with more than twenty employees in 1979, but that these results could have
been a statistical fluke. There are also other reasons for treating these
findinys with caution. It is the long term impacts of these programs that
matter but only short term (5.5 month) impacts were modeled and the major
proyr.i examined, fUTG, had only just gotten underway. Finally, the
reader is asked to remember the point made in Section 4.1: the general equi-
librium impact of these programs can be quite different from their impact on
participating firms.
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APPENDIX 4A

Derivation of ASubsidized Employment

Definition of A% SUBSIDIZED

The change in the percentaye of a tiPeS employees who were subsidized

under CETA, WIN or TJTC from 1918 to 1979 was estimated in accordance with the

following schedule.

1. U
If the firm fired no subsidized workers in 1978

or 1979

2. - % Subsidized If the firm hired in 1978 but not 1979

3. % Subsidized It the firm hired in 1979 but not 1978

4. -645 Subsidization If the tirm hired in both 1979 and 1980

1.645

The coefficient of % Subsidization under case 4 was calculated by estima-

ting the effect of 1978 participation in one of the programs upon the log of %

Subsidization. Using a sample of firms which received a subsidy for a worker

hired through WIN and/or CEFA in 1979, or through TJTC, the log of the per-

centage of a firm's (full-time equivalent) labor force which is subsidized was

regressed on a vector of firm characteristics and a dummy for firm participa-

ti 1978. The coefficient of the dummy for particiaption in 1978 was .498

huplying that the Expectation of the log of % Subsidized Hiring, conditional

on X, was 65% larger if'the firm had hired subsidized workers in the previous

year. Therefore the increase in the number of subsidized workers, % SrSI-

DIZED (79) - % SUBSIDIZED (78), was equal to

(1 - 1 x % SUBSIDIZED (79), or .645 x (% SUBSIDIZED (79))

1_645 1.645

Estimation of the Coefficient on Participation in 1978

In c Icolatio,4 the increase in subsidized hiring, we have predicted the

impact of part;civtion in one year upon the level of hiring in the following

year for thosTe flrm,, and only those firms, who participated in the former pe-

riod. When attempting to identify this relationship, we need to allow for the

tact that censorship of a random sample of firms into a subsample of those who

participated in the programs in question may introduce a sample-selection

bias.

The censored sample problem is well documented in the econometric lter-

ature. Following Heckman (1976), suppose that it is our intention to relate

subsidized hiring,. Si, for the ith firm, to a vector of firm characteris-

tics Xi. That is, assuming a linear relationship, w, want to find the B

vector that satisfies
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(A.1) Si = XiB + Ui

for all i such that Si > 0 (where all notation is standard). If the rela-
tionship between Si and Xi is as in (A.1) we can only observe Si for
those firms such that Si > U. The population regression of (A.1) is

(A.2) E(SiiXi) = Xib

Uur interest is in estimating

(A.3) E(SilXi, S >0) = XiB + E(UilSi>0)

This appears to be the truncated dependent variable problem described by Tobin
(1951i), in which the expectation of the error - cannot, in general, be assumed

equal zero. It, however, there are characteristics of the firm which in-
fluence whether or not the firm participated but not the level of hiring given
participation, it is more useful to view our problem as consisting of two
aspects of firm behavior: (a) the participation decision, and (b) hiring con-
ditional on participation. We might, for example, let Yi be (to use the
standard_metaphor) the "intensity" of the firm's desire to participate in the
government program in question. We observe Si only when yi crosses some
threshold; assumed without loss of generality to be zero. The formulation of
the problem then becomes one in which (changing notation slightly)

(A.4) Si = X1iB1 + Lin

Y202 U2i

We hope to estimate the regression formulation

E(SilXi, Yi>0) = Xii61 + E(U1IU?>0)

or

(A.o) E(SilXi, Yi>0) = + E(Uli1U2i>-X202)

In general the covariance between U1 and U2 will be nonzero (in the

simple truncation case U1 and U2 are identical) and the second term on the
right hond side of (A.6) will not De zero. F.,:rthermore, if X2 and X' are
related (and X2 almost certainly contains elements of X1 in our case) the

error term associaLed with a simple regression of Si .-41 Xli for all parti-
patiny firms will be correlated with X1. The coefficients of X1 resulting
from th2t regression experiment will, therefore, be biased. Heckman (1980),
shows that this can be viewed as an omitted variable problem which could be
solved if we could estimate the conditional mean of U1 in (A.6).

It Has been shown in the literature (Heckman (1976), that the regressi,m
function needed to estimate A.6 is actually

(A.7) E(SilXi, Yi>0) = Xii81 + °12 i + Vii

4'22
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where 012 is the covariance of U1 and U2, 022 is the variance of U?

and i is a correction term such that

f(-X2iB2//3-2-2 )

(A.8) Xi = _ _ _ _

1 - F(-X2iB2/ P22 )

where f(.) and F(.) are the probability density function and the cumulative
distribution function, respectively, of the standard normal distribution. The

error term Vii in equation (A.7) has the properties

E(VIi) = 0 and

L(Vi, = 011 [(1 -p2

where = 012

u7-7-2
v 22

p2(1 -X2032Ai -\Xi2)]

\022

It ciln be sewn that the denominator of (A.8) is the probability that Yi

> 0; that is, the probability that the ith firm has participated in a Sub-

sidy iTogram. It is ,possible to estimate -X iB2 and thus Xi, using a

c522
probit model of firm participat xi in the proyrams. The estimated Xi term

can be substituted into equation (A.7), which is then estimated by regression.

\

In this paper a maximum-likelihood probit model was used to estimate Xi
for each firm in the sample which received a subsidy for at least one worker
n 1979. The correction term was then substituted f to an equation which pre-
dicted subsidized hiring for those firms participati g in at least one of the

programs. The results from this are reported in Tab e A-1 equation 1.

Table B-1 reports the OLS results from the regression of the log of the
percent subsidization on a vector of firm characteristic:. Because the ex-

pected value of (Vi)2 in equation (A.7) is not constant, however, it is

necessary to correct for heteroskedacity. This was 'accomplished, as Heckman
recommends, by reyressiny the residuals from A.7 oria corlstant term and the
variab!e (-XliBiXi-Ai2). to yenerate the weiyhts for a weighted least-

squares reyression. A regression of the squared residuals from the equation
in Table A-1 on this variable proved, however, to nave extremely low explan-

atory power. (Also because a true xi cannot be obServed, which makes the

standard errors incorrect.) Therefore, the ols estimate was used to calculate
the change in subsidized employment.
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TABLE 4.5

Dependent Variable In(# Subsidized Employees/# FTE Workers)

Model

independent Variable OLS

Proportion Minority

Proportion Disadvantaged

.014

- .011

( 1.31 )

!- )

Log Labor Market Size .194 ( .11L)

Unemployed .043 ( .553)

% Emidoyod .u55 ( 210. )

'ed Growth ( 4.41 )

dummy .326 ( 1.02 )

time - .094 (- .25 )

° Skill - .125 (- .52 )

.mized Establishment .87 (- 3.27 )

'ming and Manufacturing .498 (- 1.70 )

Wholesale and Retail .37 (- 1.32 )

Finance and Services - .066 (- .232)

Transportation and Communication .222 (- .55 )

Reliable Unskilled Workers Not Available .187 ( 1.34 )

Midwest .383 (- .85 )

Southeast - .389 (- 1.29 )

West - .327 (- .57 )

Log Establishment Size - .0006 (- 3.52 )

Firing ilex - .703 (- 4.86 )

40 Hours Full-time - .255 (- 1.56 )

Participated In 1978 .498 ( 3.39 )

.080 ( .58 )

Constant 4.15 ( 2.31 )
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APPENDIX 48

Definitions of Variables

1. UnempRate 79: The unemployment rate at the site in 1979.

2. IndEmpCHG 79 -8U: The % change in employment at the national 3-digit
level of the relevant industry from January 1979
January 198U.

3. Loy Labor Logarithm of the number of employed persons in the
Market Size: site. A proxy for the size of the local labor market.

4. Unionized The percentage of the firm's labor force covered by
Establishments: collective baryaininy agreements.

5. ADec - July:, 20U* (December - July employment)/(December employment
+ July employment)

6. ACurrent - July: 2U0* (current employment - July employment)/(current
employment + July employment)

7.

Industry Dummies

8. MIN-MAN: 1 if the firm was engaged in manufacturing or mininy,
0 otherwise.

9. TRN-CUM: 1 if the firm was in transportation or communication.

10. WHUL -RET: 1 if the firm was enyayed in whOlesale or retail
trade, U otherwise.

11. FIN-SERV: 1 if the firm was in finance or services, 0 otherwise.

12. OIL-GAS: 1 if the firm was ,enyaged in the extraction or refine-
ment of oil or natural gas, 0 otherwise.

13. LUMBER: 1 if the firm was enyaged in the production or sale of
lumber or lumber products, 0 otherwise.

14. MVManu: 1 if the firm manufactured motor vehicles, 0

otherwise.

15. MV Sales: 1 if the firm was engaged in motor vehicle wholesale
or retail trade.

lb. HOTELS: 1 if the firm was a hotel or motel, 0 otherilise.
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17. AMUSE:

Location Dummies

1 it the firm was classified as providing amusements,
or was a movie or other kind of theater, 0 otherwise.

1 if the firm was in one of three Wisconsin sites, 0
otherwise. (See list of sites in Appendix 18.)

1 if the firm was located along the Gulf coast (in

18.

19.

WISCONSIN:

Gult:

Florida, Lousiana, Alabama, or Texas; see list of
sites).

20. EASTERN: 1 if the firm ws located in 4 counties in Kentucky
and Virginia in which coalmining is dominant, 0 other-
wise.

21. SAN ANTONIO: 1 if the firm was located in San Antonio, Texas.

22. CULORADO: 1 if the firm was in one of three Colorado sites, 0
otherwi se.

23. BIRMINGHAM: 1 if the firm was located in Birmingham.

24. MISSOURI: 1 if the firm was in one of three Missouri sites, 0
otherwise.

25. WASHINGTON: 1 if the firm was in one of three sites in western
Washington state, 0 otherwise.

Previous Use of Subsidy Program Variables

26.

27.

28.

WIN 78:

CETA 78:

NJTC:

1 it the firm received a WIN subsidy in 1978, 0 other-
wi se.

1 it the finn received a CEFA subsidy in 1978, 0

otherwise.

1 if the firm received a subsidy throuyh NJTC, 0

otherwise.

29. NJFC Frust.: 1 if the firm claimed to have increased employment as
a result of NJTC but failed to receive a subsidy
through that program.

30. Paper Work: How many employee-hours that the firm expected to be
required to apply for d CETA subsidy. 0 if the firm
did not have any expectation (didn't know).

31. Paper Work D.K.: 1 if the firm answered "didn't know" how many hours d
CETA application would take.
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CHAPTER 5

THE DESIGN OF EMPLOYMENT SUBSIDIES: THE LESSONS
OF THE UNITED STATES EXPERIENCE

John H. Bishop

The industrialized West is findiny it increasingly difficult to reconcile
the twin objectives of low rates. of inflation and low rates of unemployment.
Monetary and fiscal policies seem to be unable to reduce unemployment below
unacceptably high levels without accelerating an already unacceptably hiyh
rate of inflation.

Private sector employment and training subsidies have been proposed as a
potentially effective mechanism for dealing with this problem. They lower the
cost of labor and the marginal cost of extra output and thus they should si-
multaneously increase employment and lower prices. The purpose of this chapter
ter is (a) to summarize what has been learned about the effectiveness of em-
ployment subsidies as a remedy for stagflation and (b) to examine, in the coo-
text of this objective, how they are best designed. This chapter reviews all
of the relevant research, not just the material presented in previous chap-
ters.

The United States experience with New Jobs Tax Credits (NJTC), the WIN
Tax Credit, the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC), and CETA on-the-job training
subsidies yields a number of important lessons about how employment subsidies
should be designed. The main body of the chapter describes these proyrams,
summarizes the studies that have been done of their effectiveness, and ex-
plores how the design characteristics of each program influenced its success
or failure. The most successful of the United States employment subsidies,
the New Jobs Tax Credit, is discussed in the first section. The more targeted
iproyrams are discussed in section two. The final section of the chapter ap-
plies the lessons developed earlier to the design of a prototype employment
!subsidy.

There are at least five questions we would like our review of each of
these programs to answer:

1. Is tnere significant employer participation?

2. Does the subsidy induce the employers who receive it to increase em-
ployment of workers eligible for subsidy?

3. Does total employment in the industry or nation increase? To what
extent does the subsidy of certain workers and firms cause unsubsi-
dized workers and firms to suffer declines in employment?

4. Does the subsidy produce a reduction in product prices?

5. Do subsidized workers yet higher wages and does this tend to promote
inflationary wage increases?
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The first question is the easiest to study. If a program does not suc-

ceed in attracting significant employer interest (this can be either many

employers using the subsidy intermittently or a few employers usiny it exten-

sively), it cannot make a major contribution to reducing stagflation. (It

might, however, be effective in helping a limited number of disadvantaged

workers.) The second question can be addressed by comparing employers who

have used tne subsidy to other similar employers who have not. A finding that

the subsidy causes recipient firms to expand their employment of workers elig-

ible for subsidy does not necessarily imply that total employment is rising,

however. It may only be that eligible workers are being redistributed among

firms. The other three questions are the hardest ones to answer. Answers are

necessary, however, before a definite judgment can be made that employment

subsidies are an effective way of dealing with stagflation. With one excep-

tion, the empirical work on the United States experience does not address the

last three questions. The burgeoning theoretical literature on employment

subsidies has addressed these questions, so this literature is referred to

where appropriate.

5.1 The United States Experience with the New Jobs Tax Credit

Signed into law in May 1977, the New Jobs Tax Credit (NJTC) offered firms

a tax credit against corporate or personal income tax liability for expansion

in employment in 1977 or 1978. NJTC was a marginal subsidy of 50 percent of

the increase in an employer's wage base under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act

above 102 percent of the previous year. The scheme was only mildly targeted

but simple enough in administration for employers to calculate their own elig-

ibility on their tax forms.

Despite the fact that public agencies made very little effort to adver-

tise or promote the NJTC and that many small firms had not yet heard of it in

February 1978, use of NJTC was quite extensive. At the end of 1977, its first

year of operation, $2.3 billion of New Jobs Tax Credits were claimed on a

total of 610,000 tax returns. In 1978 $4.4 billion of credits were claimed on

a total of 1,107,000 tax returns. In 1979, $1.6 billion were claimed on

300,000 returns with tax credits carry-overs or with fiscal years that over-

lapped with 1978. Since the firms' deductions for wages must be reduced by

the amount of the credit, revenue costs (assuming no direct effects on before

tax profits) were approximately $5.0 billion. While roughly one-third of the

returns claiming a credit were corporate returns, two-thirds of the dollars

claimed were on these returns. Since the credits due to a partnership or

Subchapter S corporation may show up on more than one individual return, the

total number of businesses claiming the credit is smaller than the number of

tax returns claiming it. Nevertheless, more than 30 percent of the nation's

3.5 million employers claimed the credit in 1978. A lower bound estimate of

the number of workers whose employers received subsidy can be obtained by

dividing the dollars of credit claimed by $2,100, the maximum credit an em-

ployer can receive for one worker. This calculation implies that during its

two year period of operation, at least 3.95 million employees were subsidized.

by comparison, total private nonagricultural employment grew 2.8 million in

1977 and 3.6 million in 1978.
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5.1.1 The Impact of NJTC on Subsidized Firms

To date, there have been three studies of the New Jobs Tax Credit. Two

nave focused on the differential impact of NJTC on the firms that knew about

it or said they responded. The other studied the credit's impact on total

employment of entire industries and on inflation.

The first study is based on a mail questionnaire survey of a sample of

the membership of time National Federation for Independent Businesses (NFIB)

(McKevitt 1978). The first survey to ask questions about NJTC was conducted

in January 1978. Of the employers responding, 43 percent knew about NJTC and

1.4 percent reported that the credit had influenced them to Hire extra workers

(the number averaged 2.0 per firm). The April survey found that 51 percent

knew of NJTC's existence and that 2.4 percent had increased hiring by an ,aver-

age of 2.3 employees as a result. In the July 1978 survey, 58 percent were

aware of the credit, and 4.1 percent of the firms reported they had increased

hiring as a result. An increase in employment of 2.3 employees by over 4 per-

cent of all employers is not a small response. If the NFIB survey is repre-

sentative, and otner firms are not hurt by the expansion of subsidized firms,

these responses imply that in the second quarter of 1978 there were more than

300,000 extra jobs directly created as a result of the NJTC at a tax expendi-

ture of roughly $6,500 for each job created.1

The second study (Perloff and Wachter 1980) is based upon,a survey con-

ducted by the United States Bureau of the Census. Perloff and Wachter com-

pared rates of employment growth between 1976 and 1917 for firms that knew

about the credit and those that did not. Holding employment size, class,

region, form of organization, type of industry, and the growth rate of sales

constant, they found that the employment of firms that had heard of the credit

before February 1978 had grown 3 percent faster. Firms that reported they

made a conscious effort to expand employment because of the credit grew 10

percent faster than firms that knew about the credit but did not report making

any special effort. Since firms may learn about the credit because they are

growiny fast, Perloff and Wachter conducted a Wu test for simultaneity and
found tnemselves unable to reject the hypothesis that knowledge of the credit

was uncorrelated with the error term of the employment change regression. If

one were to assume that NJTC caused the 3 percent higher growth of the small

and medium-sized firms that knew about the credit (about a quarter of total

employment was in these firms) and that the NJTC left the rest of the economy

unaffected, the total number of extra jobs in 1977 would have been roughly

700,000. Tax expenditure per job created would have been $2,000 per job.2

5.1.2 The Impact of NJTC on Total Employment

Studies like those just reviewed are measuring the differential impact of

NJTC across firms, not the net impact of NJTC on a total economy. Since firms

compete with each other in both labor and product markets, the increases of

enployment in subsidized firms may.cause decreases of employment for their

unsubsidized competitors. Alternatively, an NJTC-induced expansion by one

firm may cause that firm's suppliers to expand as well. The direction of
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NJTC's impact on nonsubsidized firms is uncertain, because it depends upon the

relative size of offsetting effects. We suspect, however, that the first ef_

fect is larger than the second. If so, simple extrapolations from the mea-
sured impact of the credit- on firms to impacts on the economy like ,those in

previous paragraphs will exaggerate the true impact. Since most of the dis-
placement effects that may bias estimates of net job creation when the firms
are the unit of observation are netted out when the industry is the unit of
observation, studies of NJTC's impact on an entire industry's employment would
seem to be able to resolve this issue.

The third study (Bishop 1981) attempted to address the displacement

and inflation effects of the NJTC by examining its impact on two of the

industries--construction and distribution--in which one would expect the lar-

gest response. Nonseasonally adjusted monthly data on employment and total
hours worked in these industries were regressed on seasonal dummies, trends on

the dummies, and three-year distributed lays of input prices and retail sales

(or construction put in place). With few exceptions, the lag structures were
freely estimated, with each input price or price ratio being represented by
its contemporaneous value, and by that of each of the previous four quarters

and four half-years. Models were estimated using both ordinary least squares

and two stage least squares.

The NJTC variable was an average (over the past six months) of the pro-

portion of firms (weighted by employees) that knew about the credit. It had a

value of .057 in June 1977 and rose at an average rate of .0424 per month,

reaching .343 in January 1978 and .572 in June 1978. Most of the coefficients

on the NJTC variable were positive and significant. Across all of the regres-

sions the average NJTC employment stimulus over the twelve-month period from

mid-1977 to mid-1978 ranged from 150,000 to 670,000 depending on specifica-

tion. Hours worked per week declined, so total hours worked rose proportion-
tionately less.

5.1.3 The NJTC's Impact on Price Inflation

Employment subsidies lower both the averaye and marginal costs of produc-

tion and sales. In competitive industries, output will expand and prices will

fall. Given the waye .level, supply curves of most competitive industries are

quite flat, so it the subsidy does not raise waye rates, the price reduction
should be nearly as large as the downward shift of the supply curve. A Margi-

nal employment subsidy such as the NJTC lowers tne marginal costs of existing

firms- and the maryinal and averaye costs of new firms by a lot more than it

lowers the average costs of existing firms. Consequently, a maryinal subsidy

may induce price reductions in competitive industries that, in the short and
medium run, are substantially larger than the total dollar amounts of subSidy

paid out.

The unsettled nature of the theory of oligopolistic pricing makes infea-

sible definitive theoretical predictions of how oligopolistic industries will

respond to marginal employment subsidies. Some theories predict a price

decline that is equal to the reduction in average costs of existing firms.
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If, however, the oligopoly is setting its price just low enough to forestall
or limit entry of new competitors into the industry, their response will

depend on the subsidy's impact on the average cost of new entrants. Having a
zero threshold, a new entrant receives subsidy on all workers. Consequently,
a marginal employment subsidy with a fixed threshold that is perceived to be
permanent should cause the entry forestalling price to decline by the full

amount of its subsidy of marginal costs. A smaller decline will occur if the
threshold is revised in the future, if the subsidy is not viewed as permanent,
or if, as with the NJTC, limitations are placed on the subsidy that new firms
can receive. Nevertheless, he're again theory predicts that the short and
medium run price decline may be substantially larger than subsidy-induced
reduction in the average costs of existing firms.

An examination of the behavior of prices during the NJTC's period of
operation tends to support the hypothesis that amaryinal employment subsidy
can temporarily slow inflation. A number of the features of the NJTC--the
$100,000 per firm limitation, subsidizing only the first $4,200 of wages, and
its temporary nature--should have focused the subsidy and stimulus to pro-

duction on sectors, of the economy witn high rates of employee turnover and
large numbers of small and medium-sized firms. The distribution sector- -
trucking, wholesale, and retailing- -fits this description, so it was hypothe-
sized that NJTC would tend to compress the margin between retail prices and

manufacturers' prices of finisned comsumer goods. preliminary support for
this hypothesis is provided by the fact that between May 1977 and June 1978
nonfood commodity retail prices rose only 4.73 percent, while manufacturers'
prices of nonfood, consumer finished goods were rising 6.56 percent.

The hypothesis was tested econoinetricly by regressing the monthly rate of
change of retail prices on current and lagged changes in a number of distri-
bution industry cost variables--wage rates, wholesale prices, the rental price
of capital, and excise taxes--the unemployment rate, seasonal dummies, and
trends on the seasonal dummies. Coefficients on NJTC were negative and sta-
tistically significant for the nonfood commodities aggregate and for restau-
rant and tavern prices. The size and statistical significance of the NJTC
coefficients were robust for a variety of changes of specification. The five
to seven percent reduction in marginal costs induced by the credit seems by
June 1978 to have lowered prices for nonfood commodities by nearly 2 percent-
age points and for all commodities by rouyhly 1 percent.

The savings to the consumer from the compression of retail margins seems
on its own to have been roughly comparable to the face value of tax credit
claims. Tax credit claims in 1977 were $2.4 billion; the coefficients imply
consumer savings were between $.5 and $1 billion. In 1978, claims were $4.5
billion and consumer savinys were estimated to be between $3.8 and $7 billion.

If the prices of services and some manufacturing goods were forced down as
well, the NJTC-induced price reduction duriny its second year could well have
been two, three, or four times the size of the tax subsidy. While this result
is predicted by theory, it is nevertheless quite remarkable that a marginal
employment subsidy handicapped by a two-year life and limited to $100,000 per
firm should have had so large an effect.
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5.1.4 The NJTC'sImpact on Wage Inflation

The prtiftry-concern econpmists have had about marginal employment subsid-

ies is that when labor markets are tight the subsidy may tend to accelerate

the rate of wage increase and thus raise the underlying rate of inflation.

When it was initiated, NJTC was seen as a temporary countercycl.ical employment

stimulus. It was phased out on schedule in December 1978, primarily because

the economy was perceived'to be already at the point where further reductions

in unemployment rates would result in accelerating wage increases.

Whether employment subsidies do in fact have an impact on wage rates has

not yet been formally tested. In table 5.1, the annual rates of change of

wage rates for a variety of industries are tabulated for the period May 1975

through April 1980. Waye rates rose more rapidly during the phase-in period

of the NJTC (May 1977 through December 1978) than 1e previous years.

During this period, however, unemployment rates were 1,4ar than previously,

and the minimum wage was rising more rapidly, so the incr,2ase in the rate of

wage inflation may have been a response to those phenomena ond not a direct

response to the NJTC. More to the point, however, is what looks like a

deceleration of wage increases in wholesale, retail, construction, and the

total private economy during the phase-out period (December1978 to December

1979) when unemployment remained low. Careful econometrics is required to

sort out all these factors but this cursory examination of the evidence

TABLE 5.1

ANNUAL RATE OF CHANGE OF WAGE RATES

5/75-5/76 5/76-5/77

NJTC

Phase In

NJTC

Phase Out

5/77 -5/79 12/77-12/78 12/78-12/79 12/79-4/80

Minimum Wage 9.5 0.0 15.7 15.2 9.4 6.9b

Wholesale and Retail 6.2 7.6 8.7 9.8 8.7 6.9

Construction 7.0 4.0 5.9 7.6 6.8 5.3

Services 8.2 6.5 7.1 7.5 8.1 7.0

Manufacturinga 6.9 9.1 8,? 9.0 9.7

Total Private 8.0 7.4 8.1 9.2 8.1 6.1

Unemployment Rate

of 20-64 Males 5.5 5.8 /!.8 4.1 4.1 4.8

a Excludes the -3tfects of overtime and interindustry shifts.

b Annual of change for 12/79-12/80.
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certainly provides no evidence that a reduction in unemployment induced by a
inaryinal employment subsidy is less wage inflationary (as distinct from price
inflationary) than a reduction in unemployment engineered by other policy
interventions. ConsequelAly, it would seem prudent either to avoid operatinu
a marginal employment subsidy during tight labor markets or to redesign the
scheme so that wage increases are discourayed at the same time that employment
is stimulated. (Such a redesiyn is described in section 5.3.)

5.2 U.S. Experience with Targeted Programs

The United States_has experimented with a variety of targeted employment
subsidies. These programs--WIN tax credit, NAB-JOBS contracts, CETA On-the-
Job Traininy subsidies, and the Taryeted Jobs Tax Credit--have all been
targeted on highly disadvantaged workers and have as a consequence been quite
complicated to administer. In each of these programs, certification of a

worker's eliyibility has required separate application by and certification of
both the worker and the employer. While these programs have helped specific
individuals find jobs and get off welfare, they have not yet achieved signifi-
cant scale and consequently have not had an appreciable impact upon the number
of people on welfare or the unemployment rate of people in the target group.

5.2.1 NAB-JOBS

The first of the subsidy programs was the National Alliance for Busi-
ness's JOBS proyram contract placements effort in which the government issued
contracts that reimbursed employers for part of the cost of hiriny and train-
ing disadvantaged workers. To qualify for the program a worker had to be a
high school dropout, less than twenty-two or more than forty-five years old,
handicapped, or in a family with below poverty level income. Contract place-
ments grew from 8,400 in fiscal 1967 to 93,000 in fiscal 1971 and declined
theredtter. Thus at its peak JOBS contracts were subsidizing only one-tenth
of one percent of the nation's workers. Tiyht budgets were not responsible
for the small scale of the program, for the administrators of the proyram were
consistently unable to expend the funds programmed for JOBS contracts. In

1969, for instance, only $49 million of the $2!fl million proyrammed for JOBS
contracts was expended.

Also siynificant is the fact that only one-third of the employers that
hired JOBS enrollees went to the troub!e of establishing a contractual
arrangement and thus received a subsidy for what they were doing. This

reveals that the problem is not just one of employers being reluctant to hire
stiymatized individuals. Many employers seemed to find the delays and red

tape of arranging a contract and the potentially greater vulnerability to
affirmative action complaints so potentially costly, that they did not apply
for the 5U percent subsidy of the first six months of a worker's wages for
which they were eligible.
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5.2.2 CETA-OJT

With the reorganization of manpower services mandated by the Comprehen-

-sive.Employment and Training Act of 1973, the JOBS program evolved into what

is now called CETA On-the-Job Trainjng contracts. The OJT program has not

developed an effective local constituency because many small business people

have an ideological aversion to handouts and because the perceived benefits of

participating are so small. The prime sponsors that were included in the EUPP

Employer Survey seldom wrote contracts for more than one or two workers even

when the participating firm was large. Many local prime sponsors choose to

allocate their dollars to classroom training rather than OJT. Seldom does a

firm receive more than one subsidized worker, and the maximum payment is

generally less than 25 percent of a year's wages. Thus, despite congressional

mandates to expand the scale of the program, only 1 percent of the nation's

employers participated during 1979.

5.2.3 The WIN Tax Credit

For nearly ten years, employers that have hired recipients of Aid to

Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) have been eligible for a tax credit.

Despite increases in the, rate of subsidy from 10 to 20 percent and now to 50

percent and otner liberalization of the terms of the subsidy, claims for WIN

tax credits have remained at a level of only thirty to forty thousand full-

time equivalent workers for a number of years. This implies that less than 5

percent of each year's new WIN registrants, less than 2 percent of adults

receiving AFDC benefits, and less than 10 percent of working welfare recipi-

ents have been aided by the WIN tax credit. As with JOBS, only a small pro-

portion of the firms that hire WINf-eligible workers applied for the tax credit

for which they were eligible. Either the firms did not know they were eligi-

ble, or they found tne paperwork too burdensome and the benefit too small to

warrant applying. Of those firms that received a WIN credit, less than 10

percent attributed their hiring of the WIN enrollee to the credit (Hamermesh

1978).

5.2.4 The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

Beginning in 1979 employers outside the personal service sector have been

able to obtain a tax credit of 50 percent of the first $6,000 of wages per

enployee for the first year of employment and 25 percent of such wages for the

second year of employment for the hiring of certain categories of workers.

These included high school students in cooperative education programs, econom-

ically disadvantaged youth (eighteen through twenty-four), veterans and ex-

convicts, SupplementarySecurity Income and general assistance recipients, and

the handicapped.

It is too early in the life of the program to predict what its eventual

scale will be. Already, however, it has surpassed the scale of the JOBS,

CETA-OJT, and WIN credit programs. The program started slow; the cumulative
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total number of certifications was only 13,677 by the end of July 1979. By
fiscal 1981 it had grown to a point where 400,000 workers were being certified
per year.

TJTC's greater success at obtaining employer participation has been due
to tnree features:

1. It is an entitlement. Reluctance on the part of local agencies to
administer it cannot prevent a persistent employer from obtaining
certification of employees that are eligible. In fact, ETA's 1979
Study of Early Implementation of TJTC found "tne rather limited
voucheriny and certification activity that had taken place by then
was largely in response to employer and applicant inquiries rather
than active promotion by their staff."

L. At least one target yroup--the Co-op Ed students--was defined by a

characteristic that does not carry stigma. For this group, student
and employer certification were made into a one-step process and
responsibility was centralized in the hands of a person--the high
school official responsible for Co-op Ed--who was being judged by
school supervisors on the' basis of the number of jobs found for the
target group. As a result, 45 percent of all jobs certified for
TJTC's have been for Co-op Ed students. The 1981 reauthorization of
TJTC limited the eligibility of Co-op Ed students to those from di s,
advantaged families so this comment does not apply to the current
TJTC program.

3. Participation in TJTC requires less paperwork than CETA-OJT or the
JOBS and early WIN programs did and requires fewer contacts between
government agencies and the employer.'

Nevertheless, the TJTC A currently helping less than 10 percent of the pool
of young people eligible for the program.3 In contrast, NJTC attracted in
its ,second year the participation of 50 to 70 percent of all eligible firms.
There are three basic causes of TJTC's low participation rate:

1. Most job seekers and most employers are not aware or are only vaguely
aware of the program. A spring 1980 survey of employers found that
only 17 percent of all employers representing establishments respon-
sible for 33 percent of all employment reported being "familiar" with
TJTC (EOPP Employer Survey). Firms that reported being familiar with
the program often knew very little about it.

2. There is d stigma attached to being a member of most of the TJTC's
target groups. Employers perceive the program to be subsidizing
people who do not make good workers. This reduces the likelihood
that employers will ask CETA or the enployment service to refer
TJTC-eliyible workers to their firm. Furthermore, many applicants
feel that telling prospective employers of their eligibility for TJTC
may hurt their chances of getting the job.
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3. The complicated rules of eliyibility means that most employers are

unable to identity who is eligible on their own and that government
certification of employee eligibility is necessary. This has three

disadvantayes: (a) it often forces the firm out of its traditional

recruitment channels; (b) employers fear that it will introduce red

tape into the hiring process or briny about unwelcothe government

interference (the costs of identifyiny and certifying who is eligible

are thus major deterents to partictration); (c) the program's suc-

cess depends upon cooperation between private business men and gov-

ernment bureaucrats. (Most employers are very wary of government

and the attitude of government employees in some parts of the country

reinforces their distrust.)

Our findings in chapter 2 suggest that the first problem can be overcome by
publicity and aggressive promotion of the program. Much greater efforts are

possible in ithis area, so it is hoped that this problem is temporary.

The other two problems, however, arise from a mismatch between the struc-

ture of the employment subsidy scheme and the recruitment processes that pre-

dominate in the relevant labor markets. Each month the typical employer is

firing one employee for every ten already on board (Cohen and Schwartz 1979).

The probability that a new hire will still be with the firm a few months later

is less than 50 percent. As a result, employers try to keep the cost of

searching for new employees to d minimum. Studies of how people have obtained.

their last job find that 35 percent of all jobs were found by applying direct-

ly to the firm without suggestions or referrals and that another 26 percent

were obtained by applying directly to the firm at the suygestion of a friend

or relative (Rosenfeld 1975). Most firms prefer to hire people who are recom-

mended by current employees or who Have shown their desire for the job by

personally coining to the establishment and applying. Two-thirds of the em-

ployers in the EUPP Survey had not listed a job with the employment service in

the previous year. As a result, even though 34.percent of all workers had

checked witn the employment service during their last period of job search,

only 5.1 percent had gotten their jobs through an employment service referral.

Employers prefer informal recruitment channels because (a) such channels are

faster, (b) employers do not become inundated with job applicants who must be

interviewed, (c) prescreeniny is possible so the number of applicants wno are

turned down is minimized, and (d) they can avoid dealing with government.

This preference acts to limit the market penetration of any program for

finding jobs for the disadvantaged that depends upon a labor market interme-

diaryJob Service, or a CETA subcontractor such as the Urban League. Such

programs can overcome their inherent structural weakness only when unusually

dedicated and competent people are running the labor market intermediary.

With only ordinary leadership, such a program is bound to be only partially

successfulhelping some of the people who approach the agency for help but

failing to reach most of the eligible population. This structural weakness is

exacerbated by the adversarial relationship between government and business.

An ETA study done during the summer of 1979 found that many employment service

and CETA staff "doubt the value of the tax credit in increasing job placement

among tne targeted groups or in netting hires among them that would not have
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taken place anyway" (ETA 1979, p. vii). The comments of staff seem to reflect

a lack of desire to help firms receive a tax benefit to which they are enti-
tled unless the firm reciprocates by changing its behavior (something the tax
law does not require).

The targeted employment subsidies that preceded FJTC all necessitated

ayency referrals of eligible job applicants. With TJTC there are two alter-
nate ways of bringing subsidy, employer, and job seeker together. Job seekers

may inform employers of their eligibility. This does not now occur to a sig-
nificant degree because most,eliyible workers are unaware of TJTC's existence
and because most employment service oftices do not routinely inform the eli-
gibles that do come to it for assistance that they are eligible. The other

barrier to this mecrianism becoffling important is the reluctance of many job
applicants to advertise their TJTC eligibility for fear they will be stiyma-

tized. This reluctance seems to be justified. An experiment in.which TJTC-
eliyible job seekers were trained to inform empinyers of their eligibility for
a, tax credit found that such training caused a statistically significant re-
duction in placement rates (Burtless and Cheston 1981).

The second alternative mechanism assigns the initiative to the one who
most directly benefits from the tax credit, the employer. This scenario envi-
sions employers' screening their job applications for eligible individuals and
then sending them down to the employment service for voucheriny and certifica-
tion before or after they are hired. Presumably, anticipating that A may be
eligible for subsidy and B is not will increase the probability that A is
offered the job. The use of family income and participation in welfare pro-
yrams as taryetiny criteria, however, makes it difficult for employers to know
who is eligible and thus prevents many employers from taking the tax credit
into account when hiring. Sendiny job applicants to the employment ser-
vice prior to hiring does not seem to have become popular for it delays the
niriny process, risks losing the worker altogether, and is thought to be

unethical by many employers.

Identification of eligibles by the emloyer (or his agent) seems to have
become the primary mechanism by which employers identity and certity TJTC
eligible workers. For the first two and a half years of the TJTC proyram
employers could apply for certification of an eligible employee long after the
hiring date. The consequence was that many tax credits were awarded for em-
ployees whose eligibility was not learned of until atter the date of hiring.
During this period approximately 63 percent of the non Co-op Ed certifications
of eligibility were being obtained after the individual had been hired. This

has been interpreted as implying that the tax credit was not influencing many
of the hiring decisions that resulted in receipt of a tax credit, and there-
fore, was producing "windfalls" for employers. because of this concern tine

Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 outlawed retroactive certifications Since

fall 1981 all new certifications have had to be requested by the employer
prior to the eligible individual's employment startiny date. While this
should reduce the incidence of subsidizing hiring decisions that were not in-
fluenced by the tax credit's availability, it raises the cost of identifying
and certifying eligibles and will no doubt reduce participation in the pro-
gram.
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5.3 Lessons and Recommendations

While more time and more research are required before final judgments
can be made about the overall effectiveness of the NJTC and TJTC, there is

sufficient experience to draw some very important conclusions.

1. A tax credit for general expansion in employment for which employers
can calctflav and certify their own eligibility will very quickly

achieve a ni:jn participation rate.

2. Employers do expand employment and cut prices in response to such a

tax credit.

3. There is a danger, however, that the employment and output expansion
induced by such a credit will cause an acceleration of the rate of
wage increase even while price increases are slowing down.

4. A subsidy or tax credit for employing stigmatized target groups will
not attract the participation of many employers. A few employers
will become very heavy users, however.

5. The necessity for government certification of a worker's eligibility

(rather than employer certification with audit) is a substantial

barrier to employer and employee participation in an employment sub_
sidy program.

While improved administration should increase TJTC's impact, the program is

not ever likely to become big enough to have a major effect on the overall

problem of stagflation.

i f--

Wage subsidies can be major instruments for dealing with stagflation only

1. all or almost all employers are eligible (Perloff 1981),

2. employers are able to certify their own eligiblity,

3. a tight labor market for the target group either has a negligible im-

pact on wage inflation (Gaily and Tobin 1978) or produces a larger

tnan average increase in labor supply (Bishop 1979),

4. the target group is large enough to encompass all or almost all job

seekers needing assistance (Johnson 1981),

5. the target group is defined/ by nonstigmatizing criteria that are

visible to employers.

Such --a subsidy will maximize its cost-effectiveness, if it is marginal--
e.g.,'pays for increases in employment above a threshold. If a wage subsidy

is to be marginal, however, care must be exercised in selecting the target
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group, and in defining the subsidized activity and tne threshold at which the
subsidy begins (Bishop and Haveman 1979, Bishop and Wilson 1981).

Our experience with the 11JTC suggests that a marginal wage subsidy with
these qualities can succeed stimulating employment and lowering prices. In

a pure form, however, such-a subsidy may promote wage inflation. This tenden-
cy can be forestalled, however, by reducing tne tax credits a firm is eligible
for if its wage increases exceed some wage increase standard. Such a subsidy
can be very simple to administer. To calculate its subsidy the firm would
need four numbers: total wage bill this year and in the base year and total
hours worked this year and in the base year.

How such a scheme would work is most easily understood by examining a
specific proposal. (The specfic parameters of this proposal are illustra-
tive.) Firms and nonprofit entities would receive a tax credit against Social
Security taxes of $1.00 per hour for every hour by which total hours worked
(including those worked by salaried management) at the firm in 1982 exceed
total hours worked in 1981. A tax credit would also be provided in 1983 for
increases in total hours worked over the higher of 1982 or 1981's hours
worked. In 1984 the tax credit would be for increases in total hours worked
over the highest of 1983, 1982, or 1981 hours worked. The tax credit the firm
would be eligible for is reduced it its average wage (calculated by dividing
total compensation by total hours worked) in 1982 was more than 6 percent
greater than its 1981 wage. The threshold for the wage increase "take back"
might be 11 percent in 1988-land 15 percent in 1984.

A general formula for the tax credit is

TC = sl Hit-
i

LdT(Wi
t

- 4'1740) Hi
t

subject to the constraint that if TC > 0 and '(Wit - gT40) Hit > 0

where Hi
t
= hours worked by people in the i

th
job duriny time period t

Hi = growth of employment in the i

th
job above the threshold

Wit= hourly wage rate of the i

th
job in time period t

Tio = the firm's average wage in the base period

s = hourly tax credit

wage growth standard, y > 1

u = take back rate

An increase in the waye rate is taxed at the rate u. This discourages wage
increases above the standard. An expansion of hours that leaves the composi-
tion of enployment unchanged is subsidized at the rate of s dollars per hour.
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Where expansions are not proportional and the firm is in the take back region,

the tax benefit depends upon the wage rate of the jobs that are expanded:

dTC
dHi = s - u(Wi -

t

fu- instance, s = $1 per hour, u = .1, and gWo = $8.00 an hour, offering

en additional job paying $4.00 an hour would generate a tax credit of $1.40

per hour, expanding a job paying $12.00 would generate a credit of $.60 an

hour, and expanding a job paying $18.00 an hour would generate no credit.

This pattern of declining subsidies as the wage rate rises creates an

incentive for the firm to focus its employment expansion in the labor markets

with the greatest surplus of workers.

This type of a marginal employment subsidy has a number of attractive

features:

1. Firms are encouraged to increase employment by hiring inexperienced

workers and training them rather than by increasing overtime work or

bidding experienced workers away from other firms by raising wages.

2. Within each firm it tends to target the employment stimulus on the

least skilled workers. (This occurs because hiring extra low wage

workers lowers the average wage of the firm, and this helps the firm

meet the 6 percent wage ins -ease standard.) The increase in demand

at the unskilled end of labor market should produce large

reductions in the unemployint of youth and the disadvantaged.

3. Targeting on less skilled workers is accomplished without giving low

wage firms a proportionately larger subsidy.

4. Firms are encouraged to slow the rate at which they increase wage

rates.

5. Both marginal and average costs of production are reduced, while

simultaneously, wage increases above the standard are taxed. Penalty

tax incentive based income policies (TIP'S) in contrast, have the

disadvantage of raising marginal and average costs, and therefore,

prices of firms that violate the wage standard (Seidman' 1978 and

Dildine and Sunley 1978).\

It is a balanced anti-inflation program. The subsidy component lowers

price inflation and the wage increase "take back" lowers wage
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NOTES

1. The 300,000 estimate is for the second quarter ot 1978. The estimate of
the relevant tax expenditure is .6 times the average 1977 and 1978 tax credit
claims L$6,500 = .6 (3,250,000,000) 300,000].

2. The Perlott-Wachter study is for 1977 so the tax expenditure per job was
.6 (2,300,000,000) ÷ 700,000 = $2,000.

3. There are seven to nine million new hires every month and 55 percent of
these are under aye twenty-five (Cohen and Schwartz 1979). Certainly at least
10 percent ot tne age group is eligible so the average monthly certification
rate duriny FY 81 of 33,000 implies that less than 10 percent of eligible new
hires receive a subsidy.
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CHAPTER b

HIRING COSTS AND EMPLOYER SEARCH: THEORY AND EVIDENCE
John M. Barron, John Bishop, and William Dunkel berg

b.1 Introduction

In d seminal paper, Walter Y. Ui (1962) proposes that, analogous to a
Tobin's "y" in capital investment decisions, there is an Ui's "y" in employ-
ment decisions, witn Ui's "q" measuring the degree of fixity of the labor
input as indicated by the discounted positive difference between an employee's
value of marginal product and the wage. This discounted difference reflects
the fact that employers incur certain adjustment costs in changing the number
of employees. In particular, Oi cites hiring and initial training costs. As
Oi states:

These fixed employment costs constitute an investment by
the firm in its labor force. As such they introduce an
element of capital in the use of labor. Decisions regard-
inY\the labor input can no lonyer be based solely on the
current relation between wages and maryinal value products
but must also take coynizarice of the future course of
these quantities. (p. 538)

Subsequent to Ui's paper, Gary S. Becker (1975) introduced an important
distinction between general and specific investments in human capital. For
the employer, specific investments, such as hiring expenditures or expendi-
tures to provide specific traininy to d newly hired employee, offer a

positive return only if that employee remains employed by that employer.
Similarly, for the employee, specific investments, such as search expenditures
to locate a suitable employer or expenditures to obtain specific training,
offer a positive return only if that employee remains employed by that
employer. Thus, the quasi-fixity of labOr can more accurately be attributed
not only to hiriny and specific traininy costs incurred by the employer but
also to job search and specific training costs incurred by the new employee.

Ui's analysis of the effects of specific investments on employment
decisions takes, as given, the terms of the employment contract and a level of
hiring costs. One extension of Oils analysis, considered by Dale Mortensen
(1978) and Masanori Hashimoto (1981), among others, is to view contractual
terms such as the timiny. and amount of specific training to be undertaken, the
sharing of training costs between employer and employee, compensation features
such as wages, pensions, and severance pay, and the conditions under which
either party ends, either temporarily or permanently, the employment relation,
as choice variables. The optimal contractual terms that emerge may be viewed
as maximiziny employers' discounted profits from the employment relation
subject to the employee attaining a given discounted utility.'
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A second extension of Ui's analysis, and one that has not received much
attention, is to view the cost of hiriny as a choice variable. This chapter
takes this view to consider why hiring costs differ across employers and
positions. To start, in section 6.2 we provide new evidence on three compon-
ents ot employers' ninny costs. These components are interview costs as
indicated by the number of hours an employer spends per applicant interviewed,
employer search as measured by the number of applicants an employer interviews
prior to offering an employment contract, and the likelihood that an offer of
employment is accepted as measured by the number of employment offers made.

In section 6.3, we indicate the choices involved in determining the
various components of hiring costs. Section 6.4 focuses on the employer's
choice of the number at applicants interviewed per acceptable applicant. An

employer search model is developed, taking as given the employment contract,
interview costs, and the likelihood, an employment offer is accepted. In

section 6.5, factors that influence the choice of the number of applicants
.interviewed per acceptable applicants are discussed. A unique data set is

used to test the predicted effect of these factors on the actual number of
applicants an employer interviews to find an acceptable applicant. In section

6.6, we discuss our empirical findings and their implications with respect to
the determination of hiring costs. We also consider how other aspects of
hiring costs--interview costs and the expected number of offers to be 'made--
affect the number of applicants interviewed per acceptable applicant.

Concluding remarks and possible extensions of the analysis are presented in
section 6.7.

b.2 Three Cunponents of Hiriny Costs

According to a recent, extensive survey of employers, the mean number of
hours an employer and current employees spend "recruitiny, screening and

interviewing applicant(s)" for a position is 8.9 hours.2 However, hiring

costs difter substantially across employers and across positions. To under-
stand what causes such differences in hiring costs to exist, it is useful to

identify three components of expected hiriny costs.

An employer who seeks to fill a position interviews applicants. One

component of hiring costs is the hours spent by the employer and staff per
applicant interviewed. This expenditure represents not only actual inter-

view time but also the time devoted to recruiting applicants and to

maintaining and reviewiny application forms prior to interviewing. The

average expenditure per interview, I, is 2.3\hours.
\

A second component of hiring costs is 61e expected number of applicants
an employer interviews prior to making an Oliployment offer, A. The typical

employer interviews close to six applicants\ before an employment offer is

made.

A third component of hiring costs is N, the expected number ot employment
otters made. The evidence suggests that an offer made is usually not reject-
ed. . Only 10 percent of ,,.,: ;}foyers make more trian one offer of employment in
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order to fill a vacancy. However, for those employers who do make more than

one offer, the average number of employment offers is slightly over three.

Total expected hiring cost s, as measured by the number of hours, H, an

employer and staff spend to fill one position are related to the three com-

ponents: interview time per applicant, I; the expected number of applicants
interviewed per acceptable applicant, A; and the expected number of offers to

be made, N, by the following identify:

(1) H = I'AN

The task of the next section is to indicate what choices the employer
makes with regard to each of the three components of hiring costs.

6.3 Choices that Affect Hi ring Costs

Ignoring discounting, part of interview costs i is the expected cost of
contacting one applicant, r/Q, where r is the employer's recruiting expendi-

tures in hours per period, 9 is the constant probability of an individual

applying for employment during a very smal 1 time i nterval , and 1/0 i s the

expected time it takes to locate an applicant. The employer's choice of a

rate of recruiting expenditures and the terms of the employment contract
advertised, as well as existing labor market conditions, affect the probabil-

ity that an individual will apply. That is, Q = h(r, , h1, h2 > 0,

where h is a shift parameter reflecting terms of the employment contract and

labor market conditions.

Assume that employers do not know prior to a period of employment the

true value of labor services offered by a particular individual, and that

those values di ffer across i ndi vi dual s .3 If employment contracts that

specify wage payments contingent on the di scovered value of labor services are

ruled out, then there is a gain to the employer gathering information prior to

hiring about the true value of labor services offered by a particular appli-

cant and across appl icants.4 How these information gathering activities add
to interview costs I will now he examined.

Consider first the employers' gathering of information on the true value

of labor services offered by a particular applicant. At a cost of s, an

employer can have an application form filled out and can review it. For a

particular applicant, let Qs denote a screening index of qualifications

derived from information on the application form. Let V denote the true

(unknown) value of labor services offered by the individual. The informa-

tion obtained by the application form is useful in predicting the true value

of labor services offered in that E(VIQ5 = qs ) is increasing in qs. One

choice an employer makes in this screening process is the expenditure on

appl ication form acquisition and review, s. A greater expenditure improves
the accuracy of the prediction of the true value of labor service offered.

A second choice the employer makes in the screening process is the choice

of a reservation screening index of qualifications, q*s, with only individuals
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with d screeniny qualifications index ut riot less than qlsf being offered an

interview.b The probability that an applicant is interviewed, (13,, depends

inversely on this choice of qls% Ignoring discounting, the expected cost
associated with the interview of one applicant, I, can now be represented by

(2) I = (r /O) + (s/0) + i

where i is the cost in hours to actually interview an applicant. The expendi-

ture i, like s, improves the accuracy of the prediction of the true value of
labor services provided.6

Equation (2) relates the choices of recruiting, screening, and interview
costs (r, s, and i, respectively), the terms of the contract, and the reserva-
tion screening index of qualifications (4) to the expected interview costs,
I. We now consider choices involved in the second component of expected
hiring costs, the expected number of applicants interviewed per applicant,

found to be acceptable, A.

For a particular applicant, let Qi denote an interview index of qualif-
ications derived from information obtained during an interview. Assuming

E(VI()i = qi) is increasing in qi, the employer chooses a reservation
interview index of qualifications, qt; only those individuals interviewed with
qualifications at least as great as qt are offered employment. Let a denote
the probability that an applicant who is interviewed is offered employment.
Since a is inversely related to qt, the expected number of applicants inter-
viewed per acceptable applicant, A = 1/a, is directly related to the choice of7 Note also that the expected number of applicants interviewed per

acceptable applicant,, for a given qi, depends on the nature of the distri-
bution of qualifications across applicants interviewed, which reflects back
on such choices as es and r in the screening process, as well as interview

costs I.

The final component of hiring costs is the expected number of employment
offers made, N. The probability that an employment offer is accepted, (2,, and

thus N, is affected by the employer's choict of the terms of employment
contract as well as other factors.8

The expected hiring costs, H, can now be represented by (iynoriny dis-
counting):

r s 1 1

(3) H = AN = ((TO + + 1) (T,) (T)

In the next section, we consider in isolation the choice of qt, which affects

the expected number of applicants seen per acceptable applicant, A. In

subsequent sections, the theory's implications concerning the determinants of
A and, thus, total hiriny costs, are developed and tested.9

6.4 Theoretical Framework of Employer Search

Consider an employer seeking to hire for a particular position. In a

given period of time c, the probability that an applicant will be interviewed
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is (NJ. The provability that do applicant interviewed will accept an em-
ployment offer is 1. The probability that an individual who is interviewed is
offered employment, q, is yiven by:

(4) a . f(gi)dgi

qi

where f(v,qi) is the joint probability density function of V and Qi

(conditional on the individual being interviewed) and thus f(qi) denotes
the marginal probability density function of Qi.

The time before do individual is hired, D, is a random variable having an
exponential density function with parameter Ichpa . During this time of
search for the new employer, the employer incurs recruiting, screening, and
interview costs at an expected rate r + Os + 00i. In this section we
take (I), 0, and (3 as yiven, implying that r, a, and 4 are not choice
variables. These simplifications allow us to focus on employer search as

indicated by the choice of the reservation interview index of qualification,
qt, and thus the number of applicants interviewed per acceptable applicant,
A = lia.

On hiriny, the employer provides specific training of an amount T during
the first period of the employee's job tenure at a cost of c(T), with c' > 0.
During this training period, E(VIQi > qt) denotes the expected Nalue of
qualified labor services. Training increases the value of any individual's
labor services by the common proportion T, where T = g(T), g(0) = 0, and g' >

U. Thus, after training, the employer anticipates receiving for L periods
(1+T)E(VIQi > q*) the expected value of a trained, qualified worker. We

will assume that the employer shares neither the cost nor returns of specific
training with the employee, so that the waye during training, w, also repre-
sents the wage after traininy. 10

After L periods, either the new employee quits or the true value of the
individual's labor services is discovered. L has a probability density
function of the form

(5) j(L) = (6+T)e-(d+ T)L

where o is the probability that the employee will quit and T is the probalbil-
ity that the employer will discover the true supply of labor of the employee
over d small lenytn of time .11 The term T depends on the rate of monitor-
iny costs, m, incurred by the employer and Y, a shift parameter, is that
indicates the prOductivity of monitoriny. Specifically, T = k(m,Y), with
k 1, 1(9 > U.

If the employer determines the true value of labor services before the
new employee quits, then the employee is retained only if this value exceeds
the waye payMent. Thus the monitoring expenditures, m, reduce the expected
employment length of an individual whose true value is less than w. The
expected yain to the employer from hiriny, G, can now be expressed as
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G = L(fD _ (r+Ws+9i)e-Pt (It
0

44-1 (E(VlQi>q1) w - c)e-Pt di

+ fp-1"1D+1 4- ((1+ )E(VIQOA) - w - m)e-Pt dt

socPr(V > w 1(.); > qi)T Qi qtIii

-r+6 f0
+S ((l+T)EViv

> w) w)e-Pt dt)

1+T

where S, the lenyth of employment if quitting is the only r.ellason for ending

employment, is a random variable having an exponential density function with
parameter The optimal search strategy is characteristized by the choice of

qI to maximize G12.

6.5 Factors Affecting Employer Search

According to equation (4), the choice of qt implies an expected number of

applicants per acceptable applicant, A = 1/a. The choice of qt, and thus A,

is affected by the set of parameters X1,...,Xn. Specifically, let

(7) A = a. X11 X22 ... Xn5 n

Let us now consider what theory suggests should be included in the set of

parameters, X1, .,., Xn.

Different employers face different labor market conditions. For a given

probability that an applicant contacted is interviewed, (1), employers with a

hiyher probability of contacting an applicant in a given period, (4, will

interview a greater number of applicants per period, FREQ.13 Such an in-

crease in the flow of applicants to be interviewed will result in the choice

of a higher reservation interview index of qualifications, as the employer

can, at a lower cost, pursue a more careful selection of an individual to

hire.14 Setting X1 = FREI), 01 > 0.

Larger employers are likely to be less productive in the monitoring of

new employees in order to discover the true value of their labor services.
This may be viewed as a reduction in "Y, the parameter affecting the productiv-

ity of yiven monitoring, expenditures. For a sufficiently small discount

factor, less, productive monitoring will result in ,the employer choosing a

higher qt, as a more extensive search for a new employee is sought since it is

likely to be a longer period of employment before the mistakes (individuals
hired who cannot perform adequately) are discovered. Setting X2 = SIZE,

where SIZE measures the number of employees, 02 > 0 and larger employers see

more applicants per acceptable applicant.15
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The amount of specific training, 1, affects expenditures during the

training period, c, and the subsequent proportional gain in, productivity of

the employer, y. Assume higher specific training is chosen only if the

expected gains in productivity exceed the costs. Since the increase in

productivity associated with specific training is proportional to the initial

value, an empl oyer investing in more specific training places a hi gher value

on locating individuals who are initially more productive. As a consequence,

other things being equal, cilk and thus A are directly affected by the amount of

specific training. Let X: = TPER, the number of hours that personnel and

supervisory empl oyees spend orienting and training an i ndi vi dual during the

first month of empl oyment. Let X4 = TNPER, 1 he number of hours that em-

pl oyees other than personnel and supervi sory empl oyees spend away from thei r

normal work routine to orient and train the new empl oyee If TPER and TNPER

are di rect proxies for the amount of sped f is training i nvol ved i n the

position, then we would expect > 0 and > 0.

An increase in the variance of the distribution of the true value of

labor services of fered by individuals applying for a particular position

increases the expected gain to the empl oyer .from the search. As a conse-

quence, the empl oyer will choose a higher q'-1, and thus see more applicants

per acceptable applicant. Positions requiring greater education may be

positions for which there exists a wider dispersion of potential productivity

across a group of applicants. Let X5 - EDHS, X6 - EDCO, and X7 = EDGR,

where EDHS, EDCO, and EDGR equal the exponential if individuals hi red for such

positions are high school graduates, have some college .education, or are a

col lege graduate, respectively; otherwise, they equal 1. We would then expect

> (36 > c-;5 > 0, reflecting the fact that as educational attainment of

those filling the position rises, so does the variance in the actual product-

ivity of individuals in that position and so does the gain in seeing more

applicants per acceptable applicant.

Another variable that affects the choice of q* is the likelihood that the

individual wi 1 1 quit, The greater this likelihood, other things being
equal, the less the gain through extensive search to locate a new empl oyee,

and thus the choice of a lower q and a reduced numbs of applicants per

acceptable applicant. Let XP QUIP, a measure of the past quit rate for

the empl oyer. if QUIT serves as a di rect proxy for the probabi 1 i ty that a new

empl oyee wi I 1 qui t, then we expect < n.

Regression (1) in table r,.i presents an estimation of the logarithm of

equation (7) utilizing the variables di scussed previously. Regression (2) in

table P.1 includes additional variables that:, like the education variables,

could potential ly indicate differences in the di stribution of productivity and

quali fications from which the empl oyer i s sampling. These vari obi es indicate

the employer's industrial classification and the occupational classification

of the position.

6.6 Empirical Evidence on Employer Sea r,,h and Hi ring Costs

Before di scussing the Testi] ts from estimating equation (7), it is

important to point out that the actual description by employers of their
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TAbLE 6.1

ESTIMATES OF DETERMINANTS OF NUMBER OF APPLICANTS PLR

ACCEPTABLE APPLICANT (A) AND HIRING COSTS (II)

iOo.endent Variable

Explanatory Variable Meant)
LT) LT) LN (A) LT)

Logarithm of the number of applicants Interviewed
per day LN (FREQ) 1.16 .35 (26.43) .36 (27.21) .30 (22.44) .12 (7.40)

Logarithm 24 the hours personnel and supervisory staff spent

orienting and training during first month LN(TPER) 19.88 .069 ( 5.06) .063 5.06) .081 ( 6.83) .14 (8.67)
Logarithm of the hours other employees spent orienting and

training during first month LN(TNPER) 14.12 .036 3.14) .025 2.16) .033 3.01 ) .05 (3.61)
Logarithm of the number of employees LN(SIZE) 77.43 .042 2.84) .048 3.14) .045 3.04) .05 ',2.60)
Logarithm of the quit rate of employer over prior quarter

LN(QUIT)
.11 .004 .27) .007 .50) .01 1 .071 -.02 ( .82)

New employee high school graduate EONS .54 .27 6.07) .22 4.81) .20 4.65) .15 (2.50)
New employee completed some college LDSC .19 .47 8.49) .35 6.00) .31 5.61) .25 (3.47)
New employee college graduate EDCG .05 .49 5.66) .35 3.93) .32 3.81) .24 (2.12)
Occupation: Professional or Technical .05 .26 2.93) .28 3.311 .40 (3.52)
Occupation: Clerical .37 .26 5.02) .27 1 5.62) .29 (4.48)
Occupation: Sales .11 .13 1.97) .16 2.52) .21 (2.52)
Occupation: Service Worker .15 -.03 .42) -.02 .28) -.02 ( .28)
Industry: Mining and Agriculture .02 -.08 .601 -.12 .91) -.08 ( .46)
Industry: Construction .05 -.05 .5B) -.09 .96) -.13 (1.14)
Industry: Transportation and Public Utilities .04 .17 1.57) .19 1.80) .26 (1.87)
Industry: Wholesale Trade .09 .10 1.23) .12 1.56) .11 (1.03)
Industry: Retail Trade .34 -.002 .03) .06 .09) -.07 ( .86)
Industry: Finance, Insurance and Real Estate .08 .09 1.02) .12 ( 1.34) .12 (1.05)
Industry: Services .26 .04 .5B) .09 ( 1.37) .15 (1.67)
Logarithm of the number of hours spent per individual

Interviewed LN(l) 2.34 -.23 (11.46)
Employer made more than an offer MANYOFF .10 -.43 ( 7.81) .51 (6.98)
Logarithm of the starting hourly wage LN(STWAGE) .13 ( 2.73) .27 (4.18)

Cqnstant .94 .88 .65 .22
R ladjusted) .30 .32 .38 .17
Sample Size 2002 2002 2002 2002

NOTE: The sample for regressions 1-4 are employers who, when sampled, had hired a new employee in the previous two yers and who
could provide answers to the questions In the survey concerning the hiring process. For regressions 1-3, the dependent variable
is the logarithm of the ratio of the applicants interviewed for the position to the number of offers made. This Is a measure of
the average number of applicants per acceptable applicant. Across all employers, the mean of this variable was 5.78 applicants.
For regression 4, the dependent variable Is the total hours spent recruiting, screening, and interviewing applicants for the
position. The absolute value of the t-statistics appears in parentheses.

°Unless otherwise Indicated these variables are dichotomous, assuming the value 1 if the indicated requitement is met and 0
otherwise. Excluded groups are: three digit occupation codes greater than 399; four digit Industry codes between 1800 and
3999.

bMean of continuous variables are prior to taking the logarithm.



hiring activity was not always consistent with the theory of employer search
presented. Of the employers sampled who had recently hired an individual, 28
percent stated ,that they did riot recruit for the position.16 For such em-
ployers, one can identify neither a positive duration of a vacancy nor hiring
costs associated with filling a particular position. Similarly, identifica-
tion of niriny costs and the duration of vacancy was not possible for the 3

percent of employers' who stated that they were always looking. Thus, our
analysis is restricted to those emplf;yers, 69 percent of all hiring employers
in our sample, who could identity both the duration of vacancy and the associ-
ated hiring costs. These tended to be the larger employers in the sample.

Regression (1) and (2) in table 6.1 indicate that a 10 percent increase
in the flow of applicants to an employer increases the number of applicants
interviewed per acceptable applicant by between 3 and 4 percent. i/ This

less than proportional effect on A implies a shorter duration of a vacancy for
employers having a greater flow of applicants. With constant interview costs
beiny,l, and number of offers being N, these results would imply a 3 to 4
percent increase in total hiring costs, H. Interestingly, regression (4) in-

dicates that total hours spent rises just over 1 percent for a 10 percent
increase in the flow of applicants. This is due to an offsetting reduction in
the number of hours spent per interview as the flow of applicants rises.'8

The amount of specific training provided by an employer in the first
month of employment affects employer search behavior. Increases in both hours

spent by personnel and supervisory staff and hours spent by other employees
orientiny and training the new employee during the first month increase the
number of applicants interviewed prior to an offer being made. As a result,

total hours spent recruiting arc greater when a larger amount of specific

training is to take place [see regression (4)]. This effect on total hours is
accentuated by the fact that more hours are devoted per interview for posi-
tions requiring larger, amounts of orientation and traininy in the first month
by personnel and supervisory staff.'9

Smaller employers, who presumably can more easily monitor new liployees,

search less extensively to locate a new employee. This fact may help explain
why greater starting wages are paid by larger employers, since more extensive
searches will yield employees with higher expected productivity. 20 Note

that this more careful choosing of an a :eptable applicant by larger employers
translates into a larger total number. of hours sp_dt recruiting for a position
[see regression (4)j.

Employers seeking employees with higher levels of education or filling a
professional, clerical, or sales pusitioL interview more applicants per

acceptable applicant, and thus devote a larger total number of hours to

recruitiny. On the otner nand, neither the past quit rate nor the industrial
classification of the firm effects the number of applicants interviewed per
acceptable applicant.

There are several additional variables that are correlated with the
number of applicants per acceptable applicant, "ut which also have substantial
elements of choice inherent in We will now consider three of these
variables that are included in regression (3) ' table 6.1.
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An increase in the expected cost of interviewing an applicant I, will,

other things being equal, lead to a reduction in q* and thus to fewer appli-

cants being interviewed per acceptable applicant. However, according to

equation (2), a higher I nay also indicate additional screening of applicants

(say, a lower probability that an applicant contacted is interviewed, p), so

that the distribution the employer samples from when interviewing is altered.

This will reduce the number of applicants interviewed per acceptable appli-

cant, as well as imply a greater frequency of contacts with applicants if the

frequency of applicants interviewed per week is held constant. Or, a higher I

may represent a more extensive purchase of information during the screening or

interview processes (an increase in s or i) that would also alter the nature

of the distribution from which the employer samples.

A reduction in the probability that an offer is accepted will result in a

reduction in q* and, thus, in A. Let MANYOFF, a dummy reflecting the case

when the employer made more than one" offer of employment, be an inverse proxy

for . Then, we would expect MANYUFF to be inversely related to A. However,

can also be considered a choice variable in the search process, so that

again there is ambiguity as to what, in fact, i beiny captured by the corre-

lation between MANYOFF and A.

Finally, the level of the startiny wage, STWAGE, affects the search pro-

cess. This may be due to its influence on the probability of an offer being

accepted its effects on the distribution the employer is sampliny from, or

its effect on the infonnation gathered at each stage of the search process

6.7 Concludiny Remarks and Extensions

Taking the view that the cost of hiring is a choice variable, this chap-

ter investigated the role of employer search as an explanation for differences

in hiriny costs across employers. The evidence presented indicates that the

predictions of the theory concernij the number of applicants interviewed per

acceptable applicant are largely supported. Furthermore, the theory identi-

fies important determinants of total hiriny costs. For example, positions

that involve a greater amount of specific training, particularly that training

provided by personnel and supervisory staff, are ones for which the employer

is more careful about who is hired, as indicated by a higher number of appli-

cants interviewed per acceptable applicant, and this translates into greater

tutdi hiring costs. Similarly, employer search is more extensive dnd hiring

costs greater if there is a larger flow of applicants per period or if the

level of education souyht is greater. On the other hand, smaller employers

search less extensively to locate a new employee, and consequently have lower

miring costs.

Reyression (3) in table b.1 provides some interesting suyyestions as to

tuture research. A siyniticdnt inverse relationship between the number of

hours spent per individual interviewed and the number of applicants inter-

viewed per acceptable applicant was found.21 This might indicate that

employers, in filling certain positions, substitute oetween intensive

screening ut dpdlicdnts (much time devoted to ydtheriny information on d
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particular applicant) and extensive screening of applicants (number of dppli-

cants interviewed). But, at this stage such an interpretation is conjecture
and awaits future study of hiring behavior in which variables other than the

number of applicants per acceptable applicant are viewed as choice variables.
This statement applies equally well to the observation that employers who make

more than one offer also search a shorter period of time per offer made, or
that employers offering a higher starting wage search more extensively. 22
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NOTES

1. There are other approaches to explaining long-term "implicit" employment
contracts not based on specific investment. For instance, Costas Azariadis
(1973) and Martin Bally (1978) suggest gains to long-term employment relations
that are the result of di fferences in preferences for the absence of risk

between employer and employee.

2. This study of the firm's search for and selection of employees is based
on data from a United States Department of Labor-funded survey of 4,494
employers. In the bulk of the sample -- companies with fewer than fifty
employees--the respondent was ti,e owner/manager of the establishment. In

large organizations the primary respondent was the person in charge of hiring,
generally the personnel officer. When the primary respondent was unable to
answer a question, it was asked if someone else in the organization would
have the information and that part of the interview was completed with this
other official. The other respondents who were thus involved in this process
wf controllers, wage and salary administrators, and line supervisors (for
gut Lions about a particular recent hire). Most interviews were obtained in
the second quarter of 1980.

The survey was originally designed as the first wave of a longitudinal
evaluation of the impact of the Employment Opportunity Pilot Projects (EOPP)
in ten labor markets. The sites for the survey were ten EOPP pilot sites and
eighteen comparison sites selected for their similarity to the pilot site.
The result was a clustered sample of geographic locations that, while dispers-
ed across the nation, over represents Gulf Coast cities and under represents
the Northeast. The probability that particular firms. in the selected sites
would be sampled depended on size and location and ranged between .006 for
some of the smallest establishments and 1.0 for most establishments with two
hundred or more employees.

The needs of the EOPP evaluation and constraints on the length of the
interview limited the number of questions that could be asked about the hiring
and selection of a particular worker. The interview does contain a number of
very useful questions on the hiring process and is, therefore, one of the best
data sets available for addressing the issues raised in this paper.

3. The supplier of labor may also be uncertain as to what, in fact, has been
exchanged. One response is for a supplier of labor services to sell services
for a short period of time in order to discover the "fringe benefits" associ-
ated with a particular exchange, such as the work environment (see Johnson
1978).

4. Examples of contingent wage payments are piece-rate and commission wage
payments or the existence of probationary periods such as the practice in
academic settings of providing tenure only after an individual has been em-
ployed and his or her productivity observed for a period of time. Contingent
compensation schemes require that each party know the realized value to the
other party of the exchange. But, as Hashimoto and Yu (1980); Hahimoto
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(1981); and Williamson, Wachter, and Harris (1975) have stressed, accurate
information on the gains received by the othe party is often costly to
obtain. In part, this is due to the incentive party has to misrepresent
the gain, i.e., "opportunistic" behavior (see Wa4lh.er, and Harris,

1975). As a consequence, we do not focus on contingent schaw:s as part of the
compensation structure. Further, we assume that the w7,4:_ is fixed during the
hiring process. This second assumption rules oe the coployer offering each
applicant an employment contract with appropriate di'rerences in compensation
to reflect differences in expected value of labor services provided. There is
direct evidence that employmevt contracts are not changed during the hiring
process. In a recent sury.y of smaller firm,;, it was found that few employers
altered the wage offered (luring hiring (see Barron and Dunkelberg, 1982).
Eliminating contingent wage schemes or differert wages offered to different
individuals during the hiring process is consistent with the fact that few
employers make an offer to every applicant.

5. This sequence of screening applicants prior to interviewing implies that
the cost to an employer of an interview is high relative to the cost of
screening an applicant using an application form.

6. We assume it is prohibitively costly for an employer to discover the true
value of labor services provided prior to a period of employment.

7. Note that we have assumed implicitly a known, time invariant distribu-
tion, g(v,qs,qi), such that the reservation screening and interview
qualification indices are not changed over time. Recent evidence consistent
with this view is that very few employers do alter minimum qualifications for
employment during the hiring process (see Barron and Dunkelberg, 1982).

8. Even employers offering identical contracts and having identical reserva-
tion qualifications may have different probabilities of individuals accepting
an offer. This may arise if, during the interview, information is obtained on
the likelihood of an individual accepting an offer. In the case of two indi-
viduals identical in productivity but differing in likelihoods of accepting
employment, one employer might make an offer only to the individual with the
greater likelihood of accepting employment, while a second employer might make
both an offer. The second employer, who is more willing to risk rejection of
an offer, is likely to have lower costs of making an offer that is turned
down. These costs reflect, in part, the constraint on the making of other
employment offers when an employment offer is outstanding.

9. If I and N have identical distributions across employers, then in

estimating the logarithm of equation (1) using actual data on total hiring
costs and number of applicants interviewed per acceptable applicant, one
obtains

In H = .614 + .634 In A N = 2002
(29.68) R2 = .30

This equation indicates that a substantial amount of the variation in actual
hiring costs can he attributed to differences in the number of applicants
interviewed per acceptable applicant.
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10. This independence has been suggested by Mortensen (19/8). In fact, we do

find that the starting wage is not related to our measures of specific train-
iny. See footnote 17 for further details.

11. Note that if the waiting time until a new employee quits has an exponen-

tial distribution with parameter 6, and the waiting time until the true value
of labor services is known has an exponential distribution with parameter T,
then the waiting time until either is exponentially distributed with parameter
(d+T).

12. Like r, s, and qs, monitoring costs, m, training expenditures, T,

and the wage, w, are not choice variables.

13. FREQ is measured by dividing the total number of applicants interviewed
for the position by the duration of the vacancy. This gives the average number
of applicants interviewed per day.

14. In the search model, the increase in the flow of applicants is represent-
ed by an increase in the shift parameter, n.

16. The number of employees includes both full- and part-time employees em-
ployed by the establishment during the week of December 12, 1979.

16. Of the 4,494 employers sampled, only 69 percent had recently hired a new
employee, and thus answered questions concerning their most recent hire. The
survey defined a hire as recent if it had occurred within the last two years.

17. Regression results were obtained when the dependent variable is the log-
arithm of FREQ and the independent variables are those in regression (2) in

table 6.1, with the deletion,. naturally, of the logarithm of FREQ, and the
addition of the logarithm of the starting wage and whether more than one offer
was made (MANYOFF) as independent variables. The results indicate that only
employer size, MANYOFF, and several occupation and industry dummy variables
are significantly correlated with the number of applicants interviewed per
acceptable applicant. A 10 percent increase in employer size increases the
flow of applicants interviewed per position by 1.2 percent.

It should be noted that the use of the total number of applicants in the
creation of trie dependent variable and one of the independent variables (ap-
plicants per day, FREQ) presents some conceptual empirical problems. First, if
the number of applicants is reported with error, the coefficient on FREQ may
be affected, and the explanatory power of the specifications will benefit from
the correlation of the measurement errors on both sides of the equation. Sec-

ondly, FRED will be correlated with the error term, producing biased and in-
consistent estimators. The use of an instrument for FREQ is appropriate if
consistent estimators are desired and the benefits of measurement error corre-
lation eliminated. A reasonably appropriate instrument was available--the
number of people contacting (by phone or in person) the firm in the three
months following the recall period for the last employee hired. Using this

measure in place of FREQ had no noticeable impact on the other regression
coefficients and produced .a somewhat lower, but significant, elasticity

estimate.
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18. this can be seen from a regression of the logarithm of the number of

recruiting hours spent per applicant interviewed (I) on the independent

variables shown in regression (2) in table 6.1, with the addition of the

logarithm of the starting wage and whether more than one offer was made

(MANYUFF) as independent variables. Besides the significant negative effect of

the increased flow of applicants on recruiting hours spent per applicant

interview, I was positively correlated with the starting wage, and with the

level of specific training provided by personnel and supervisory staff

(TPER).

19. See footnote 18.

20. This is shown by a regression of the logarithm of the starting waye for

the position on the independent variables shown in regression (2) in table

6.1, with the addition of the logarithm of the recruiting hours spent per

applicant interviewed and whether more than one offer was made (MANYOFF) as

independent variables. Of interest is the fact that our measures of specific

training, TPER and TNPER, are not correlated with the starting wage.

21. See regression (3) in table 6.1.

22. See regression (3) in table 6.1.
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CHAPTER 7

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RATE OF WORKER SEPARATION
Mark E. Meitzen

This chapter presents the empirical results from estimating the rates of
worker quits and discharges. First, a description of the EOPP sample (includ-
ing the frequency distributions of quits and discharges in the sample) will be
presented in order to get a general notion of what is being described by the
empirical,analysis. Second, some empirical results will be presented with the
primary moti of establishing the econometric properties of the estimation
techniques u:

7.1 Sample Description

Before empirically analyzing quit and discharge behavior, some features

of the EOPP sample will be discussed. Data used in this study come from
twenty-seven different sites around the country where the EOPP Employer Survey

was conducted. Table 7.1 lists these sites and the number of firms from each

site. The workers contained in the sample are the last worker hired by the
firms in the low-skilled category during the period from January 1, 1978 until
October 1, 1979. The EOPP Survey was conducted in spring 1980, implying that
the longest period a worker can be observed for is approximately twenty-eight
months (January 1978 to April 1980), while the shortest period is approxi-
mately five months (October 1979 to March 1980).

7.1.1 Frequency Distribution of Separations

In order to get a general idea of the phenomenon the empirical models of
this study are attempting to explain, table 7.2 presents the frequency distri-
bution of worker quits and discharges occurring in the EOPP sample according
to length of worker employment with the firm. There are at least two reasons
why these distributions should only be used for purely descriptive purposes.
First, the distributions do not control for factors that may be highly cor-
related with the worker's propensity to quit or to be discharged (e.g., age,
education, or family status of the worker). Second, the EOPP data contain a
large number of right-censored observations--i.e., observations where the
worker's spell of employment with the firm is not complete. Thus, a worker
still with the firm on the date of the EOPP interview may separate from his/
her job the day after the EOPP interview and such a separation will not be

registered in table 7.2. As described previously, the nature of the EOPP
sampling design implies that the shortest possible censored employment spell
included in the sample would be for a worker hired on October 1, 1979 in a

firm interviewed by the EOPP survey on March 1, 1980--approximately five

months.
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TABLE 7.1

EOPP SITES

Site Number of Observations

1. Columbus, OH 231

2. Corpus Christi, TX 184

3. Baton Rouge, LA 196

4. Mobile, AL 193

5. Pike County, KY 114

6. Weld County, CO 66

7. Marathon County, WI 78

8 Balance of state, WA 164

9. Balance of state, MO 145

10. Toledo, OH 113

11. Cincinnati, OH 135

12. San Antonio, TX 131

13. Beaumonft'ort Arthur, TX 108

14. Birmingham, AL 132

15. Buchanan/Dickenson County, VA 53

16. Aiamosa County, CO 34

17. Outagamie County, WI 35

18. Skagit, Whatcom County, WA 88

19. St. Francois County, MO 89

20. New Orleans, LA 111

21. Lake Charles/Lafayette, LA 92

22. Pensacola, FL 77

23 Harlan County, KY 49

24. Logan/E1 Paso County, CO 31

25. Winnebago County, WI 29

26. Skamania County, WA 61

27. Grundy County, MD 69
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TABLE 7.2

QUITS AND DISCHARGES BY TENURE (IN DAYS)

QUITS

Tenure

is 1-30 31-60 61-90 91-120 121-150 151-180 181-210 211-240 241-270 271-300 301-330 331-360 over 360
per

all quits

60 53 72 45 42 60 38 23 29 9 8 0 86

525)

lative

entage

11.43

11.43

10.10

21.53

13.71

35.24

8.56

43.91

8.0

51.81

11.43

63.25

7.24

70.48

4.38

74.86

5.52

80.38

1.71

82.09

1.52

93.61

0

83.61

16.38

100.00

er of workers

tenure at

t this long

s as % of

ars with

re at least

long

2808

2.14

2743

1.93

2664

2.70

2556

1.76

2410

1.74

2295

2.61

2158

1.76

1806

1.27

1467

1.98

1165

0.77

931

0.86

790

0.0

680

12.65

QJlts = 525

Percent of Total Sample = 19.7%

,D1SCHARGES

Tenure

Iarges 1-30 31-60 61-90 91-120 121-150 151-180 181-210 211-240 241-270 271-300 301-330 331-360 over 360
3r

all dis-

les (N . 50)

atIve
mtage

10

11.11

24.44

12

13.33

38.88

13

14.44

54.44

14

15.56

56.66

2

2.22

71.10

13

14.44

76.66

5

5.56

79.99

3

3.33

82.21

2

2.22

86.65

4

4.44

88.87

2

2.22

88.87

0

0

100.00

10

11.11

1r of workers

tenure at

this long

as % of

ors with

e at least

2808 2743 2664 2556 2410 2295 2158 1806 1467 1165 931 790 680

this long 0.36 0.44 0.49 0.55 0.08 0.57 0.23 0.17 0.14 0.34 0.21 0.0 1.47

Discharges = 90

Percent of Total Sample = 3.2%
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From table 7.2, it can be seen that the mode of the quit distribution

occurs in the third month of employment (61-90 days) with two other noticeable

peaks occurring in the first and sixth months of employment. Generally speak-

iny, the quit distribution is relatively flat for the first six months of

employment with a noticeable drop in the frequency of quits after the sixth

month of employment. In fact, over 60 percent of the quits in the sample

occurred in the first six months of employment.

A similar pattern emerges when the frequency distribution of discharge is

examined. The mode of the discharge distribution occurs in the fourth month

of anployment (91-120 days), and in general, the distribution is relatively

flat for the first six months of employment with a noticeable drop in the fre-

quency of discharyes thereafter. Over 70 percent of the discharges in the

sample occurred in the first si, months of employment.

These frequency distributions suggest that the probability of worker

separationsboth quits and dischargesdeclines with tenure on the job--i.e.,

quits and discharyes exhibit negative duration dependence. This may be in-

dicative of job shoppiny behavior on the part of firms and workers as they

sample employment matches until a suitable employment match is found. If this

is, indeed, the case, the first period of the employment relationship is a

learning process in which the firm and worker discover if the current match is

suitable, and thus, the probability of separation is greater early in the

match. However, this apparent finding of duration dependence must be tem-

pered by the fact that sample censoring is present here and the nature of the

sample design implies that more separations would be observed after the fifth

month of employment it all completed spells of employment were observed.

7.1.2 Variables Used in This Study

Table 7.3 provides definitions of the variables used in various models,

and table 7.4 provides the means and standard deviations of these variables.

In general, the vector of independent variables, X, can be partitioned into

tnree segments: worker characteristics, W; firm characteristics, F; and local

labor market characteristics, M. The first column of table 7.4 presents the

variable means and standard deviations for the "tull" samplei.e., both
incomplete and complete spells of employment are includedwhile the second

column of table 7.4 presents the variable means and standard deviations for

the "partial" sample of complete employment spells- -i.e., a separation has

occurred. Note that this is a separation of any type - -quit, discharge,

induced quit, and a residual "other" category.

7.2 Econometric Properties of Estimates

In this section, empirical results will be analyzed mainly from an econo-

metric perspective in order to establish the properties of the estimation

techniques used for the presentation on the quit rate equation (ru(tIX).

First, an attempt will be made to justify the use of maximum likelihood esti-

mation techniques with the main argument being that ML is best-equipped to
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TABU 1.5

DFFINTIION OF VARIABLIS USED IN STUDY

Variables Definition

Firm Variables:

INDUSTRY
DUMMIES

LOGEMPLOY

ORIENT

perowr

PROGRESS

STARTWAGE
or WAGE

Mining, Durable, Nondurable, Finance and Service; Transporation, and Comn I

cation (Wholesale and Retail is the excluded Industry)

The natural logarithm of December 1, 1979 firm employment

The amount of time, in hours, spent by employees orienting and training the
new worker during his/her first month on the Job

the percent of the firm's workers who are classified as craft workers (where
percent = x/y)

A dummy variable indicating whether or not there Is a wage progression for the
Joh slot the new worker was hired In no = 0, yes = 1

The hourly wage the worker was hired at

TOPWAGE The top wage of the Job slot the worker was hired in

SCREEN The number of hours spent by the firm recruiting, screening, and interviewing
applicants for the Job slot

UNION Percent of the firm's nonsupervisory workers who are covered by a collective
bargaining agreement (where percent = (x/y) ' 100)

Worker Variables:

AGE Age of the worker at the time of hire

PROD2W

SCHOOL

On a scale of I to 100, the worker's productivity during hIs /her second week
on the Job compared to the productivity of an average experienced worker in
the same Job. The productivity of an average experienced worker is set at 50.

How much school the worker had completed at the ttme of hire:
1 = no formal school
2 = grade school (1-8)
3 = some high school
4 = high school graduate
5 = some college
6 = college graduate

SEX Dummy variable indicating sex of the worker (0 = female, 1 = male)

Market Variables:

MKTWAGE Average wage fn manufacturing for the local labor market, 1977-1979

DMKTEMPL Percent change In local labor market nonagricultural employment, 1977-1979
(denominator is 1971 employment)

NOTE: Data for all firm and worker variables come from the ECPP Employer Survey, while data
for market variables come from Employment and Earnings, May 1980 (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, 1979).
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TABLE 7.4

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES USED IN STUDY

Full Sample Partial Sample

LOGEMPLOY 3.027 ( 1.531 ) 2.731 ( 1.492 )

UNION 10.36 ( 27.81 ) 8.387 ( 24.71 )

PROGRESS .8825 ( .3221) .8501 ( .356 )

4z:.J

LONGTOPW .90.46 (103.3 ) 82.96 (111.5 )

PCTCRAFT .1305 ( .2134) .1103 ( .2057)

MINING .0299 ( .170 ) .0255 ( .158 )

DURABLE .0730 ( .260 ) .0929 ( .291 )

NONDURABLE .0552 ( . ?28 ) .0459 ( .209 )

FINSERV .338 ( .471 ) .316 ( .465 )

TRANSCOM .0424 ( .776 ) .0420 ( .201 )

SCREEN 6.343 ( 29.12 ) 5.709 ( 36.13 )

ORIENT 32.33 ( 35.90 ) 29.38

STARTWAGE 4.009 ( 1.619 ) 3.937 ( 1.618 )

TOPWAGE 5.197 ( 1.933 ) 5.020 ( 1.865 )

SEX .455 ( .498 ) .483 ( .499 )

SCHOOL 4.166 ( .965 ) 4.104 ( .966 )

PROD2WK 55.94 ( 22.47 ) 52.28 ( 23.13 )

MKTWAGE 6.678 ( .776 ) 6.662 ( .758 )

DMKTEMPL .0895 ( .0407) .0893 ( .0402)

TENURE (In days) 778.1 (170.1 ) 176.2 (136.9 )

N 2808 785

ti
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deal with the censoring problem in the EOPP data. Second, once the case for

using maximum likelihood has been made, various functional forms of rq(tIX)

will be presented w.;th the main issue being whether or not structural duration

dependence can be identified. Because the emphasis of this section is on

discovering the econometric properties of the estimates, little attention will

be given to a meaningful interpretation of the results until section 3.

7.2.1 The Use of Maximum Likelihood

There are two primary reasons for using maximum likelihood techniques to

estimate the quit rate and discharge rate equations. First, maximum likeli_

hood produces consistent, asymptotically efficient parameter estimates that

are asymptotically distributed if normally provided regularity conditions on

the density function, f(tIX), are met. Second, and most importantly, maximum

likelihood is able to accommodate sample censoring while the use of standard

regression techniques is likely to result in a sample selection bias problem.

This subsection will attempt to illustrate this second proposition by compar_

ing the results of comparable maximum likelihood (ML) and least squares (LS)

estimations..

is:

where

The general form of the (conditional) instantaneous rate of worker quits

(1) rq(tIX) = mg(t(X,$) - h(tlX)

r
q
(0) = conditional instantaneous rate of quitting

m q
(t1X,$) = probability that separation was a quit conditional on and

the fact that a separation, s, occurred

h(tIX) = the hazard of separation--i.e., the instantaneous probabil-

ity of any separation occuring conditional on X

To estimate rn(tIX) by maximum likelihood, a distribution must be as-

sumed for the densitY of on the job, f(t1X). It is shown in chapter 3

of Meitzen (1982) thatassuming a functional f6rm for rq(tIX) will imply a

density function, f(tIX). To facilitate a comparison of ML anT LS techniques,

assume that the quit Fate is a time-independent exponential function and that

quits are the only cause of separation (i.e._ m
q
(t IX,$) = 1):

(2) rq(tIX) = expiX1F,1

(3) rq(tIX) = h(tIX)

This implies that tenure on the job is exponentially distributed with pa-

e.ameter rq(0):

(4) f(t!X) = rg(t1X) exp { -t rq(tIX)}
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Under the exponential distribution, the expected length of tenure is:

(5) E(TIX) = 1 = exp{-}
rci(tlX)

Given the time-independer ,.,Jonential assumption, the parameters, 0, can

be estimated by maximum .
If tenure on the job, T, is exponentially

distributed with parameter a = i xp iX13 1, a least square., regression of the

following type will produce estimates of 0:

(6) T = exp f-X 13 v}

where v has an exponential distribution with unit scale parameter.and is dis-

tributed independent of X. Taking natural logarithms of (6) yields:

(7) InT = 4, lnv

and the expectation, onditional on X, is:

(8) E(TIX) = -X G + E(lnv)

and, therefore, a least squares regression of the logarithm of tenure on X

will yield estimates of -0. Thus, given a sample with all complete spells Of

employment (i.e., no samiSTe censoring is present), the ML and LS techniques

should result in coefficients that are the same magnitude but of opposite

signs. The only difference between the two should be the vaiue of the con-

stant term if E(lnv) U.

Assume for the moment that the full sample contains only complete employ-

ment spells which end in quits. The first two columns of table 7.5 can be

thought of as ML and LS estimates under this assumption as the 525 quits in

the EUPP sample were used to obtain the coefficient estimates in columns 1 and

2. Inspection of the first two columns reveals that in all cases except one,

the ML and LS coefficients have opposite signs. In the case where this is not

true (DURABLE), both ML and LS coefficients are highly insignificant. Furth-

ermore, for the coefficients that are statistically significant, the absolute

values of MLand LS coefficients are very similar, and therefore, it can be

concluded that the use of either ML or LS is acceptable. However, as in the

EUPP data, once incomplete spclIs of employment are present in tne sample,

this conclusion is no longer valid. In chapter 3, section 4 of Meitzen, it is

shown that when incomplete spells of employment are present, the use of least

squares imposes a sample selection rule that results in biased coefficient

estimates while maximum likelihood can cope with censored observations, and

thus, produce unbiased coefficient estimates by having incomplete spells of

employment contribute a "probability of no separation" term to the likelihood

function. To illustrate this point, incomplete spells of employment will be

allowed in the sample and two common sample selection rules will be imposed so

that LS can deal. with the incomplete spells:

Rule
_

1: Allow only completed spells of employment--i.e., only those

spells that have resulted in d quit are allowed.
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TABLE 7.5

COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD AND LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATES

Partial Sample Full Sample
MLr (I-1X) RULE 1 LS MLr (t1X) RULE 2 LS

CONSTANT -4.460 (-8.,487) 3.896 ( 7.760 ) -5.221 (-9.844) 4.713 (26.615 )

LOGEMPLOY .1226 ( 5.645) - .1205 (-3.648 ) - .1373- (-4.174) - .0169 (-1.595 )

UNION - .000596 (- .260) .00120 ( .527 ) - .00518 (-2.304) .000758 ( 1.259 )

PROGRESS - .0519 (- .381) .158 ( 1.228 ) - .5326 (-3.958) .2296 ( 4.700 )

LONGTOPW - .00106 (-1.963) .00134 ( 2.870 ) - .000761 (-1.926) .000357 ( 2.375 )

PCTCRAFT - .239 (- .929) .247 ( 1.041 ) - .836 (-3.438) .2344 ( 3.324 )

MINING - .0424 (- .122) .158 ( 1.445 ) - .0135 (- .045) - .00646 (- .0674)

DURABLE - .0512 (- .243) - .124 (- .615 ) .295 ( 1.406) - .188 (-2.911 )

NONDURABLE - .214 (- .873) .0258 ( .107 ) .0871 (- .356) - .0301 (- .434 )

FINSERV - .0415 (- .405) .0935 ( .934 ) - .0612 (- .597) .0569 ( 1.654 )

TRANSCOM .183 ( .809) .220 (- .991 ) .298 ( 1.299) - .0321 (- .421 )

SCREEN - .0162 (-2.099) .0214 ( 2.878 ) .0157 (-2.463) - .00210 (-4.169 )

ORIENT 000987 ( .577) .00225 ( 1.567 ) .00508 (-3.499) .00237 ( 5.603 )

WAGE .0164 (- .412) .00229 ( .0579) - .0758 (-1.926) .0191 ( 1.668 )

SEX .159 ( 1.626) - .193 (-1.986 ) - .0214 (- .211) - .100 (-3.093 )

AGE .000881 ( .164) - .00322 (- .611 ) - .0251 (-4.952) .00475 ( 3.161 )

SCHOOL .109 (-2.198) .125 ( 2.635 ) .0319 ( .664) .259 ( 1.625 )

PROD2WK - .00223 (-1.052) .00583 ( 2.903 ) - .00824 (-4.057) .00376 ( 5.595 )

MKTWAGE - .0377 (- .616) .0236 ( .399 ) .0652 ( 1.077) - .00932 ( -.469 )

DMKTEMPL .203 ( .179) - .0670 (- .061 ) .566 ( .516) - .233 ( .618 )

Dependent Quit Rate Log of Tenure Quit Rn-e Log of Tenure
Varli4)le

X2 = 50.77

LOG L = -3241.073

Fq =.003976

R2 .1543 X2 = 164.61

LOG L = -4277.752

rq = .006723

R2 = .0669

N=525 N = 525 N = 2808 N = 2808
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Rule 2: Include all observations and treat incomplete spells as if a

quit occurred at the end of observed tenure.

Rule 1 is imposed in column 2 of table 7.5 where the LS regression is

performed on only employment spells that resulted in a quit, while Rule 2 is

imposed in column 4 of table 7.5 where the LS regression is performed on the

full sample of complete and incumpl,te spells of employment. Tne ML estimates

the full sample is used are found in column 3 of table 7.5.

A comparison of columns 2 and 3 reveals that when Rule 1 is imposed, the

LS coefficients are generally smaller in absolute value than the ML coeffici-

ents. In only one case (SCREEN)lis the LS estimate greater in absolute value

than the ML estimate when the ME estimate is statistically significant. Five

coefficients (LOGEMPLOY, SEX, AGE, SCHOOL, MKTWAGE) have the same sign in the

LS and ML models with the LS coefficients being statistically significant in

three of these cases (LOGEMPLOY, SEX, SCHOOL) and the ML coefficient being

significant in two of these' cases (LOGEMPLOY, AGE).

A comparison of columns 3 and 4 reveals that when Rule 2 is imposed, the

LS coefficients are, again, generally smaller in absolute value than the ML

coefficients. Only once is the LS coefficient larger in absolute value (SEX),

and in this case, the ML coefficient is not statistically significant. Six

coefficients have the same sign in the LS and ML models with the LS coeffi-

cient being statistically significant in two cases (SCREEN, SEX) and the ML

coefficient being statistically significant in two cases (LOGEMPLOY, SCREEN).

Before drawing any conclusions, it must be asked whether the ML-LS com-

parison of columns 3 and 4 is valid since, when LS is performed on the full

sample, all types of separations are present (e y., quits, discharges, induced

quits), while the ML estimates deal only with the quit rate, rq(tIX). In

order to overcume this doubt, the overall hazard h(tIX) that includes all

causes of separation was estimated by ML, and the results compared to the

Rule 2 LS in table 7.6. Although the coefticients or r(tIX) and h(tIX)

differ, the same conclusions apply when the coefficients of h (EIX) are com-

pared to the coefficients of the Rule 2 LS. In all but three cases (DURABL,

FINSERVE, SCHOOL), the LS are smaller in absolute value than the ML coeffi-

cients and in none of these three cases is the ML coefficient statistically

significant. Five coefficients have the same sign in the LS and ML models

with the LS coefticient being statistically significant in one case (SCREEN),

and the ML coefficient being statistically signiticant in two cases (LOGEM-

PLOY, SCREEN).

In sum, the results of tables 7.5 and 7.6 show that when using this par-

ticular data set, imposing a sample selection rule and using least squares
produces coefficient estimates that are closer to zero than the maximum like-

lihood procedure which adjusts for the incomplete (censored) employment

spells. Thus, assuming that the ML technique does produce unbiased coeffici-

ent estimates, in this particular case, no matter which sample selection rule

is imposed, the use of LS techniques results in coefficient estimates that are

generally biased toward zero. Although the magnitude of the bias may depend

on the assumed distribution of the density function (exponential in this case,
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TABLE 7.6

COMPARISON OF OVERALL HAZARD AND RULE 2 LEAST SQUARES

ML h(tlX) RULE 2 LS

CONSTANT -5.253 (-10.641) 4.713 ( 26.615 )

LOGEMPLOY - .128 (- 4.237) - .0169 (- 1.595 )

UNION .00476 (- 2.331) .000758 ( 1.259 )

PROGRESS - .409 ( 3.180) .229 ( 4.700 )

LQNGTOPW - .00114 (- 1.976) .000357 ( 2.375 )

PCTCRAFT - .6638 (- 3.105) .2344 ( 3.324 )

MINING .0411 (- .134) - .00646 (- .0674)

DURABLE .141 ( .726) - .188 (- 2.911 )

NONDURABLE - .229 (- .985) - .0301 (- .434 )

FINSERV .0445 (- .472) .0569 ( 1.654 )

TRANSCOM .172 ( .787) - .0321 (- .421 )

SCREEN - .0138 (- 2.458) - .00210 (- 4.169 )

ORIENT - .00403 (- 3.121) .00237 ( 5.603 )

WAGE - .0635 (- 1.771) .0191 ( 1.668 )

SEX \.137 ( 1.548) - .100 (- 3.093 )

ACE - .0185 (- 4.120) .00475 ( 3.161 )

SCHOOL .00455 ( .100) .0259 ( 1.525 )

PROD2WK .0111- (- 5.936) .00376 ( 5.595 )

MKTWAGE .0755 ( 1.345) - .00932 (- .469 )

DMKTEMPL .589 ( .581) .233 (- .618 )

Dependent Variable Separation Rate Log of Tenure

N = 2808 N = 2808

X 2 = 173.05 R2 = .0669

Log L = -4923.665

h = .0007375

t statistics In parentheses.
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this downward bias is a general feature of sample selection rules since the

expected value of a distribution truncated from above will be less than the

expected value of an untruncated diStribution. Hence, in the case of ana-

lyzing spells of employment, these downward-biased coefficients will result in

the analyst concluding that variables have a smaller impact on tenure.

7.2.2 Comparisons of Functional Forms

In this subsect4on, the performances of various functional forms for the

quit and discharge equations are compared with a focus on two issues relating

to the presence of omitted variables (i.e., uncorrected sample heterogeneity)

in the empirical models: (1) does the existence of omitted variables result

in a significant bias of the estimates of the Q coefficients and (2) can

structural duration
dependence be detected in either the quit or the discharge

equation? The functional forms are:

Model 1: ri(tIX) = exp X10 , a time-independent model.

Model 2: r2(tIX) = v exp X1G 2 , a time-independent model that in-

cTudes a multiplicative error term, v, to capture the effects

of omitted variables.

Model 3: r3(t10 = exp X' G3 exp a t , a Gompertz hazard model that

allows durationdependence.

To analyze the effects of omitted variables on the estimates of G3, Models

1 and 2 will be compared. The time-independent
specification of Model 1 does

not allow for the effects of omitted variables, while Model 2 captures the

effects of omitted variables through the Gamma-distributed error term, v,

which has a unit mean and variance of 62. In the terminology of section 2.3

of chapter 3 of Meitzen, the 1981 Model 1 represents the "apparent" hazard,

and Model 2 represents the "true" hazard.

Recall, Lancaster and Nickell (1980, p. 151) concluded that the effect of

omitted variables on the coefficients of included variables is to bias these

coefficients toward zero but that the bias is not likely to be serious. From

equations (29a) and (30a) of section 2.3 of chapter 3 of Meitzen, the coeffi-

cients of the "true" hazard and the "apparent" hazard were shown to be:

(9)

(True)

a xi

(10) Blnri(tIX) r3j2E1 + 62 exp x1112 t]-1 0j1
(Apparent)

Thus 0.1 < 0-, and the degree of the bias depends on 62 with larg-

i 62er values

,

for causiJ4 ng a larger
downward bias in 0ij.



Fo illustrate this proposition,ofersions of Models 1 and 2 that include
the same variables are presented in table 7.7 with columns 1 and 2 presenting
the quit equation results and columns 3 and 4 presenting the discharye equa-
tion results. Focusiny first on the quit equation results, notice in column 2
that 62 is very small and statistically insignificant, which leads to the

prediction that the values ot the 131's and (32's are very close. Inspec-
tion of the coefficients in columns 1 and 2 reveals that, in general, F,i2

is only sliyhtly laryer in absolute value than Gal. In fact, if an average
of the ratio is taken over all coefticients in the quit equation, it is

13j2 7 1

fouJ nd that, on average !'j1 is .993 times the size of "j2 (i.e., I k = t-T

J1
j=1 ppi2 = .993). Thus it is reasonable to conclude that there is virtu-
ally no omitted variable effect on tne coefficients of the quit equation, and
according to tnis criterion, Model 1 is an appropriate estimator for the (S's.

Furniny attention to the discharge equation, column 4 reveals that 62
is very large and statistically significant, and therefore, it is suspected
that the ].'s will be noticeably closer to zero than the 121s. Inspection
of columns 3 and 4 appears to confirm this suspicion as the coefficients of
Model 1 are yenerally closer to zero than are the coefficients of Model 2, and
on average, Gil is only .786 times the size of F,j2 (i.e., N = .786).
Thus, there may be evidence for preferring Model 2 over Model 1 in the dis-
charye equation when the bias of the Ws is the choice criterion. However, it
is difficult to determine when the downward bias of the ].'s becomes serious
(i. e., what value of Gk establishes a "cutoff" point below which Model 2 is
preferred?), and furthermore, given that most of the coefficients of tne

discharye equation are statistically insignificant, it is not clear whether
there should be concern over the bias of these coefficients.

Focusing now on the second issue of whether or not duratic ,ependence
is evident in either the quit or the discharye equation, we must serve that
an identitication problem exists since, with only one employment spell ob-

served for each worker, time dependence of the hazard function cannot be

distinguished from the ettects of omitted variables on the measured hazard. To
illustrate this problem, compare Models 2 and 3:

Model 2: r2 (tiX) = v {exp XIL21

Model 3: r3(tlX) = exp(X1V3) exp Sc(

Tnese models can be thought ot as restricted versions ot a proportional haz-

ards model that allows for the effect of error:

(11) *Ix) = v Ti(X) T2(t)

where in Model 2, T2(t) = 1 and in Model 3, v = 1. Or, similarly, in Model
2 it is being assumed that S2 / 0 and S = 0 while in Model 3 it is being
assumed that 62 = U and 6 / O. Thus, Models 2 and 3 represent different
functional form assumptions for capturing time variation of hazard.



TABLE 7.1

COMPARISON CF wkIDEL!, 1 AND 2 FOR QUIT AND DISCHARGE EQUATIONS

Apparentaji True 8j2 Apparent aj, True aj2

Model 1

Quit

"3del 2

Qult

Model 1

DIschar e

Model 2

Dlschar e

CONSTANT -5.221 (-9.84) -5.1:4 (-9.10) -8.552 (-6.33) -8.347 (-5.17)

LOGEMPLOY .137 (-4.17) - .1.59 (-4.12) - .0629 (- .81) - .0732 (- .75)

UNION - .00518 (-2.30) - ,00524 (-2.30) - .00268 (- .55) - .00334 ( 1.17)

PROGRESS - .533 (-3.96) .541 (-3.90) .540 ( 1.24) .592 ( 1.17)

LONGTCPW - .000761 (-1.93) - .000772 (-1.30) - .00404 (-2.04) - .00459 (-2.03)

PCTCRAFT - .836 ( -3.44) - .855 (-3.42) - .101 (- .22) .0215 ( .03)

MINING - .0135 (- .65) - .0222 (- .06) - .195 (- .30) - .434 (- .55)

DURABLE .295 ( 1.w:' .296 ( 1.39) - .609 (-1.19) - .698 (-1.16)

NONDURABLE - .0871 (- .3', -.0941 (- .38) -1.140 (-1.53) -1.280 (-1.54)

FINSERV - .0612 (- .6L'. -.0581 (- .55) .0530 ( .22) .138 ( .45)

TRANSCOM .298 ( 1.30) .299 ( 1.28) - .577 (- .78) - .592 (- .721

SCREEN - .0157 (-2.46) - .0151 (-2.46) - .00356 (- .34) - .00329 (- .29)

ORIENT - .00508 (-3.50) - .00517 (-3.47) - .000428 (- .15) .000969 ( .23)

WAGE - .075B (-1.93) - .0766 (-1.91) .0254 ( .29) .00267 ( .03)

SEX - .0214 (- .22) - .0151 (- .15) 1.028 ( 4.23) 1.350 ( L.20)

AGE - .0251 (-4.95) - .0255 (-4.88) .0895 ( .93) .0163 ( 1.25)

SCHOOL .0319 ( .66) .0299 ( .61) - .166 (-1.41) - .195 (-1.33)

PROD2WK - .00824 ( 4.06) - .00840 (-4.00) - .0287 (-5.68) - .0339 (-5.36)

MKTWAGE .0652 ( 1.08) .0635 ( 1.02) .117 ( .78) .115 ( .62)

DMKTEMPL .566 ( .5)) .596 ( .53) .465 ( .18) 1.453 ( .46)

.137 02( .92) 6.733 02( 3.57)

Quits or

Discharges 525 525 90 90

N 2808 2808 2808 2808

X2 164.61 164.84 74.44 79.08

Log Likelihood -4277.752 -4277.641 -868.941 -866.622

F .0006723 .0006723 .0001152 .0001152

t-statistics In parentheses.
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In Model 2, time variation is captured by the "omitted variable effect,"

v, since the dveraye of v over sample survivors at duration t, v, changes with

t. For exam ,le, suppose the true quit hazard (i.e., conditional on all

explanatory variables, X*) is time-independent while the apparent quit hazard

(i.e., conditional on only a subset of all explanatory variables, X) leaves

out a variable such as "inherent propensity to quit" which is thus captured in

v. In this case, workers with a higher inherent propensity to quit will de-

part from their jobs early, leaving only workers with lower inherent propensi-

ties to quit in their jobs as duration increases, and therefore, the average
of the inherent propensities to quit across surviving members of the sample,

v, decreases as duration increases. In Model 3, time variation is captured by

tne "structural duration dependence parameter," S. Foy- example, in the con-

text of a job-matching model, S would represent the decline in the probability

of separation due to a learning process as firms and workers are likely to
learn of the bad aspects of the employment match early, and therefore, separa-

tion is most likely to occur near the beginning of the match. Hence, the

problem illustrated here is one of identification: given that duration depen-

dence is observed, is it due to leaving out a variable which measures the
'inherent propensity of workers to quit or is it due to the learning process

associated with job matching?

Examples of this issue are found in tables 7.8 where Models 1, 2, and 3

are compared for the quit and discharge equations. Examining the portion of

the table on quit equations, two comments are in order. First, the values of

the log of the likelihood are virtually identical for all three models, and

therefore, neither the inclusion of an error term nor the allowance for dura-

tion dependence can improve upon the overall explanatory power of the time-

independent model. Second, the coefficients of Model 2 are just slightly

larger than the almost identical coefficients of Models 1 and 3. These two

observations lead to the conclusion that the time-independent assumption of

Model 1 'appears to provide a reasonable explanation for work.-r quits in the

EUPP sample. This conclusion, however, is conditional on the very special

nature of the EOPP sample: newly hired, low-skilled workers are being

followed for a relatively short period of time (at most, a worker is followed

for the first 2.5 years on the job). The time-independent Model 1 may not

perform as well with, for example, data sets that follow the worker over a
longer period of time.

Tne results of Models 1, 2, and 3 for the discharge equation are pre-

sented in table 7.8, the section on discharge equation 3, and the most strik-

ing finding is the large and statistically significant value of 2 in Model

2. Furthermore, column 3 reveals a duration dependence effect that is

statistically significant at the 20 percent level. Inspection of the values

of the log of the likelihood reveal almost identical values for Models 2 and 3

(which are both somewhat larger than the value for Model 1), which suggests

that both of these models are slightly more powerful than the basic time-

independent model. Overall, the discharge equation performs rather poorly,

and therefore, it may be a mistake to attribute the falling hazard to

structural duration dependence. Thus, Model 2 appears to be the preferred

functional form for the discharge equation.
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TABLE 7.8

COMPARISON OF MODELS 1, 2 AND 3

Model 1

By 1:141t Equation

Model 2 Model 3

CONSTANT -5.221 (-9.84) -5.144 (-9.10) -5.217 (-9.80)

LOGEMPLOY - .137 (-4.17) .139 (-4.12) .137 (-4.17)

UNION - .00518 (-2.30) - .30).00524. - .00517 (-2.30)

PROGRESS -'.533 (-3.96) - .541 (-3. - .532 (-3.95)

LONGTOPW - .000761 (-1.93) - .000772 (-1.30 - .000759 (-1.29)

PCTCRAFT - .836 (-3.44) - _.855 (-3.42) - .836 (-3.44)

MINING - .0135 (- .05) - .0222 (- .00 - 0139 (- .05)

DURABLE .295 ( 1.41) .296 ( 1.39) .295 ( 1.41)

NONDURABLE - .9871 (- .36) - .0941 (- .38) - .0872 (- .36)

FINSERV - .0612 (- .60) - .0581 (- .55) - .0607 (- .59)

TRANSCOM .298 ( 1.30) .299 ( 1.28) .297 ( 1.30)

SCREEN - .0157 (-2.46) - .0161 (-2.46) - .0157 (-2.46)

ORIENT - .00508 (-3.50) - .00517 (-3.47) - .00507 (-3.49)

WAGE - .0758 (-1.93) - .0766 (-1.91) - .0757 (-1.93)

SEX - .0214 (- .22) - .0151 (- .15) - .0212 (- .22)

AGE - .0251 (-4.95) - .0255 (-4.88) - .0251 (-4.94)

SCHOOL .0319 ( .66) .0299 ( .61) .0319 ( .67)

PROD2WK - .00824 (-4.06) - .00840 (-4.00) - .00824 (-4.05)

WTWAGE .0652 ( 1.08) .0635 ( 1.02) .0651 ( 1.07)

DMKTEMPL .566 ( .52) .596 ( .53) .564 ( .51)

.137
a 2( .92) - .0000260

a
( .09)

Quits 525 525 525

N 2808 2808 2808

X2 164.61 164.84 164.62

Log Likelihood -4277.752 -4277.641 -4277.748

7 .0006723 .0006723 .0006723

t-statistics in parentheses.
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TABLE 7.8 (Continued)

COMPARISON OF MODELS 1, 2 AND 3

Model 1

By Discharge Equation

Model 2 Model 3

CONSTANT -8.552 (-6.33) -8.347 (- .17) -8.333 (-6.18)

LOGEMPLOY - .0629 (- .81) - .0732 (- .75) - .0724 (- .92)

UNION - .00268 (- .55) - .00334 (- .57) - .00239 (- .49)

PROGRESS .540 ( 1.24) .592 ( 1.17) .565 ( 1.30)

LONGTOPW - .00404 (-2.00 -.00459 (-2.03) - .00387 (-1.97)

FCTCHAFT - .101 (- .22) .0215 ( .03) - .108 (- .24)

MINING - .195 (- .30) -.434 (- .55) - .181 (- .27)

DURABLE - .609 (-1.19) -.698 (-1.16) - .587 (-1.15)

NONDURABLE -1.140 (-1.53) -1.280 (-1.54) - 1.132 (-1.51)

FINSERV .0530 ( .22) .138 ( .45) .0751 ( .31)

TRANSCCM - .577 (- .80) -.592 (- .72) - .589 (- .80)

SCREEN .00356 (- .34) -.00329 (- .29) - .00386 (- .37)

ORIENT - .000428 (- .15) -.000869 (- .23) - .0000772 (- .32)

WAGE .0254 ( .29) .00267 ( .03) .0209 ( .24)

SEX 1.028 ( 4.23) 1.350 ( 4.20) 1.033 ( 4.24)

AGE .0895 ( .93) .0163 ( 1.25) .00993 ( 1.03)

SCHOOL .166 (-1.41) -.195 (-1.33) - .162 (-1.38)

PROD2WK - .0287 (-5.68) -.0339 ( -5.36) - .0282 (-5.61)

MKTWAGE. .117 ( .78) .115 ( .62) .114 ( .76)

DMKTEMPL .465 ( .18) 1.453 ( .46) .369 ( .14)

6.733 ° 2( 3.57) - .00138 °( 1.80)

Discharges 90 90 90

N 2808 2808 2808

X
2 74.44 79.08 77.99

Log Likelihood -868.941 -866.622 -867.167

r .0001152 .0001152 .0001152

+-statistics in parentheses.
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The results of Models 2 and 3 of the quit and discharge equations suggest
that the omitted variables effect "predicts" the duration dependence effects
in that a small 62 is associated with a small 6 (quit equation), and a large
(52 is associated with a large 6 (discharge equation). This type of finding
is also reported by Lancaster and Nickell (1980), who state that:

In a sense the effect of time variation in the hazard and
the systematic error are "collinear." This is particular-
ly clear in Lancaster (1979) where assuming (a) no error
but possible time dependence and, (b) possible error and
no time dependence give almost identical log likelihoods.

This suggests that there may be a problem of identifica-
tion . . . (p. 149)

Therefore, an appropriate conclusion of the empirical results presented here
is that in the EOPP sample, measured duration dependence is probably due to
the effects of omitted variables since in both the quit and discharge equa-
tions, 62 is a good predictor of the magnitude and statistical significance
of the duration coefficient, 6.

7.2.3 Summary

Section 7.2.1 discussed the econometric problems posed by the incomplete
or right-censored employment spells contained in the EOPP sample. When incom-
plete spells are present in the sample, least squares regression methods
require a sample selection rule to be imposed, with two common rules being
(1) use only completed employment spells and (2) include incomplete employment
spells and treat them as if they were complete at the end of the observation
period. In contrast to these least squares techniques, the maximum likelihood
procedure used in this study allows censored observations to contribute a term
to the likelihood function, which accounts for the fact that no separation has
occurred in these cases. It was found that compared to this maximum likeli-
hood method, least squares under both sample selection rules results in

coefficient estimates that are closer to zero.

In section 7.2.2, two issues related to the presence of uncorrected sam-
ple heterogeneity were discussed. First, the effects of uncorrected sample
heterogeneity on coefficient estimate were explored and in the discharge equa-
tion, where a significant amount of uncorrected sample heterogeneity was de-
tected, a downward bias in the coefficient estimates was discovered. Second,

it was found that the degree of uncorrected sample heterogeneity "predicts"
measured duration dependence. In the quit equation, where no heterogeneity
was eic''ected. no measured duration dependence was evident, while the effects
of heterogeneity in the discharge equation produced negative measured duration
dependence.

Finally, as discussed in Appendix B, the EOPP sampling design may result
in choosing employment spells that are longer than spells chosen randomly.
The econometric methodology used in this study does not correct for this

length-bias problem, and therefore, the results obtained in this study must
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be conditioned upon the fact that the employment spells used to estimate the

probability of separation are longer than spells chosen at random. This

implies that the coefficient estimates may be upwardly biased.

The section that follows provides an interpretation of the results from

a labor economics perspective. First, the results of the quit equation will

be discussed, and second, the results of the discharge equation will be

discussed.

When viewing these results, it is important to keep in mind the special

nature of the EOPP sample. Specifically, it should be remembered that the

workers in the sample are in low-skilled occupations, and in order to be in

the sample, the worker must have been hired within a specified time period

(January 1, 1978 to October 1, 1979). Furthermore, given the relatively short

time period in which these workers were observed (anywhere from five to

twenty-eight months), it can be said that this study is analyzing the separa-

tion rates of recently hired low-skilled workers.

7.3 Interpretation of the Quit Results

This subsection presents the results from estimating the quit rate equa-

tion, ra(0). The discussion focuses on interpreting the coefficient

estimates within a hypotheses 'testing framework. Where applicable, the

results will be compared with the results of other studies. The issue of

duration dependence of the hazard function will also he raised again with an

emphasis on drawing implications from the results and comparing the results

with some other findings.

7.3.1 Quit Equation Hypotheses

First, hypotheses regarding the signs of coefficients and the resulting

estimates are presented. It is important to keep in mind that all of these

statements are made conditional on all other influential factors being held

constant. However, in some cases, the set of explanatory variables may not be

able to control adequately for factors that have a systematic effect on the

quit rate, and thus, coefficient estimates are likely to suffer from omitted

variables bias., It will be pointed out when such cases are apparent. In

general, the vector of explanatory variables, X, can be partitioned into four

categories of variables:

1. General: General firm characteristics that are directly related to
the last worker hired

2. Specific: Firm characteristics that are specifically related to the
last worker hired

3. Worker: Characteristics of the last worker hired

4. Market: Local labor market characteristics
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The section that follows contains the hypothesized siyns of the coeffic-
ient for each variable and a brief explanation of the meaniny behind each
hypothesis. A more detailed explanation is given when the results are

presented.

General Variables

o LUGEMPLOY < O. Firm size can be thought of as a proxy for internal job

ladder development. Larger firms are more likely to offer training and ad-
vancement opportunities to workers than small firms, and hence, the employ-
ment relationship tends to be relatively permanent.

o UNION < O. The percent of unionized workers represents the union's

strenyth in the firm. Aside from an ability to capture economic rents in
the form of hiyher wages, unionization is positively related to the quality
of working conditions as, to paraphrase Freeman (1980), the union grievance
machinery provides workers with a "voice" option of resolving problems in
the workplace as an alternative to the "exit" option of resolviny problems
by quitting. Hence, the presence of a union will tend to swing the "exit-
voice tradeoff" in favor of the voice option. Note, however, that fringe
benefits have not been controlled for in this study, which implies that
UNION will contain the effects of the voice option and higher fringes, with
both neyatively influenciny the quit rate;

PROGRESS < O. The presence of a waye proyression for the job slot sig-
nifies that there is future wage improvement with the firm, and hence,
future waye increases will be lost if the worker quits. This is consistent,

with a specific human capital interpretation in which the presence of a

waye proyression implies that the worker initially invests in human capital
by acceptiny a lower waye and, later, receives a return on investment in
the form of hiyher wages. Under this interpretation, the worker's proba7
bility of quitting is inhibited by the prpspects of suffering a capital

loss--i.e., foreyoing hiyher future wages. In addition, this vari-we is
likely to pick up unmeasured firm characteristics that are correlat.q, with
haviny a waye proyression.

o LONGTOPW > O. The present value of a job in which it takes a longer per-
iod of time to reach the top wages is lower tnan that of a comparable job
in, which it takes a shorter period of time to reach the top wage, and

therefore, the probability of quitting is higher when it takes a longer

time to reach the top wage.

o PCTCRAFT < O. The percent of craft workers_ in the firm should be highly
correlated with job ladders and.advancement opportunities and, thus, repre-
sents future waye increases for the worker. This variable is a traditional
proxy for investment in specific human capital.

o INDUSTRY DUMMIES. There are no priors on the signs of these coefficients
since they. serve mainly as control variables. Note that the excluded in-
dustry is Wholesale and Retail.

1
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Specific Variables

o SCREEN < 0. This measures the intensity of the firm's prehire information
gathering process outlined in chapter 2. By investing in prehire informa_

tion on potential workers, the firm will be better able to hire a worker

whose talents are compatible with the job demands, and therefore, is less
likely to hire a worker who will become dissatisfied and quit. This
screening process may also be indicative of the type of job to be filled

and the firm's policy regarding the retention of workers since a firm with
jobs that require a great deal of training (either specific or general)
will most likely be looking for a relatively permanent employment relation_
ship and, therefore, will attempt to ensure match quality before someone is
hired by carefully screening potential workers. In such cases, it may be
said that the firr does not draw randomly from the pool of available work_
ers and discovers watch quality only after the match has been formed.

o ORIENF < O. Ideally, this variable captures the effects of on-the-job
training--i.e., specific human capital investment. However, the concept

of investment in human capital is a lony-term notion, and it is difficult

to conclude how well the amount of time spent orienting and training the
worker during the first month of emplcyilent captures this process. At

best, ORIENT is a predictor of future training and numan capital accumula_
tion. An alternative interpretation that is consistent with a negative

sign for ORIENT is that it is an indicator of how well workers become

acquainted with the job, and thus, how comfortable they feel in the job.

o WAGE < 0. This follows directly from the worker's search model of Meitzen.

A higher wage is more likely to meet the worker's reservation wage, and

tnerefore, the probability of quitting is lower.

Worker Variables

o SEX < O. As the traditional primary earner of the household, male'L7 are
less likely to quit their jobs. A selection process may be captured by the
coefficient since males, beiny perceived by employers as having a greater
attacnment to the labor force than women, will be chosen by firms who are
looking for permanent employees.

o AGE < O. Two factors help to explain this negative sign. First, since
theirfamily responsibilities are likely to be fewer and mobilit costs

lower, job shopping is more likely to be undertaken by younger workers in
an attempt to find jobs that suit their tastes or to discover what their
tastes are. Second, older workers in the same current position are less
likely to switch to a given job tnan younger workers because their shorter
remaining working lite means that there is less time for them to capture
the returns of a new job. In addition, the number of alternatives available
is likely to decline with aye. However, it may be argued that AGE is asso_
ciated with a higher probability of quitting when it is remembered that the
EOPP sample contains recently hired w,.:rkers in low-skilled occupations, and
older workers hired in to :uch pitions may be of lower quality or may be
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more likely to separate from a job than other members of their age cohort.

Therefore, the interpretation of the AGE coefficient may not be as unambig-

uous as it appears at first glance.

o SCHOOL > O. Better educated workers are likely to have better alternative

opportunities.

o PROU2WK < O. Workers who perform better are likely to have greater future

opportunities with the firm. Furthermore, good job performance may be an

indication of worker satisfaction with the job.

Market Variables

o MKTWAGE > O. Market wage is an indication of the wages paid in alternative

jobs. The higher the market wage relative to current wages, the greater
the probability that the worker will quit to find a better paying job.

o DMKTEMPL > O. The growth in labor market employment is positively correla-
ted with the probability of finding another job. This variable can be

thought of as proxyiny job vacancy rate.

7.3.2 Quit Equation Results

Quit equation results are reported in table 7.9 where the three columns

reflect different wage variables included in the equation. Model 3 (the

Gompertz hazard) results are presented since, in the previous section, it was

judged that there is essentially no difference between Models 1, 2, and 3.

In addition to the coefficient estimates reported in table 7.9, column 1

of table 7.10 presents what are referred to as the quit equation "multipli-

ers." For continuous explanatory variables, the multipliers indicate the

proportionate change in the quit rate when the explanatory variable moves from

its sample mean to a value one. standard deviation above its sampled mean. An

interpretation of this continuous variable multiplier is that it represents

the proportionate chanye in the quit rate when the explanatory variable under -

yoes a "typical" change in the sample. For dummy variables, the multipliers
indicate the proportionate change in the quit rate when the explanatory varia-

ble moves from a value of U to a value of 1. In addition to the multipliers

of column 1, table 7.10 reports the sample means, standard deviations, and
coefficients of variation for the explanatory variables of the quit equation.

To define the multipliers more formally, first let:

(12) X.= n-dimensional row vector of explanatory variables.

Partition this vector in tine followiny manner:

(13) X = (X1, Xk)
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TABLE 7.9

QUIT EQUATION WITH ALTERNATIVE WAGE SPECIFICATION

STARTWAGE Only TOPWAGE Only STARTWAGE and TOPWAGE

CONSTANT -5.217 (-9.80) -5.151 (-9.86) -5.156 (-9.70)

LOGEMPLOY -.137 (-4.17) - .142 (-4.29) - .143 (-4.31)

UNION -.00517 (-2.30) - .00471 (-2.10) - .00478 (-2.13)

PROGRESS -.532 (-3.95) - .433 (-3.20) .419 (-3.02)

LONGTOPW -.000759 (-1.29) - .000364 (- .64) .000337 (- .60)

PG URA! r -.836 (-3.44) .764 (-3.13) - .i61 (-3.12)

MINING -.0139 (- .05) .0413 ( .12) .0128 ( .03)

DURABLE .295 ( 1.41) .302 ( 1.47) .283 ( 1.35)

NONDURABLE -.0872 1-, .36) - .0649 (- .27) - .0685 (- .28)

FINSLRV -.0607 (- .59) - .0576 (- .56) - .0614 (- .60)

TRANSGOM .297 ( 1.30) .345 ( 1.51) - .337 (-1.4i)

SCREEN -.0157 (-2.46) - .0155 (-2.44) - .0156 (-2.45)

ORIENT -.00507 (-3.49) .00485 (-3.34) - .00486 (-3.34)

STARTWAGE -.0757 (-1.93) .0271 ( .42)

TOPWAGE - .111 (-3.25) - .123 (-2.73)

SEX -.0212 (- .22) .0140 ( .15) .0106 ( .11)

AGE -.0251 (-4.94) - .0254 (-5.04) - .0256 (-5.04)

SCHOOL .0319 ( .67) .0405 ( .85) .0388 ( .81)

PROD2WK -.00824 (-4.05) - .00837 (-4.12) - .00842 (-4.14)

MKTWAO_ .0651 ( 1.07) .0674 ( 1.11) .0655 ( 1.10)

DMKTLMPL .564 ( .51) .610 ( .56) .599 ( .55)

a -.0000260 ( .09) - .000004 ( 0) .000008 ( 0)

i=c; .0006723 .0006723 .0006723

X 2 164.62 172.37 172.54

Log L -4277.748 -4273.875 -4273.787

t-statIstIcs in parenthosos.
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FABLE 7.10

QUIT EQUATION MULTIPLIERS

Multiplier Xk

LONGFMPLOY .803 3.027 1.531 .506

UNION .876 10.36 27.81 2.684

PROGRESS .658 .883 .322 .365

LONGTOPW .966 90.46 103.3 1.142

PCTCRAFT .850 .131 .213 1.635

MINING 1.013 .030 .170 5.667

DURABLE 1.327 .073 .260 3.562

NONDURABLE .934 .055 .228 4.145

FINSUU .940 .338 .471 1.393

TRANSCOM .71A .042 .776 18.476

SCREEN .635 6.343 29.12 4.591

ORIENT .84G 3-.33 35.90 1.110

STARTWAGE 1.036 4.009 1.119 .404

TOPWAGE .788 5.197 i.933 .372

SEX 1.011 .455 .498 1.095

AGE .775 27.17 9.900 .367

SCHOOL 1.058 4.166 .965 .232

PROD2WK .828 55.94 22.47 .402

MKTWAGC 1.053 6.678 .776 .116

DMKTEMPL 1.025 .Ot.a .041 .455

NOTE: Values of 8 are from column 3 of table 4.9.
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where

Xi = all (n-1) elements of X except Xk

Xk = explanatory variable of interest.

Using Model from the quit equation, we have:

X C
(14) rq(tiX) = ;7

= eA1'1 eX/°k

For continous variables, let:

(15a) Xk = sample mean of Xk

(15b) 6k = standard deviation of Xk

(15c) X'k = value of Xk one standard deviation above its sample mean
= Xk (1(. When Xk is at its sample mean, the quit rate

is:

(16) rq(tlx) = eI111

When Xk is one standa rd deviation above its sample mean, the quit rate is:

(17) r'q(tIX) = 01 1 010k

The multiplier for continuous variables indicates the proportionate change in
the quit rate when Xk moves from Xk = Xk to Xk = X'k:

(18) rq eLf.32.1 .eXek

r
q c,Xl e,k k

e
X01(

=e 4(Xk-Xk)

N k6k=e

The multiplier for dummy variables indicates the proportionate change in the
quit rate when Xk moves from Xk = 0 to Xk = 1:

(19) rql el.e( er,k

rq0 O'r'k
e

1
- e (1( (Sk = rq r'In the following discussion, {from equation 17)

rq

will be referred to as the percentage change in the quit rate.
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Looking at the results for the General variables in column 1 of table
7.9, LOGEMPLOY, UNION, PROGRESS, and PCTCRAFT all have the predicted signs and
are statistically significant. Focusing first on LOGEMPLOY and PCTCRAFT, the
multipliers of table 7.10 indicate that the probability of quitting is almost
20 percent lower in a firm which i.s approximately 50 percent larger than the
average firm in the sample, while the probability of quitting is 15 percent
lower in a firm whose labor force is 34 percent craft workers compared to the
sample average of 13 percent craft workers . The results of LOGEMPLOY and
PCTCRAFT support the contention that they proxy the existence of internal job
ladders-where workers are provided training in lower "rungs" of the ladder so
that they may eventually fill higher skilled positions in the firm's job hier-
archy. Thus, it can be said that the firm creates its own supply of skilled
workers and seeks a stable, permanent employment relationship in order to
maintain a predictable supply of skilled workers.

The cross-section, industry-level studies of Stoikov and Raimon (1968)
and Burton and Parker (1969) generally found firm size to negatively influence
the quit rate and, in most cases, the coefficients were not statistically
significant. However, in one variant of their model, Burton and Parker found
that average firm size in the industry had a positive and statistically
significant effect on industry quit rates. Specifically, Burton and Parker
found that an increase of 1,000 workers in average firm size would increase
the industry quit rate by 12 percent when evaluated at the mean quit rate for
the sample. They dismiss this unusual result rather lightly by simply saying
that: "The positive relationship between firm size and voluntary mobility
contradicts expectations and suggests that earlier research may have inade-
quately controlled for the impact of other variables on mobility" (p. 213).

Also contrary to the results of this study, Burton and Parker found that
the nfluence of the percent of skilled workers in the industry on industry
quit rates was positive, but not statistically significant. However, Stoikov
and Raimon found a negative and statistically significant relationship between
their "quality of work force" variable and industry quit rates. This quality
of work force variable essentially measures the skill-mix of the industry
labor force, and it was found that a 1 percent increase in this variable
reduces the quit rate by 1.7 percent (where both variables are evaluated at
their means).

The negative sign of UNION in table 7.9 supports the exit-voice hypothe-
sis and, in all likelihood, also reflects the effect of additional fringe
benefits associated with unionized employment. However, since the level of

fringe benefits cannot be controlled for, it is not possible to disentangle
the voice effect and the fringe effect of UNION. From table 7.10, it can be
seen that the probability of quitting is 12.4 percent lower in a firm which
has 38.2 percent of its workers unionized compared to the average firm in the
sample which has 10.4 percent of its workers unionized.

In his study, Freeman estimated the union impact on worker quits with
four different samples: the National Longitidinal Survey (NLS) of older
males; the younger male NLS; the Michigan Panel Survey of Income Dynamics
(PSIO); and the Current Population Survey (CPS). In all four samples, the
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union'impdct on worker quits was negative with all samples except the younger
male NLS that generated statistically significant union coefficients. In

addition to not being statistically 'significant, the union coefficient of the
yuunyer male NLS is smaller than the union coefficient of the older male NLS,
which leads Freeman to conclude that "unionism has a 7m impact on the

exit behavior of younger workers than on the exit older workers"
(p. 665).

In order to compare the union impact on the probability of quitting ob-
tained in this study with Freeman's results, the results of both studies must
be translated into roughly equivalent units. The Freeman result chosen for

comparison is the logit model of the annual probability of quitting estimated
with the PSID data. In the PS1D sample, the measure of unionization is the

union status of the worker (U = nonunion, 1 = union member). The NLS samples
were not chosen because Freeman dues not provide the redder with enough infor-
mation in order to transfum his loyit coefficients into percentage changes.
The CPS sample was judged to be noncomparable to the EUPP sample because the
CPS measure of quits is a worker who has quit and is unemployed. Freeman
notes that this is a very special group-of workers because quitting and being
unemployed is "an extreme form of exit, since most quitters have a job in

hand" (p. 662). In fact, in his study, Mattila (1974) concluded that between
50 and to0 percent of quitters line up a new job before they quit.

In a logit model, coefficients of independent variables are transformed
into partial derivatives by the followiny:

(20) Q(1-Q)

where

Q = probability of quitting

13i = logit coefficient of Xi

Xi = independent variable of interest

After performing this transformation, Freeman (p. 659) reports that tor
the appropriate model, the impact of unionism on the probability of quitting
is 0.036 points when equation 19 is evaluated at the mean quit probability.
In order to state this as a percentage change in the quit probability due to
unionism, this result should be divided by the mean quit probability. Unfor-
tunately, Freeman does not tell the reader what this mean probability is.

Instead, in table 7.2, he reports separate mean quit probabilities for union
members (U.058) and nonunion workers (0.090). Usiny these subsample means
reported by Freeman, arr approximation to the overall sample mean can be

constructed by taking a weiyhted average of the union and nonunion means with
the weights being based on tne percent of the labor force that is unionized.
Since approximately 2U percent of the labors force is unionized, the construct-
ed mean quit probability is:

(21) (.2)(0.058) f (.8) (0.090) = 0.0836
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Therefore, evaluated at the mean quit probability, union members have a 43
percent lower annual quit probability than do nonunion workers in the PSID
sample.

Before comparing Freeman's results with the results of this study, it

must be noted that the measure of unionization differs between the two

studies. As mentioned above, Freeman's measure of unionization is the union
status of the worker. However, in the EOPP data, the measure of unionization
is the percent of the firm's work force that is unionized. Thus, the PSID

data provide information on the worker's union status, without providing

information on the degree to which the worker's employer is unionized while
the EOPP data provide information on the extent of employer unionization
without providing information on the union status of the individual worker.
In order to resolve this conflict, it will simply be assumed that in the EOPP
sample, workers in highly unionized firms are union members and, therefore,
the appropriate comparison is between a union member in the PSID sample and a
worker in a "highly unionized" firm in the EOPP sample.

The multipliers calculated from the EOPP sample compare the quit rate in
a "highly unionized" firm to the quit rate in firms with no unionization. For

example, the multiplier for a firm that is 75 percent unionized is:

(22) U75 = rg(t1X1, UNION = 75%)

rg(t1X1, UNION = 0%)

Multipliers were calculated for 75 percent, 85.8 percent, and 100 percent

unionization. The 85.8 percent multiplier was chosen because, for those firms
in the EOPP sample reporting unionization over 50 percent, the average percent
of the work force unionized was 85.8 percent. These multipliers are: U75

.699; U85.8 ' .664; U100 = .620. Thus, the probability of workers

qui -tting a highly unionized firm is approximately 30 to 38 percent lower than
the probability of their quitting a nonunion firm. As in Freeman's findings,

these multipliers indicate that unionism has a very large impact on the

probability of quitting.

The magnitude of the Freeman union effect may be greater than the union
effect found in this study because of the special nature of the EOPP sample.
Recall that the EOPP sample consists of recently hired, low skilled workers,
and the quit behavior of these workers may be less likely to be affected by

unionism than the quit behavior of workers in the more general PSID sample.
Furthermore, it must again be emphasized that the results of the two studies
may not be strictly comparable due to the difference in the measurement of
unionization and also because of the approximation employed here in order to
construct Freeman's estimate.

Finally, an issue in the interpretation of UNION is whether the coeffi-
cient represents a behavioral response on the part of workers- -e.g., the voice
option provided by the union lowers the workers' propensity to quit--or wheth-
er the coefficient captures the workings of a selection process--e.g., only
workers with lower propensities to quit will be hired by unionized firms, and
therefore, UNION is indicative of a firm selection policy. Freeman raises



this issue and (...oncludes that in his study, the UNION effect is more likely to
be due to a behavioral response:

Since controlling for individual propensities to quit has
essentially no effect on the coefficient of unionism, we
conclude that the union impact appears to operate by

changing the behavior of the same person rather than by
unionization of innately more stable persons. In an

organized work place a given individual is less ;ikely to
quit tian in a non-organized work place, wages held fixed.
(p. 666)

The negative coefficient of PROGRESS in table 7.9 is consistent with the
interpretation that workers are inhibited from quitting when future wage
increases would be foregone. The multiplier in table 7.10 indicates that the
probability of quitting is 34.2 percent lower in firms having a wage progres-
sion, which is, indeed, a very sizeable reduction. As in the case of inter-
preting the union coefficient, it must be asked whether PROGRESS represents
the workers' behavioral response to the preSence of a wage progression--e.g.,
the propensity to quit is lowered by the presence of a wage progression--or
whether the wage progression is a self-selection device by which workers with
lower inherent propensities to quit will choose jobs with wage progressions
while workers with higher propensities to quit will choose jobs with flat wage
profiles. According to Salop and Salop (1976), this self-selection feature of
a wage progression operates in the following way:

The firm discourages high turnover individuals from

applying and encourages low turnover workers to apply for
employment by predictably increasing an employees' wage
with his tenure at the firm. This has the effect of

allowing the applicant essentially to guarantee his

longevity with the firm, since he himself pays the

consequences, in terms of foregone higher earnings, if

he quits prematurely. (p. 620)

Unfortunately, the issue of whether PROGRESS represents a behavioral

response or a self-selection device is difficult to answer with the EOPP data
since no information exists on workers' previous employment history. A clue
might come from column 3 of table 7.9 where the inclusion of STARTWAGE,
TOPWAGE (the starting wage and the top wage of the job slot), and LONGTOPW
essentially hold constant the present value of the job slot. In this case,
PROGRESS still has a negative and statistically significant coefficient.
Thus, with the present value of the job slot held constant, the presence of a
wage progression reduces the quit rate, which lends supporting evidence to the
conclusion that a wage progression does function as a self-selection device.

In addition to capturing behavior-modifying and/or self-selection effects
of a wage progression, it is possible that PROGRESS is correlated with unmea-
sured firm characteristics that influence worker quits. For example, if wages
are positively correlated with job quality--e.g., working conditions, latitude
for worker decision making--then prospects of future wage increases imply that
the worker also expects future improvement in nonpecuniary occupational char-
acteristics.
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Although a variable like PROGRESS was riot found in the other studies

surveyed, d few roughly comparable variables were found. Parsons' (1973) time

series study in which quit rates were estimated for twenty-seven separate

industries included a "change in own waye variable." After surveying the

results of the twenty-seven regressions, Parsons concluded that this variable

has no systematic effect un quits. Stoikov and Raimon included a variable

that measured the "percentage incroase in earninys over the last three years"

in their cross-section study and f(And that it had a statistically significant

negative effect on industry quit rates. They found that a 1 percent increase

in this variable reduced inJ,,:stry quit rates by .358 when both independent and

dependent variables were evalua,ted at their means. In terms of relative
importance, Stoikov and Raiinon found this waye increase variable to have- tne
third largest impact on quit rates behind (1) their measure of quality of the

industry work force and (2) the industry wage level.

Even though it is not statistically significant in column 1 of table 7.9,

LONGTOPW is negative instead of being positive as predicted. This is largely

due to the fact that in column 1, the top wage of the job slot is not control-

led fur, and since LONGTOPW and TOPWAGE are positively correlated (r = .221),

LONGTOPW is partially measuring the effects of higher top wages- and the longer.

time period needed to reach there higher wayes. This reasoning is supported

by the results in columns 2 and 3 where TOPWAGE is included, and both the size

of the coefficient for LONGTOPW and the t -- statistic are less than half what

they are in column I.

Focusing on the specific variables in column 1 of table 7.9, SCREEN,

ORIENT, and WAGE (i.e., STARTWAGE) all possess the hypothesized siyns, with

SCREEN and ORIENT being statistically siynificant at the 5 percent level and

WAGE being statistically significant at the 10 percent level. The SCREEN

coefficient supports the view that firms can lower the quit propensity of

workers oy.investing in prenire information in order to come up with a good

firm-worker match. Under this interpretation, the firm can be thought of as

providing an informational service to workers in the sense that workers who

are hired by firms which invest in large quantities of screening will find

that the probability of the employment match beiny satisfactory is greater,

and, hence, workers will have to invest in less of their own information--

e.g., via job shopping.

Table 7.10 reveals that SCREEN has a very large standard deviation and

that the value of its coefficient of determination is the largest of any

variable in the sample. Not surprisingly, the multiplier for SCREEN is very .

large as it indicates the probability of quitting is 36.5 percent lower in a

firm doing 35.5 hours of screeniny per opening compared to a firm doing 6.3

hours of screening. This result may be viewed as the difference in quit

probabilities between a firm that screens applicants for approximately one

work week ayd a firm that screens applicants for approximately one work day.

Another way to measure the impact of firm screeniny on worker quit proba-

bilities is to compare the quit rates of firms that provide no screening to

firms that provide some positive amount of screening. This is an especially

important comparison in the EOPP sample since 29.6 percent of the firms
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did no screeniny. For example, the multiplier for ten hours of screeniny

would be:

S10
rti(t1X1, SCREEN = 10)

rOtIXI, SCREEN = 0).

This multiplier was calculated for eiyht, ten, twenty, and torty hours of
screeniny with the results beiny: S8 = .883; S10 .856; S20 .732;

and S40 = .53b. Thus, compared to a fihn doing no screeniny, a firm doing

just one work day of screeniny reduces the probability of worker quits by 11.7
percent, while a firm doing one work week of screeniny reduces the quit

probability by almost 50 percent.

Although these results seem to be quite significant, care must be taken
when interpreting the coefficient of SCREEN and its multipliers for at least
two reasons. First, the issue of selectivity again is relevant as it may be
argued that the informational screening undertaken by the firm has the primary
purpose of identifying workers who have lower inherent propensities to quit
and not of finding the best firm-worker match. Second, it must be noted that

SCREEN may not be a. truly exogenous choice variable as the nature of the

firm's occupational structure and the on-the-job training process are likely
to determine whether or not the firm is looking for a permanent worker and,
hence, whether or not the firm is willing to invest in large amounts of pre-
hire information on workers. For example, in cases where, the job is rela-

tively simple to learn arid mistakes are not costly, the firm may find it

cheaper to foresake .5creening workers before they are hired in favor of

randomly drawing workers from the available pool and accepting higher rates

of worker turnover.

The negative coefficient of ORIENT in table 7.9 supports the claim that
workers who are more familiar with their jobs are less likely to quit. In

table 7.10, the multiplier for ORIENT indicates that the probability of quit-
ting is reduced by 16 percent it the firm doubles the amount of time it spends
to orient and train the new worker (i.e., increase ORIENT by one standard

deviation from its averau' of 32.33 hours to 68.23 hours). Essentially, this

multiplier represents the change in the probability of quitting when the

amount of time spent orientiny and training the new worker is increased from

one work week to two work weeks. In fact, in calculating the'multiplier that
compares ORIENT = 80 to ORIENT = 40, a 17.7 percent reduction in tne proba-

bility of quitting is found.

It was mentioned earlier that the relatively short time span covered by
this variable (the first month of employment) may not adequately predict a

training process which is likely to be spread over a much longer time period,
and therefore, it is unclear whether ORIENT can be interpreted as a proxy for
specitic human capital investment (or, less dogmatically, as a proxy for

on -the -job training). A partial answer may be obtained by finding out whether
ORIENT can predict future wages since worker training should result in higher
tuture wages for the workers. In table 7.11, for those workers still with the
firm at the time of the EOPP interview (N 2016), the log of their current
waye (i.e., tne waye they were receiving at the time of the EOPP interview) is
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regressed on a number of factors including ORIENT, and it can be seen that
ORIENT is positive and statistically siynificant in predicting the wage. This

result is evidence in favor of interpreting ORIENT as a proxy for on-the-job
training.

Two studies that are primarily concerned with the effects of specific
human capital investment on worker quits are the cross-section industry-level
studies of Parsons (1972) and Pencavel (1972). Both use a wide variety of
proxies for specific human captial investment, and in general, their results
are consistent with their hypotheses. However, just as the true meaning of
ORIENT has been questioned in this study, the proxies of Parsons and Pencavel
must be viewed with caution because of the seemingly ad hoc manner in which
these var- iables are shown to represent specific human capital investment.

For example, Pencavel (p. 59) uses the percentage of urban workers in the

industry as a proxy for specific human capital investment "on the conjecture
that urban aim rural workers contain differing amounts of specific training."

STARTWAGE in column 1 of table 7.9 is the starting wage at which the
worker was hired, and its sign is consistent with the view that workers are
less likely to quit higher paying jobs. However, in accord with the job
matching model of chapter 2 ot. Meitzen, once the worker has been hired, future
wages with the firm are the primary consideration in the worker's quit deci-
sion. To remedy this, column 2 replaces STAkTWAUE with TOPWAGE, the top waye
for the job slot, and it has a large and significant negative effect on the
quit rate. Column 3 includes both STARTWAGE and TONAGE, and a comparison of
the log likelihoods for columns 2 and 3 s!'!ows them to be virtually identical,
and, thus, adding STARTWAGE to the model that alreach 0 :ludes TUPWAGE adds no
explanatory power to the model. This is because high degree of collin-
earity between STARTWAGE and TOPWAGE (r - .710), d: implies that STARTWAGE

in column 1 is a proxy for TUPWAGE. Notice id coluhf] that when STARTWAGE is
included, the coefficient of TUPWAGE is similar to wn:..t it was in column 2

but, even thouyh it is not statistically significant, the coefficient of
STARTWAGE becomes positive compared to a negative coefficient in column 1.
Actually, this is not as startling as it may first appear because in column 3,
where TOPWAGE is held constant, d higher STARTWAGE implies that the wage
profile for the job is flattiJs, and hence, the worker has less future wage
increases to look forward to. The flatter wage profile implied by the higher
value of STARTWAGE also means that workers are paying for a smaller share of
any human capital investment, and therefore, suffer a smaller capital loss if
they quit.

When speaking of the worker's decision to quit in response to low wages,
it should be kept in mind that firms are riot necessarily passive ayents in

this decision since-they may try to raise wages if they are concerned about
worker quits. In ocher words, the worker's decision to quit requires tacit
approval by the firm.

In table 7.10, the multiplier for TOPWAGE shows that a 37 percent
increase in the top wage for the job slot (from $b.2U to $7.13) reduces the
probability of quitting by just over 21 percent. Calculating the multiplier

for a $1.00 increase, the probability of quitting declines 11.6 percent for
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every $1.00 increase in the top waye. Evaluated at the mean of TOPWAGE, this
implies that a 1 percent increase in TOWAGE leads to a .b percent decrease in
the probability of quitting.

Many of the studies surveyed included a wage variable in their quit
equations. In their cross-section studies, Burton and Parker, Parsons (1972),
Pencavel, and Stoikov and Raimon all found statistically significant negative
relationships between wages and industry quit rates. Thi' only researchers who
reported their results in elasticity terms were Stoikov and Raimon who found
that a 1 percent chanye in "average annual earnings adjusted for quality of
the work force" lead to a -1.075 change in industry quit rates.

In their longitudinal studies, Bartel (1980) and Freeman (1980) also
reported negative wage coefficients. Using a probit model , Bartel estimated
the effect of the logarithm of wages on the orobability of quitting for both
the NLS younger male and NLS older male samples. In both samples, statisti-
cally si,inificant negative results were obtained. However, Bartel failed to
provide enough informatioh in order to transform these coefficients into
elasticities. III tne PSID sample, Freeman reported a statistically significant
logit coefficient for the logarithm of wages. Again, not enough information
was provided in order to transform this result into a magnitude that is

comparable to tte results of this study.

Focusing on the worker variables in table 7.9, all have the hypothesized
siyns, but only AGE and PROD2WK are statistically significant. The AGE multi-
plier in table 7.10 indicates that a worker thirty-seven years of aye has a
22.5 percent lower probability of quitting than a worker who is twenty-seven
years old. More generally, every ten years of aye results in a 22.5 percent
reduction in ,the probability of quitti-n. Mincer and Jovanovic (1979) spell
out two reasons for the negative cc .icient of AGE that have also been
mentioned here. First, older workers a shorter period in which to reap
the benefits of a higher payiny job:

Tr-or a yiven waye gain, the supply response would diminish
with working aye (at yiven levels of tenure) since the
payoff period declines. (pp. 24-25)

Second, younger workers are more likely to be enyayed in job shopping.

Another set age factors, unrelated to location, may
operate in (:,e early years of work experience. The range
of quality of j,,!,c; and of the job match cannot be ascer-
tained by mere search, and some knowledge must be acquired
by actual experimentation. Also, job training and oppor-
tunities for investment in general human capital may
present themselves sequentially in different firms. Be-
yond the first decade of working life, we may expect that
human capital investors who eventually find a reasonably
compatible work place develop a strong attachment to the
job. (pp. 24-25)
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!ABU 7.11

CURRENT WAGE EQUATION

CONSTANT
.383 ( 5.18)

LONGEMPLOY
.0176 ( 3.89)

UNION
.00155 ( 6.46)

PCIS1)
-.0287 (-2.58)

MINING
.533 (14.90)

DURABLE .285 (10.22)

NONDURABLE .137 ( 4.78)

FINSERV
.0679 ( 4.55)

TRANSCOM
.222 ( 6.94)

PCTCRAFT
.155 ( 5.27)

ORIENT
.000631 ( 3.60)

SCREEN
.000191 ( .79)

LONGTOPW
.000207 ( 3.28)

TENURE
.000192 ( 5.06)

SEX
.184 (13.83)

AGE
.00267 ( 4.35)

SCHOOL
.0762 (11.51)

PROD2WK
.000181 ( .62)

M'.NAGE
.0388 ( 4.68)

DMKTEMPL
.476 ( 2.94)

Dependent Variable: Log of Current Wage

N = 2016

R2 = .3805

t-statistics in parentheses.

Freeman finds a negative and statistically significant relationship

between age and the annual probabllity of quitting in the PSID sample. His

logit coefficient approximately translates into a 3.6 percent reduction in the

probability of oitting for each year of age when the probability of quitting

is evaluated at its mean. This is somewhat larger than the reduction found in

this study, which is approximately 2.3 percent for each year of age. Mincer

and Jovanovic also use tie PS1D sample in a linear regression where the
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"d"Ntidi JOD change race" is the dependent variaole. !hey find that une year

of "work experience" reduces the job chanye rate by 5.3 percent at the mean

value of the job change rate.

The negative coefficient of PROD2WK in table 7.9 may be interdreted as
implying that workers who are performing better are more likely to stay on the

job since their performance is an indicator of job satisfaction. However,

this interpretation is suspect for two reasons. First, how well does produc-
tivity in the second week of enpluyment ,,redict workers' future productivity?
This is essentially the same problem that was discussed in connection with tne

predictive power of ORILNI. Assuming that productivity an( wages are posi-
tively correlated, looking at table 7.10, it can be seen tha. the coefficient
of PROD2WK is small and not statistically significant. Therefore, PROD2WK is

not a good predictor of tuture productivity or of future wages. Secondly,

given these results, it must be asked what PRUU2WK is actually me.suring.

Recall that this question in tne FOPP survey is answered retrospectoiely by
the employer, and therefore, this variable may be capturing nothing core than

the tirm s satisfaction with the job match. Workers who stay are more likely

to be judged favorably than workers who -leave since it is poss:ble that

workers who are still with the firm are there because of mutual satisfaction
with the match. Hence, it may be more accurate to call PROD2WK "satisfaction

with the match."

The rather poor snowing of SCHOOL in this study is consistent with the
results of other studies, In the studies surveyed that included an education
variable (Bartel, Freeman, Mincer and Jovonovic, Parsons and Pencavel (1972)),

the sign of the education .,Jriable was both positive and negaLive and was

usually not statistically significant. In fact, in only une case, the Mincer

and Jovanovic young male NLS sample, was the coefficient statistieally signit-

icant. In this case the coetticient was negative.

Similarly, the studies that included a sex variable [Burton and Parker,

Parsons (1972) and Stoikov and Raimon] did not generally come up with good
results. The percent ut employees that are female had both positive° and

negative etfects on quit rates. Again, statistical significance was not very

common, with only Burton and Parker tindiny that the percent of male workers

in the industry had a statistically significant negative effect on the

industry quit rate.

Focusing on the market variables, both MKIWAGE and UMKIE' ".t have the

hypothesized signs in table 7.9, but are not staticAlcally siynificeet. Hence,
these results support somewhat the assertion that workers are more likely to
quit when market conditions are favorablei.e., when wages are high and jobs
are relatively easy to find. The multiplier for MKTWAGE in table 7.10
suggests that a $.78 rise in the average market wage rate will result in a 5.3
percent nigher prohul)ility ut quitting. Evaluated at the sample mein of

MK1WAGE, this translates into an elasticity of approximately .46. The multi-

plier tur DMKTEMPL is very small, as it indicates that a 45 percent increase
in the percentage change in market employment results in only a 2.5 percent
increase in the probability of quittinodn elasticity of .05 when evaluated
at the mean of OMKTEMPL.
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In his time series study, Parsons (19/3) inclugWvaridbles analogous to

MKTWAGE dnd DMKTEMPL and came up with essentially the same results. He found

relative wages, defined as the industry's wage rate divided by the all-

manutacturiny average wage, generally to be related neyati.:ely to the indus-

try's quit rates, but the performance of variables was judged by Parsons to be

erratic. The sign ut Parsons' variable is consistent with the positive sign

of MKTWAGE in this study since, ceteris paribus, a higher market wage implies

a lower relative wage for the worker. Parsons found his vacancy rate measure

to be positively related to quit rates and, in general, statistically signifi-

cant. This is consistent with the sign of DMKTEMPL in this study since

DMKTEMPL is attempting to proxy the availability of alternative jobs. How-

ever, unlike the rather poor performance of DMKTEMPL in this study, Parsons

found vacancy rates to be a major factor in explaining variation in industrial

quit rates. Parsons (p. 398) reports that the model quit rate-vacancy rate

elasticities usually lie in the range of 1.0 to 2.0 for the twenty-seven

industries studied.

Turning attention to the duration coefficient, 0, it is noted that in all

three columns of table 7.9,.o is very small and not statistically significant.

In fact, when the highly significant variable, TOWAGE, is added in columns 2

and 3, essentially vanishes! This 'supports the view that duration depen-

dence is due, in part, to uncorrected sample heterogeneity. Aside trom this

reason, why is there no duration dependence evident in the quit equation? A

plausible explanation is that it is due to the short period of observation

allowed by the LOP sample design. At most, a worker's employment with the

tirm can be viewed for two and one-half years--e.g., a worker hired during

January 1978 in a firm interviewed during May 1980- - -while the downward sloping

tenure-turnover profile is a long-term concept where the turnover-inhibiting

effects of specific human capital accumulation and wage growth only come into

effect after a number ot years on the job. In tact, the short time period and

the resulting flat tenure-turnover profile implied by this study are consist-

ent with the view that the early part of the employment relationship is a

learninj period in which bad matches are terminated, and hence, the profile is

flat or upward sloping but it eventually declines as learning is completed and

the mooility-' itiny effects of specific human capital accumulation ,,,me

into tocus.

In their analysis o!' transitions froM employment to nonemployment, Flinn

and HeckMan (1980, pp. 5g-'.)6) alsc, 'end a flat ture-turnover profile--i.e.,

no duration dependence ot the :iJviever, in tneir study of mobility

over d ten-year period, Mincer ace Jovanovic found a negative relationship

between worker mobility and job tenure. Furtheniv.ire, when they include a

viable r,pas.n.ing prior mobility by the worker, the tenure effect diminishes

cause :)rior mobility partially corrects for heter-(,,Ineity bias in the tenure

1.4 InterpreLation of the Discharye Results

wc.) ba:,ic types of tdctors provide guidance fur developing hypotheses

regdrThij C e signs of the discharge equation coefficients: factors that
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determine the quality ot tne iddLLH dnd factors thdt contribute to the firm's
cost ot discharging a worker. Quality of the match variables includes worker
cnardcteristics and the amount of information on the match the firm has prior
to making tne match. Finn cost of discharge factors includes the amount of
fixed costs ,he firm has invested in tne worker (which become a capital loss

if the worker leaves), tne costs of hiring a replacement worker (which can be
predicted by the amount of fixed costs the firm has invested in the current
worker), and the costs of the actual discharge process. Notice that quality
factors and costs of discharge tend to be interrelated as the firm's invest-
ment in the worker presumably increases the quality of the worker via in-

creases in worker productivity.

1.4.1 Dischdrye Equation Hypotheses

General Varidbles

LUGEMPLUY < U. Since firm size represents tne degree internal labor

market development, larger tirms will be looking for a more permanent em-
ployment relationship, and therefore, will be more intent upon coining up

with a good match in the hiriny process--i.e., firm size is a proxy for th
quality of prehire screening. However, countering this effect may be the
tact that in larger organizations, relationships tend to be less personal
and yoverned more by rules and regulations, and therefore, a worker may be
more likely to be dischdryd.

o UNION < O. Firms are less able to take unilateral action in personnel

matters when a collective bargaining agreement is in place since formal

channels specified by the agreement must be followed, and therefore, it is
more costly for the firm to discharge a worker. Furthermore, since the

firm is aware ot the fact that discharges are costly, it will be more
careful in the hiriny process in order to increase the probability of
torming d good employment match.

The union effect on tne firm's decision to discharge a worker may be dif-
ferent dt various stages ot the worker's career witn the firm. Specific-

ally, the initial stdye of employment is usually a trial or probationary

period during which the worker is not fully covered by he collective
bargaining agreement. Unly dtter the probationary period is passed does

tne worker come under full protection of tne union contract. Thereture,
the firm has more ldtitude in its discharge decision (',uring the probation-
proodtiondry periodi.e., it is less to discharge a worker who is
not tully protected by the collective agreement. Under then.

cirLumstdhces It mdy be argued tnat the real union impact on reducing the
probability of discharge does not occur until the probationary period has
expired. In tdct, it seems redsondble to hypothesize that tne sign rf the
union coefficient is positive during the worker's probationary peric,d since
the firm will want, to discndrye those perceived as poor workers when the
costs of doiny so are relatively low.
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o PRUGRESS > U. In the specific human capital fr.:!,,iework, a wage pros-

slon implies that workers pay a portion of the fix employment costs, ,qd

tneretore, the firm can discharge a worker without bearing the ens;

capital loss of such a separation.

o EUNGTOPW < U. Tie onger it takes to reach the top wage of the job slot,

the longer workers have to "prove" themselves, and therefore, the less

likely they are to be discharged.

o PCTCRAFT < U. This is a proxy for internal labor market development and,

Hence, a proxy for the quality of prehire screening.

Specific Variables

o SCREEN < 0. the more the tirm invests n Lehire screening, the inure

TiFelyit is that a good match will be forms.;.
.------

o ORIENT < U. Thi proxy for investment in specific .capital ""is cor-

TOTted with the capital loss suffered (or the -costs of replacing the

worker) if the worker is discharged.

o WAGE > 0. The higher the wage paid by the firm, the more demanding the

firm will be regarding worker performance and, therefore, the more likely

it is that a given worker performance level will not meet the firm's

standards.

Worker Variables

o SEX. rhere is no a priori reason for expecting either a positive or neg-

ative sign on this coefficient. Possibly, if sex discrimination were

present, the coefficient would be negative.

o AGE < 0. Assuming aye is a proxy for worker quality.

SCHUUL < U. An indicator of worker quAity.

o PRUU2WK < O. Assuming productivity in the second week on the job is a good

predictor of future productivity.

Market Variables

o MKTWAGE > U. lhe nigher the market wage relative to the firm's wage, the

Tower the quality of worker the tirm can obtain.

o DMKTLMPL < O. Faster growing labor markets are generally also tighter

marketsi.e., demand greater than supply. Finns should be more reluctant

to discharge workers in tast growing labor markets since replacements are

harder and more costly to find.
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7.4.2 Discharge Equation Resul.

The results for the M. rsion of tne dischdrye equation with alter-
native wage specifications <:. +"ound in table 7.12. Recall from the previous
section that d large and significant oill'Aed variable effect was detected in
the discharge equation and that the coefficients of Model 3 are generally
smaller in absolute value than the coefficients of Model 2 in which the
omitted variable effect is accounted for However, given the overall poor
pertormance (in column 1, only three variables other than the constant are
statistically siynificant), the downward bi.ds in the coefficients of Model 3

is not d very serious problem. Because of the poor results, multipliers were
riot calculated for the discharge equdtion.

Although they all possess the hypothesized signs, the only general vari-
dble that is statistically significant at. 5 percent is LONGTUPW. In fact, a
likelihood ratio test of the hypothesis that, as a group, the general varia-

drc not statistically ditterent from zero (i.e., H0: (f3o = 0) cannot
be rejected at the 5 percent level as the value of the likelihood ratio is
11.5 and the critical value.of the chi-square statistic at 5 percent with ten
restrictions is 18.31. Thus, as a yroup, general firm characteristics do riot
contribute to explaining worker discharges.

Even tnongn it is not statisticallf significant, the UNION coefficient
merits further investiyation to determine whether or not unionization has a

difterentidl impact on the firm's propensity to discharge workers who are in
their probationary period and workers who have passed their prrhtionary
period. In order to do this, the worker's spell of employment with the firm
is segmented into two periods--the first ninety days of employment and the
period of employment after the first ninety days--and the effect of UNION on
the rate of discharye is estimated separately for the two periods. The first
ninety-day period of employment witn the firm is interpreted as the worker's
probationary period, but, of course, this is not a universal probationary
period as some are longer and others are shorter.

The top panel of table 1.13 presents the UNION coefficients for this time
period model (all other coefficients are essentially the same as before) with
UNION1 being the union effect on the rate of discharge during the first ninety
days of employment, and UNIUN2 being the union effect on the rate of discharge
for th period after the first ninety days of employment. Inspection reveals
that neither UNION]. nor UNIUN2 is statistically significant and that UNIUNI is
approximately ten times as large as UNION',.). This seems to indicate that any
union effect on the discharge rate is concentrated in the initial period of
employment, possibly due to the fdct thot unionized employers are more careful
in selectiny nev, workers dnd, therefore, dre less likely to discharge a worker
becduse Of d mismatch. However, this interpretation nut be tempered by the
tact tnat UNION1 and UNIUNI are not statistically different from one another.
This conclusiOn is reached by performing a likelihood ratio test with the null
hypothesis that UNIUNI dnd UNIUN2 are equal. The unrestricted model--i.e.,
wnere UNIUNI and UNIUN2 are nut constrdined to be equ,,11--is found in the top
panel of table 7.13, while the restricted model--i.e., where UNIUNI and UNIUN2
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TABLE 7.12

DISCHARGE EQUATION WITH ALTERNATIVE WAGE SPECIFICATIONS

CONSTANT -8.333 (-6.18) -8.316 (-6.18) -8.331 (-6.18)

LOGEMPLOY - .0724 (- .92) - .0708 ( .91) - .0728 (- .93)

UNION - .00239 (- .49) - .00221 (- .45) .00235 (- .48)

PROGRESS .565 ( 1.30) .551 ( 1.28) .571 ( 1.31)

LONGrOPW - .00387 (-1.97) - .00384 (-1.89) - .00380 (-1.86)

PCTCRAFT - .108 (- .24) - .102 (- .22) - .0993 (- .21)

MINING - .181 (- .27) .129 (- .21) - .179 (- .27)

DURABLE .587 (-1.15) - .563 (-1.12) - .589 (-1.15)

NONDURABLE -1.132 (-1.51) -1.118 (-1.50) -1.132 (-1.51)

FINSERV .0751 ( .31) .0786 ( r33) .0747 ( .31)

TRANSCOM - .589 (- .80) - .570 (- .78) - .586 (- .79)

SCREEN - .00386 (- .37) - .00372 (- .36) - .00388 (- .37)

ORIENT - .0000772 (- .03) .0000233 ( 0) - .0000503 ( 0)

STARTWAGE .0209 ( .24) .0289 ( .26)

TOPWAGE .00265 ( .05) - .00977 (- .12)

SEX 1.033 ( 4.24) 1.043 ( 4.27) 1.037 ( 4.23)

AGE .00993 ( 1.03) .0102 ( 1.06) .00986 ( 1.02)

SCHOOL - .162 (-1.38) - .156 (-1.35) - .161 (-1.37)

PROD2WK .0282 (-5.61) - .0282 (-5.60) - .0282 (-5.61)

MKTWAGE .114 ( .76) ( .77) .114 ( .77)

DMKTEMIFt .369 ( .14) .379 ( .15) .371 ( .15)

a - .00138 (-1.80) - .00139 (-1.80) - .00138 (-1.79)

F .0001152 .0001152 .0001152

X2 77.99 77.94 78.00

I og L -867.167 -867.194 -867.159

1-statistics In parentheses.
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TABLE 7.13

DIFELRLNIIAL UNION EFFECTS ON THE RATE OF DISCHARGE

UNRESTRICTED MODEL:

UNION1 -.00620 (-.73)

UNION2 -.000599 (-.11)

Log of Likelihood -867.701

RESTRICTED MODEL: (UNION1 UNION2)

UNION -.00248 (-.50)

Log of Likelihood -867.878

are constrained to be equalis f., And in the bottom panel of table -/.13. Tak-

ing the unrestricted and restricted log lil(alihoods and constructing the

likelihood ratio gives a value of .354 while the critic ,-; chi-square value at

the 5 percent level of significant is 3.841. Therefore, the null hypothesis

cannot be rejected and, statistically speaking, there are no differential
union etfectstetween workers who are in their probationary period and workers
who have passed their probationary period on the probability of being

discharged.

Returning to table 7.12, none of the specific variables are statistically
significant, and again, a likelihood ratio test of tree null hypothesis that,

as a group, the specific variables are not significantly different from zero
(i.e., H: Gis = .9) cannot be rejected at tree 5 percent level as the value

of the likelifibod ratio is 5.6 and the critical value of the chi-square sta-
tistic with four restrictions is 9.49. Altnough their t-statistics are very
low, note that in columns 1 and 2 when STARTWAGE and TOPWAGE are entered into
the equation individually, both are positive as hypothesized. However, in

colum,, 3 where both are included, STARTWAGE is positive and TOPWAGE is

negative. This can be explained from a specific human capital framework by

rioting that when TOPWAGE is controlled for, a rising STARTWAGE implies a

flatter wage profile, and therefore, a larger firm investment in fixed

employment costs, which implies that the finn will be less likely to let a

worker go.

On the other hand, controlling for STARTWAGE, a higher TOPWAGE represents
a steeper wage profile, which implies less capital investment by the firm and,
therefore, a higher probability of discharge.

The set of worker variables contains two statistically significant coeffi-
cients: SEX and PROD2WK. As mentioned previously, there is no a priori rea-

son to expect that males are more likely to be discharged than females. One

reason for this result may be that SEX is highly correlated with unobserved
occupational or firm characteristics which are correlate.:, with the probability
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of discharye. For example, it may be that more mer Ai the sample hold jobs in

the "secondary" labor market where employment is less stable, and hence,

discharges are more likely to occur. Again, it must be questioned whether

PROD2WK is a measure ot actual job performance or whether it represents the

firm's subjectiJe judyent about the worker. Recall that the results of table

7.1U in whicii rROU2WK did not predict wages lend evidence to the claim that

PROD2WK is more likely to be an indicator of the firm's satisfaction with the

match rather than an objective performance standard. In fact, it makes a

great deal of sense to assume that workers who were discharyed were thought of

very unfavorably by the firms, and hence, would automatically receive a very

low ratiny on this question.

Neither of the market variables is statistically significant, with

MKTWAUL pessessiny the hypothesized sign and DMKTEMPL having a sign opposite

that which was hypotnesized-

Unlike the quit equation, the duration dependence coefficient, 0., is

hiyhly visible in the discharge equation. However, interpreting as repre-

senting structural duration dependence--e.g., the effect of the match learniny

processappears to be unwarranted since the results of Model 2 in the previ-

ous section suygest that the observed duration dependence is largely due to

uncorrected sample heteroyeneity. For example, the omitted variable term, v,

ot model 2 may be capturiny the effects of an unmeasured variable such as firm

discnarye'policy. Suppose there are two types ot manager, A and B, and tnat

Manager A's personnel policy is "I will not tolerate incompetence," while

Manayer B's personnel policy is "Everyone makes mistakes and I don't hold it

against them." Thus, ceteris paribus, a worker is more likely to be dischary-

ed by Manager A than by Manager B, i.e., Manager A has a higher propensity to

discharye. In Model 2, the average propensity to discharge at a given point

in time (i.e., employmeni: duration) is captured by the averaye of the omitted

variable effect, V. As duration increases, fewer A-type managers will be in

the sample as they are more likely to discharge workers, and therefore, v will

fall resulting in an apparent negative duration dependence of the hazard.

In sum, the discharye results are generally poor, with only three vari-

ables being statistically significant. One interpretation of our results is

that d discharye is a random, spur-of-the-moment event brought on by very

special circumstances that surround the event. However, a probit model of

involuntary separations that is reported in chapter 8 of this monograph does

much better, so the problem may be in the specification--specifically the lack

of controls for job characteristics.

7.5 Summary

This chapter has presented the empirical analysis of the determinants of

worker quits and disc:barges. Section 7.1 provided a description of the sample

and the variables used in the study. The sample consists of recently hired

low and semiskilled workers in firms interviewed by the Employment Opportuni-

ties Pilot Programs (DPP) Employer Survey. The EOPP sample design only
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allowed for the observation of workers during their initial stages of employ-

ment with the firm; at most, the worker was observed for only the first two

and one-half years of employment. This creates right-censored observations

since the entire spell of employment with the firm is not observed for workers

who are still employed at the time the firm is interviewed by EOPP.

The variables used in the sample consist of firm characteristics, worker

characteristics, and local labor market conditions. Finn characteristics can

be further subdivided into general firm characteristics, which are not direct-

ly related to the newly hi-FT-worker--e.g., size of firm and industry--and

specific firm characteristics, which are directly related to the newly hired

worker--e.y., the wage paid to the worker and the time spent orienting and

training tne worker.

In section 1.2, the econometric properties of the p-eferred maximum

likelihood technique were presented. First, the maximum likelihood technique,

which is able to adjust for right-censoring by having tne incomplete employ-

ment spells contribute d "probability of no separation occurring" term to the

likelihood, was compared to least squares techniques. The use of least squares

when right-censored observations are present requires the imposition of a

sample selection rule in order to deal with censored observations. The maxi-

mum likelihood technique was compared to least squares under two alternative

sample selection rules: (1) use only completed employment spells and (2) in-

clude incomplete spells and treat them as if they were complete at the end of

the observation period. With the EOPP data, it was found that least squares

under both sample selection rules produced coefficient estimates that were

closer to zero than the maximum likelihood procedure.

Second, the effects of uncorrected sample heterogeneity on the coeffici-

ent estimates and on measured duration dependence were discussed. A signifi-

cant degree of uncorrected sample heterogeneity was detected in the discharge

equation, while virtually none was detected in the quit equation. When

comparing coefficient estimates of econometric models where sample heterogene-

ity was left uncorrected to coefficient estimates of models where a correction

was made, it was found that uncorrected sample heterogeneity produced down-

wardly biased coefficients in the discharge equation and had no effect on

coefficient estimates in Lne quit equation. It was also found that sample

heterogeneity "predicted" measured duration dependence as the duration

coefficient was significantly negatiVe in the discharge equation and was

virtually zero in the quit equation.

Finally, it was pointed out that the EUPP sampling design may result in

choosing enployment spells that are longer than spells chosen at random. The

effect of this length-bias problem would be coefficient estimates that are
upwardly biased, compared to coefficients produced from a random sample of

employment spells.

Section 7.3 presented an interpretation of the our results. The quit

equation featured an extensive discussion of the impact of unionism on worker

quits. Supporting evidence was found for Freeman's "exit-voice" hypothesis,

which states that unionism inhibits worker quits by providing the worker with
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a "voice" option for resolving problems in the workplace as an alternative to

resolving problems by quitting. In addition, it was found that the existence

of internal job ladders, with their associated on-the-job training and pros-

pects of future opportunities with the firm, inhibited worker quits; that

prehire information gathering by the firm resulted in better employment

matches being formed, and hence, in a lower quit probability; older workers

were less likely to quit; and that workers responded to market forces in the

form of relative wages and the availability of other job opportunities in

their job mobility decisions. As mentioned previously, the probability of

quitting did not vary with tenure of the ,4orker. A possible reason why no

duration dependence was observed for the quit equation is the relatively short

time norizon imposed by the EOPP sample design: at most, the worker was ob-

served for only the first two and one-half years of employment with the finn.

Thus, tree moility-inhibiting effects of factors such as firm-specific skills

and seniority-related benefit:i that cooe into focus later in the worker's

career with the firm may not be captured in the EcY sample.

The discharge equation reperted in table 7.4 was not very satisfactory,

Either the model suffers from specification bias or there is no systema

model tnat can predict these very random events. The significant duration

dependence of discharge was found to be the result of uncorrected sample

heterogeneity.
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NOTES

1. See footnote 1 to chapter 3.

2. See Appendix B for a discussion of the length-bias problem.



APPENDIX 7A

Explanation of Terms and Conventions Used

This appendix contains the definitions of some of the terms used and some
of the conventions followed in the tables.

1. T-statistics are reported in parentheses below the coefficient esti-
mates.

2. Loy L is the loy of the likelihood function.

3. The chi-square statistics reported are for the likelihood ratio tests
used to determine whether or not the entire set of coefficients is

statistically different' from zero. Partition Q in the following

manner:

4.

= (cc.-Istant)

())1

and L is defined as the unrestricted log of the likelihood (i.e.,

when the full set of variables is used--01 = 0) and 10 is define

as the restricted log of the likelihood, (i.e., only a constant term

is used-1'1,1 = 0). The null hypothesis being tested is:

H0:
.,., O.

A = 2[L - Lc] is distributed chi-square with n degrees of freedom

where n is equal to the numer of restrictions imposed--i.e., the

number of elements in 01. If A is less than the critical chi-

square value at the selected level of significance, the null hypothe-

sis cannot be rejected. If A is greater than the critical chi-square

value, the null hypothesis is rejected.

Td and -Ft, are the constant rates of separation--i.e., evaluated

at. 8 = 0. The time unit is in days, and therefore, multiplying by 30
wilT yiTe the monthly probability of separation.
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AP'ENDIA 713

The Lenyth.;,1as Problem

Employment spells co_ained in the EOPP sample may be longer than

employment spells chosen a'. random. This length-bias problem is due to the
nonrandom sampling technique used in the EOPP Survey that fixes a point in

time (October 1, 1979) before which the employment spell included in the

survey must have begun--i.e., the last worker' hired by the firm in4st have been
hired on or before Octu)er 1, 1979. As shown in Fiyure 1, thri e types of
employment spells are generated by this procedure:

Spells completed on or before October 1, 1979.

12: Spells in process on October 1, 1979, which were completed on or before
the EOPP interview in the spring of 1980.

T3: Spells in process on Octoper 1, 1979, which were ,not completed before

the LOP interview.

FIGURE 1

13

T2

T1

January 1,
1978

January 1,
1978

October 1,
1979

EOPP Interview
1980

(Since Ti spells only account for 6 percent of the EOPP sample, attention

'will De focused on T2 and T3 spells--i.e., spells in process on October 1,
1979). Intuitively, given the fixed sampling point, longer spells are more
likely to cover this point than shorter spells, and hence, the employment
spells yenerdted by this scheme are likely to be longer than spells that are
just chosen at random.

Feller (1971, pp. 11-14) illdstrates this problem by assuming that spells
or "waiting times" (in the present context, the waiting until the end of

the employment spell) are exponentially distributed:

(1) f(t) = aeut
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(2) L(t) - I

Thus, under the exponential assumption, random sampling of employment

:,pelts leads one to expect that a spell of length (4-1 will be chosen. How-

Feller, (p. 13) states that when requiring ,-.Hected spells to cover a

fixed point, spells sc chosen will have an expecti:i of Again, the

intuiti6n is that longer spells are more likely to :vr the Fixed point than

shorler

C
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CHAP1Lk

PkUDUCIIVIiY UkUW1H AU TUkNUVLk
John H. Bishop

6.1 introduction

Studies have con',1L:Htiy found that there is a strong positive correla-
tion between d worker's tenure with a firm and that individual's wage rate.
Becker's (1975) on-the job traininy (OJT) model is the most widely accepted
explanation for this associatic.n. The 0J1- model posits that new employees
receive training early in their tenure, which raises their producvity both
in and outside the firm. Competition forces the employer to pay employees who
have completed this traininy at !east as much as they are worth outside the
firm. -jobs that offer such training are more attractive than jobs that do
not, su.competition forces down the entry wage of jobs that provide traininy
below the encry wage of jobs that utter no training, During training
period, tne supervisors and other workers are spending time away from other
activities, helpiny the new employee learn the job. The employer must be
compensated for the resulting sacrifice in current output. When the traininy
provides general skills, the only way such compensation can be provided is by

turtner lowering of the entry wage. Pius, there ane two forces that cause
wage rates of new employees to rise: tne increase the employee's produc-
tivity and the decline of training expenses. When training is entirely spe-
cific, and therefore dues not raise the worker's productivity in other firms,
the forces causing a rising wage profile are weaker. They do not disappear,
however', for a rising wage profile reduces the quit rate of trained workers,
and thu:; protects the firm's investment in trairiny.

Recently a number of papers have proposed alternate explanations of the
positive correlation between tenure and wage rates, Salop and Salop (1976)
have proposed that a rising wdye profile may be a strategy for attracting
workers with low quit propensities to a firm. Jovanovic :1979) has developed
a job-matching theory of turnover which hypothesizes that workers remain in
jobs in which their productivity is high and are fired (or quit) from jobs in
which their productivity it He concludes that "since wages always equal
expected marginal products !L. all workers, the model generates (an average)
wage yrowth as tenure increases." (p. 974) A rising wage profile has also
been shown to be a consequence of efforts to prevent shirking (Lazear 1981).
Lazear and Moore tested this model and concluded that "under some strong
assnmptions, oix conclusion . . . is that most of the slope of the age earn-
ings profile reilects incentive based wealth dui not human capital accumula-
tion via on-the-job training." (Lazear and Moore 1981, p. 19)

Tht- most persuasive attack on the dominance of the LjT explanation for
waye yrowth comes frum d series of papers by Medoft (1977) and by Medoff and
Abranam (1980, 1981a, 1981b). Medoff- dnd Abraham observed that "despite the
straightforward nature of the test required to establish empirically the
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superiority of tne human cdpital explanation of the experience-earnings pro-

file over a.ternative models, . . . no one has ever provided evidence which

demonstrates that experience- earnings differentials can in tact be explained

by experience-productivity differentials" (1981a, p, 187). Using microdata

from te personnel records of tour large United Suites corporations, Medoft

dnd Aoranain found thdt while within a graL. level there is a positive

ast:nciation between wage rate and exp,

.)etween performance rating and expe-
assumption that rated performance i

tivity, our results imply that a

experience among the groups we are sLiying is unrelated to productivity"

(1981a, p. 187). Medoff and Abraham also reviewed a large number of other

sLu(lis dhd concluded that employees with less-than-average senority who fire

Lwyond the initial very short orientation /training period are normally

si]ghtly more productive than workers with more than average senority (Medoff

Abraham 1981a). Most of the studies reviewed were either of unionized

employees or of employees in larye corporations.

o, there is a negative association
They concluded that "under the

id indicator of relative produc-

.jal fraction of the return to

in this chapter we will replicate the tests conducted by Medoff and

Abraodm a very different sample of workers: newly hired, predominantly low

skill workers in small- and medium-sized establishments. We hypothesize that

in tnis labor market, significant improvements in productivity occur in the

first months and years of employment and that OJT is responsible for much of

the productivity gain. Another purpose of the paper is to measure the extent

to which the patterns of wage and productivity growth can De explained by

numdri capital theory. In this chapter and the chapter' to follow, we will test

the following implications of human capital theory.

a The rate of growth of a worker's current contribution to output (pro-

ductivity) in the first year of employment depends positively upon

the amount of training the worker receives.

b. The growth of a worker's productivity does not depend on what share

of the training is general and what share is specific.

c. The wage growth depends positively upon productivity growth.

d. Holding constant the growth of productivity, the growth of the

worker's wage rate depends positively on the share of training that

produces general as opposed to specific skills.

e. Holding constant the growth of productivity and the share of training

that is general, wage growth depends positively on the accurey of

performance measures and the acceptability of bLsiiiy raises on thee

performance measures (Hashimoto and Yu 1980).

f. (he greater the relative risk of a quit, the greater will be the

share of specific investment paid for by the employee, and therefore,

the greater will be the rate of wage growth (Hashimoto 1981a).

Y Ihe greater the responsiveness of the quit rate to ! posttraining

wage, the greater will be the rate of wage growth (Hashimofc. 1981a).
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h. The greater the relative ris , being fired and the responsiveness
of this risk to the posttraining .4,2ye rate, the smaller will be
the rate of wage 'growth (Hashimot

Three chapters will also examine dovanovic's sorting/selection explana-
tion ut the increase in average productivity and wage rates with tenure.
Sorting/selection can cause d significant rise in wage rite,, and productivity
only it the less productive workers are considerably more likely to separdte
from the firm than the productive workers. We will test ;he strength of this
relationship by measuring the degree to which turnover selects out tIe poor
performers and by calculating how much of the general rise in average produc-
tivity with early tenure is due to the sorting phenomenon.

fhis analysis will mah.: use of a unique data set on 3,41b recently hired
employees in approximately as many different firms. The data set is unique
Pecause it is based on interviews conducted with the new worker's employer,
and therefore contains information on the firm, the job, and the employer's
opinion of the employee that have not previous been included in studies of
job turnover and wage growth. The sample of recently hired workers was ob-
tained by asking a stratified random sample u employers to provide informa-
tion on an unskilled or semiskilled new W!) was hired bet:lc,en January 1,
1978 and October 1, 1979. (The employer -.Hrey and its sampling frame are
described in Appendix A of chapter 1.) An unskilled or semiskilled worker was
defined as a sales worker in the retail or service industries or a laborer,
service worker, operative, or clerical worker in any industry. The employer
w, asked to select the most recently hired employee fitting this description
rildm.dies of whether the individual was still with the firm. A series of
th,ty-five questions was asked about this new employee. If the firm had

hired a. worker for whom it received a subsidy from TJTC, WIN, or CETA-OJT in
the last two years, it was ask2d to answer a Parallel set of questions about
this worker. The sample we analyzed includes 391 workc:m subsidized by

CLTA-OJT, 44 subsidized by TJTC, and 43 subsidized by WIN.

One of the more unique elements of this data set is its measurement of
the employer's opinion of the productivity of a recently hired new employee.
A productivity rating was assigned to each employee at two different points in
time oy asking the employer or supervisor the following question, If you
consider the productivity of an average-experienced worker in this job to be
50 on d scale trom 1 to IOU, what rating would you give NAME for (his/her)
productivity during (his/her) second week of employment?"

;umpdrdble productivity ratings for a period of six to twenty-four months
later were obtained for workers that remained with the firm by asking an iden-
tical question about current performance. A similar question was dsked about
the productivity of the separating worker just.prior to separation. Note that
all of these questions ask for d comparison between a particular worker and an
average-experienced worker. They are not attempting to measure productivity
in any absolute sense. They provide an ordinal indicator of the relative
productivity of ditterent workers in the same job or of the same worker at
different points in time as perceived by the employer or supervisor.
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h.2 'simple Tests

6.2.1 Jovanovic's Sorting Model of Wage and Productivity Growth

The longitudinal data on wage rates and an index of relative productivity

make possi'ole some simple and very direct tests of Jovanovic's sorLing expla-

nation of wage and productivity growth. Table 53.1 presents the data necessary

for these tests. It includes sample means for the wage rate and the index of

relative productivity separately for workers who remained at the firm, for

those who quit, and for those woo- were terminated involuntarily.

TABLE 8.1

MEANS OF KEY VARIABLES BY TURNOVER STATUS

Layoffs Standard

and DoviatIOn

All Workers Stayers Quitters Dismissals Full Sewpie

Productivity Index-2nd Week

Latest Productivity Index

Starting Wage

6urrent Wage

CETA-0J1

TJTC or WIN

.539

.696

54.14

.122

.027

Proportion Unionized .107

lraining by Managers and Poe i's 35

Actual ,ure (days) 207

Approximate Sample Size 5,416

.506 .513 .449 ,228

.164 .613 .500 ,238

$4.11 $3.59 $4.71

.052 .247 .260

.023 .036 .033

.133 .065 .140

54.5 35 38

540 197 183

2,209 710 409

The first thing to note is that stayers have higher productivity ratings

than leavers. The second week's productivity rating of those who leave volun-

tarily is .23 of a standard deviation lower than the rating of those who stay,

and the r,itiny of those who leave involuntarily is half a standard deviation

lower. the time they left, quitters had d productivity rating that was .63

standard deviations lower than that of stayers at the time of the employer in-

terview. Those who separated involuntarilj had a rating that was more than a

standard deviation lower. This implies that sorting is indeed contributing to

the observed rise of wage rates and average productivity as tenure increases.

The size of the contribution debehrk on the separation rate and the mag-

nitude of the productivity differential between leavers and stayers. If we

use the most recent rating of productivity as our criterion, we can see that



.b9n
11),1 Jf donut ;:he-third ut tole

of o:

new hires lids ral,ed the from

standard deviation.' It we assume
transtoi'mation of true produs.-

process has increased average
rect wien one realizes it is

ro,:,(1!), equal to 1
that r,Oese new eiryloyees

tildt priportiunal
v Ly , we nlaj ill tin' sort ny

productivity by 10 per,_.ent, Inis .s d lure
occurring over the ut onli ore y(tcir

percent increase in toe intlation-adjost,:,.

received from their employer.

ieStS of HUIndfl Capital Theory

Hie second major finding one can derive from this table is the strong
support it provides for human capital theory. There is evidence of consider-
able investment in training. In the first month of employment other workers
at -,ne tirm--personnel staff, supervisors, and coworkers--spend thirty-tive
hours away from other activities in order' to provide orientation and training
to the new employee. Trainers receive higher wage rates than trainees, so the
value of the time they contribute to the training process is likely to equal
about one-third of the wages paid to the new employee in the first month.

(here is also evidence that the investment in training pays off in higher
productivity. Large improvements in productivity between the s:2cond week of
employment and the interview date (or date of separation) were reported by em-
ployers. The average .score on the productivity index -of workers in their

second week of employment is .539. Training raises this average scare to

.696, this is an increase of two-thirds of a standard deviation. The impact
of training and experience on the index is considerably larger tOan the impact
of sortinij. About 70 percent of the increase of the productivity index from
.539 to .164 is due to training and experience. The remainder is due tc sort-
ing. If we assume that the productivity index is a .wrtienal trahstorma-

tlon of true productivitY, training is responsible t - d9 percent increase

and sorting for a 10 percent. These results imply that in unskiHA
and semiskilled jobs, recently hired workers are considerably less produc!,i)e
[man workers with one or more years of tenure. In other words the Medoff anal

Abraham tiHding of d negative relationship between tenure and productivity for
those with a great amount of tenure is reversed it (..le looks at the first year
on the Joh.

Job Turnover kesults

,ne next step in our analysis is tile estimation of separate probit models
of voluntary terminations of employment (quits) and involuntary terminations
Lit employment (layotts, discuaryes, and induced quits). These models will he

used to Lest some of the predictions of the human capital and Jovdnovic's
selio Llicory 01 job turnover' and wage growth, and to examine the hypoth-
esis Loot there Is really no tree distinction between quits and dismissals,

file period for which the worker is at risk of leavin(j the fins varies
c.ow-HO -,r,e the Potential tenure, the Lime period between the

1 6 5
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date of hiring and the date the employer was interviewed, has a mean ot 366
days and a standard deviation of 192 days. Since the probability that an

individual will have left the firm rises with the length of the observation
period, potential tenure is included s a control variable in all models. We

expect the rate at which new employees leave a firm to vary with tenure, so
the coefficient on the potential tenure variable is allowed to shift at 160
days, 210 days, and 366 days.2

The nonpecuniary characteristics of the job and its skill requirements
were also controlled for in 111 models, Measures of nonpecuniary character-
istics and skill requirement the job were available because each job had
been assigned a nine -digit Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) code. In-

formation from the U.S. Department of Labor DOT job characteristics file was
meryed into our data set. Four of their measures of the previous training
required by the job were used as control variables without modification: spe-

cialized vocational preparation (SVP), general educational development in

lanyuaye, general educational development in matnematics, and general educa-
tional development in reasuniny. The other descriptors included in the UOT
job characteristics the were combined into five factors: substantive com-
plexity, motor skills required, physical requirements, interpersonal skills

required, and working conditions. The detinition of these variables is given
in Appendix A. The definition, means, and standard deviations of all other

variables are presented in table 8.2.

8.3.1 Are Voluntary and Involuntary Separations Distinct?

Une of the issues that has been addressed by the recent literature on job
turnover is whether the determinants of voluntary and involuntary t! rnover are
truly distinct. In a recent paper, Borjas and Rosen (1980) conclude that "the
results seem to indicate that at least for the youny men in the National Long-
itudinal Survey (NLS) the distinction between the determinants of a quit and
layoff [involuntary job seperation] may not be very meaningful" (p. 171).

ylahce at table 8.3 quickly reveals that in our data on newly hired unskille'
and semiskilled workers the determinants of voluntary turnover are completOy
different from the determinants of involuntary turnover. The sign of the

coefficients in the model of voluntary turnover is the opposite of its sign in
the involuntary turiwver model for eighteen the twenty-three variables
presented in the table. Being older or beiny decreases the likelihood of
quitting but increases the likelihood of separating involuntarilz. A higher
st:Irting wage rate lw,or?._kHt rates but increases one's chances of separating
involuntarily. _reater .2duccItion and greater relevant previous work experi-
ence are associated with higher quit rates but with lower layoff and dismissal
rates. In d small nonunion establishment, new hires that are hiyhly produc-
tive in their second week are much less likely to be layed off or dismissed,
but just: dS likely to quit.

This pattern ot ,_:oefticients is quite consistent with a sorting model of
job turnover in which wage rates and other job rewards are tied to the job and
are therefore not very responsive to the perceived competence of the individu-
al that is hired. (For evidence Lrdt wage offers for t.-ticular jobs are
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IAN I H.)

VARIABLE. 014INITION5 AND DLL,CRIPTIVE '11ATMIC5

51ANUA1fD
DEVIATIONVAR I ABLE MLAN

Worker Characteristics

Education 12.019 1.689

Experience 43.340 h:.530

Age 27.497 10.101

Age-Squored/100 659.511 722.548

Male 0.485 0.499

Characteristics of Firm-Wcrker
Matal

Relative Wage Ratio 0.e20 0.265

Selection I nv,r, tmon t 6.200 25.280

frilni!o by Management 20.105 25.44P

Training by Peer-_; 14.12,

Productivity 2nd Week 0.564 0./_,

Productivity 2nd Week Inter-
acted with Log of Estab. Size

-ductIvIty 2nd Week x

1./54

0.057

1.0/1

0.162

)ortion Unionized

:Iotnge In Productivity 0.202

e-Collar Jot 0.478

Subsidy Programs

TJTC 0.014 !

WIN 0.011 0.107

CLTA/DJI 0.06') 0.244

Lmployer LhdraLterlstic,,

5.15,4 1.528Log hstablishnint Size

Log Establishment Size mbov, ''0 0.3 5 0.66e

Proportion Unionized 0.111 0.269

Proportion White-Collor 9.464 0.552

Proportion Craft J.:00 0.241

Market Charactoristies

Log Market Wage 1.669 0.135

Change Market ir,Tloymont 0.085 0.040

Log Market Size 11.505 1.550

DESCRIPTION

Years of schooling when hired

Months of prior relevant job experience

Age when hired

jev dwily; 1 = mole, 0 = female

Current starting wage for this job divided by
average market wage'. In manufacturing for
1977-1979

Hours spent recruiting, screening, and Inter-
viewing applicants for the job

Hours spent orienting and training new employee
by management personnel in the first month

Hours spent orienting and training new employee
by nonmanagement personnel in-the first month

PrAuctivity level of employee at second week
of employment; ranges from 0 to 1

Productivity at 2nd week multiplied by 1,-,1 of

of firm size, December 1979

Productivity at 2nd week multiplied by propor-
' :on of workers unionized

Difference between current mnd initial produc-
tivity

tquels 1 If white-collar job (as defined by
centats Lode); 0 otherwise

Equals 1 If employee is eligible for [JIG: 0

oth d-wIso

I quells 1 if employee Is eligible for MN: 0

uttwrwi',0

Equals 1 If employee Is eligible for UFA/0.11;
0 otherwise

Loi of the number of employees dt -tablishment
In December 1979

Log establIshffent size minus log 50 if employ-
ment is GT 50; 0 If employment LT '50

PrcortIon of employees unionized

Proportion of employees In white collar job,.

Proporfio.. of employees In craft jobs

Log of average mor1of wage In manufacturing,
from 19;7-1979

Change In local labor market employment, 1977
'919

Log of employment In local lah.v- market
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IAHlf 8.3

KOHIT MODELS OF EARLY JOB TURNOVER

Voluntary involuntary

Worker Characteristics

.028

.009

-.025

.018

-.068

(1.75)

( .92)

(1.57)

( .78)

(1.04)

- .047

- .017

.012

- .020

.225

(2.62)

( .85)

( .64)

( .72)

(2.87)

Years of Education

Log Experience

Age

Age Sgu:!ro0 100

Male

Chmraciaristics of Firm-Worker Match

Relatie Wage, Ratio -.113 ( .84) .494 (3.60)

Selection Investment -.0036 (1.46) .0018 (1.60)

Training by Management -.0019 (1.82) .0007 ( .64)

Training by Peers -.0026 (2.26) .0003 ( .21)

Productivity 2nd Week -.030 (0.16) - .821 (3.91)

Log Emp. x Log Productivity 2nd We -.026 (1.19) .018 ( .76)

Productivity 2nd Week x Union -.683 (1.41) 1.190 (2.64)

White-Collar Job -.097 (1.15) .138 (1.37)

Employer Characteristics

Log Establichment Size -.025 ( .126 (1.35)

Log EstablisWent Size Above 50 -.041 ( .5/) .195 (2.58)

Proportion Unionized .106 ( .39) .458 (1.71)

Proportion White Collar -.143 (149) .046 ( .39)

Proportion Craft -.279 (2.35) .087 ( .66)

CJTC -.258 ( .9Q) .027 ( .10)

WIN .311 (1.43) .235 ( .93)

CETA-OJT .041 ( .10) .585 (1.37)

CETA above 210 days ,652 .200

Market Characteristics

Log Market Size -.075 ( .36) .620 (2.45)

Change Market Employment .00 ( .79) .467 ( .'31)

Dummies for Industry X

Job Requirements X

Tenure Allowed to Shift X

2 x Log Likelihood 265 273

H-oporMon Leaving .21 .12

Multiolior for Probability 2c3t) .20



seldom adjusted to the individual's perceived quality, see Barron and Dunkel-
bery 1982). In sorting models, the productivity of workers in the job is riot

discovered until atter they have been at the firm Awhile. If productivity is

below some criterion level, the worker is fired. Productivity in the second

week is d proxy for realized productivity--i.e., low training costs and hiyh
tuture productivity. Sorting theory's prediction is supported by the ldrye
statistically siyniticdnt neydtive impact of initial productivity upon the

probability of being 'dyed off or fired. When the interaction ettects are
evaluated dt their means, the coefficient on the productivity proxy is approx-
imately -.10. The elasticity of the involuntary termination rate with respect
to the productivity proxy is -.63. It the most recent productivity index or
an instrument for it hdd been suostituted, the elasticity would have been even
larger. In many tinns the individual's compensation is not stronyly related
to his or her productivity dt the tine (see chapter 9), so one would antici-
pate that the effect of productivity on quitting would be weaker than its

ettect un involuntary terminations. When interaction effects are evaluated dt
their medHs, the coefficient on the productivity proxy is approximately -.24
in the (Olt equation. the elasticity ot quits with respect to the second week
productivity proxy is -.p3.

When models are estimated predicting current productivity or productivity
in the second week, the personal characteristics that are most important are
education dnd previous relevant work experience. Aye and aye squared are re-
duced to insignificance when they must compete with previous work experience.

We anticipate that it wage rates and quality of the job are held con-
stant, new Hires with greater education and previous work experience have
better prospects of finding a good job elsewhere and are therefore more likely
to quit. The coefficient on education in the quit model supports this hypoth-
esis. It is positive and significant dt the .05 level in a one tail test. The

coefficient on previous work experience has the right sign but is not statis-

tically ditferent irom zero. Education has a strong negative effect on invo-

luntary separations because education is a good predictor of productivity

growth. Workers' future contributions depend as much on their improvement as
it does on their competence at the start.

The more attractive a job is, the less likely people are to leave it

voluntarily. the starting wage hds d neydtive coellicient in the quit nr.Mel,

(IS Hypothesized. The relationship is not statistically significant, however.
Ineory suyyests Ludt d t i nn pdyiny higher than average waye rates for d spe-

citic job, may demand higher- than - average productivity ot its workers, and
tnereture, may set higher standards for hiring and retention decisiuhs. It

a; Jo suggests tnat firms with d reliutation fur laying ot;- or tiring a Yyni-
ficahL proportion of tneir new nires will rind they must pay more to attract
qudllty j06 applicdnts. For both these reasons we anticipate tnat high waye
lirms are more likely to lay oft or tire d new employee. The coefficient is

positive ds hypotnesized and statistically siynificant. The elasticity of the

layutt dnd dismissal rate with respect to the relative wage is .5.
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6.3.2 lests of Predictions of Human Capital Theory_

The primary prediction of human capital theory about job turnover is that

workers who have a yreat deal of specific training should have lower rates of

turnover. This proposition applies to workers who have completed their train-

iny or whose training is well underway. If:the employer has paid for most of

the costs of specific training, siynificant loss is suffered if a separation

occurs, so we would expect the arations over which the employer has control

(involuntary separations) to egatively related to the amount of specific

traininy. If the employee paid for the specific training, one would

expect voluntary separations not involuntary separations to be negatively

related to .L.ie amount of specific traininy provided.

Uur data set has direct measures of certain traininy inputs--the time
supervisors and personnel staff spend orientiny and training the new worker

during the first month, and the time coworkers spend orienting and traininy

the new worker during the first mcwth. It provides information on whether

the traininy is general or specific. Consequently, the measures that are

available are very impe ct proxies for the amount of specific training, the

variable that is hypoJesized to influence turnover. Nevertheless, the

proxies have the predicted negative effect on quit rtes, and the coefficients

are statistically significant. The elasticity of th.' quit rate is -.055 with

respect to supervisors' training time and -.052 for coworkers' training time.

Surprisingly, there is no impact of training time on involuntary separa-

tions. If employers do not pay any of the costs of specific training we would

prediC this result, but the tendency of productivity to rise more rapidly

than the wage rate (see section :3.7) necessarily implies that employers are

paying a major share of training costs. lhe c';p13nation for this result seems

to be that our proxy for training investment is also an indicator of the indi-

vidual's efficiency at learning the ropes. A high value for the training time

variable may imply either that traininy for this job is customarily time con-

suming or that this particular employee is a slow learner. If it is the

latter, the variable is a negative proxy for quality and one would expect it

to be positively associated with layoff and discharge rates. No doubt it 's a

mixture of both, hence, HI Willi and insignificant coeffiCient. Note that

the impact of worker quality on quits is either positive c less negative t'Lan

it is for layoffs and dismissals. Consequently, the ceA-ncient on traininy

Lime is not likely to be as biased in the quip; equation it is in the layoff

arid dismissal equation.

The time spent selecting the new hire is a; il;estment in specific numan

capital. If these cosr.s are high, there is an incentive to keep turnover

down. One criterion that firms use to select new hires is the perceived

probability of a quit or d dismissal. One would hope that investing more time

in the selection process would lower the realized quit and dismissal rates.

There is weak evidence (a negative coefficient wi.h a t statistic of 1.46) of

such an impact on the quit rate. [Neitzen obtained a significant negative

coefficient on selection investment in his model of quit rates.] The coeffic-

ie,H 1 selection investment in the layoff and dismissal model is positive and

d. 3iynificant. An dfte -the-fact explanation for this anomalous re';Hlt
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is trial. iirms that .,(2.t. ni0 hiring standards also '.,et high standards for re-
tention, so would expect a positive correlation between rejection rates in
the s e l e c t i o n amonw. ion u applicants dud rejection rates of new employees
during tneir tryout period.,

8.3.3 1Hpacf, of Unionization and Lstablishmehc Size

A number of studies have found tncit, representation by a union has sifflif-
cant impacts on JOt) turnover. It has been found to reduce quits dnd dis-

charges and to increase layoffs. Our resolts are consistent with these pre-
vious findings. When interaction terms are evaluated at their mean, the
coefficient on the proportion unionized is -.263 in the quit equation and
i.185 in the involuntdry separation equation. This implies that working at a
firm tndt is d 101) -percent. unionized lowers the quit rate by approximately 36
percent and raises the involuntary separation rate by about 31 percent. The
coefficients on unionization and its interactions in the quit equation are all
statistically insignificant, however.

the most interesting finding is the large statistically significant co-
efficient on the interacfloo between productivity (second week) and unioniza-
tion in the model of involuntary separations. this interaction term implies
that in a unionized firm there is HO tendency for less productive employees to
have d higher probability of being terminated involuntarily. These results
suggest that even during a union worker's probationary period, involuntary
terminations are generally layoffs based on seniority and seldom dismissals
based on poor performance. The coetficients on both the productivity-
unionizdtiofi teradtion and the productivity-establislunent size interaction
are neoativt: and insigniticant in the quit equation.

We saw in section 6.2 lAiat Lila correlation between tenure and produc-
tivity is partly due to tne tendency for the most productive workers to be
retained and tne productive workers to be released. In table 8.4 we
present evidence that the selection/sorting process affects the tenure and
productivity reldLio-,tbip differently in union and nonunion tirms.

lne impact of the soctieH process un average productivity can be approx-
imated by cdlculcalny the ratio of the current productivity index of stayers
to the index of the curreb' a most recent productivity of all new hires. For
nonunion firms this rdL10 I . 141/12/ or 1.11, implying that the productivity
of the typical experience vo!iker i 1 l percent higher than it would have been
it the probability of separ:::It..,' Had nut been negatively correlated with pro-
ductivity. For unionized firms tni,, ratio is 1.06, implying that the selection
process raises the productivity of a unionized work force by only half as
lildeh--abnaL b percent. lfle smaller impact of sorting on union firms is a con-
sequence of:

d. the lower quit rates at union tirms;

U. the lower rotes of tuition 1-1r

al's_' ,,115iswd dre (.,onS-Ider'aHj nos
remain or leave for :0 her reasom));

(dote that t.ncr workers who
plUdULLIVe titan worker's who



e the lack of any tendency im lay Of the least productive worker at

union firms. At nonunion firms, in contrast, workers who are laid

off are considerably less productive than workers who are retained.

IAHLE 8.4

PRODUCTIVITY INDEX NUMBERS

BY UN.JN1ZATION AND TURNOVER STATUS

All Stayers Quits Fires Layoffs

Less than 10 Percent Union

Per.:ent in Column 100 65 23 7 5

Productivity 2nd Week Index 100 106 95 69 93

Lite .J Productivity Index 127 141 111 64 106

More than 70 Percent Union

Percent In Column 100 70 12 4 14

Productivity 2nd wook Index 100 102 87 63 112

Latest Productivity Index 128 136 107 62 124

One consequence of the unionized firm's inability to select out the poor

performers atter they are hired is greater efforts to select high quality

employees in tne hiring decision. The staff time devoted to selecting the

right person for a job opening is 2.25 hours per interviewee in a unionized

establishment and 1.25 hours per interviewee in a nonunion establishment. The

total time devoted to the task of selecting a new unskilled employee is nine

hours in the unionized establishment and 5.7 hours in the nonunion establish-

ment.

The main effects of establishment size imply that rates of voluntary and

involuntary turnover are smaller at large establishments. A new unskilled

employee at a one-employee firm is 8(l percent more likely to quit and 180 per-

cent more likely to be laid off or dismissed than a new employee at ,an estab-

lishment with 50 employees. A new employee at an esib-lishment with 500

employees is about 45 percent less likely to quit than and as likely to be

layed off or dismissed as a new employee at an establiShment with 50 employ-

ees.

8.3.4 Impact of Subsidy Programs

None of the coefficients on the uummy variables representing subsidiza-

tion by a targeted employment and training subsidy proyram are stisticaliy

significant. Point estimates of their impact, however, suggest that worke:,-..
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subsidized by WIN or CLiA-OJT are considerably more likely to quit or be

terminated involuntarily. Being WIN eligible is associated with a 4U uercent
higher probability ot quitting or being fired or laid oft. Because CETA-OJT

subsidies last for only six months, it was hypothesized that for worker.; hired

under this subsidy, there would be a ccisideiably higher probability of a

separation tidying occurred it the employer interview is conducted at least six

months atter the date the employee was hired. Special tenure variables were

defined for CETA-OJT workers to capture this effect. The calculated impact of

CE1-A-OJT at potential tenure of seven months or more is presented in table

8.3 below the CEIA-OJT coefficient. These coefficients imply that if the

individuals were at least seven months previously, the CETA-OJT trainee

has a quit probability of about 44 percent rather than the 21 percent quit

probability of the typical unsubsidized worker. \Surprisinyly, rates of invol-

untary tur ,.yer ar ,Iluch less affected by being a CETA -UJT trainee. CETA -UJT

trainees who were ..ired at least seven months \previously had a 16 percent

probability of being laid oft, rather than the 1\2 percent probability of the

typical unsubsidized worker. It would seem that most of the attrition of dis-

advantayed workers from their subsidized jobs is Voluntary rather than invol-

untary. We find nu evic'c.ce tnat once the subsidy period is over, employers

are laying .,,t, 'ir' H3, or forcing their subsidized workers to quit. It may be

that some C'fA prime sponsors seek place CETA-OJT trainees at other firms

once the six-montA training period is over and that the subsidized employer

perceives these outcomes as quits rather than layoffs. More study of the

implicit and Lx,licit understandiry that goes with a CETA-OJT contract is

required.

8.4 fhe Determinants of Employer Traininy Investments

Learning how to do a job is a process that takes time aria effort. The

most important input into the learning process is the time and effort of the

trainee. In most cases, however, the trainees cannot\learn all that they need

to know entirely on their own. Complementary inputs of time are required from

others: supervisors, coworkers, sometimes specialized trainiry peisonnel.

the employer survey asked two questions about these complementary inrits: (a)

"In the tirst month ot 's employment approximately how many hours did

personnel and supervisory staFTspend orienting and training the new mployee"

and (b) "In the first montn approximately how many hours did employees other

than personnel and supervisory staff spend away from ,their normal work rou-

tines orienting and training the new employee?"

The answers to these questions are examined in this section. Models pr.2-

dictiny the amount of time personnel and supervisory state sprit training clue

new hire and the amount of time other coworkers spent training the new hire

were estimated by ordinary least squares. The results are presented table

8.5.

h.4.1 The Impact ot Worker Characteristics

hue would extiect tridt, new workers whose previous work experience: is

relevant to their new jobs would require If2SS Cr-dining. lh hypothesis :s
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FABLE 8.5

THE IIML SPENT IHAINING A NEW EMPLOYEE

Trainln9 by Management Training by Coworkers

Worker Characteristics

- 9.65

2.70

3.06

.28

- 3.02

.17

( .36:

( .80)

(1.03)

( .36)

(1.01)

( .33)

-19.12

- 4.10

5.20

- .83

5.00

.87

( .79)

(1.35)

(1.53'

(1.15)

(3.31)

(1.89)

Education LT 4

Yrs of Education

'irs of Education GT 0

Yrs of Lduc:. G'

Lxporlonco 100

I.xperr itIM 41 : 10,000

Age .26. ( .96) .08 ( .31)

't101 .0034 ( .85) .0004 ( .10)

Male 2.27 (2.12) 0.20 ( .20)

Subsidy Pr as

TJw - 3'.97 (1.03) .66 ( .19)

- 4.21 (1.14) 3.86 (1.16)

CETA-OJT 9.28 (6.77) 5.94 (4.78)

EmEloyer Characteristics

Log Establishment Size - 2.57 (t' ;1) 1.62 (3.98)

Log Establishment Size 0-1- 50 5.24 (4.89) - .11 ( .11)

Proportion Unionized .30 ( .17) - .87 ( .54)

Proportion White Collar .21 ( .14) 5.85 (4.34)

Proportion Craft 4.65 (2.34) 4.61 (2.57)

Market Characteristics

Log Market Wages .22 ( .07) .39 ( .13)

Dumm ,- for Industry

Job koqJirement, X

Dummies (or Wage Hate X

H Square .064 .049

Mean of Dependent Variable 20.8 14.4
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supported by the negative and significa: coefficients on experience in our

model. Two years of such experience reduces management training time by .71

hours (a reduction of 3.4 percent) and coworker training time by 1.15 hours (a

reduction of 8 percent).

Theory yields only a weak prediction about the impact of education on the
time others will spend training the worker. Educated workers are presumed to

be more efficient learners. They should be able to learn a yiven set of

skills more quickly. Holding the final competence of the worker constant, an
educated worker should require less training time than one with less educa-

tion. This would imply a negative relationship between education and training

inputs. On the other hand, it will generally be profitable to teach more and

higher level skills to the quickest and most efficient learners. This gener-

ates the opposite prediction. More will be taught to the educated,' implying a
positive relationship between education and training inputs. An examination

of the coefficients on the education variables in table 8.5 suggests that the
net effect of education on training time is positive. When all four variables

are entered simultaneously, none of the coefficients are statistically signif-

icant, however. WhenH single year of education variable is substituted for
four different variables, it is almost significant (t = 1.56) in the coworker

training time equation and highly significant (t = 4.2) in the management

training time equation. These results imply that even when job characteris-
tics are controlled, the tendency of more educated workers to be taught more

and higher level skills outweighs the educated worker's greater speed at

learning particular skills.

Males typically receive "2.27 hours more training time from management.

Since males usually show smaller gains in productivity than females, the

greater number of training hours implies either that males are slower learners

or that the types of jobs they typically fill require a yreater amount of man-

agerial instruction and supervision in the first month than the jobs typically

filled by women.

8.4,2 The Impacts of Employer Characteristics

The size of the establishment has an important effect on the pattern of

training investments in a worker. In very .small establishments management

tends to provide the bulk of the training. We estimate that in a typical two-

employee firm the manager spends about twenty-six hours on traininy and

coworkers spend about eleven hours. In medium-sized establishments (those

with about 50 employees) training responsibilities are shared more equally.

Supervisors provide an average of about eighteen hours of training, and

coworkers provide about sixteen hours. Training time. investments are most

.,(tensive in large es,tablishments. At establishments with 500 employees we
e;Lim.0-,e that management provides an average of twenty-five hours of training,
And coworkers provide about nineteen hours.

Unionization has no effect on the amount or distribution of training time
investments. Establishments with high proportions of their workers in craft
occupations provide more of both kinds of traininy than establishments with no
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craftworkers. Establishments with high proportions of their workers in

white-collar occupations offer higher-than-average amounts of training by

coworkers and roughly equal amounts of training by managers.

8.4.3 Ihe Impact of Subsidy Programs

The CETA-OJT program is supposed to be a subsidy of training. The coef-

ficients on the dummy for CETA -UJI imply that new employees who are subsidized

by this program do indeed receive more training than unsubsidized workers:

about nine extra hours from management and six extra hours from coworkers.

Thus the program does seem to increase the time the firm invested in training

new workers. In the first month, CE.TA -UJT subsidized workers receive a total

of approximately fifty hours of training from supervisors and coworkers. The

sample of participants in TJTC and WIN is small so none of their coefficients

are statistically significant.

8.5 Productivity Growth Results

In this section we analyze the determinants of productivity growth. Our

dependent variable is the change in the index of relative productivity multi-

plied by 100. The mean of the variable is 15.77 points for all workers and

19.86 for those who remain with the firm. The mean of the index of relative

productivity for those still at the firm at the time of the interview is 76.4

points.

Table 8.6 presents the results of estimating our model on two different

samples. The first two models present the results when the full sample is

used. The full sample includes workers who left the firm before the survey
interview date, as well as workers who were still at the firm on the interview

date. The longer a worker is at the firm, the more effective that individual

is likely to become so the actual tenure at the time of the second measurement

of productivity is included as a control variable. Since, however, slow

learners are more likely to leave the firm and therefore nave short tenure,

coefficients on the tenure variables may be biased. One way to avoid this

bias is to limit the sample to workers who have not lett the firm. Models of

this type are subject to another type of bias: selection bias. Mechanisms

are available for correcting this bias, however. Model 3 corrects for selec-

tion bias by eriteriny the Mills ratio derived from a probit model of job

retention. The rationale for this procedure is developed at greater length in

chapter y.

8.5.1 The Time Pattern of Productivity Growth

Medoff and Abraham (1981d, 1981h) have presented persuasive evidence that

in large firms the most senior employees are often somewhat less productive

than the less senior employees found in the same position. Evidence was

presented in section 8.2 that in our sample, productivity ratings rise over

the course of the first year of a new hire's employment. There is no
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TABLE 8.6

THE DETERMINANTS OF CHANGE

IN THE PRODUCTIVITY INDEX

Model

Full Sample

2

Stayers

1 Model Model 3

Worker Characteristics

Education LT 4 2.25 ( .12) -11.82 ( .70) -18.58 ( .97)

Yrs of Education .79 ( .35) 2.10 ( 1.00) - 2.94 ( 1.24)

Yrs of Education GT 8 1.54 ( .61) 3.39 ( 1.42) 4.12 ( 155)

Yrs of Education GT 12 - .37 ( .68) - 1.01 ( 2.00) .89 ( 1.65)

Experience s 100 -2.89 (2.54) .42 ( .40) 1.72 ( 1.47)

Experience Squared : 10,000 .72 (2.06) .13 ( .42) .28 ( .77)

Age .31 (1.67) - .15 ( .86) - .04 ( .23)

Age Squared .003 (1.27) .002 ( .68) .001 ( .31)

Male -1.29 (1.96) - .77 ( 1.12) - 1.32 ( 1.75)

Characteristics of Firm- Worker Match

Selection Investment .000 ( .05) .003 ( .20)

Training by Management .050 ( 4.66) .087 ( 7.21)

Training by Peers .025 ( 2.12) .039 ( 3.00)

Productivity 2nd Week - .32 (25.37) .33 (17.94)

Subsidy Programs

TJTC 1.51 ( .60) - .43 ( .20) - .18 ( .08)

WIN -1.23 ( .49) - 3.16 ( 1.37) - 3.91 ( 1.40)

CLTA-OJT 1.48 (1.59) - 2.10 ( 2.36) - 6.96 ( 3.10)

Employer Characteristics

Log Establishment Size .87 (2.86) .85 ( 2.95) 2.30 ( 3.78)

Log Establishment Size GT 50 .05 ( .06) .70 ( 1.01) - 1.77 ( 2.22)

Proportion Unionized .75 ( .65) .97 ( .86) .24 ( .21)

Proportion White Collar 4.41 (4.52) 1.43 ( 1.51) 1.39 ( .96)

Proportion Craft 2.67 (2.04) .38 ( .31) 1.38 ( .96)

Market Characteristics

Log Market Wage -1.05 ( .47) 2.66 ( 1.23) - 2.26 ( .96)

Change Market Employment -- - 2.21 ( .32) 5.39 ( .74)

Tenure Variables

Actual Tenure .003 ( .14) .035 ( 1.63) .041 ( .70)

Tenure GT 3 months .105 (3.25) .068 ( 2.23) - .097 ( 1.30)

Tenure GT 6 months - .075 (4.48) - .079 ( 5.02) .059 ( 2.18)

Tenure CT 12 months - .016 (2.12) - .012 ( 1.70) .005 ( .65)

Ldmhda -- 17.01 ( 3.78)

Dummies for Industry X X X

Job Requirements X X

Dummies for Wage Rate X X X

R Square .120 .276 .350
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contradiction between these two findings for they refer to quite different

segments of the tenure-productivity relationship.

Is there evidence in our data of a slowdown in the rate of productivity

growth as tenure increases? Yes, there is strong evidence of such a slow-

down. Because it controls for inputs of training time and productivity in

the second week,.model 2 provides the best measure of the time pattern of

productivity growth. The coefficients on the tenure splines imply that the

productivity index rises at a rate of 1.05 points per month in the first three

months of employment, at a rate of 3.09 points per month in the next three

months, at a rate of .72 points per month in tne next six months, and at a

rate of .36 points. per month thereafter. If we assume that the productivity

index is a proportional transformation of true productivity, percentage rates

of increase may be calculated. They are 1.9 percent per month in the first

three months, 5.4 percent per month in the next three months, 1.1 percent per

month in the next six months, and .55 percent per month thereafter. These

rates of increase are quite substantial. Even the rate of increase for the

period after one year is impressive: 6.6 percent per year,

As previously mentioned the coefficients on the tenure variables in model

2 may be biased. Model 3 is not subject to this bias. The number of observa-

tions having fewer than six months of tenure is too small to produce stable

estimates of tenure slopes during the first six months of employment, however,

so we will focus on the period after six months of employment. For the period

beyond six months, model 3 is a potentially useful check on our model 2 find-

ings. The slope is .12 percent per month for month six through twelve and .30

percent per month (3.5 percent per year) thereafter. It would seem that the

point at which productivity starts declining with tenure has not been reached

in our data (166 of the 2,248 observations in the stayer sample have two or

more years of tenure).4

8.5.2 The Payoff to On-the-Job Training Investments

In this section we attempt to measure the.payoft for time spent by em-

ployees (supervisors, personnel office staff, and coworkers) in training the

new employee. Measures are available of (a) the time personnel and supervi-

sory staff spent orienting and training the new employee and (b) the time

oployees other than personnel and supervisory staff spent away from their

normal work routines orienting and training the new employee. Both of these

indicators of the employer's efforts to train the employee had large statis-

tically significant positive impacts on the change in the index of relative

productivity.

The firm can tie assumed to be attempting to minimize the costs of train-

ing the new employee. This implies the familiar marginal condition that the

ratio of these marginal costs of each training input should equal the ratio of

the marginal productivity of each type of training input. The marginal condi-

tion for training inputs is
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(1) d(P1 -P0)

dTm Pin + Po

d(P1 -P0) Pc Po

dTc

This formulation assumes that training is one on one and an hour of trainee

time is associated with an hour of trainer time. The marginal condition that

defines the relative size of Pm and Pc is

(2) Pin Wm
13 = We

where Po, P1 = Trainee productivity before and after training, respec--

tively

Pm, Wm = Marginal productivity and wage rate of management staff who
provide training

Pc, We = Maryinal productivity and wage rate of coworkers who pro-

vide training
Tc = Time spent traininy the new employee by management and co-

workers, respectively.

Because they receive higher wayes, an hour of training provided by personnel

or supervisory staff is more costly to the firm than an hour of training pro-

vided by a coworker. In other words, since Wm > We implies Pm > Pc,

Pm+Po must be yreater than Pc+Po and _A(Pl-P0)/dTm must be

.greater than dpi-P0)/dTc. The coefficients-we obtain on our measures

of training by manayement and training by peers- are estimates of d(131-P0)/

dTm and d(P1 -P0)/dTc, respectively. As predicted, the coefficients on

training by management are larger (more than twice as large) than the coeffi-

cients on training by peers, and the difference is statistically significant.

Calculating a rate of return to this investment requires that we make a

number of assumptions about the scaling of the index of relative productiv_ity

and about the relative size of Pm, Pc, and Po. Our assumptions are that,

when comparing a worker's productivity at different points in time at the same

firm, the productivity index is a proportional transformation of true produc-

tivity and a multiplicative error.

T ujj
(3) Pjj = ajPije

where Pij = the productivity index for the ith worker at the jth firm

aj = an unknown constant unique to the firm

Pij = true maryindl product of the ith worker at the jth firm.

The yearly real rate of return may be defined as

(4) Real Rate (Probability\ . (Benefit + (Probability \ . (Benefit at

of Return \of Stayiny I lat Firm/ \of Leaving \Otner Firm/

Cost of frainer Time + Cost of Trainee Time
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The mean productivity of a new hire is 53.9, and 67 percent of the new hires

stay. We will assume that the productivity index for coworkers (Pc) is

equal to the productivity of the trained worker Pc = P1 = 76.4 (see table

8.1). The comparable index number for personnel and supervisory staff is

assumed-to be twice Pc or 162.8. Using model 3's estimates of d(131-P0/

dim and d(P1-P0)/dTc we have

"Management = .67(2,000 hrs .087) + .33 (2,000 hrs b) = 54%

162.8 + 53.9 for b=0

"Peers = .67(2000 hrs .039) + .33 (2,000 hrs b) = 40%

76.4 + 53.9 for b=0

While these estimates of:the rate of return to inputs of trainer time depend

upon a number of assumptions that may be challenged, they are, nevertheless,

quite interesting.5 These rates of return are quite high. They imply that

small increases in the time spent training a new employee have a payback

period of 2 to 2.5 years. High initial rates of return are to be expected for

this kind of training investment. Some of the skills being taught become

obsolescent with time (because the worker is transferred to another job in the

firm or the job is restructured because of technological change) or lose their

usefulness when the worker leaves the firm.

8.5.3 The Impact of Worker, Employer, and
Market Characteristics

Models 2 and 3 are structural models of the impacts of worker and employ-

er characteristics that control for the worker's productivity in the second

-- -work week and the employer's training investments. Model 1 is a reduced form

that does not control for job requirements, initial productivity, and the

.employer's training investments. The coefficients on worker and employer

attributes in this model capture both the direct effects and the indirect

effects that operate through initial productivity and employer investment

decisions.

In the structural models, experience and education have small, positive

effects. on roductivity growth that are generally not significant. The impact

of aye is negative, small, and statistically insignificant. The size of the

establishment has a large, statistically significant impact upon productivity

growth. The change of the productivity index for a new employee at a fifty-

employee establishment is 7.4 points (2.7 points in model 2) greater than it

is at a two-employee establishment. None of the other characteristics of the

employer or the market have a large or statistically significant impact on the

change of the productivity index.

The reduced form model yields somewhat more interesting results. New

hires with relevant previous experience generally have less to learn (have

higher initial productivity) and require less employer investment. As a re-

sult the coefficient on experience that is positive in the structural models

becomes negative and statistically significant in the reduced form model.
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The reduced form model also implies that new hires dt firms with hiyh
proportions of white-collar jobs and hiyh proportions of craft jobs experience
higher rates of productivity yrowth.

None of the characteristics of the local labor market have a statisti-

cally significant effect on the change in our index of productivity. In

models not reported here, however, we do find large, statistically significar:
negative effects of waye rate and the yrowth of local employment on current

productiVity of workers with six or more months of experience. This finding

provides support for the hypothesis that when labor markets are tight, firms
adjust ooth by raising their wage and lowering their hiring standards. Making

the standard set of assumptions about the scaling of the productivity index,
the coefficients on these variables imply that 10 percent higher local manu-

facturiny waye rate is associated with a 2 percent reduction in the average

quality of new hires. A two standard deviation increase in the yrowth rate of
local employment (4.15 percent per year) is associated with 2.4 percent reduc-
tion in average quality of new hires.

8.5.4 impact of Subsidy Programs

The coefficients un the subsidy program dummies in the structural models

are all. negative. Two of them are of redsonable size and the CETA-UJT coeffi-
cient is siynificantly less than zero. These results imply that recipients of

WUN and CETA-OJT subsidies are slower learners than the typical, unsubsidized

employee. Given the taryeted nature of the programs, this should not cone as a

surprise. The purpose of the program is to induce firms to hire workers who
lack the experience and trainability that the firm normally demands of new
employees.

Despite their lower trainability, new hires who briny a subsidy to their

employer typically seem to improve their productivity just as much as unsubsi-

dized employees. This is the implication of the small, statistically insiy-
nificant coefficients on the program dummies in the reduced form model. Their

productivity improves a rouyhly equal amount because they start from d lower
base and employers typically invest.more time in training them.

8.6 Does the Minimum Wage Discouraye
On-the-Job Training.

A number of economists hdve charyed that the minimum waye discourages un-

the-job traininy of inexperienced and unskilled workers (Hashimoto 1981b,

Leiynton and Mincer 1981). Let us examine the reasons for expectiny the mini-

mum wage to have this impact. Providing training to a new employee is costly.
The new employee is nut very productive at first, and other workers must take

time dwdy from their regular activities to give instruction to the new hire.
Many of the skills thdt the new employee learns have application in other

.
firms ds well. To avoid losing the worker to another firm, the employer that
is providiny the traininy must raise the wage as the trainee's productivity
increases. Juus that offer trdininy and the prospect of future wage increases
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are more attractive than those that du not. The competition for these Sobs

will enable employers that offer on-the-job traininy in yenerally useful

skills to obtain workers at low wage rates. Minimum wage legislation, how-

ever, prevents wage rates from falling below the leyislated minimum. Lacking

the ability to yet new employees to pay a major share of the costs of general

traininy (by acceptiny a low waye during the traininy period)., employers will

adopt production technolOgies that minimize the skill requirements of the job.

The evolution of the diner and the small, family-operated restaurant into

franchised fast food operationsusiny specially designed machines and already

prepared food is an example of how this is accomplished. By reducing the

skills required to do the job, the employer shortens the time it takes for new

employees to reach maximun productivity. The same person may have the job but

is taught less, and what is taught is useful only in that firm- -not elsewhere.

Opportunities for promotion are minimal, and waye increases are small or non-

existent.

While the theoretical case for the proposin that the minimum wage

discourages.OJI is strong, very i'ttle empirical evidence of such an effect

has been presented. Direct measures of OJT have not beers available. Efforts

to test this hypothesis have had to use indirect methods that have not yielded

conclusive results (Hashimoto 1981b). The employer data., set contains two

measures of inputs into on-the-job training- -time spent traininy by manayement

and time spent training by coworkers--and one measure of. traininy output--the

change in rated productivity of the worker. These measures make possible a

more direct test of the impact of the minimum wage on UJT.

In the absence of a minimum wage, we would expect that for people with a

given set of credentials, there would be 'a negative correlation between the

traininy provided on a job and its wage rate. We hypothesize, therefore, that

wage rate and UJT are neyatively correlated in ranges of the waye distribution

that are unconstrained by the minimum wage. This hypothesis is tested by

entering a continuous measure of the starting waye rate. A neyative coeffi-

cient is expected on this variable.

If the minimum wage is hdviny an effect on investment in UJT, its effect

will be visible in the jobs whose starting waye is at or below the miriimum

waye. Many of these jobs will have had to be redesiyned to minimize traininy

time and the development of general skills. At the time of our interviews,

the spring, summer, and fall of 1980, the minimum wage was $3.10 an hour. The

new hire about whom the waye rate and productivity questions were asked was

hired in either 19/9 or 19/8 when the minimum waye was $2.90 and $2.65 res-

pectively.6 Dummies were defined for wage rates less than $2.75, waye rates

between $2.75 and $3.05, wage rates between $3.05 and $3.15, and wage rates

between $3.15 and $3.50. We hypothesize that the dummies for the three lowest

waye rate cdteyories will have negative coefficients. If our hypotheses are

confirmed there will be a curvilinear relationship where, holding job-reupti-re-

ments and worker credentials constant, jobs offering the least amount of

traininy are those payiny at or below the minimum waye and those payiny very

high waye rates.

The empirical results are presented in table 8.7. As hypothesized, the

continuous measure of the waye rate has a neyative coefficient in all three
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equations, two ut which dre st.dtisticcilly slyniticdnt dt the .05 level un a

one tail test. All the coefficients on the dummies capturing the effect of
the minimuM wdye dre negative dS hypothesized; Seven of the nine coefficients
dre stdtistically significdnt dt the .U25 level on a one tail test. They imply
thdt jobs paying $3.10 an hour offer 3.3 fewer hours of training by manayement
(a reduction of about 15 percent) and 4.5 fewer hours of training by coworkers
(d reduction of abut 3U percent). The growth of the productivity index is 2
points, lower (a reduction of about 15 percent).

TAM f A.)

Itl'ACT of HIF MINI WM orf

0(1-no -Jcti T124IN

Training by Trdining

Management by Peers

Change of

Productivity Index

Wage I f 52.75 -9.44 (2.26) -5.44 (2.65) -4.14 (2.70)

Wage $2.75 i3.05 -2.99 (2.19) -2.t6 (1.54) -2.89 (1.q( )

Waoe $3.n5 - 53.I5 -5.55 (1.54) -4.52 (3.72) -2.18 (2.43)

Waoe 55.15 - $3.10 -1.45 (1.35) - .10 ( .80) -1.41 (1.64)

Wogo kJto .64 (1.94) .57 (1.24) - .3b (1.64)

NOTE: The first two columns of results are the wago coefficients for the models pr-sented in

table 8.5. The final column of wage rare coefficients is for model I in table 8.6.

8./ (Comparing Waye Growth and Productivity Growth

The dnalysis presented in previous sections of this chapter has tended to
support troth the sorting and human cdpitd1 theories. The data contain one
very important challenge to both these theories. With such large training
investments and -large productivity improvements, it is hard to understand why
the average wage increase is so small, only 11 percent. If we assume that the
productivity index is a proportional transformaLion,of true productivity, the
coefficient of varidtion of true productivity is .31, and new employees are
only 70 percent as productive dS experienced employees. To arrive at an

estivate of the productivity net of training costs of an employee in the first
month on the job we must also subtract the value of the training investment by
mdnagement and coworkers. The value of training Investments was calculated in
section J.2 to be equal to one-third of the wages paid to the new employee in
the first month. Thus, our data imply that during the first month of employ-
ment in an unskilled or semiskilled job, that productivity net of training
costs is about 4U percent of the productivity of d worker with about one year
of experience./ It the coetticient of variation of true productivity is .1b
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instead of .31, productivity net of traininy costs in the first month is still

only 55 percent of later productivity. Either way, productivity net of train-

ing costs is rising at least four times faster than wage rates.

This is consistent with human capital theory only if almost all training

is specific and employers pay almost all the,costs of specific training. How

plausible is this? Hashimoto's theory of the sharing of investments in

specific human capital states that employers will pay most of the costs of

such investments in these instances: when fire rates are_high and quit rates

are low, when the positive impact of higher wages on the rate of involuntary

separations is greater than their negative impact on quit rates, and when

future wage rates cannot be made contingent on performance.

In our data quits are twice as likely as layoffs and dismissals. Invol-

untary terminations, however, are more strongly related to the firm's wage

than quits (see section 8.3), and the elasticity of one's wage with respect to

one's productivity is considerably below 1 (see chapter 9). These latter two

t-indings suggest that employers will pay most of the cost of specific train-

ing. A further reason fur expecting employers to pay a large share of

specific traininy costs is that firms have better access to capital markets

and may, therefore, not demand as high a rate of return on a training invest-

ment as a worker. We conclude, therefore, that it is plausible for employers

to pay most of the costs of specific training.

)

The proposition that all or almost all of the training must be specific

is much less plausible, so the puzzle remains. The evidecewehave cited

suggests to this author that implicit contracts way exist whereby new Workers

implicitly promise not to take a new job quickly and employers offer to pay

for some of the general training that the new employee needs. This might

occur for a number of reasons:

a. The minimum wage might prevent the low starting wage that is neces-

sary for the employee to pay the full costs of general training.

(Evidence that the minimum wage does indeed have that effect was

presented in section 8.6.)

b. The impact of starting wages on the supply and quality of labor

(through effecting changes in job applications) might be much greater

than the impact of wage rates received by more experienced workers on

the supply and quality of labor (through its effects on both quit

rates and job applications).

c. The promise not to take another, job might be enforceable in part

through antipiratiny understandings and a hiring preference for job

seekers who have exhibited a tendency to stick with a job for awhile

(under these conditions, a quit damages the employee's reputation).



NOTES

1. This may overstate the impact of sorting because one of the reasons
leavers have lower ratings at seperdtion is that they have not been there as
long as the typical stayer.

2. The coefficients on these variables are not reported in table 8.3 to con-
serve space._ The probability of having left does rise with potential tenure
but the rate of leaving seems to be much higher in the first 210 days than it
is later.

3. I( this interpretation is correct, the standards a firm sets in selecting
new hires and for retaining new hires are jointly dependent and their effect
on each otner can be researched only by estimatiny a structural model. Esti-
mation of a structural model that captures the full complexity of the endogen-
city of the firms selection, training, pay and turnover policies is not fea-
sible in this data.

4. The yrowth rate of wage rates during these time intervals are rather simi-
lar to these calculated productivity growth rates. Wage Tates yrew 0.36 per-
cent per month between the sixth and twelfth month-and 0.49 percent per month
thereafter. The data does not reject the hypothesis that the growth rates of
wages and productivity are the same in corresponding time intervals. _Some
employers may have mistakenly reported the actual starting wage for that indi-
vidual rather than the current starting wage for the iob. If so, some obser-
vations are nut adjusted for inflation of the scale wage and these measures of
the growth of the real wage are upward biased.

5. Biases can arise from a number of sources: errors in measurement of
training time, a correlation between training investments in the first month
and later training investments, lack of a measure of the time spent in

training activities by the trainee, and an incorrect assumption about the
proper scaling of the productivity index.

b. The employer was asked "what is the current starting wage of this job".
If the employee we were discussiny had been hired in 1978 at the then minimum
wage of $2.65, the toployer was supposed to answer $3.10 an hour, the level of
the minimum wage at Efie time of the interview. We suspect, however, that some
respondents misinterpreted our question and reported the individual's actual
starting wage rate. Thus a report that a starting wage rate of a covered job
is below $3.10 does not necessarily imply.the law was being violated.

7. This estimate assumes that one year after being hired that training by
others has diminiShed to zero. It it was assumed instead that training by
others has only been reduced by half, the yrowth of productivity net of

training costs is still at least three times the growth rate of wage rates.
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APPLND1 X 8A

THE EPA AS A SoURCE OF W_:WATICNAL DATA

Factor Analysis of Dictionary of Occupational Titles Occupational

Characteristics, Items, and Loadings for Six Factors

FacTer I: SUBSIANTIVE COPPLEXITY

GED General educational development

SVP Specific vocational preparation
+

INTELL Intelligence .

,

DATA Complexity of functioning with data
+

REPCCN Repetitive or continous processes

NUMBER Numerical aptitude

VERBAL Verbal aptitude
+

ABSTRACT Abstract and creative vs. routine, concrete activities

MVC Measurable or verifiable criteria
+

CLERICAL Clerical perception

SPATIAL Spatial perception
f

PEOPLE 1

Complexity of functioning with people

FORM Form perception
+

TALK Talking
+

DCP Direction, control, and planning

VARCH Vpriety and change
+

DATACOM CoMmunication of data vs. activities with things

Factor-7: MOTOR SKILLS

FINGDEX Finger dexterity
+

MOTOR Motor coordination
+

MANDEX Manual. dexterity

THINGS Complexity of functioning with things

FORM Form perception

SPATIAL Spatial perception
-1

SEE Seeing

REACH Reaching

STS Set limits, tolerances, or standards
4

MACHINE Activities involving processes, machines vs. social welfare 1

Factor 3: PHYSICAL DEMANDS

LOCATION Outside working conditions

STOOP Stooping, kneeling, crouching, crawling,

EYEHAND Eye-hand-foot coordination

CLIMB Climbing, balancing

STRENGTH Liftin , carr In., ullin., .ushin
ac or

DEPL Dealing with people

DCP Direction, control, planning

PEOPLE Complexity of functioning with people

TALK Talking

TANGIBLE Activities resulting in tangible satisfaction vs.'prestige

SCIENCE Scientific, technical activities vs. business contract

DATACOM Communication of data vs. activities with things

DATA Complexity of functioning with data
Factor 5: rgTERPERS0NAL SKILLS

SJC Sensory or Judgmental criteria

ilf Feelings, Ideas, facts

INFLU Influencing people

MACHINE Activities involving processes, machines vs. social welfare

Factor 6: UNOESIRABLE gORKINC CONDITIONS

HAZARDS Halardous conditions

ATMOSPHR Fumes, odors, dust, poor ventilation

HEAT Extreme heat
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CHAPTER 9

WAGE GROWTH
John H. Bishop and Stanley Stephenson, Jr.

In this chapter we examine the determinants of the wage increases that
new employees receive in the first year or so of their tenure at a firm. The
theoretical perspective we briny to this task has already been described in
the introduction to chapter 8, and it will not be repeated here. The data set

and variable definitions are also described in chapter 8. The models, of

growth that we willbe analyzing are estimated using data on workers who were
still at the firm at the time of our employer survey. The restricted nature
of the sample implies that these models may be subject to selection bias. The
procedure that was adopted for correcting this potential selection bias

problem is described in section 9.1. The sections that follow present the
empirical findings. The impact of the measured productivity of the worker on
the wage increases received is examined in section 9.2. The impact of other
characteristics of the worker is discussed in section 9.3. The impacts of the

employer's characteristics and the pressure of demand in the local labor mar-

ket are presented in sections 9.4 and 9.5.

9.1 Correcting for Selection Bias

In estimating a wage growth equation for workers in our sample, we are
faced with a complex missing data problem. Since many of the workers for whom

we have data were no longer with the firm at the time of final contact (i.e.,

they had quit or were terminated), we do not observe wage growth for all

workers. If the worker's presence/absence is not the result of a random pro-
cess, the distribution of wage growth values becomes truncated (or censored).
If ordinary least squares is applied to the subsample of workers still at the
firm, parameter estimates will be conditional on the presence of the worker.

Consequently, estimates of the effects of changes in policy-related variables
on wage growth will be subject to a potentially serious selection bias.

If we had a perfect measure of the probability that a given worker was. at
the firm at last contact, we could use this predictor as a regressor in the

wage growth equation, thus relieving the parameter estimates of the condition

mentioned previously. We do not have such a measure, however, and if there
are unobservable characteristics of the worker or firm that influence both the

probability of still being at the firm and the wage growth of the worker, then
this probability will be correlated with the error term in the wage growth
equation, thus violating one of the more crucial assumptions of ordinary least

squares.

To circumvent the potential selection bids problem, we adapt a strategy

similar to that of Heckman (1979). Heckman shows that while using a censored
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sample of workers'stilj_at the firm, tne missing data problem can be reformu-

lated as a specification- error resulting from the omission of an important

control variable, A . 2, is defined as

(1) x =

where 0 and 0 re respectively the density and distribution functions for

the standard nori,;a1 variable Z. Z is defined as -N where N is the predicted

probability of having valid wage data for the worker (obtained via a first

stage probit on trc current employment status of the individual).

Heckman's technique has the advantage of (1) allowing unbiased estimation

using only workers with accurately measured wage growth and (2) taking into

account the possibility of umneasurcd variables affecting both the selection

equation (Is the worker still with the firm?) and the outcome equation of in-

terest (What nas,the worker's wage growth been?). As long as data are avail-

able on all workers, regardless of current status, a first stage probit can

furnish rGX (and thus Z), needed to construct A.

Care must be taken, however, if the same set of independent variables is

used both in the probit and the wage growth regressions. It can be seen from

equation (1) that A is simply an algebraic
transformation of the predicted

probability of being at the firm, obtained in the probit procedure. This

probability is in turn a function of the independent variables. Now, in

theory there is no identification problem in the system, sit:.:e the probit

utilizes a different functional form than does the wage growth equation. In

practice, however, A often can be highly correlated with other explanatory

variables in the wage growth regression, resulting in problems of collinear-

ity, or in extreme cases, an ill-conditioned X-prime-X matrix.

9.2 Impacts of the EmpOyee's Productivity

The most important finding of this chapter is the positive and signifi-

cant impact of our index of productivity in the second week and the growth of

productivity on the wage increases received by an employee (see table 9.1).

Holding productivity
growth constant, a one standard deviation increase in the

index of productivity in the second week (an increase of .23 units) is associ-

ated with a 2.8 percent higher wage increase in firms with only one employee.

Holding initial productivity, constant, a similar increase in productivity

growth is associated with a 4.0 percent higher wage increase in firms with

only one employee. The interaction between the index of current productivity

and firm size has a statistically significant
negative impact on wage growth.

This implies that the responsiveness/Of wage growth to the individual worker's

relative productivity is greatest in small firms. The impact of a one stan_

third deviation change in initial productivity on wage growth is 2.8 percent in

a orie=employee establishment, 1.0 percent in an establishment with 50 employ-

ees and zero in an establishment with 500 employees. The impact of a similar

change in the index 'lef
productivity growth on wage growth is 4.0 percent in

xc
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!ABU 9.1

DETERMINANTS OF WAGE GROWTH

Wage Log Wage
Growth

Log ST-arting

Wage
Log
Growth

Worker Characteristics

-.48

-.054

.076

(

(

(

2.43)

2.21)

2.81)

-.47 (

-.05b (

.80 (

2.41)

2.27)

2.92)

-.36 ( 1.35)

-.038 ( 1.14)

.071 ( 1.89)

Education LT 4

Years of Education

Years of Education GT 8

Years of Education GT 12 -.018 ( 3.27) -.019 ( 3.39) -.011 ( 1.44)

Experience + 100 .024 ( 2.03) .025 ( 2.12) .111 ( 6.55)

Experience Squared , 10,000 -.004 ( 1.19) -.005 ( 1.30) -.021 ( 4.27)

Age , 10 .069 ( 3.64) .065 ( 3.40) .228 ( 8.21)

Age Squared : 100 -.010 ( 3.84) -.010 ( 3.66) -.030 ( 7.61)

Male .063 ( 8.13) .063 ( 8.17) .164 (15.31)

Characteristics of Firm Worker Match

Selection Investment 100 -.011 ( .71)

Training, by Management 100 .031 ( 2.49)

Training by Peers 100 -.001 ( .08)

Productivity 2nd Week .123 ( 3.19) .056 ( 1.62)

Growth In Productivity .173 ( 4.53)

Size x Latest Productivity -.020 ( 1.99)

Sixe x Productivity 2nd Week -.016 ( 1.76)

Log Starting Wage -.133 (10.58) -.. 'A) (10.41)

Subsidy Programs

TJTC .004 ( .05) -.003 ( .14) -.021 ( .54)

WIN .016 ( .56) .008 ( .61) .024 ( .03)

CETA-OJT -.010 ( .41) .006 ( .25) -.022 ( 1.54)

Employer Characteristics

Log Establishment Size .026 ( 2.47) .017 ( 1.95) .018 ( 4.03)

Log Establishment Size GT 50 .008 ( 1.02) -.005 ( .67) -.008 ( .72)

Proportion Unionized -.004 ( .38) -.005 ( .43) .251 (14.44)

Proportion White Collar .027 ( 2.48) .025 ( 2.26) .108 ( 7.20)

Proportion Craft .088 ( 5.91) .087 ( 5.83) .090 ( 4.46)

Market Characteristics

Log Market Wage .070 ( 2.91) .071 ( 2.95) .240 ( 7.02)

Change Market Employment .205 ( 2.75) .210 ( 2.80) .352 ( 3.25)

Tenure Variables

Tenure 100 .020 ( 1.00) .027 ( 1.37)

Tenure ET b mo 100 -.008 ( .38) -.012 ( .56)

Tenure GT 12 mo 100 .004 ( .57) .002 ( .33)

Lambda .055 ( 1.14) .031 ( .69)

Dummies for Industry

Job Requirements

H Square

X

X X X

.179 .165 .453
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establishments with only one employee, 2.2 percent in establishments with 50

employees, and 1.1 percent in establishments with 500 employees.

Some simple models of wage setting predict that the individual's wage

should be varied in proportion to his or her relative productivity. Our data

Aest that this prediction does riot square with reality. It we assume that

index of relative productivity is a proportional transformation of true

:s2lative productivity, the implied elasticity of the individual's current wage

rate with respect to that person's true productivity is between .09 and .13 in

the smallest establishments and correspondingly lower in larger establish-

ments. If our productivity index is d more than proportionate transformation

of true productivity (so that it exaggerates the proportionate size of pro-

ductivity differentials between people and over time), or if the variance of

measurement error is large relative to the variance of true productivity, .09

and .13 are downward biased estimates of the true underlying elasticity of

current relative wage with respect to current relative productivity in very

small firms. It seems unlikely, however, that correcting for these measure-

ment problems would raise the estimate of the true elasticity in very small

firms to unity. Even if the smallest firms had a relative wage-relative

productivity elasticity of one, large firms would definitely have lower

elasticities.

There are a number of plausible explanations for an elasticity of the

relative wage with respect to true relative productivity of less than one.

First, productivity differentials between workers at a firm mi-ght reflect

differences in skills that are highly specific to the firm. If the worker is

not able to translate high prc rtivity at the current employer into a higher

waye offer at another firm, t ompetitive pressure on the current employer

to raise the individual's wage reduced.

Second, even if all productivity differentials within the firm reflected

differences in generalized competence, it is very difficult for other employ-

ers to measure these ditferentials accurately and thus base wage and job

offers on them. No one is likely to tell a prospective employer the truth.

It the worker is currently employed or on temporary layoff, the individual's

employer has a positive incentive to speak very positively about the workers

he wants to yet rid of and negatively about tne workers he wants,to keep.

Self-reports of one's productivity will also be treated with skepticism.

The only indicator of a worker's relative productivity that is likely to

influence another employer is the worker's job classification and relative

wage rate. Wage increases and promotions are often justified on the grounds

that they will reduce the probability of losing that employee. But they also

transmit signals to other employers about the employee's productivity, and

consequently, raise the wage the promoted employee is likely to/ be able to

obtain elsewhere. This means that as an instrument for retaining the most

productive employees, promotions and wage .increases are partially self-

defeating. This is the third reason why the elasticity of the relative wage

to relative productivity is likely to be less than one.
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The tourth explanation is the hiyh Cost of accurately measuring a partic-

ular worker's productivity. In most jobs, objective indicators of produc-
tivity simply do not exist. This is why in November 1975, only 1.2 percent of
the nation's workers were paid on a piece rate basis and only 1.9 percent on a
pure commission basis (Flaim 19/6). In most work environments productivity-

based wage setting would have to use subjective evaluations by immediate

supervisors. Top managements of large organizations legitimately fear that
some line supervisors may abuse the power this kind of wage setting gives

them. If a union represents the workers, the ability and inclination of

management to adjust wages to productivity is reduced even further. As a

result, are organizations greatly restrict the range over which wage rates
may be varied. A supervisor's perception of a 50 percent productivity differ-
ential may translate into only a 1 or 2 percentage point differential in the

wage increase that is awarded. Supervisors may also misperceive the criteria
they are supposed to use. In our view, it is the threat of unionization and

the difficulty of insuring that supervisors will carry out instructions

correctly that are responsible for the very weak connection between relative
productivity and relative wage rates in large establishments. In small owner-
managed firms, unions are not as much of a threat and the owner makes the
decision about the wage to offer. Even if one trusted supervisors to be as

fair as possible and employees believed the system was fair, supervisory

ratings would not be perfectly correlated-with true productivity. Optimal

wage setting in such an environment would take into account the measurement
error, and the elasticity of the waye rate with respect to measured produc-

tivity would be less than one.

The fifth reason for an elasticity below one is random month-to-month or
year-to-year variations in productivity. Actual productivity will not be per-

fectly autocorrelated, so current productivity is an imperfect predictor of

next period's productivity. If next period's wayes are set equal to next

period's expected productivity, the elasticity of the waye with respect to

this period's productivity will be less than one.

9.3 The Impact of Workers' Qualifications

Education, experience, age, and being a male all have positive statisti-
cally significant effects upon both the level of the starting wage and the
rate at which it grows in the first year or so of employment. Controlling for
the characteristics of the job, the firm and the reported productivity of the
worker reduces but does not eliminate the etfe:ts of these characteristics on
wage yrowth.

The small size of the coefficients on our direct measures of productivity
leaves room for these proxies for productivity--education, experience, and
aye - -to have direct impacts on wage growth.' Our analysis of the determi-

nants of productivity growth showed that both education and experience had
small positive impacts on wage yrowth. How consistent are the coefficients on
these productivity proxies in the wage growth equation with the corresponding
coefficients in the productivity yrowth equation? A-comparison can be made if

we make an assumption about the scaling of the productivity index. Assuming
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that it is a proportional transtormatiun ot true productivity and d multi-
plicative error, the change in productivity growth divided by the mean level
of productivity is a measure of percentage changes in. productivity. The
change produced by a year of hiyh school is 1.6 percent, by a year of college
is 2.7 percent, by four rather than zero years of relevant experience is 1

percent, by being thirty rather than twenty years old is almost zero (.U4

percent). The comparable coefficients in the wage equations are 2.2 percent
for hiyh school, 0.04 percent for college, 1.1 percent for four years of
relevant experience, and 1.8 percent for being thirty rather than twenty. The

effects of experience on the two outcomes were almost identical. The educa-
tion coefficients seem similar and are not statistically different from each
other.

The effect of age is, however, completely different in the two equations.
Older workers are not growing more productive any faster than young workers
and are not reported to be any more productive at the time of the interview,
but \they do yet considerably laryer wage increases and have higher starting
wage rates as well. The hypothesis that aye coefficients in the wage and
productivity growth equations are the same, is rejedted by the data (t = 2.43
assuming that the error variances of the two equations are uncorrelated). Sex
also\ has dramatically different effects in the two equations. Men get a 6.3
perceq yreater wage increase than women but they seem to learn less quickly
and thejr index of relative productivity is about 3 percent lower than women
at the time of the interview." The difference between the coefficients in

the two equations is statistically significant (t = 6.37, assuminy that error
variances of the two equations are uncorrelated).

How much confidence can be placed in these findings? Our results depend
upon potentially controversial assumptions about the validity and scdliny of
the index of relative productivity and on haviny successfully controlled for
the characteristics of the job. The jobs that men and women yet are generally
quite different and our measures of job requirements may not have controlled
for all these differences. Therefore, we do not view our findings as conclu-
sive. They need to be checked in other data sets. Our findings about the
effects of age are quite consistent with Medoff and Abraham's (1981a) find-
ings. Our aye -at- time -of- .hiring variable corresponds closely to their years-
of-precompany-experience variable. In all of the data sets they examined,
they found that when grade level of the job is held constant, additional years
of precoinpany experience were associated with significantly lower performance
ratings and with significantly higher wage rates (p. 200, 201). Thus we feel
there is good evidence that part of the tendency of wage rates to rise with
aye cannot be justified by a corresponding rise of productivity with age. In

our data, age is rewarded with higher wage rates even when it is not associ-
ated with additional, previous, useful work experience. Additional years of
previous, useful job experience are associated with being more productive, but
controlling for this experience, aye has almost no independent effect on the
level of productivity and a negative effect on its rate of change. We have
not been able to find any studies that have compared wage and productivity
growth of males and females in the same job. More research is required before
it can be established whether the effects that seem to be associated with the
a job occupant's sex are truly an effect of sex or are actually an effect of
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the job (i.e., Do male typists and female construction workers receive
different wage rates and promotions than others in their occupation?)..

One possible explanation for this pattern may be that older workers and
males have more attractive alternative opportunities, so competitive pressure
to raise their wages is greater than it is for women and for young workers.
Other possible explanations are that (a) men and older workers typically
receive training that is more general, (b) their training is completed while
the training of women and younger workers is continuiny and will result in a
catch-up waye increase in the near future, or (c) some firms display a taste
for discriminating against women and young workers.

The receipt of a subsidy has no observable impact upon the rate of wage
increase. The time that personnel and supervisory staff spend training the
individual does seem to be associated with hiyher rates of wage increase.
Twenty extra hours of management traininy time increase wage growth by 0.62
percent, and the effect is significantly different from zero. Wage increases
are not, however, affected by the amount of time that coworkers spend training
the new employee. The tendency to reward management traininy time more than
coworker training time is consistent with our earlier finding (in section#8.5)
that management traininy time has a larger per hour impact on productivity
growth than coworker traininy time. While the, differences between the coeffi-
cients in the wage growth equations are laryer, the data would not reject a
hypothesis that the ratio of the coefficients in the productivity growth equa-
tion is equal to their ratio in the wage growth equation. Another possible
explanation of the finding is that manayers (the people who set wage scales
and make promotion decisions) are more aware of the traininy that they and
their staff provide and, therefore, tend to reward it more than the training
provided by coworkers.

9.4 Impacts of Employer Characteristics

The size of the establishment has a large statistically significant
effect on the rate at which wage rates increase. Establishments with only two
employees typically offer wage increases that are 8.5 percent smaller than
establishments with 50 employees. Establishments with 500 employees typi-
cally offer waye increases that are 4.2 percent higher than establishments
with 5U employees. Here again coefficients on establishmentsize in the pro-
ductivity growth equations are similar. Making the standard assumptions about
the scaling of the productivity index, the productivity growth at establish-
ments with two employees was 9.7 percent lower than the productivity growth at
establishments with 50 employees. Productivity 'growth at establishments with
500 employees was 1.3 percent hiyher.

The proportion of the establishment's work force in white-collar occupa-
tions and the proportion in craft occupations both had large statistically
significant impacts on waye growth. A two standard deviation increase in the
prOportion in white-collar occupation (a change of .70) raises the starting
waye rate by 1.5 percent and the rate of waye growth by 1.9 percent. A two
standard.deviation incrP. e in the proportion in craft occupations (a change
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of .48) raises the start -talwage by 4.3 percent and the rate of wage growth by

4.2 percent. Unionization has no effect on the rate of wage growth but does

have a large impact on the level of starting wages. Holding the

characteristics of the job and the worker constant, starting wage rates at a

unionized firm are typically 25 percent higher than those at a nonunion firm.

9.5 Impacts of Market Characteristics

Indicators of the availability and attractiveness of alternative job

opportunities in the local labor market had large positive and significant

effects on wage growth and on the level of the starting wage. A 10 percent

higher local manufacturing wage was associated in our data with a 2.4 percent

higher starting wage and a .7 percent larger wage increase. Workers in tight

labor markets also get higher wage rates. The best measure of ,demand pressure

in a labor market is the rate of growth of employment in that labor market.

In labor markets with yearly growth rates of employment that are 4.1 percent

greater than average (a change of two standard deviations), entry-level jobs

typically pay 2.9 percent more and early wage increases are 1.7 percent

higher.



NOTES

1. If there is no measurement error in our productivity index and if the true
elasticity of relative wages with respect to relative productivity is 1, the
productivity index should explain much of the within-firm variation of rela-
tive wages, and the coefficients on variables such as education, experience,
and aye should he close to zero.

2. Most men and women work in occupationally segregated jobs, so the referent
for our index of relative productivity is yenerally going to be other workers
of the same sex. Under these circumstances it is not clear what a correlation
between sex and the level of the index of relative productivity means.
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THIS STUDY IS A01110RIZED BY SECTION 311

CEIA 1973 AS AMI14010 1978.

OMB O 445-19031

EXPIRES: June 30, 19110

EOPP EMPLOYERS SURVEY-WAVE I
MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE

CASE ID/
1 2

1.9

RESPONDENT NAK:

[SIAM ISHMENI NAME:

OFFICE USE ONLY:

SIC COO(

..

1 1 1 1

12 11 I, 15

ESIABLISHMENI WEIGHT

NUMBER of EMPLOYEES
lir
711 Z. 2 27 1

QUESTIONNAIRE DISPOSITION

DATE FINALIZED
(7117:1 1-1rt

BASIC WEIGHT f r 1 1 .

29 10 11 1

BATCH NUMBER [ I I
31 3. 15 16

INTRODUCTION

Hello, my news its
with Waste, e'netionel remeerch

company neer Washington, D. C. We ere conducting study for the Department or Lobar.

The study is authorized by Section 311 of the
Comprehennivs Employment end Training

Act of 1973.

The purpose of the study Is to measure how
government programs and current economic

rectors are effecting the quality of the lobar for and the buvinese environment in

your community.

Your voluntary participation in this study will be most appreciated mod all lnformation

you provide will be kept confidential.
The responees you give will be used to prepare

statistical totals and will not b identified with you or your ovganirstion.

Prepared byt

WESTAT
An Employee-Owned Research Col-pc:rat:on

1 nor. Not., ',An..4.. ,00,. V, F.,
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CAI I RECORD

INT. NAM. DATE
1114

RESULT COMMENTSThlgo Ended

1.
M
P.

me

P.

2.
me

Pm

in

P.

me

IM

we

P.

0.
me

P.

me

Pm

an

Pm

an

P.

6. as

Pm

as

P.

am

Pm

ma

Pm

0.
am

P.

me

Pm

as

P.

se

P.

1U.
am

Pm

am

P.

11.
me

P.

WI
P.

12.
an

P
as

Pa

RLSULT CODES

INTERIM FINAL

MI.
M2.

Ml.
144.

MS.

NO ANSWER
Tat REFUSAL/BREAKOFF
BUSY SIGNAL
CALLBACK - AC APPOINTMENT
CALLBACK - APPOINTMENT
OTHER (SPECIFY IN COMT4NTS)
INFORMATION REQUEST PRIOR TO
INTERVIEW (ENTER MAILING
INFORMATION ON SCR)

MC
MPC
MRB
MN*
143

- COMPLETE
- PARTIAL COMPLETE
- REFUSAL/BREAKOFF
- NO ANSWER
- OTMEH (SPECIFY

IN COMMENTS)ma.

M9.

APPOINTMENT RECORD

1. DATE, TIME: as 2. DWI TIME; am

COMMENTS:

0.

COMMENTS'

Pm

1. DATE; TIME; am

----

2. DATE;

-
TIME: am

COMMENTS'

P.

COMMENTS,

P.

RESPONDENT GRID

RESPONDENT NAME TELEPHONE I SECTION/QUESTIONS
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0450
Version 3
10/28/79

SCREENER

EOPP EMPLOYERS SURVEY

1. l this (NAME OF ESTABLISHMENT FROM INFORMATION SHEET, ITEM II )?

YES 1 (Q4)

NO 2 (Q2)

2. Did this establishment ever operate under the name (NAME OF ESTABLISHMENT FROM

INFORMATION SHEET, ITEM -1- )7

YES 1

NO 2

DON'T KNOW

3. What Is the (current) name of this establishment?

NAME;

4. Dons this establishment do business,under any name(s) other than (NAME OF

ESTABLISHMENT FROM 03)?

YrS 1 (OS)

NO 2 (BOX A)

DON'T KNOW B (BOX A)

5. What (is/are) the other name(s)? (PROBE FOR ALL OTHER NAMES.)

BOX A

INTERVIEWth CHECK 02.

IF Q2 2, TERMINATE THE INTERVIEW
BY SAYING: I'm sorry. I was
trying to contact the (NAME OF
ESTABLISHMENT FROM INFORMATION
DHEET ITEM 1 ). Thank you

oZ ryour Help.

IF Q2 0 2, CONTINUE WITH Q6.

6. Our recorei show that this is a (TYPE OF ESTABLISHMENT FROM INFORMATION SHEET

ITEM 1 ) establishment. Is that correct?

7. What type of establishment is this?

TYPE OF ESTABLISHMENT:

YES 1 (08)

NO 2 (07)

B. In what county is this establishment located?

COUNTY:
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Does your company have any ent.saliehmenta located in (TARGET ARCA17

eES

NO

1 (0101

2 (bOX C1

10.

INTERVIEWER: OBTAIN 1-0, 41ai.e. OF THE R. ANV RECORD IT ON THE
INFORMATIOP

TERMINATE THE INTERVICA BY SAYING: I'm (lorry. there
seems to he a proble:, with uy information. I need to
check with my nupe:v1nor but I may be calling you back.
Thank you.

In the hiring for thin establiahment ,looe at this location?

YES 1

HO 2

DON'T KNOW

11. In the hiring done at this establishment location for any other establishment?

YES

I NO ' 2

DON'T KNOW

12. Who would be the bent person in your establishment to speak to abont personnel
and hiring practices? (OBTAIN NAME. MAILING ADDRESS AND PHONE. NUMBER OF
CONTACT PERSON).

NAME:

ADDRESS:

PHONE ( 1

BOX D

INTERVIEWER CHECK INFORMATION SHEET:

IF COMPANY HAS ONLY ONE SAMPLED ESTABLISHMENT IN (TARGET
AREA) ATTEMPT TO CONDUCT INTERVIEW WITH PERSON IN

IF COMPANY HAS MORE THAN ONE SAMPLED ESTABLISHMENT IN (TARGET
AREA) ASK 013 OF PERSON LIrTED IN 012.

Z3. I need a little information about the following establishments of yours located
in (TARGET ARIA) to determine who I need to talk to. (LIST SAMPLED
EsTAnLislik5ff;=I Is there one central location where I could obtain information
about hiring and accounting procedures for all of these establishments?

YES 1 (014)

NO

14. Please give me the name and address of this central location and the name and
phone number of the person moot familiar with hiring and accounting information.

LOCATION CONTACT PERSON
NAME AND ADDRESS NW AND PHONE NUMBER

THANK THE R. AND END THE INTERVIEW.
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15. Could you tell me the name and
mailing address of each of your
establishments located in
(TARGET AREA)? (ENTER INFORMA-
TION IN SPACE PROVIDED BELOW.)

NAME AND ADDRESS OF ESTABLISHMENT

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

16. Approximately how many employees
work at (NAME OF ESTABLISHMENT)?
(RECORD i OF EMPLOYEES FOR EACH
ESTABLISHMENT LISTED IN 0.15).

17. Please give me the name and phone
number of the person most familiar
with (hiring/accounting) at
(NAME OF ESTABLISHMENT).

$ OF EMPLOYEES CONTACT PERSON(S) - NAME AND PHONE NUMBER

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

A. HIRING:

ACCOUNTING:

B. HIRING:

ACCOUNTING:

C. HIRING:

ACCOUNTING:

D. HIRING:

ACCOUNTING:

E. HIRING:

ACCOUNTING:

BOX E

INTERVIEWER: INFORM R. THAT CONTACT PERSON(S) LISTED IN 017 WILL
BE RECEIVING A DESCRIPTION OF THE TYPES OF INFORMA-
TION WE NEED AND THAT SOMEONE WILL BE CALLING BACK
IN ABOUT TWO WEEKS TO COLLECT THE INFORMATION BY
PHONE.
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TINE !KLAN:

SECT IfIN A - 1e4PLOYel Ni SIAI MIT'S

INII XV/ I WI /4:

(1) 11110111) %Pill IO Of I ',IASI I 51451. ts IS 11.11,1 HI I) NY all SI IONNA I Fil

(7) RI( 014i) COLIN! Its MM HI f 5 IAER 15114 NI 5 A111 I OFAII

Ikon (trot series of wool ;olio caverns tot ormost poi no general hiriro4 prod ices, as well as

nil meld ;no at the 110111111, of employees !your not tail ;sheen( /the (NUNN 14) ent ahloorment(s) in

( IAtll,1I HSI A 11 einoloy(s) lout the number of employee. hired and term: not ed Iron Oct ober through

1447,. Oho sill produlhly soot to refer to your record, rot nome of the quest inns.

14.4 molly employees both loll Mid port lime did (this/thew.) establ /semen( )

employ Our trio the week ut Oeceineier 12 1,79,

1E HO 4,111 DYI f5 . .

OR

Ntlhifil I 1-111 !let f 5:

All

fit

37 3a 3S 40 v I

99997 (1
51111 1 A)

(07)

2. Aboor Iwo. many employee:, did (thin/throw ) toot oh 1 inlinwont Is ) employ not July 1, 19799

!MIS MI I 5:

Geheroil r.pru''irwl, tins duflscull or Cagy would you soy it in to (Ind reliable
ionslii I led i,ork.r at "reasonable" owe, (at that location), Would you nay it

very duff icult ,
Noonievevol di /(troll,
not very difficolt , nr

(glop'
NI11 APP/. 'CAME

'YIN'! )(NON

47 w3 4 4 45 w0

is:

2

3

5

4. Dor inti the poo.t year, hove any Job rope oonn been holed with the 51 at e Cmployrrent

Service, t hot In the Joh Service for (this /these) est oh 1 istonent (n),

YI 5

NO 2

11044.'1 NNOM

During II, tia.ro Ibranlh 1979, about. how many petiole calls did you 1 or olio/

your iierntootoel of f ire) receive during on overate week from people seeking work."

I)., not Inc lull' rat In I I,m imp loynsont mains fel.

CAI 15:

a. huruq Or( abr. l Itr000tt Dorm!, r 1979, shoot hos many people rose to ( thin/throne )

est obi intiment ( 1) lood. Poi f or ort."7

PI OPL

OR

NON1

7. III (bore, hood mooy complet ell writ Len roiplILt 10115 (or employment,

NON I :

203

220

(U))

99' (ON)

6 13

4 9 50 5)

52 53 59

01111
Os so



fru. October through December 1919, how. many employees were newly hired at (this/

these) est sh11hennt ()7 New hires are permanent, temporary or seasonal e.P1,7Yeer

who have never before been employed by the organiZetlon.
L_.
58 59 60

oNE EMPLOYEE. oat (09)

OR

NUMBER Of EMPLOYEES: (010)

NoNE
997 (Q11)

9. Is this person still with the organization?

YES . 1 (011)

6.10
2 (all)

10. How many of thee, employees are still with the organization,

If.

EMPLOYEE Si

fro. October throuct, Dermsber 1979, remw many employees were rehired at (this /these)

sateblihment (6), Rehires are pi, temporary or neson1 employers who have

worked for the orysnIzation ems,: the past.

17. la this Peron still with the organization?

61

62 63 64

[ 1 1 1

65 66 67

5)61 IMPEOYLE
001 (012)

OR

N11141ER Of EMPLOYEES: (01))

NINE
997 (014)

YES

ND

13. How es.) of these employees are still with the orgenizstiu0

EMPLOY( ES:

14. MO any employees Separate free (this/these) eat ablialment(a) from October

through December 19797

1 (OW
2 (014)

68

69 70 71

YES
1 (015)

he 2 (SECTION B)

15. How many permanent nr temborery employees were fired fro. October through December

19797 (Hy fired we loom, terminal inn initiated by the employer for reasons such ee

Incuosont sere, absent eel ram, or innubordint ion. )

EMPLOYEES,

16. How many permanent employees were laid off during that period' (By laid off we

aeon, euspenelon from pay status for sore than 7 days snit iated by the employer

without prejudice to the worker for reasons such set lack of work or material.,

Yodel efteroyeover, or plant breakdown, etc.)

ONF FmPLoyrt 0001 (011)

ON

NiMfaR n EMPIOYE I (018)

NONE
9997 (019)

17. would thin employee linyr tree entwined had (she /he) been dolor) better job'

YEr
1 (019)

NI
7 (019)

204 2,11

Li
72

1 1_

73 7s 75 76
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0 1111
9 10 11
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1F). How many of these permanent employees who were laid off would have been

retained had they been ,boing a better John

EMPLOYEES:

19. How many tempure-, or seasonal employees were let go during that period,

17 In 10

I I

20 21 22 23
ONE EMPlOYEE 0001 (020)

OR

M.041(11 Of EMPLOYEES: (021)

MINt 9997 (020)

211. Mould thl employer have been retained had (he /she) been doing a bet ter Jab,

YLS 1 (022)
NO 2 (022)

21. How many of these temporary or seasonal employees who were let go would have been

retained had they been Arms/ a better Job'

EmPLOYFIS:

72. How many permanent or temporary employees quit during that penal' (By quit we mean

Repute Inns nut listed by the employee for any reason except retireatent, transfer to

another estahltehment in your cospany *or service in the Armed Forces')

OW EMPLOYE!. 001 (023)

OR

2'.

25 26 27,

I_ 1 1 1

MINH( R Of flifl OYU. t (Old) 28 29 30

MINI 997 (SECTION B)

21. Did this person quit in anticipation at being discharged or because at.pervLons had

expressed [heard infection with his or her job performance,

YES 1 (SECIION 0)

NO . .. . . 2 (SECTION B)

Zs. Of these employees.. how many quit In ant Icipt ion of being discharged or because

a...pery learn had expressed diesel infection with their Job performance,

INpurtp WITS:
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SECT ION F1 - COVERNKNI PRIX:HAMS

Boa I'd like to ask you some queot lone regarding ws, Jouerr vi'

25. Are you (anti liar with the has Jobs lax 1. rerlAt

YES
1 (026)

NO
2 (O(B)

DON') 600J
B (02B)

26. (id the ):n Ins Credit influence (thistrrsy of (hear) tietabliehment (a) to Increase

'oyment care then it otherwise souls hsvw tkhe,

YLS

NO

DWI KNOW

27. bni you rata", is New 3eltel no Credit Nu espanding employment during 1977 or 197B

for (tills/any or (bear) net nblinhenent (fi)''

91',
1

Ai
2

2H. Are you familiar with the targeted Joh Ins Credit",

YCS
1 (029)

NO
2 (032)

Doter KNOW
B (032)

29. Did you learn about the largeied Jobe lei Credit Program before September, 1979'

010

Mi
2

OON'l 1090W

30. (Mao thin /Have any of throe) establishment (e) suer hired any enbtoyeee thr..bb the

forget eo Job le. Credit Program'

YES
1 (031)

NO
2 (032)

(XIN'I KNOW,
B (032)

31.

32.

Did you receive a lets credit for any employee hired through

Credit Program'

the Targeted Job law

2

Ian Credit Progriss,

01

NO

Art. you familiar with WIN, that la the Work Incentive

YES
1 (033)

1,10

2 (037)

DON.1 KNOW
B (037)

33. Old you 'eau, ahool the WIN program before September, 1979'

YI S
1

7

COs./ KNOW
11
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34. How did you first learn about the WIN program?

JOH APPLICANT 1

GOYLRNT4 NI REPRESENTAT Ifft 2

REPRESENTATIVE Of A LOCAL BUSINESS

ORCANIZAI ION 3

CCM RAL WORD OF MOTH 4

THROUGH THE MEDIA (TY, RADIO,
N/ WSPAPERS, L I TERATURE ) 5

OTHER (SPECIFY) 6

CON'T KNOW 8

35. Did (this/any of these) establiehment(n) hire any employees through the WIN
Program in 1977? In 19787 In 1079? III

1977 1978 1979

YES 1 1 1

NO 2 2 2

DON'T KNOW 8

II/A

INITITYHWElft REVIEW 035 AND CIRCLE ONE

Al LEAST ONE YEAR a YES I (036)

ALL YLAR1 r NO/DK 2 (037)

36. In (YEAR), did you receive tax credit for any employee hired through WIN" (ALL

YEARS IN triS THAI r NO/OK SlaJULD OE CODED NA.)

44 45 46

47

I I I
40 49 50

1977 1978 1979

11 5 1 1 1

Ng 2 2 2

NUT APPLICABLE 3 3

DON'T KNOW 8 8 8

37. Are you familiar with any [ETA program or any other programs sponeored by (CARD SERIES A)"

READ

CARL)

A

YES

NO

DON'T KNOW

1 (038)
2 (8135 D)

8 (BOX 0)
51

38. Did you learn about the CI IA program before September, 19797

1

2

8
I 1

57

YES

NO

CON'1 KNOW

39. How did you first learn about the CCIA program'

JOH APPLICANT 1

GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE 2

RIPRISINTATIVE Of A LOCAL 81151NESS
ORGANIZA ION

LINER/4 WORD Of MUTH

3

4 I 1

THROUGH THE MEDIA (IV, RADIO, 53

NEWSPAPERS, L I TERATURE ) 5

OTHER (SPECIFY) 6

WWI KNOW 8
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40. Did (this/ny of these) estoblihment(e) hire any employees through a CETA

program in 19777 In 19707 In 19797

1977 1970 1979

YES 1 1

NO 2 2

DON'T KNOW B B B

BOX C

IN11RVIEWEN fitylfw 040 AND CIRCLE ONE

Al LEAST 1841 YEAR t YES 1 (041)
All YEARS t NO/OK 2 (1143)

41. In (YEAR), did you receikr a subsidy for any employee hired through ELIA' (ALL

YEARS 19040 THAI v NO/DA SNOW() DE C001049)

54 55 56

57

58 59 60
1977 1978 1979

YES 1 1 1

NO 2 2 2

NOI APP) ICABLF 3 3 )

DON'T KNOW B B 8

42. In (LATEST YES YIAR IN 040), how many bourn did employeee in your organization

'Pend .."99Ilein9. and fulfilling the paperwork requirements of the controct

with the local CE IA agency for the CEIA employees in (this/ell of these)

eetabliehment(s)7 (PROOF fOR 15111011)

1111145: (80X D)

43. Imagine you had a contract with your local CtIA agency to train one employee.

How many total hours do you think employees in your orgniztion would have to

spend negotiating and fulfilling the paperwork requirements of such contract?

HOURS:

DON'T KNOW 998

BOX 0

INTERV1lWiR: REVIEW 030, 035 AND U40 AND CIRCLE ONE

PARTICIPAIIii IN PROGRAM (010 OR 35 OR 40 1. YES) I (044)

DID N01 PARIICIPAII (Alt Ela a NO/UK) 2 (SECTION C)

44. Did the participation in the programs we Joel talked about, influence (this /these)

eetahliehment(0) to expand totel employment by more than might otherwise have

been done'

YES

NO

61 62 61

64 65 66

I (u45)

2 (046)

45. During the wont recent year that (thie/eny of these) establiehment(s) participated

in government program, approximately how many additional employees were hired that

wouldn't have been hired otherwise?

1141, OYEES:

CION'f KNOW 998

208 2 25

67

68

I

69 70 71



46. During the moat recent year the (this/any of these) eatabliehment(e) prticipted in

s government program, whet wee the total number of employees for which tax credit

or subsidy on received?

Ceti EMPLOYEE 001 (047) 72 73 74

OR

haPilER Of EMPLOYEES: (048)

NONT 991 (SECTION C)

47. le this employee still with the organization?

Y(5 1 (SECTION C)

M1 2 (SECTION C)

48. How many of theee employees are still with the organization?

NUMBER Of EMPLOYEES:

209
226

75

I I I

76 77 75 79



SECTION C - EMPLOYEE EATESIILINS

The next series of questions concern
employees that were hired between January 1, 1970 end

October I, 1979. Are ycu familiar with pereonnel
matters during that time period, or should I

speak to someone else'
(IF NEW R, RECORD NAME AND PHONE NUMBER IN R GRID)

49.

READ

CARO

8

BOX 1

CURRENT R CAN ANSWER SECTION C
1 (049)

CURRENT R CANNOT ANSWER SECTION C
2 (SECTION D)

First I'd like to mak you about the teat
(CARD SERIES H) hired who wee nut aubsiclized

Or for whom y0t1 did not receive ten benefite. I in only interested in the most

recent newly hired person, not in R rehired person.

Did you hire anyone like thin for (thl/yuy of thou,) ostatilishment(e) between

Jammty I. 1970 oil October 1, 19797

CARD

0 I 3 I- 1

9 TO

YES
1 (U52)

MAT
2 (050)

50.
Now. I'd like to ink you about the

lest (CARD SERIES II) hired for whom a government

tax benefit or subaidy wee received.

Did you hire anyone like thin for
(this/any of these) establishment(e) between

Jenuery 1, 1978 and October 1, 19797

Yi!,
1 (051)

1.11

2 (SECTION 0)

.51.
Which government program provided the

tax benefit or subsidy for this employee,

PROGRAM:
(OW

DON'T KNOW
98 (052)

15 IC
If

11

4

ASK 052 - 084 FOR THE NOt6OBSIDILED WORKER (COL. 1)

ANO THEN FOR THE SOOSIDILED WORKER (COI. 2)

MONSUBS1012E0

COL. 1

SUBSIDIZED

COL. 2

52. What ie the first name or the lent (nonsubsi-

dized/eubeldiced) (CARD SERIES B) hired prior

to October 1, 19797 (I need the first name

to woke it °anger to refer to the poison

during the next few twat lone . )
FIRST NAME FIRST NAM

52. (INTERVIEWER' ASK II NOT 0841(IUS) HALF 1 MALE 1

In (NAME) s male or a female?
FINALE 2 FEMALE 2

17
42

54. In whet month and year did (NAM) begin

working?

/
/

NO YR MO YR

Iii i

la 19 20 25 26 27

55. Approxtmetely, how long woe It between the

time you started to recruit for the Job

and the time (NAM) started work?

TIME

CIRCLE ONE:

TIM

CIRCLE ONE:

DAYS 1 (056) DAYS 1 (056)

WEEKS 2 (056) WEEKS 2 (056)

MONTHS 1 (056) MONTHS 3 (056)

ALWAYS ALWAYS

LOOKI,G.... 996 (056) LOOKING.... 996 (056)

DID NOT DID HOT

RECRUIT.... 997 (Oft) RECRUIT.... 997 (061)

21 27 71 2e 9 10

210
22



ASK 052 - 084 FOR THE NONSUBSIDIZED WORKER (COL. 1)

AND THIN FOR THE SO85(01710 WORKIR (GUI . 2)

NONSUBSIDIZEO

COL. I

SUBSIDIZED

WI. 2

56. How rainy Job applicant°, including (NAME)
were interviewed for the position?

.

OHL APPLICAN1 01 (Q59)
OR

NUICER Cr
APPLICANTS (057)

T1 1

ONE APPLICANT..01 (059)
OR

N.9413ER OF

APPLICANTS (057)

Tit
48 49I i 33

57. Did you offer this Job to anyone else who
turned It down?

515 1 (058)
N3 2 (059)

YES 1 (058)
NO 2 (059)

5033

58. How molly erupt.. turned It dteut7 PRIMA i

-----1-71-
3N 3%

PEOPLE I

1---( ISI 37

59. IIIE thane interviewed for the petit Ion, how
many were /Men (NAMt )I referred to you by the
Job Service. CE IA, or any other goverment
program?

Turf P/RALS RE/ ERRALS

1 1 1
36 17 51 0

60. Approximately how eny hours did you and
other staff spend recruiting, sereenang sod
interviewing the epplIcant(a) For thin
poolt ion? (II DAYS, ETC., CONVIR I TU

HOURS)
.. ,

HOURS HOURS

1 I

3e 39 '.0 56 57

.....,
61. flow shiny months or yearn of useful Job

experience did (NAM ) have, before (he /she)
started working with your establishment'

WS. MOS.

OR

YRS.

OR

YRS.

NON 997

DON'l KNOW 998

NONE 997

DON'T KNOW,. 998

1 1
Ni 4 2 03 59 59 65

67. Approximately how old was (RAMO when you
hired (hum/her)?

ACE

DON'T KNOW 98

ACE

LYJN I KNOW 98

f 1 1 i 1

Y4 4 ., L 1 62

VC Approxintat el y hew mugIl .L110011,01 had (NAME)

rumpleted +hen you hired (him/her)?

MI FORMAI.

SCHOOLING 1

GRADE SCHOOL

(GRADES 1 -8) 2

SOME HIGH

SCHOOL 3

HIGH SCH001

GRADUATE 4

SDK COLLEGE 5

COLLEGE GRADUATE 6

OTHER (SPECIFY)
7

MI FORMAI

SCHOOL INC 1

GRADE SE1103L

(GRADES 1-8) 2

SOME HIGH

SCHOOL. 3

HIGH SCHOOL

GRADUATE 4

SOME COLLEGE 5

COLLEGE GRADUATE 6

OTHER (SPECIFY)
7

DON'T KNOW 8

46

DON'T KNOW 8

111
61

64. Is (HAW) still with the establishment? YES 1 (Q74)

NO 2 (065)

s7

YES 1 (074)

NO 2 (065)

es

211
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ASK Q52 - Q84 FOR DR NONSOOS/DIIED WORKER (COL. I)

AM) 111tH FOR IRE 50851012111 WORKER (COL. 2)

NONSUBSIDIZED

COL. 1

SUBSIDIZED

COL. 2

65. Wee the sepormliun layoff, discharge, an

Induced resignation, or a voluntary resig-

nation? (People ere "Induced to resign"

primarily because tho4 anticipated they

would be discharged or because supervisor.

had exp d dissatisFaction with their

perIonmence )

LAYOFF 1

DISCHARGE 2

INDUCED

RESIGNATION )

VOLUNTARY

RESIGNATION 4

OTHER 5

DON'1 KNOW II

65

LAYOFF 1

DISCHARGE 2

INDUCED

RESIGNATION 3

VOLUNTARY

RESIGNATION 4

OTHER 5

DON'T KNOW B

III
66

66. lOw long did (NAM ) stay with the

stabltahmmIt7 110E

CIRCLE (NE:

DAYS I

WEEKS 2

MONTHS )

YEARS 4

TIME

CIRCLE ONE

DAYS 1

WEEKS 2

MONTHS 3

YEARS 4

I I_ 1 I
12 13 16 33 34 15

BOX F

INTERVIEWER: REVIEW U66 AND CIRCLE ONCt

PERSON STAYED I NU. DR KIRI

PERSON STAYED LI'.S THAN I MONTH

1 (070)

2 (067)

13

1 (070)

2 (067)

36

67. Approximately how elan), hours did employees

other then personnel end supervisory shirr, HOURS

DON'T KNOW 98

HOURS

DON'T KNOW 98
spend sway Fran their norms) work

routines orienting and training (NAME)?
III III
16 17 17 3s

68. Approximately how many hours did personnel

and superylenty eery spend orienting and HOURS

DON'T KNOW 96

HOURs

DON'T KNOW 98
training (NAME)2

1 1 1_`
II 19 19 60

69. if you consider the productlyity of an

Overage experiehred worker in thie Job

tube SD on a orate Eros 1 to IOU,

what rating would you give (NAME) For

(his/her) Productivity while (ha /she)

worked For you? (PROM FOR ESTIMATE)

(ORO) 1Q90)

I I 1 1 1

20 21 72 Al 42 61

70. In the First month or (NAME)'a employment,

RPIOroxiestely how many hours did eePloYeee HOURS

DON'T KNOW 96

HOURS

DON'T KNOW 98

1L1
4 41

other than personnel and supervisory toll',

spend sway Irma their none/ work routines

orienting and training (NAME )7 1_1
71 2.

71. In the First smith or (1001)'s employment,

approximately how meny hours did personnel HOURS

DON'T KNOW 96

IC,95

DON'T KNOW ..... ..., 98
and advisory steal spend orienting and

training (RAM)7 [ r I 1 1

25 26 46 47

12. II you consider the productivity or an

average experienced worker In this job to
ts SO On scale from 1 to 100, Whet rating

would you give (NAME) for (hls/her) pro-

ductIvIty during (hie/her) 2nd week or

1111
64 Al 5077 20 29

employment? (PROBE FOR ESTIMATE)

7J. Again, considering the productivity or an

%/Average experienced worker to be SD on

'rein From 1 to 100, Filet rating would you

give (HOJOI I for (hie /het) produrtly . . during

the week prior to (hie/her) separation'

(P11081 TOR ESIIMATE)

(0ao) (060)

1 1 1

30 31 37 51 52 53

212

229

CARD

4

9 10 11



ASK 052 - 084 POR HA KONSUi1,101110 SORKIN (C01 . 1)

NM THEN FOR (hi SUBSIDIZED WORM? (COI. 2)

KONSUOSIOIHD

COL. 1

SUBSID1710

COL. 2

74. In the first month of (NAMC)'s employment,

approximately how many hours did employees

..-

HOURS

DON'T KNOW.... ..... 98

HOURS

DON'T KNOW 98
other then personnel and supervisory staff,

spend sway from their normal work routines

orienting and training (NAME)? 1 I
54 55 Si 59

75. In the first month of (NAME) . employment,

ePOroximately how many hour:: did personnel HOURS

DON'T KNOW 98

HOURS

DON'T KNOW 98
and supervisory staff spend orienting end

training (NNE)?
1 1,1 I

56 57 6

76. If you consider the productivity of on
overage experienced worker in this Job to be

50 on a scale from 1 to 100, se It rating

would you give (NAME) for (his/hvc) pro-

duet ivay dur'ng (his/her) 2nd week of

CARD 7
(1_11a 55 a

0 1 5 III] 9 10 11

12 II 14
employment? (rook* fOR ESIIMA11)

77. Again considering the productivity of en

go experienced worker to he so, %het

rating would you give (NNI ) et this time?

(PROBE FOR ESTIMATE)

NO
CIRCLE ONE:

LESS

THAN 50 1 (018)

50 DR MORE 2 (Q79)

AND

CIRCLE ONE:

LESS

THAN SO 1 (078)

50 OR MORE 2 (079)[Ill
57 59 39IS 16 17

18. When do you expect (NAMr) to equal the

productivity of an eversge worker in

this job? (PROBE FOR ESTIMATE)

TINE

CIRCLE ONE:

DAYS 1 (080)

WEEKS 2 (080)

MONTHS 7 (080)

YEARS 4 (080)

NEVER 997 (080)

DON'T KNOW 998 (080)

Tilt

CIRCLE ONE:

DAYS 1 (080)

WEEKS ..... 2 (080)

MONTHS 7 (000)

YEARS 4 (080)

NEVER ..... .. 997 (080)

DON'T KNOW.. 998 (080)

I 1
II

la 19 20 40 41 42

79. Approximately how long did it tribe for

(NAME) to reach the productivity of the

liverede worker in this Job? (PROBE

FOR ESTIMATE)

TIME

CIRCLE ONE:

DAYS 1

WEEKS 2

MONTHS 7

YEARS 4

DON'T KNOW 996

TINE

CIRCLE ONE:

DAYS 1

WEEKS 2

MONTHS 7

YEARS 4

DON'T KNOW 998

[(II
43 44 4521 72 71

80. Whet was the title of (NAMF)' Job st the

time (he/she) was hired? Whet were (his/her)

most important duties? (PROBE)

TITLE: TITLE:

DUTIES: DUTIES:

46 47 KB 49 50 51I1 lfir-11111111
24 75 26 27 20 29

81. What is the current .tenting wog,: of this

job?

$

PER

HOUR 1

WEEK 2

MORIN 7

YEAR 4

PER

Halt 1

WEEK 2

MONTH 7

YEAR 4iriil
57 51 54 55

am
30 31 32 33

213

230



1 I 1 1 I

ASK Q52 - Q84 1(18 181 NONSURSIDlilD R . 11

AIM MEN ION THE SUIISIDI /I WORKER (COL . 2)
NONSUBSIDI /ED

COL. I

SUBS101411)

(Ul. 2

82. What in (NAM( current wags?
PER

HOUR

WALK 2

Yl AR 4

I l I
5 7 58 59

PIN

MII)

MINI))
VI Ali.,

LL_L__1 1
7

83. What In the top of the wets, grille for
this Job?

11111 L.

1 1 1 1 W / 1 1 Si, 8 1 ) 1 W (All AND U111 AND

Clull I 1311

IN EMI AND URI 'AMI

AMOUNT IN (1)11 ANU 08 3 IS NOT SAM

$

PAR

MOH

WEEK

MONTH

YEAR

NO SI I
5411W1..99 16 (Q50)

I (BOX 0)
2 (605 0/
1 (BOX CI
4 (BOX G)

I I 1
1,0 1.) 1. 6I

PER

((OUR

MONTH

YEAR

NO SE I

AM1UNI..9996 (SIT IV

1 (BOX 0)

2 (BOX 6)
3 (BOX G
4 (BOX 0)

77 71 14 75

(Q50)
2 (Q84)

U
1 (SEC 0)
2 (0841

76

84. Normally how long dons It tsar/ for oe
cap loyee to reach the top of the wage
scale for this Ooh?

lilt

CIRCLE ONE:

WIENS

MINIMS

YEARS

1 (Q50)
2 (550)
1 (Q50)
4 MO/

I- I 1
65 66 61

Ili(
CIRCLt ONC:
DAYS

WEISS 2

Hifi INS 3

YI ARS LIII
77 78 79

214 231



SECTION D - CIASSIF 119110N IF %ORS 101111

This lest section contains quiet iuorse on the meters of people you employ In different job
cleeelf trillium. Ws would like you to refer to your payroll records foe these qua/alone.
would like tc ens i7 we can complete these questions 19000 However if se we go through the next
few questions, you feel it would be easier for you to classify your work force while looking at
the quest lone, em will send you s worksheet which yo., can complete and as will recont act you in
about 2 weeks to r Mint, the interview. Shall we try to finish the interview now? (11 11 MANI!".

WORKSidI 1.9.1 CD,. FIR (UI MAILING INFO ON SCR AND TERMINATE)

05. WWI the pay period that included Declueber 12, 1979 relatively normal one
for (this/theist set shlishetent()?

VLS 1 (006)
NO 2 (087)

86. *het wax the alert lrg dole and Ina ending deie of that pay period,

51891INC. DATE.
PRI DV

AND

INDIA"; DATE
141 DY

87, POt are the et srt ing date and the boding det e, of the !lull pay period I ter
the one including December 12 that you ronelcier reletively norI17 (IF NON!

I23FINAL ASK 088 01 OFCEHRIN 12 PAY PERIOD)

510111ING OATH

AND

CNDIki. DATE:

PC DV

DY

BOX

INTERVIEW'S: READ MI FOLLOWING
Plemee use the pay period sterling t' on (Dolt) end ending on (Doll)
se your reference logy period for the next series of quest ions.

232
215

N)

CARD

(01611
9 10 II

2

1 1 1 1

13 1'. 15 16

1 1 1 1

17 1e 19 20



88. I would like you to classify the Per anent, temporary and seasonal employees

employed by (this/these) establishwent(s) Into six Job cetegoriee. Each Category

will need to be divided between full-tiove and pert-time employees. The mi.

categorlPe are:

Managerial, Administrative, Professional and Technical Workers;
Sales Workers;
Office and Clerical Workere;
Craft Workers;
Oper at Ives; and
Laborers and Service Workers.

E108 I

INIIRWIEKRa ASK C;69 AND 090 FOR Oh) JOB CATEGORY,
BEFORE GOING to THI 4%1 JOB CATIGOPY.

BA. How many full -I Lae (JOB CATEGORY) did (This /These) eetablihavent() have during

the reference py period" Thal would Include: (CARD SERIES C) (RECORD REIN)

RI AD

CARD

90. Mos many par) -tine (SIR CATEGORY) did (this/throe) eat eb 1 aervelent (e) have during

the reference: pay period" (RECORD BELOW)

91. (FOR PART-TIME EMPLOYEES, ASK:) Mow many hours per week did the typical art-Owe
(JOB CATEGORY) work during the reference pay period' (RECORD BELOW)

FORM A - TOTAL EMPLOYEES

J08 CATEGORY

(089)
FULL -114"

EMPLOYE:, S

(090)
PART-TIME

EMPLOYEES

(091)
PART-111t HOURS

PER MEEK

MANAGERIAL, ADMINISTRATIvi,
PROFESSIONAL, AND TECHNICAL

ETYLOYETS
(09I)

SALES WWI RS
(091)

(VIM AND CLERICAL WORIaR5
(09T)

CRATE WORKERS
(091)

_--
UPI HA I 1 VT ..

(091)

LABOR' RS AND ST RVICI WORKERS
(09T)

TOTAI

92. How many hours per week dad the typical employee work during the reference ',dr

per l Ofi'

IDURS:

233
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93. I would III.. you to clafy the employees who earn 56.00 an hour or less by Job title. How-
ever, if it euuld be eaeiar t clasIfy them by wear groden you can do that. Which .oulri he
easter fur you'

.2-10 TITLE 1

WAGE GRADES 2

DOA J
INTERVIEW.- .CORD 094 - 0100 IN FORM B.

CARD

7iI
9 10 11

94a. (II JOB TITLES) Strtinq with (LOWEST JOB CATEGORY). ar .1 are the job tit lee ^I ewlsvem
$6.00 an hour or lees' (REPEAT EOR EACH JOB CATEG`)7' lREC:1) BELOW)

94b. (IF WAGE GRAINS) What tt the cage grades of arcluyese as ruing $6.00 an hour or less' (RECORD

BELOW)

BOX K
INTERVIEWER: ASK 095 AND 096 1011 30,5 I lilt /WAGE

CRAIN BEFORE CUING ID IRE rtlal tall CONY

95. Ho. early full-time (JOB 1111I/WAGE GRADE'.) who earn $6.00 an hour or lass di" (this/these)
anteblislenent (a) have during the reference pay period" (REPEAT FOR EACH JOB I ITLE/WACE GRADE)

96. Hoe ly pert-t use (JOB III11 /WAGE GRADES) who eat $6.00 en hour or less did (this /these)
establishment a have during the reference pay Delia,d' (REPEAT FOR EACH JOB TITLE/WAGE GRADE)

I I

12

FORM 0 - EMPLOYEES PAIO $6.00 AN WEIR OR LESS

(094a) (094b) (Q95) (096)

JOB TITLE WAGE GRADE 1111.1-II It PART-TIME

LABORERS AND SERVICE WORKER:,

1. 1.

2. 2.

5.

OPERAT IVES:

4.

2. S.

3.

CRAI I KIRKE RS:

1. 7.

2. H.

3. 9.

OFFICE A CLERICAL IMRKERS:

1. 10.

2. 11.

7. 1/.

SAL I S WORKERS:

1. 15.

2. 14.

7. 15.

MANAGERIAL, ADMINMRAT IVI , PRI)

FESSIONAI , TECHNICAI EMPLOYE'S

,I. 16.

2. 1/.

3. 1R.

217
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60x L
INIERVIfbfER: USE EXTENSION SHEETS If NECESSARY.

97. During the reference pay period, diet wee the highest atraight time maw excluding
fringe benefits for (JOB TITLE/WAGE CRAMP What vise the lowest straight time
wage, (REPEAT FOR EACH JOB IIILE/WAGE GRADE) (RECORD BELOW)

EOX

INTERVII M R: ASK 098 - 0100 FOR ONE (JOB TITLE /MACE GRADE) BEFORE
GOING TO THE NEXT.

90. Were any employees earning 16.00 an hour or lase, tipped or paid on an incentive
bet.e during the refrenre pay period? (If RI Sr which ones, RECORD BROW)

99, (II I IPI'l h OH PAID ON INCTNI1v1 ) How moor (Y)) I [It' /MAGI GRAM) were tipped or
paid or Cr, incentive bailie Ourotri (Sc reierence pry perlOtt, (REC)RD eltOW)

1(10. (II 111.10 fill PAID ON INCINI IVI) UN the average, how much extra per hour, did the
trPIC) (AB 11111 /WAGE GRAD( ) make during the reference pay period' (RECORD BELOW)

(097)
STRAIGHT TIME WAGE

(09B) (099) (0100)

NICHES' LOWEST IIPPED INCf NI Iv! NUMBER TIPPED $ PER WEIR

YES

NO. .....

1 (099)

2 (0101)$ $ $

Yf s

No....

1 (099)

1 (01111)$ $ $

115

ND

1 (1199)

1 (11101)$ $ S

YES

NO

7 !099)

1 (0101)$
A

Y(5

NO

1 (099)

2 (0101)$ $ E.

YES

NO

1 (099)

1 (11101)_____________

5

$

S S

218
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101. Roughly .het percentage or your non-supervisory warker are covered by collective
bargaining agreements?

PERCENTAGE

CON'l KNOW . . . . . 99B

107. (Doee this/Do these) establihment(a) currently have sly job vacenciee" By that
es mean Jobs that are immediately available for filling and ror which you have
ectively tried to find or recruit people Iron outside your firm"

IS /6 17

YES 1 (0103)

mo 2 (0104)

101. How many secancies (does this/do these) sstabliehment(e) have In each or the
rollowing job categories' (Pleaserexclude Jobs to be Tilled by recall, tranerer,
promotion, devotion or return rroeunpid leave; jobs unoccupied because or labor
management disputes, Job opening,' ror which "new" worker. were already hired and
scheduled to start work later, and the openings with future starting dates.) The
categories are:

Sales Workers

Orrice 6 Clerical Workers.

Crag Worker.

()Perot Ives

latiorern 6 Service Workers .

Vcanciee

104. Do you clculate an average hourly wage ror any portion of your work force in (this/
these) eetabllahment(e)"

I 1

18

IS 20

21 22

23 2,

1 [
25 2b

27 28

YES 1 (0,05) r--]

2 MOM N)

105. During the pay period (086/87) to (086/87), Whet wee the average hourly wage not
including banerits"

AVERAGE MORI 1 a44
DON'l KNOW 999B

lot. What group of wurkere does this average hourly wage represent"

WORKERSI

leOt N
INIERVIEWER: CHECK INDUSTRY SIC ANO CIRCLE ONE.

SIC IS 15-17, 412, 555, 64-66 1 (5107)
Ni? OTHER SIC CODE 2 (5113)

107. During the rererenre pay period, were there any self-employed individuals, that is,
independent contractors who ware working a. an integral part or (this/these)
mitabliehment(1 even though they were not employed by the esitablishment(e).

30 11 32 11

11. 35 16

YES 1 (0108)
NO 7 (5113)

18

2 3 6
219



108. Now =boy independent contractors did you have working with (this/these) etstshlish-
:sent (11) during the reference pay period, Include full- and pert-time contractors.

ONE CONTRACTOR

OR

ht)Ft9ER Of CONTRACTORS:

DON'T KNOW 9990 (0113)

9 40 41 42
0001 (0109)

(0110)

1019.
Did this contractor earn 56.00 an hour or lees frost his or her work after epenses?

110.

YES 1 (0111)
asp 2 (0113)

DON'T KNOW 8 (0113)

Of these independent contractors, how many would you sett:este earned 16.00 en hour

or less from their wort f ter exoenee7

43

H 1 1
45 46

AL:NKR OF CONTRACTORS: (0111)

LONE 997 (OW)
DON'T KNOW 998 (0113)

About how much did the typical independent contractor earning $6.00 an hour or lee,
earn after ioenewe during the reference pay period',

47 4e 49

PER

DAY 1

WEEK 2

MONTH 3

DON'T 104c. 998

112. About how many hours did the typical contractor cork on setter. eeocisted with

your business during the reference pay period-,

HOURS:

PER

DAY 1

K 2

SONTH 3

noN*T YNOW 990

113. -Whet were the grove isles or receipt,. of (this/these) retablishenent(e) for
the October through December 1975Louerter, (IC mar AVAILABLE BY WARIER &If

AVAILABLE FOR Olktilt UNITS 01 TIME, OBTAIN ION -OTHER 11'.:T. let CHOICE WOULD

1W CALINDAlt 1979: 2nd, CAL1NOAR YEAR TO-OAIE I 3rd, 1141AL YEAR 10 DATE:

4th, HON111 if OCTOBER: Slit, 14)51 RECENT FISCAL YEAD.',

SAILS FOR OCTOBLR-DICI*01/R WARIER: S

OTHER (SPECIFY S):

(SPECIFY IINC PERIOD):

DON'T KNOW

50 51 52

999999998

I5, IL 115 ILE ?7166 39 6011
114. 14ow much of In Increase in limit,. could (tine /these) eat KA 1 @MOM have handled"'

during the October through Cuteenner quartet given your physical capacity at that

time' in your opinion, redid you have handled,

very large increase 1

large increase, 2

a moderate increase
small increase, or 4

no increase, 5

OGN' f KNOW El
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115. How many employees both full end pert time (doe. this/do these) establiehment(s)

currently employ,

NUMBER Of EMPLOYEES:

116. Iwo years from now, do you expect that the size of your work force will have
in decreased or stayed the some, (WORK FORCE IN ESTABLISHMENTS IN 1A)

63 6. 65 66 67

INCREASED
1 (0117)

DECREASED 2 (OW)
51AY[D THE SAW 3 (0118)
DON'1 KNOW B (BIM)

117. How many (fewer /more) employee, do you think you will hove'

118.

DON'T KNOW . 9498

(la Ihie/Are these) wetbliotment(a) affiliated with any loci: buelnese
organization?

YE s
NO

BOX 0
That completes the Interview. Because one of the goals of our study Is to measure
the effects of changing economic conditions ojer ti.o, we will be contacting your
organization again next year. We will be sending you In few week., some infor-
met son cal the study that you may wont to retain in your false. Thank you very
such for the time and cooperation you have given us.

INTERVIEWER: fILL 0111 AFTER 00114111110N M INIERVIEW

R REFERRED TO RECORDS WHEN ANSWERINGI

YFS

SECTION A

NO

7

DON'T KNOW

StClION H
2 8

SEUII1N C
2 8

SUCTION 0
2 8

CONK. N 15:

221

TIME IMMO:

2

230

I I
68

T -T
N

AN

PH

69 9 70 71 72

71

f I

7. 75 76 77
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